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Introduction:
The Reality, The History and
The International Experience

'We do disagreeable things so that ordinary people here and
elsewhere can sleep safely in their beds at night. Is that too
romantic? Of course, occasionally we do very wicked
things . . .'

]ohn le Carr6 - The Spy Who Came in From the CoId

This book examines the history and current extent of political
vetting and blacklisting in the private and public sectors in Britain
today. Vetting is more than a'system, - it is, rather, a network of
official and unofficial securityagencies who weave aweb inwhich
many individuals are trapped, and from which they cannot
escape. As we have pieced together numerous case histories, from
private interviews and conversations, and from published and
broadcast material, a highly disturbing pattern has emerged. Each
example, each case history has its ow4 story to tell.

The range of political beliefs of potentiai victims of the blacklist is
enormous. In the eyes of the security service (rvrr5), for example,
active trade unionists like Jack Dromey are 'potentially subver-
sive'.

Dromey is a national officer for the Transport and General
Workers' Union, representing 300,000 manual workers in the
dockyards, local government and the civil service. Like hundreds
of othertrade union officials he is anactive supporterof the Labour
Party. During the 1987 General Election campaign he worked at
Labour's headquarters,.playing a key role in projecting the party,s
new 'moderate' image.l He has little time for Marxisti or what he
calls the'ultra-left'.2To this dayheremains unaware that the state
has branded him a 'potential security risk,.

u l5 has compiled a permanent file on Dromey, chiefly because
of his union activities - he co-ordinated picketing during the bitter
7977 Grunwick dispute.3 Butitwas duringhis chairmanihip of the
National Council for Civil Liberties (rvccr) that the security

ft
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services first saw him as'a potentially dangerous subversive'' In
the mid-1970s, according 1o former senior ur5 officer Cathy

Massiter, the u c c r was targetted as 'a subversive organisation'

because of its criticism of the police and other state institutions.*
Files were opened on its senior personnel, including Dromey,

who was also on the Executive Committee, and legal officer

Harriet Harman.
While he was at the NCcL Dromey met and later married

Harman, now a Labour up' But even had she not been the

NCCL's legal officer Harman would still be considered 'a

potential sibversive'- merely because she was Dromey's wife'

The shadow extends beyond the couple themselves to their

three young children. Being the son or daughter of a .11!yer;
sive' can ciuse considerable doubt about a person's 'reliability'
for a job - the 'sins' of the parents are often visited on the

children.

Dromey and Harman are just two entries on nat5's computer of

one miilion 'subversives'. But this is iust one aspect of a much

wider and more dangerous phenomenon in British society: the

secret blacklisting and vetting of thousands of ordinary citi-

zens.
Blacklisting is an issue which, because of its secret nature, is

rarely discusied publicly. When *rps raise the matter in Parlia-

-".ri, Ministers either refuse to comment or cite 'national

security,. The general view of employment blacklisting is that it
was a f-eature of the 1950s Cold War and was largely the product
of the American Senator Joseph McCarthy' Britain, according to

conventional wisdom, has escaped relatively unscathed from the

scourge of the political witch-hunt, with our civil rights intact.

How irrong thit analysis has turned out to be' In fact, the only
real difference is that blacklisting in the United States has been a

much more open affair. It is also easier to detect in America

because of tneir Freedom of Information and Privacy laws' By

contrast, the essential and recurrent characteristic of blacklisting

in Britain is its hidden nature, protected by the assumption that'it
couldn't happen here'. This has resulted in the lack of public and

political r..rtirry of an issue which can affect the lives of almost

every working Person in this country.
The essence of blacklisting is that it prevents people from being

employed for reasons unrelated to their ability to do thejob' In
*oit .ur"r, the decision is based on their alleged political views

lntroduction 3

and trade union activities. Entirely personal infornrirtion is also
used against people.

There are three forms of blacklisting. Firstly, the vctting of
applicants after they have been offered jobs and thcn blocking
their appointments. Secondly, sacking employees after they havt,
started work. Finally, placing peoples' names on blacklists,
thereby barring them from future employment with other
companies.

Some vetting - like the 'positive' vetting of civil servants and
other public employees - is openly acknowledged. But much is
secret, especially in the private sector. It is a remarkable fact that it
is not actually illegal for an employer to sack an individual
because of his or her political views. Even if an employee
succeeds at an Industrial Tribunal case for unfair dismissal, the
company or government department is not obliged to reinstate
them. The best that he or she can hope for is financial compensa-
tion.

Clearly, for the ordinary victim of the blacklist there is little
protection.

In recent years the practice of blacklisting has increased in both
scope and frequency. Private companies have tempting commer-
cial motives for using personnel vetting procedurei. One way for
them to increase profitability and broaden their corporate base is
to curb high wage rises and prevent potgntial industrial disputes.
They could achieve this by improving ltheir industrial relitions
strategy and developing a constructive dialogue with their
employees. But more frequently the management,s solution is to
sack trade union activists or to blacklist prospective employees
before they join the company.

In order to avoid industrial action over such practices,
personnel departments implement their vetting procedures in
great secrecy. Many companies have their own security officers,
the vast majority of whom are ex-policemen. part of their iob is to
check the criminal records of prospective employees by using
their old police contacts. Even though this is illegal it is a common
practice. They also employ professional vetting agencies. By far
the largest of these is the Economic League, although some
companies use private investigators and security firms. Their
services are used particularly extensively in the construction,
engineering and car industries, where there is a long history of
poor industrial relations.

t__
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While profit, commercial expansion and a compliant labour-
force remain the prime motives forbigbusinesses, vettingwithin
government departments has more overtly political con-
notations. Civil servants have, of course, been subject to positive
(i.e. 'open' and acknowledged) vetting procedures since 1952.

The procedure was intended to reduce the risk of secrets being
leaked as a result of an individual's political and personal beliefs.
Similar procedures are now used for employees in the nuclear
industry, the Civil Aviation Authority, the Post Office, police
forces (including civilian employees) and members of the Territo-
rial Army. Private companies with classified government con-
tracts such as British Telecom and defence firms are also subject
to vetting.

Positive vetting for employees who work in areas genuinely
involving national security is perhaps necessary' But all too often
these procedures are carried out with excessive secrecy/ which
lays them open to abuse. The government, British Telecom and
many defence contractors now have personnel policies which are
a combination of overt and covert vetting. This can lead to
political factors creeping into a system ostensibly based only on
iecurity considerations. A good example of this has occurred at
the nnc. For nearly fifty years the ssc secretly vetted a large
number of its employees. This policy was theoretically justified
by the nnc's potential role as the wartime broadcasting station,
and the fact that some employees in the Overseas Services had
access to'sensitive information'.Yet, in practice, the nnc vetted
atl their journalists, even producers and directors on drama and
arts programmes. Although these people were hardly in need of
vetting, many of them were blacklisted.

The n r c experience, described in Chapter 5, shows how easy it
is to use the premise of 'security' for political or ideological
reasons. The danger inherent in all personnel vetting is that
political views and activities become the criteria, rather than
genuine security factors. This danger was highlighted on
Wednesday 3 April 1985. On that afternoon, just three hours
before the parliamentary recess for the Easter holidays, Mrs
Thatcher announced revised security vetting procedures in a

written answer to the House of Commons.
The timing and method of the sudden announcement meant

that the Prime Minister could not be questioned by u ps about the
new guidelines, which had far-reaching implications and which,
she said, had 'immediate effect'. Neither the employees covered

Introductian s

by the rules, nor the trades unions representing tht,m, nor the
senior civil servants in the Cabinet ofnce respnnsibl. for vet-
ting, were consulted or informed of the initiative before-
hand.

The new security vetting system was to cover ovcr half a
million civil servanis and *I.ry thourands of people *orLing in
the nuclear industry, British Telecom, the posi Ofiice, the poiice
forces and defence contractors. It also changed the terms of
reference of the 'Three Wise Men, - the memb-ers of the Appeal
Board: Lord Justice Lloyd, sir patrick Nairne (former perminent
secretary 

_at 
the Department of Health and social security) and

Edward Hewlett (former Deputy General secretary of the insti-
tute of Professional and Civil servants). under tire traditional
practice, a public servant would put his case before this Appeal
Board, who would then adjudicaie and send their ru.o-*u.du-
tion to the Minister concerned. Now their role would be merely
consultative. Ministers would, in effect, be judge and jury,
themselves determining the definition of a 'subveriive' o, l".rl-
versive activities'. A Minister alone would make the ruling. The
previous success of the Whitehall establishment (support"ed by
governments of both parties) in keeping Ministers and potiti
cians at arm's length from the purge piocedures had ended'.

- Br! the key feature of the 1985 guidelines is the new, and
broader definition of 'subversion, (which sfill has no legal
definition). The term 'subversive, was trad/tionally taken"to
mean a link, direct or indirect, with communisf or fascist
groups. Lord Denning, former Master of the Rolls, defined a
subversive in 7963 as someone who ,would contemplate the
overthrow of government by unlawful means, (our emphasis).s

Mrs Thatcher went much further. She stated:

'It is the policy of Her Majesty,s Government that no one should be
employed in connection with work the nature of which is vital to the
security of the state who:

1) Is, or has recently been, a member of a communist or fascist
organisation, or of a subversive group, acknowledged to be such by the
Minister, whose aims are to undermin" o. orr"rt"h.ow parliamentary
democracy in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland by political, industrial or violent means.

2) Is, or has recently been, sympathetic to or associated with
members or sympathisers of such organisations or groups, in such a
way as to raise reasonable doubts about his reliability.

3) Is susceptible to pressure from such organisations or groups.,
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When pressed to explain the first part of this definition, the

gorr"r.*".,t said that ii fraa merely adopted the form of words

ised in a speech in 1975 by Lord Harris, then a iunior Uo1nu
Office Minister, during a dlbate on the security services.6 But

when Harris used thit form of words - borrowed from an

informal definition used by u15 and the Special Branch - he was

not announcing new government policy or making an official

statement, and his phrase had no special status'

In an attempt to calm some of the fears raised by the new

procedure, Leon Brittan, then Home Secretary, told Peter I9l^u-t,

becretary of the Council of Civil Service Unions, in August 1985:

,Both main elements of the definition must be met before an activity may

be regarded as subversive i.e. there must be a threat to the safety or

weil-|eing of the state and an intention to undermine or overthrow

Parliamentary democracy. The definition therefore imposes strict tests

which ensure that . . . ordinary political or trade union activity cannot

be taken to constitute subversion.'7

The governmentalso claimed that the new guidelines lo^lpy9d
logicaliy from a report by the Security Commission in 1982. The

CJmmission noted that ;the internal threat has altered consider-

ably, since 7962, whenthe formal description of subversive was

limited to communism or fascism. The 1982 report added:

'The fall in Communist Party membership has been accompanied by the

proliferation of new subversive groups . . . whose aim is to overthrow

democratic Parliamentary government in this country by violent or other

unconstitutional means.'8

But there was no mention in the Report of 'undermining' by
,political or industrial means" as stated in the new 1985 defini-

tion.
What is completely new in the 1985 statement are the second

and third parts of th-e definition of subversion. The inclusion of

the phrasei 'sympathetic to or associated with' or'is susceptible

to pressure from' places a huge number of people- 1n t\e
,su6versive, ranks. Ii therefore gives u15 and the Special Branch

the power to blacklist individuals who are engaged in perfectly

lawful, non-violent political activity. This policy of guilt by

association also means that groups such as cNn, Friends of the

Earth, the Anti-Apartheid Movement and trades unions can be

deemed 'potentiaily subversive' by the State' Mrs Thatcher

herself hai suggest"a tnut membership of a trade union is itself
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cause for suspicion. During the controversy ovcrr hcr decision to
ban unions at ccng in February 1984, she said:'l'htre is an
inherent conflict between the membership of a tradc union and
the defence of national security.'e In effect, this hands a blank
cheque to the security services.

Another key feature of the guidelines is the power they give to
Ministers. The new guidelines to the Board of Appeal state: 'A
decision of what employment is to be regarded as involving
"connection with work the nature of which is vital to the security
of the state" or on what constitutes "classified work,, or,,access to
classified information" is not one for you but for Ministers in
charge of Departments.'

In the past these issues were considered by Whitehall perma-
nent secretaries in consultation with union leaders, in a climate of
consensus. This sweeping extension of their power now leaves
the way open for Ministers to use the procedures against political
opponents. As Larry Gostin, then General Secretary of the
NCCL, said on the day after the policy was announced:

'It gives a Minister general authority to suspend those individuals who
he or she believes to be undermining the Minister's actions by political or
industrial means. This places at risk active trade unionists and civil
servants who take differing views from the Minister and who may feel as
a matter of conscience that information should be disclosed in the public
interest.'Io

Terms like 'security of the state' and 'national 
""ru/rrr,are, 

like
'the public interest', extremely vague, and give a Minister an
enormous amount of discretion and power. As John Ward,
General Secretary of the First Division Association, which
represents senior civil servants, said in January 1988: 'Civil
servants know at first hand that it is no longer acceptable for a
government Minister alone to be able to decide unilaterally what
constitutes national security.' Just how vaguely 'national sec-
urity'is defined is evident from the answer Mrs Thatcher gave to
the Labour up Ken Livingstone inJanuary i.988. 'This term,, she
said, 'is generally understood to refer to the safeguarding of the
state and the community against threats to their survival or well-
being. I am not aware that any previous administration has
thoughtitappropriate to adopta specificdefinition of the term.,11

The judiciary have made it clear that it is up to the government
to define 'national security'. During the Spycatcher case the courts
refused to accept the government's appeal on the grounds of

ft,,
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'national security' at face value. But that was a special case - Peter
Wright's book had already been published, thousands of copies
had been imported into Britain and the 'damage' had been done.
The traditional approach of the judiciary was reflected in the Law
Lords' judgement on the ccHe union ban in 1985. Lord Fraser,
then the senior Law Lord, stated:

'The decision on whether the requirements of national security outweigh
the duty of fairness in any particular case is for the government and not
for the courts. The government alone has access to the necessary
information, and in any event the judicial process is unsuitable for
reaching decisions on national security.'

The current definition of a 'subversive' is now so wide and
vague that it is dangerously open to abuse. It is interesting to note
that, while the British government was extending its definition,
the Australian administration was doing precisely the opposite.
The Australian Security and Intelligence Organisation (asro),
the equivalent of r"rl5, dropped the term 'subversive' on the
grounds that it was far too general. They replaced it with
'politically-motivated violence' - a more specific phrase. The
public, aslo's Director-General Alan Wrigley said, does not
expect its security services to be concerned with left-wing trade
unions. The definition of the word 'subversive', he warned,
could be 'endless'.

There has been no proper explanation of why the British
government chose to announce the new security procedures
when it did. One Whitehall view is that the government wanted
to 'legitimise' activities disclosed by Cathy Massiter, a former
ur5 officer, the previous month. Massiter revealed that
the Security Services had placed trade unionists and the Nccr,
under surveillance and had tapped the telephone of cNo
activists. The government may have decided to argue, retrospec-
tively, that 'subversive' activity in fact covered many more people
and groups than the public assumed.

The History of Blacklisting

It is often thought that the phenomenon of the political and
industrial purge stemmed from the Cold War years. In fact, the
origins of blacklisting can be traced back to the time when trade
unions first became active - in the seventeenth century.

Introduction g

Among the best-organised groups of workcrs at that timewere the feltmakers and craftsin"r,. Thui. union, thc J.urney-men Hatters, became particularly militant in the 1690s ov.r l,wwages. And so the employers took action. In 1697 the
Feltmakers' Company introduied the ,character 

note, or,leaving
certificate' system. Under this scheme a master could refuse to
:*pl?{ a journeyman who failed to produce a ,character 

note,
from hls previous employer.rz

But it was not until the Industriar Revolution that blackristing
became widespread. It was particularly prevalent in the railway
industry. -The big companiei would slnd secret letters to each
other enclosing the n;lrnes of employees they had dismissed.
One such letter was written o., Z Norumber 1g39 by Mr
E. J. Cleather, Chief Engineer of the Grand Junction Raiiway,
on behalf of the directorJof his company, to tfiu i".."ir.fi,h"
Stockton and Darlington Railway. bt"rtt u, told him that tney
had.'recently been under the necessity of dischargi"j ,"""rrf
enginemen from their service for acts of insubordi"naiio.,., iu
added:.'Fe_eling the importance of possessing efficient control
over this class of men, in which all railways aie equally interes_
ted, I appeal to you,to co-operate by not readily giui"g 

"r"plryment to the men who have been discharged.,'hia p8'rt.ri'pt iothe.letter Cleather provided the names or *," three offenhing
engine drivers - Evan Edwards, John Cant and Gforge a;_
merdale.l3

The 1840s were a time of great industrial expansion, especially
for 

lhe- 
railways. Numerous companies were set up, and they

needed 
-manpower for the constiuction of many fi""a."a, ofmiles of track. But in order to ensure a compliint workforce,tough bylaws were passed, which made it ""ry ;";y 

-f.,
employees to be dismissed for ,insubordination, or ,_ir.orr_
duct'. Some politicians wanted to extend this practice bfi;;ir;
tion..For example, in 

-1g40 
Lord Seymour proposed that ,ihere

s.hould be a registry of servants emptoyea on the railroads sinceit was by no means uncommon *h"., a servant was dismissed
by one railroad for neglect or misconduct at once to get employ_
ment on another railroad.,la Seymour,s ,registry, piu., *u', .r6t
taken up -.perhaps beca-use the companie-s already had theirown records. But the climate of industrial relati,ons in thenineteenth cgntr,rry was such that employers were able to use
Dtackllsts and 'character notes, to ensure that active trade un_
ionists did not work.
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There was little change during the next hundred yearsl except

that blacklisting became increasingly secretive, mainly because

employers did-not want to provoke strikes over the issue by a

stronglr trade union movement which was growing in power'

Ironilally, it was this very secrecy which may have pry"-ull:.d'
public outbreak of McCarihyism in Britain during the Cold War.

The climate was certainly ripe for a witch-hunt. There was a rash

of spies. Some, like Proiesior Alan Nunn May, 
-Dr 

Klaus Fuchs

andBruno Pontecorvo, were convicted' Others, like Guy Burgess

and Donald Maclean, defected to the Soviet Union' There was

even an English version of Senator ]oseph McCarthy in Sir

Waldron Smi"thers, the organ-playing right-wing Tory rrt n' Every

year from 1947 onwards Smithers would rise in the Commons to

ask the Prime Minister of the day to set up a'Committee On Un-

British Activities' along the lines of the American model' Clement

Attlee and later winston Churchill always greeted this request

with a brisk'No, sir' at Question Time.
ThewayMinistersandseniorcivilservantsdealtwith

Smithers's demands provides an insight into why McCarthyism

did not break out in Biitain. The lack of a strong select committee

system in westminster made it very difficult for smithers to

operate. while he was isolated in Parliament as an eccentric

reactionary, the us political system has powerful Congressional

committees which McCarthy was able to exploit for his

campaign.
How6rre., Britain was not entirely immune' In ll;4ay 1947

clement Attlee set up a Cabinet committee on 'subversive

Activities" the forerunner of the introduction of positive vetting

and the 'loyalty Programme' of civil servants in 1948'

One of tlhe most disturbing effects was the reaction of private

employers and local authoritLs. Many tried to take advantage of

the^Coid War atmospher e. In 19 49 the ]ohn Lewis Group planned

to set up political tests as a condition of employment at a time

when their workers were demanding higher wages, and only

backed down after angry criticism from all political parties and

trades unions. But in the followin8 yeal some local authorities

began dismissing political extremiits from teaching posts' One

Scittish teacher wis refused a job because she had a communist

husband - even though the school was short of staff' Some' like

London County Council, dropped this policy after protests. B-ut

others, like Middlesex Couniy Council, continued the ban for

several years. ls
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Perhaps the most remarkable incident occurred in 1952. That
year the Admiralty removed Commander Edgar young from
their list of retired naval officers. This unprecedented dricision
was based on the Navy's view that Commander young,s left-
wing activities were not 'appropriate' for a naval officei. Even
pro-fascist officers who had been interned during the Second
World War had not been treated in such a fashion-. There were
strong protests in Parliament. But the Admiralty stood their
ground, and even refused to see a deputation of military and
naval officers who wanted to speak on Commander young,s
behalf.16

Such vetting practices continued through the 1950s, and in
industry in particular it was carefully organised. The shipping
companies were especially keen to blacklist trade union activists.
Documents show that the ship-owners compiled blacklists of
seamen and dockers with the assistance of Special Branch
officers. One list contained the names of twenty-eight workers
who had been involved in an industrial dispute. None of them
were Communist Party members and one is now a Labour
councillor.

- 
This policy was mainly a response to the growing milita4cy of

the seamen and the increasing radicalism of the Nitional tfnion
of Seamen (r.rus). In the past the Nus had been run as a company
union. But by the late 1950s the rank and file were growing
restless. Masters and captains were still running the ships undei
the oppressive 1894 Shipping Act, and woiking conditions
increasingly deteriorated. In 1960 the situation was so bad that
the disgruntled seamen staged a nine-week unofficial strike.

- After the dispute was settled there were fierce repercussions
flom the ship-owners. Many of the activists were imprisoned.
Others, Iike their leader Jim Slater, who later became General
Secretary of the NUS, were simply blacklisted. For fourteen
months Slater could not get work. He then complained and
eventually, in September 796'1,, he was summoned before an
Employers' Special Committee to present his case. The Com-
mittee, in effect, admitted that he had been blacklisted. They told
him he could return to work only if he agreed not to involve
himself in union activities or provoke unofficial strikes. slater
refused. He told the Committee that the real problem was the
appalling conditions on the ships. Much to Slater,s surprise, the
Committee then backed down and told him he would 6e able to
go back to work.
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, But the ship-owners had prepared for Slater,s return. On 30
October 1,96L, a marine superintendent of a major shipping
company in the north-east wrote a confidential ietter to the
capjln of a ship. It concerned the future employment of Slater
and his fellow union activist John Appleby. fhe letter stated:
']ohn Appleby and James srater have been reinstated as unestabrished
seafarers. You are hereby instructed that you are not to engage either of
these two men under any circumstances. if yo, ure presentJd-with either
of the above as the only choice, you are at liLerty toieject him and obtain
a replacement from another port.

This letter is not to be filed. After making a note of the names and
discharge numbers, this letter should be destroyed.,

The International Experience

It is often illuminating to compare the experience of British
victims of the blacklist with those of other countries. we can
contra-st, for example, attitudes to vetting in the united states
and West Germany.

In 1980 a lawyer representing the firmJackson, Lewis, Schnitz_

1": 1nd Krumpan spoke at an American management seminar.
His brief was industrial relations. on the subjeit of trade-union
activists, his advice was: 'Weed them out. Get rid of anyone who
is not a team player. And don't wait eight or nine months. I,d like
to have a dollar for every time there is i union organising and the
employer says_"I should have got rid of that rotten bastird three
months ago."'1'

^ 
such is the reality of present-day blacklisting in the united

states. The basic motive for the employer is a cLar commercial
one: sack the activists and you will remain a non-union firm. That
means lower wage costs and higher profits.

However, in the usa there has also been a more fundament_
ally political purpose behind blacklisting. During the height of
Mccarthyism in the early 1950s the issue was seen as more to do
with basic social and cultural values and ideas than with
threats to national security. That is why the industry most under
attack was the cinema, particularly iti writers. ThL House Un-
American Activities Committee (Huac) began investigating
allegations of communism in Hoilywood inti+r. congreJsmai
|ohn Rankin said the rruec was going to track d-own the
'footprints of Karl Marx'. He added: ,We ure out to expose those
elements that are insidiously trying to spread subveisive prop_
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aganda, poison the minds of your children, distort the history ofour country and discredit Chrisrianitv.'Rankin .ruirn"J ;il;;'f"r"were'loathsome, filthy,- insinuating Ln-American undercurrentsthat are running through va.ious p?cirr"r.,ru
, 9t3.ly the purge oficommuniJtr; ** about political ideas. Ithad little to do with security issues. Indeed, there was nodocumented evidence of a direct connection between theAmerican Communist party and espionage at any time durine thepost-war period. This has been coniir_"iby ,il;.iil;"i, i"ri_communist historian Theodore Draper. 1!

The chief targets of the ,roJ investigators were peopleworking for the nxo.studios in HolywooJ; il;;#r"ri".[aof holding communist views becau's" _u.,y of their films wereabout social issues. yl"l Howarairgh", UorgLt RKo in May1948 the purge intensified. Hughes hi."a, private investigator todelve into his emoloyees,,politlcal luuningr. One such agent wasKemp Niver, whl compiled dossiers on'"u"ryor" earning over$1500 a week. He inquired into their politicai views, no# tf,uyspent theirmonevand wha_t theydid in itrlirspare tl_". ,ft l rr_"thing the . , , *oLId ao toary #th;;;; an unfriendty person,,recalled Niver.20
Two victims of the rxo purge were the producer Adrian Scott\and director Edward Omytrit. fhey we.e sacked for beinemembers of the ,Hollywooi ter, rrho, when summ""LJ U"i#the u u a c, refu sed to co-operate and were jailed fo, 

"., i"_pr. i"n"H ua c also sent to orison the novelist Dash'iell Hammett, auiho;;fThe Maltese Fatcoi and rhe Thin Mai.-iewas a member of theAmerican Labor party and ,r., actirre ,rpport", of many radicalcauses. He was put under surveillance Uj, ir,e r n r and bil"kilt"dtor several years.

_ They were far from alone. According to David Caute,s The GreatFear ' atleastsixty-nine actors, directorJand writers were victims ofthe Hollywood brackrist. And that wal^u".or,ru.uutive estimate.what was remarkabre about *re putge was the lack of radicalcontentin theactual films. As thepiuy#.igf,t Ullian Hellman ruia,'There has never been a singre rine oi*o.E-.r c"ilil;;;;*;
Americ-an picfure at_gny time. There has never or serdom beenideas of A N y K r N D.,r, Tiris *as a.k";;i;;"d by Louis B. Mayer,head of prcu Studios, in 1950: ,f f,rr","-rintu,i.,"J-, il;ir#vigilance against un-American influences. If, u, fru, L"urrlG;;communists have attempted to use the screen for subversive
PurPoses, I am proud of our success in circumventing them.;- 

-

n
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But it was the authors and poets of America whom the us
security agencies were particularly anxious to silence by using the
blacklist. Ln1952 the poet William Carlos Williams was rejected

for the job of Poetry Consultant to the Library of Congtess in
Washington. He was not given a reason. But, according to his r r I
file, he was turned down on'security grounds'. A memo to rnr
chief f . Edgar Hoover said: 'The applicant was not appointed
because of an unfavourable report.' It transpired that the rnr had
kept a substantial file on Williams since 1930, when he had
written a letter to the radical New Masses magazine, enclosing a
contribution.

The rnl kept records on as many as 134 writers. Many of the
files released under the Freedom of Information Act do not show
what the government suspected.23 But they do reveal that the rnr
compiled secret files on virtually every American Nobel
prizewinner for literature. The first of these was Sinclair Lewis.
His novel Kingsblood Royal was described by the FBI as 'the most
incendiary book' since Llncle Tom's Cabin, because it constituted
'propaganda for the white man's acceptance of the negro as a

social equal.' Another Nobel prizewinner, Pearl Buck, was also

an FBI target because of her opposition to racial discrimination.
Other authors put under surveillance included John Steinbeck,
William Faulkner, Ernest Hemingway (because of his support for
the Loyalist cause in the Spanish Civil War), Norman Mailer and
Elizabeth Hardwick. Occasionally the rrr acted on their 'in-
formation', as in 1952 when novelist Graham Greene was almost
refused entry to America - he had been a member of the
Communist Party for four weeks in 1923 while at Oxford
University.2a

At the height of the Cold War r n r agents even tried to persuade

librarians to inform on the reading habits of library users. Such
was the paranoia of the time.

The most significant consequence of McCarthyism was that
security files compiled at the time were to affect the future careers

of many innocent people. One notable casualty was the distin-
guished journalist Penn T. Kimball, a writer withTimemagazine
and a reporter and editor on the Netn York Times. He was also an
adviser to two State Governors and later Professor of ]oumalism
at Columbia University.2s lt was while at Columbia in1977 that
Kimball asked to see his rsr file under the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act. He had applied out of natural journalistic curiosity, but
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when the papers arrived he was stunned. The file was incom-
plete, but the documents clearly showed he was classified as ,a

dangerous national security risk'. And the date stamps on the
papers matched up with occasions when passports had been
delayed and academic grants denied. More serious still wcre the
job offers withdrawn because of the file,s contents, including a
top level post with the Kennedy administration in the early 196bs.

Kimball found that the dossier was opened in 7946, when he

lfRlied for a job with the us Foreign Service after serving as a
Marine. It was full of memos from r n r investigators like: 'Kiinbau
was seen drinking beer in the company of communists . . .

Kimball was overhead saying something favourable about Tito.,
some informants referred to his liberal beliefs and independent
thinking but acknowledged his patriotism. But others iaw this
liberalism as a sign of communist sympathies. One said of him:
'One of those young fellows who had received too much
education and gone communistic or socialistic.,

In fact, Kimball was never a socialist or communist. He was a
life-long member of the Democratic party and a liberal. ,I had
always been quite an outspoken individuai in terms of whatever I
felt was going on in the world,, said Kimball. ,But I had no
conception whatsoever that I was really such a dangerous
individual as the government files said I tuined out to be.,76

The r n r dossier contained no hard evidence. It was a mixture of
opinion, gossip and third-hand information. The State Depart-
ment had also doctored the information to make it more
damaging. Reports from local rnr agents were summarised and
rewritten by State Department officials.

Kimball asked for his cra file. At first his request was refused.
But three years later, on 6 August 1982, the Cra report arrived
with the 11 o'clock mail. It was not the best of days. He had just
returned from the hospital where his wife Janet had died iwo
hours earlier. He did not open the package until after |anet,s
burial several days later. But when rre aia pull out the documents
and began reading he was in for a terribie shock. The cra had
also branded his late wife a 'national security risk,, a charge based
on the fact that Janet Kimball had spent a week,s holid'ay with
ly il Mgliqo City in 1956 at the same time as the Soviei spies
Alfred and Martha Stern.

Kimball decided it was now time to take on the u s government.
In 1984 he sued the State Department, the cra Jrrd th" ,ur,
demanding exoneration. It was not until October 19g7 that he
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was finallyvindicated. The governmentagreedto settlethecaseby
admitting that their records 'reflect no information that Penn

Kimball,'br his late wife fanet, were ever disloyal to the United
States.'They also agreed to destroy all the existing files' Kimball
had won. But otheriwere not so fortunate. Many careers and lives

were ruined by the blacklist.
One of the most tragic cases concerned Sam faffe. For fifteen

years Jaffe was a top foreign correspondent with css and arc
ielevision news as a 6ureau chief in Moscow and Hong Kong' Like

many journalists based in the Soviet Union in the 1950s, he was

asked 6y the r r r to pass on information based on his conversations
and meetings with Russians. Jaffe agreed to an arrangement

similar to that which the cra had with at least fifty other
journalists, according to a Congressional Committee.2T

But then the rnr began to ask him for information about his

colleagues, and the ctl offered to pay him as an undercover
agent. Jaffe refused on both counts. It was then that his troubles

began. In 1965 the cla began compiling negative security repo_rts

on him stating that he 'should not be used in any capacity'. 1n1969

)affe was recalled by a n c to Washington from his Hong Kong post'

He decided to resign his job, as he was confident of finding
another foreign correspondent position, given his award-winning
pedigree. Bui he was unable to get work. Initial enthusiasm at

interviews always seemed to fade. It was only later that he was told
privately by employers that he was not hired for 'security reasons' '- 

For the next sixteen years faffe was unable to obtain any regular

full-time work. Eventually he took legal action, and in 1979 the
truth finally came out. An rnr document from 1969-theyearJaffe
resigned from anc - was Presented to the court. It statedl

,The New York r n r office agreed with the Washington field office that the

plaintiff [Jaffe] was an agent of a foreign intelligence agency/ and even

ihough the plaintiff may not have considered himself as such, there was

no doubt tfrit the foreign intelligence agency regarded him as their agent.'

The pur also refused to release all of |affe's files despite six

applications under the Freedom of Information Act. The c r e had

sent him a letter in 1975 saying that a careful investigation had

cleared him of being an agent for any foreign Power, but still the

r r r refused to admit their mistake in branding him a security risk'
It was not until 1984 that us District Judge Barrington Parker

ruled that the prr had 'no grounds' for ever having suspected

!affe.28 By then it was too late. He was a broken man, spending
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most of his time helping his wife Jeune in lrer flower shop.
Eventually, in February 1985, he died of cancer. He was 55.

The rnr's defence in the |affe case was that 'national sccurity'
was involved. But as Arthur Miller, Professor of Law at Llarvard
University has said:

"'National security" is a convenient catchphrase for doing anything you
want to do. You can make your career in national security as Joe
McCarthy did in the 1950s . . . You can use national security concerns to
justify wire tapping, searching, seizure, maintaining records, denying
employment. You can use national security for anything you want
because thus far the people who use those words are basically unaccoun-
table. No one has really said: "Now, wait - prove to me there really is a
national security interest here - prove it. "'2e

It is true that'national security' is often given as the reason for
personnel vetting. But occasionally the authorities are caught out
compiling straightforward political blacklists. This happened in
1984 when it was revealed that the United States Information
Agency (usra) had produced a list of ninety-five people barred
from their overseas speakers programme sponsored by the
government. The usrA arranges for eminent citizens to lecture
overseas about the state of America. But since 1981 the usrA, a
government body, had been rejecting so many speakers on
political grounds that their staff made a list of their names to
avoid proposing them again. At first the usra denied knowledge
of its existence, but it was then forced to conduct an internal
investigation. Two months later the Agency admitted the prac-
tice was 'initiated and employed by top management.'30

Most of the ninety-five blacklisted were Democrats and
liberals. 'It was like a fraternity,' said one former usra official.
'Anyone from a non-conservative persuasion was blacked.'31 A
usla inquiry later revealed that thirty-eight people had been
Iisted 'for partisan or ideological reasons.'32 Among those banned
were novelist ]ames Bal dwin, W ashingtonPosf editor Ben Bradlee,
feminist writer Betty Friedan, liberal economist ]. K. Galbraith,
poet Allen Ginsberg, consumer campaigner Ralph Nader and
Coretta King, widow of Martin Luther King. Also on the list were
Jack Brooks, the Democratic Congressman and Chairman of the
House Committee on Government Operations, and Gary Hart,
the Democratic Senator who was then running for President,

In West Germany the government has incorporated a policy
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trials he was sacked for being 'a security risk' to the Federal
Republic. The court acknowledged that he was not a security risk
'at that time', but could be at some unspecified, future 'time of
crisis'.

For Wolfgang Repp the process was much longer and even
more painful. He had joined the Post Office as a 1S-year-old
apprentice in 1965. In1974he was elected as a local union official
with an overwhelming majority. That year there was a wave of
industrial action in the Post Office, particularly in Repp's home
town of Frankfurt. In April 7975 he was summoned to a
Berufsaerbot hearing and questioned about his membership of the
DKp - he had stood as a Communist Party candidate in the 1972
and 7974local elections. This interview provoked a remarkable
response - his colleagues, the union, uns, and thousands of
people demonstrated in protest. The proceedings were dropped.

However, in 1978 the Berufsoerbof process was renewed, and
Repp was offered continued employment, but on a lower grade.
He refused. The case did not come to court until 1984, and Repp
was not allowed to summon over fifty witnesses he had lined up
in his defence. During the case he was suspended on a reduced
salary. He was then asked to resign from the oxp and to give up
his activities on the party's behalf. Again he refused. Eventually,
in December 1984, another court ordered his reinstatement. But
after five weeks back at work his suspension was reimposed.
Further hearings are still pending, thirteen years after the first
inquiry.

Herr Dreesmann, the government minister responsible for the
postal service, said of the Repp case:

'For years he [Repp] has been an active supporter of the o x p. This means
that he has violated his duty to be loyal to the constitution . -. . Herr Repp
could end the disciplinary proceedings if he voluntarily retlred from the
civil service. Since he is not prepared to do so, and is not willing to meet
the obligation to be loyal to the constitution, the disciplinary proceedings
must continue which may end with a decision to dismiss him.'3s

Herr Repp said:

'They could find nothing to hold against me in the way I did my job as a
postman, so they tried to discriminate against me on account of my
political opinions. I was labelled as an enemy of the constitution,
although no details have ever been given to me of exactly where and
when I am supposed to have breached the constitution . . . I am not
against the constitution of the Federal Republic of Germany. I am for its

based on ideology rather than 'security'. In L972 the Prime

Ministers of the ten West German states, led by the then Federal

Chancellor Willy Brandt, introduced'Guidelines on the Employ-

ment of Extremists in the Public Service'. Known as Berufsaerbot,

this decree set down the 'basic principles regarding the loyalty to
the constitution of civil service employees.' Essentially, it meant

that'radical' civil servants of both left and right could be refused

employment or dismissed from the public service. Those covered

by'the 'Decree Against Radicals' include doctors, teachers,

lawyers, rail workers, postal workers and civil servants'
Bbrufsaerbot was extended in 1975. The Federal constitutional

Court * the highest iudicial body in West Germany - ruled that
membership of a party which is not banned but is 'hostile to the

constitution' can 6e a factor when an employee is vetted' Under
the right-wing coalition Sovernment of Chancellor Kohl the use

of the"decree I-ras been intensified, with civil servants being held
more strictly to their duty of loyalty to the State. According to
governmenl minister Heir Dreesmann, it was 'the obligation of
ii,oil reruur,ts to stand up for the constitution of this State based

on the principle of freedom and democracy, always act accord-

ingly and defend it at all times.'33
-Di""s*ut n argues that the courts have ruled that only the

German Communist Party (oxn) and the neo-fascist National
Democratic Party (Nnn) pursue anti-constitutional obiectives.

But in reality members of a whole range of radical groups have

been affected, including the Green Party, the peace movement,

anti-fascists, socialists ind even the Church. By contrast there

have been hardly any cases of neo-Nazis or fascists being

disciplined.3a
The spread of Berufsaerbof has been immense. Since 1972 some

200, miinly communist, applicants have been refused public
service jobi. The political backgrounds of 3.5 million people have

been put on record with the help of the intelligence services. This

is done by the West German Special Branch (Verfassungsschutz) or
'The Office for the Protection of the Constitution' as the govern-

ment calls it. The courts had also handed out disciplinary
measures, including dismissal, in 6,779 cases based on the

Berufsaerbot law.
The postal workers were among the biggest casualties' In

Octobei 1981 Hans Peter was dismissed from his job as a post

office engineer after thirty years of service' He was a member of
the Gerrnan Communist Party (oxn). After several hearings and
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full implementation. We are a long way from-that at the moment' The

Berufsierbot against me is an example of that.'36

The most remarkable Berufsaerbot case showed both its authori-
tarian nature and how the government uses it. In 1982 DrJochen
Vollmer, a Protestant cleric from Baden-Wurttemberg, swore his

oath of loyalty to the constitution. But he then added a rider that
the State had no right to decide on 'the ultimate truth' that bound
his conscience. The Berufsaerbot machine was soon cranked into
action and Dr Vollmer was PromPtly sacked. This is the reason

given by the Freiburg court:

'An applicant who puts his duty to be loyal to the State under the proviso

that hii duties as an official should be compatible with his religious

convictions does not - in the court's opinions - offer the guarantee that

he will at all times actively support the free democratic basic order''

Such a decision clearly shows that the West German govern-

ment has been using Berufsaerbot to stifle and suppress political
dissent by non-communist radicals' That is the ultimate danger of
all political vetting operations.

But at least in the United States and West Germany the process

is relatively open. In America you can obtain your FBr and cra
files through the Freedom of Information Act. In West Germany
the Berufsairbof is enshrined in law and can be fought through the

courts. in Britain even that official acknowledgement is denied to

people. Instead, vetting is shrouded in unnecessary secrecy. A
secrecy which this book hopes to break down.

Vetting Our Servants: The Civil
Service Since 7945

Positive Vetting

There are two systems of vetting in the Civil Service. They are
'positive' vetting, which is overt, and 'normal' or ,negative,

vetting, which is secret. Here is an example of the first system.
In 1985, a young but senior civil servant was questioned about

an official who had once worked for him and wis undergoing a
positive vetting investigation. 'I was appalled to be asked,, he
said, 'whether he had strong views on nuclear disarmament. I
asked why; I was told that those with ',strong moral views,, on the
subject had shown themselves "ready to betray secrets,,., He took
this to be a reference to Sarah Tisdall, who was sentenced to six
months in gaol in 1984 after passing documents to the Guardian
which showed how the governmentplanned to handle the public
relations aspects of the arrival of cruise missiles at Greenham
Common. He was also told that such people were ready to
'commit sabotage' - an apparent reference to the Greenham
Commonwomen.

He continued: 'I then asked whether this meant that officers
who favour disarmament would fail their positive vetting;
whether, in the light of Clive Ponting,l the pv-eis would now ask
whether officers have strong views on accountability to parlia-
menf and whether, in the event of a unilateralist Labour
government, they would weed out those opposed to unilateral
disarmament. No answers, of course. And I was left wondering if
something would now go down onmy record.

'This is not the first sign,' he added, 'that this government,
with the complicity of compliant senior civil servants, has
deliberately blurred the distinction between the threat of espion-
age or sabotage externally directed, against which the Security
Services are properly deployed, and internal political opposition.
ccHe was the other obvious instance.'2 But it is disturbing to see
that this has now been constitutionalised to this extent.

1

t
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'I must say that, more generally, I find it increasingly difficult to

co-operate *itn nu offi"cers whose social, political and-moral

valuls seem to date from the mid-1950s' (My Pv-er was ex-Indian

Army, and showed it!) It is repulsive to find oneself almost

,.,.o.ts.iorsly disguising radicil views, tacitly agreeing that

homosexualiiy is prima ficie evidence of unreliability, accepting

stereotypes oi the'"loony left" as potential "enemies" and so on''

He saii^he was 'frankly, ftight".,ed' of entering into what he

called'sensible discussions' with his investigating officer'

those countries. The official is then asked to answer ,yes, or ,no,

(and if 'yes', to elaborate) to the following questions:

Have you ever been a member of or in sympathy with, any communist,
Trotskyist or fascist organisation in the United Kingdom or elsewhere?

Have you ever had any connection with any group or movement
associated, or in sympathy, with a communist, Trotskyist or fascist
organisation?

Have you everbeen a close associate of a person who to your knowledge
is or has been, a communist, Trotskyist or fascist?

Have you ever been a member of, or in sympathy with, any organisation
(not covered in previous questions) which advocates or practises
unconstitutional activities in pursuit of its political activities?

In their answers, officials are advised to 'take into account not
merely your own belief but also the opinion which is generally
held of the organisation or persons in question, even if you do not
endorse that opinion.'

One of the 700 or so rv investiqators, who are emploved bv the-----yrftrv ot Lrerence but dq 3l!!9p-9-ltmerr-!q (olhq_tbin"lh_e -
Gb ifi;stisaie

themselves) described his work in this wav: 'A file comes to us
from wniChever government department .-. .'Wffiay get a file
from say, British Telecom and that is passed through the
Headquarters of rsru to one of our team.' The team leader'will
draw the investigating officer's attention to any particular as-
pects. He may say; "I want you to probe the nationality of this
man's wife," or whatever it may be.'The subject is interviewed
for perhaps three hours. Investigations are then carried out,
going back ten or fifteen years, to past employers and so on. ,So I
would see, having seen the referees and the subject, as appropri-
ate, school masters, university teachers, bursars or colleges,
moral tutors at universities, all his employers, including part-
time and moonlighting jobs, all his seniors in the Civil Service. If
the senior, as very often happens, does not know an awful lot
about him, then I see a colleague of the same grade. The senior
may well say; "This chap has lunch every day in a pub with so and
so . . . " Whenever we talk to referees and to all sorts of people we
always say, "Now who else knows this chap? Who inows his
wife? Who knows hisfamily?"'a
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would be vu
o'ffi;i,on for ;v-Is..m'e tkaihood 

- 
iher 

-the individual
concerned would have'regular and constant access to Top Secret

Information.'3 Originally estimated to cover just 1,000- officials -
mainly those worling on the atom bomb project - the tI:t:T
now embraces aboui66,000 civil servants and an identifiable

number of other people working for companies included on what

the Ministry of Defence, whose Personnel Security Investigating

Unit (r'slu) is responsible for vetting throughout Whitehall'

officially calls'List X'.
The enormous expansion of the number of people caught in the

Pv net reflects the way in which more and more information is

now classified. It alst shows how a system, once installed'

submits to the bureaucratic tendency not only to overclassify

information, but to pry and control in a way which, spurred by

the political climate, cin be abused. But the rv system does not

,l*iys work. It did not catch Geoffrey Prime, for example' the

most'spectacular spy in recent years- It did not catch Michael

Bettaney, the rr,r 15 oliicer who offered secrets to the Russians, nor

did it s;ve the government from the embarrassing case of the

Queen's p".ro.tll police officer, Commander Michael Trestrail'

officials about to be investigated for pv clearance are asked to fill

in a confidential form ab6ut their family and their political

proclivities, and to give the names of two close personal friends

ithese are questioned, along with other referees such as a former

employer).^ The official is asked whether he or she has any

relatives in communist countries or has ever visited or lived in
So there ur" th."u rtug"r to poritir ,

g""rtiglluire co
the securitv

investigation

Positive Vettins, or 'Pv' , was introduced r4-]-9!2--Qndglttre
EirectlY or indirectly for 

-

, Ior reasons that
----o 

- 
,- i-

rd up as 'sex, money qnq*Lqtlqc9-, tney
to Eiackmaii'and iould be trusted. The
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includins interviews with the subiect's references, and a check on

ffi.iA n.i""fr t*hich, in tur,rycllieq$-_fli_e-
esPonsible for

@l check with F branch, responsible for

'domestic subversion'. If there is anything adverse on record

about the subiect, a recommendation will go back to the Ministry
of Defence and the individual's own department saying'refuse
vetting'.

'Normal'Vetting

This is the process that was, presumably, applied to Peter

Staghniewski, an economics graduate of Edinburgh University'
h lgZe he applied for a iob at the Tropical Products Institute
(rnI), part ofthe Overseas Development Administration (ooa)'
in December of that year he was offered a position as Researcher

on the recommendation of the Civil service selection Board. He

was told that the offer was subject to formalities-'the satisfactory

completion of enquiries into age, health and other matters" A
,oo.,ih later, he wis informed that he would not get the iob at all'
The letter of rejection was sent on the very day on which he was

being shown around the tpr laboratories at Culham, being told
whal kind of work he would be doing and being given advice

about living accommodation. When he asked what had gone

wrong he rias told: 'We are not able to explain the nature^of a

rejection since information is given to us in confidence'' Stag-

hniewski tried to find out why he had been turned down' The

Civil Service Commission, responsible for overall recruitment,

said that as far as it was concerned there was no problem - if his

references had not been satisfactory, it told him, he would not
have been invited to an interview in the first place. He was told by

Edinburgh university that his former teachers and supervisors

had not6eet rpptorihed. He approached his ur', Ted Fletcher,

who, in lune {979, was informed by the ona that the decision

'has nothing to do with the fact that his [Staghniewski's] f-'l!gt
was Polish lhu be.ume a naturalised British citizen in 1954]" He

remains none the wiser. He assumes that the decision may have

had something to do with his politics. He had been a member of
the Labour faity in 1974and1975, anda member of cNo in1975'
He had participated in three'student grant'marches, and a'rent
strike' it his university in the autumn of 1975. Was that the

problem?

The Cioil Seraice Since 1945 ZS

The r.ry_lrocesji covers many thousands of people - it is
impossible to be precise about the total number for, unlike
positive vetting, it is cov_e_!t. The pv system applies to senior
public servants, those most likely to have access to highly
classified information and those in particularly sensitive jobs.
The tentacles of riv spread far and wide. This so-called 'purge
procedure' was disclosed to Parliament in 1948 (though it began
earlier). It has become a blanket system covering not only the
Civil Service but also defence companies and other public
corporations. It includes Mps'Research Assistants and even the
government's Youth Training Schemes.s The ry:-process con-
cg4trateq4qt__qo j3:lhtgst914e_feSts','@@
asg99ieti.p.l_s_an{aty_eu{u+Se-Sl_pg9l:rgUlqlstv__ef-"A1iy1tiq-s.It
covers young people, whose careers may be blighted at the very
start of their working lives, without their knowledge, and
without them ever knowing why.

_'No{m?.!'..vetting ilyclvelq sweep through the Crimina!
Itecord-g Office 4s well as a check with Special Branch and ul5
ff , ,r Wf,it"nall puts it, thJre is 'N.tf,i.j ki"*"
Against' the individual who is being investigated. Potentially
damaging information would include associations with organ-
isations deemed to be 'subversive'. A significant elision is made
here; subversion (of which there is, of course, no definition in
law) is made synonymous with criminality. In other words, the
government - any government - is free to classify a threat of open
debate as a threat to national security. It can also use ihis
argument to avoid having to answer awkward questions from
independent-minded employees.

@ggy-e1tyggl1g processes carried out in
the private sector, which we describe rnEtdfiadteG.

The History of Positive Vetting

At the beginning * and for us that means the start of the Cold War
- there was something unBritish, almost distasteful, about
vetting. Everything was rather relaxed, informal and presumptu-
ous; personal contacts and the Old Boys'Network was the key to
recruitment. McCarthyism was alien to Whitehall's instincts and
culture. This attitude was later to produce hypocritical and ironic
results even at the sensitive heart of secret government, namely,
the Security Service.

Both Sir Roger Hollis, Director-General of rrrr5 between 1956
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and 1965, and his deputy, Graham Mitchell, backed away from
witch-hunts. Both were accused after their deaths of having been

Soviet agents (the former by Chapman Pincher and Peter Wright,
the latter by Nigel West, alias the Tory up for Torbay, Rupert
Allason). Many of Kim Philby's rvr 16 colleagues believed he was a

victim of us-style McCarthyism when he was asked to resign
after the defection of Burgess and Maclean. This attitude can, of
course, be interpreted another way. Roy Hattersley, Labour's
Deputy Leader, put it thus: 'There is a terrible truth about the
securiiy services; I mean, we believed for twenty-five years that if
you were an old Etonian, you could not be a traitor.'

Discounting the allegations that a group of u 15 officers plotted
to destabilise the Wilson government of the mid-1970s, Lord
Annan, the former university administrator and commentator on
broadcasting, observed: 'There is another check on the operation
of the Security Service: the establishment itself.' Despite the
pressure from Beaverbrook and others on the right, there was no
McCarthy witch-hunt in Britain. No dons were dismissedi no
Angleton-inspired mole hunt (Angleton was the cla's counter-
espionage chief) within the security services that blighted many
brilliantiareers inside the cra took place. Over the years only
twenty-five civil servants were moved from their posts or - rarely

- dismissed, whereas 25,000 in America were sacked or resigned.

In Britain,' he claimed, 'the common law maxim of guilt having to
be proved prevailed.' Churchill, who took a relaxed view of the
Buigess/Miclean defections, had one eye on the us and
Mcearthyism when he said, in the coronation night broadcast in
1953: 'Parliamentary institutions, with their free speech and
respect for the rights of minorities, and the inspiration of a broad
tolerance in thought and its expression - all this we conceive to be

a precious part of our way of life and outlook.'

Clement Attlee, who introduced the 'purge procedures' and the
positive vetting system to Britain in the 1940s, partly as a result of
pressure from the us, explained his attitude in Parliament after
he had left office: 'We are pardonably annoyed at being in-
structed by a beginner like Senator McCarthy. The British Labour
Party has had nearly forty years of fighting communism,in
Britiin, and, in spite of war and economic depression, the
communists have utterly failed.'

What Attlee did not tell the Commons was that he had already
set up a Cabinet Committee on 'subversive activities' in May

1946.The exercise was not prompted by parliamentary pressure,
but by the defection of a Soviet cypher clerk to Canida eight
months earlier. Igor Gouzenko, who had sought asylum in
Canada, provided information which led to the ariest of Dr Alan
Nunn May, a British scientist who worked on the joint atomic
power project at Chalk River, Ontario, during the Second World
War.

The Attlee government also set up a committee of officials
under Sir Edward Bridges, then head of the Civil Service, and
including Sir Percy Sillitoe, head of u 15, fohn Winnifrith, head of
Personnel at the Treasury, and Graham Mitchell, also from u15.
Although covert purging of civil servants had already begun, this
committee marked the end of Whitehall,s somewhat ha hazard
attitude towards vetting and the start of a new approach. In
March 1948, Attlee announced to the Commons that tLe govern-
ment had decided on a new 'purge procedure,. Under this, any
civil servant deemed to be associated with communist or fasciit
organisations would be summarily removed from posts related to
'national security', and, if no alternative posting cbuld be found,
dismissed. suspicion alone was a ground for transfer or dismis-
sal, and it was not necessary for the government to prove any act
of disloyalty had actually taken place. In the .ou.s" of thu
Commons exchange following his announcement, Attlee stated:
'The general principle covers all those in service of the State
where secrecy is involved.'

Scientists working on the atomic programme were divided;
some accepted the new procedures as an ,unpleasant necessity,,
others asked why the Official Secrets Act was not sufficient.
They warned that 'the new measures establish a dangerous
precedent which allows persons to be penalised for associations
and opinions not proscribed by law.'But, in an official statement,
the British Atomic Scientists' Association said that there was a
consensus among them that the new regulations should not be
extended beyond the Civil Service or institutions directly in-
volved in work on 'important military secrets,. They added, in a
clear reference to the u s: 'It is difficult to avoid the concrusion that
even in friendly countries, individuals employed in universities
and- f industry have been penalised on political grounds., It
could lead, they warned, to a 'serious change for the worse in the
intellectual atmosphere of our schools and universities to the
great detriment of coming generations.'6

Individuals were not, and are still not, allowed to see the
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evidence on which accusations were based. Officials do have a
right to appeal to a Board of 'Three Wise Men', but their authority
has gradually diminished, to the point that they are now little
more than a rubber stamp. The purge procedure has been
extended to cover more and more people (see Introduction), and
those who fall victim before they have been formally accepted for
a post are not told the reasons for the withdrawal of the job offer.
They can only guess.

In the first year, seventeen cases came before the Three
Advisers: in six no action was taken, and the rest were transferred
to 'less sensitive work'. Six others decided not to take their cases to
the appeal board. Over the following seven years, 1,67 civil
servants were removed from their posts. Twenty-five of them
were dismissed, twenty-four resigned, eighty-eight were trans-
ferred to non-sensitive work, and thirty-three were reinstated. In
the us, 9,500 federal officials were sacked afterthe 1945 purge, and
another 15,000 resigned. All were named. In Britain none were
named. However, the real number of British officials barred from
promotion or not recruited will never be known. Although Attlee
did not say so, almost all of the officials affected were communists,
or were alleged to be so. 'The security authorities were overjoyed
when they eventually found a fascist in one of the service
departments. It made the whole operation look even- handed.'7

The Extension of Vetting in the L950s

In February 1950 the scientist Klaus Fuchs was arrested after he
confessed to passing atomic secrets to the Russians. rr 15 knew he
was a communist and a potential security risk when he became a
British citizen eight years earlier. Britain needed all the scientists it
could get to work on its own atom bomb project, a project which,
ironically, was kept secret from the public and was jealously
opposed by the Americans. But Fuchs's arrest led the us to sus-
pend all co-operation with Britain in developing nuclear weapons.
Washington pressed Attlee to adopt a more aggressive purge
procedure and to introduce a system of positive investigation into
the private lives and political affiliations of officials involved in
secret and sensitive work. So, just as Gouzenko's defection led to
the first purge procedures - negative vetting - Fuchs's spying
prompted Attlee to order his Cabinet Committee on 'subversive
activities' to draw up proposals for a system of positive vetting.

An official committee under John Winnifrith was set up in April
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1950 to initiate a nv system in Britain. Its report was ready by
November, and was sent to the Prime Minister. This report
remains classified, but Sir Norman Brook, then Cabinet Secre-
tary, wrote to Attiee:

'The "positive vetting" which the report recommends involves primarily
a change of attitudes and methods on the part of the departmental
establishment authority concerned who "having first made sure that the
security service has no adverse record of the candidate, should itself
make a conscious effort to confirm his reliabilitv." This is to be achieved
partly by a check of personal records which #il be kept in fuller form
than hitherto, and partly - in a minority of cases - by specific inquiries
undertaken by the security Service.'

According to Brook, the report suggested that the total number
of posts for which rv would be required was unlikely to exceed
1,000. By 1982 the number of posts for which pv clearance was
required stood at 68,000, a figure which the Security Commission
itself said that it regarded as excessive.

us pressure continued. A tripartite conference on security with
British and Canadian officials was arranged in fune 1950, a few
days before the start of the Korean War. American anxiety was
fuelled by the defection of Dr Bruno Pontecorvo, one of Klaus
Fuchs's colleagues at the Harwell Atomic Research Establish-
ment, in September 1950, and the defection of Burgess and
Maclean in May 1951. The British themselves were concerned
about the communist threat in France. They called a meeting with
senior us and French officers in Paris to discuss the problem. In
the midst of the conference the British delegation learnt, to its
embarrassment, that Burgess and Maclean had fled to France and
were probably on their way to the Soviet Union. The us called a
second conference with Britain and Canada in July 1951 . A month
later, another report from the Winnifrith Committee said that the
proposed rv system would not be limited to people working on
the atomic bomb project. It'would have to be extended to all
persons holding vital posts in government service.'

The Attlee Cabinet finally agreed to the principle of pv in
October 1951. The system was introduced by the new Conserva-
tive administration in January the following year. The process
was instituted, and two years later pv investigators were
formally asked to look out for 'serious character weaknesses of a
kind which might make a person liable or subject to blackmail.'In
1955, Prime Minister Anthony Eden appointed a Conference of
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Privy Councillors to look at'security procedures now applied in
the public services'. This time the initiative was provoked by
public confirmation that Burgess and Maclean were in Moscow
and by a Commons debate on the whole affair. Setting up a
committee, or asking the Security Commission to carry out an
inquiry, has been the consistent, almost pavlovian, reaction by a
government faced with an embarrassing incident or disclosure.
The Conference completed its work in 1956, but a White Paper
stated that it was not in the public interest to publish the full
report. It said that in future emphasis should be placed on
character defects - 'failings such as drunkenness, addiction to
drugs, homosexuality or any loose living'- as well as communist
sympathies. But the report also made clear that the Communist
Party was being kept under close surveillance (we now know
from the former rvr15 officer Peter Wright that in 1955 ur5, in an
operation called 'Party Piece', entered the flat of a rich cp
member and photographed the files of the party's entire mem-
bership), as were those regarded as sympathetic to it. 'One of the
chief problems of security today,' the White Paper said, 'is thus to
identify the members of the British Communist Party, to be
informed of its activities and to identify that wider body of those
who are . . . sympathetic to communism.' It went beyond the
concept of guilt by association, effectively stating that suspected
officials were guilty until proved innocent. 'In deciding these
difficult and often borderline cases,' the Privy Councillors said,
according to the White Paper, 'it is right to continue the practice
of tilting the balance in favour of offering greater protection to the
security of the State rather than in the direction of safeguarding
the rights of the individual.'8

The then Home Secretary, Major Lloyd George, told the
Commons that'with the assurances that the government intend
to do all that they can to prevent their policies and procedures
impinging unfairly on human rights, the House can rest content
with the findings of the inquiry.' It was a presumption those
outside Westminster were not prepared to make. ulS and the
police Special Branch had been steadily increasing their surveil-
lance of political and industrial activists: their targets were no
longer confined to espionage. The security guidelines and the
government's defence of them led to the setting up of the
Campaign for the Limitation of Secret Police Powers, whose
supporters included the historians G. D. H. Cole and
A. I. P. Taylor, the sculptor Henry Moore, the playwright Ter-
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ence Rattigan, and Peter Ustinov. The Campaign uncovered
many cases of discrimination against left wingers who were
neither government servants nor communists (for example the
r c r solicitor John Lang, whose case is discussed in Chapter 3). At
the annual conference of the Association of University Teachers
in 1957 there was a fierce debate on whether lecturers should give
information to nrr5 about their students.

The practice continues. In the present climate there is
widespread concern about the use to which information, not only
about students, but also about lecturers themselves, can be put,
especially in light of new criteria for funding universities. And
today it is also questionable whether safeguards against the
political vetting of teachers and other employees of local authori-
ties, including social workers, are sufficient.

In the mid-1950s, a man who became one of the countrlr,s
leading industrialists and has since been knighted was forced to
leave the Civil Service because rrarS said his wife was a commu-
nist. In a letter to the Economist magazine at the height of the
Spycatcher affair, AubreyJones, a senior minister in the Eden and
Macmillan governments, said:'In 1955I was appointed Minister
of Fuel and Power. While occupying ihat post I was told that an
official whom I held in high esteem could not be promoted
because, so it was said, his wife was a communist . . . He was,
quite clearly, unfairly treated. I'm fairly sure that he was never
told why his career had been blighted, and the public service lost
a very able official.' Some years later, as a Minister of Supply, Mr
Jones said he was confronted by a similar case. He was told that a
technologist at the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough
had to be removed from classified work because he had started
reading the Daily W orker.e

The Security Reviews of the 1960s

Two spy scandals- the discovery of the Portland spy ring in1967,
which ended in the arrest of George Blake and the civil servants
Ethel Gee, Frederick Houghton, Gordon Lonsdale and peter and
Helen Kroger, Ied the government to set up yet another inquiry
into security procedures. The result was the 1962 Report, much of
which also remains secret, drawn up by a committee chaired by
the Law Lord, Lord Radcliffe. The Reportcame up with a number
of specific recommendations, notably that rv investigators of
public servants should be carried out every five years (a pro-
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cedure which soon became a victim of bureaucracy - there were,
and are still, not enough investigators to carry out the job
properly or consistently). It noted, however, that 'traces of
communist association' were usually derived from intelligence
records, rather than from field inquiries by nv investigators
which tended, if anything, to concentrate more on character
defects. Radcliffe recommended 'more frequent resorts to the
purge procedure in marginal cases.' But it was the tone and
intellectual contortions of the Report that were revealing. 'For the
sake of brevity,'it said, 'we have followed the common practice of
using the phrase "communist" throughout to include fascists.'
Radcliffe acknowledged that'it is not the policy of the [Commu-
nist] Party, according to our information, to give its members,
open or secret, any encouragement to undertake espionage . . .

The Party is treated as one of a number of political parties seeking
the votes of the electorate.'

It also stated, however, that the 'sources from which the main
threat to security come . . are subversive organisations in this
country/ of which in current conditions the most formidable is the
Communist Party of Great Britain, with its fringe of associated
bodies and sympathisers.' Radcliffe also pointed a finger at the
Civil Service unions. 'We understand,'his report said, 'that there
is no evidence that the communists have made any exceptional
effort to gain control of these unions . . . No evidence has been
brought to our knowledge that communist union officers,
whether serving on a paid or unpaid basis, have been detected in
any form of espionage. Nevertheless, we regard this presumably
deliberate massing of communist effort in Civil Service unions as
most dangerous to security, however one defines it.'Therefore, it
continued, it would be reasonable for any Whitehall department
to 'deny access to or refuse to negotiate (either by correspondence
or face to face) with a named trade union official whom it had
reason to believe to be a communist under the definition used in
the purge procedure.'10 Again, the officials charged would not be
allowed to know the nature of the allegations against them - or
their families - and so would have no way of knowing whether
they were accurate or fictitious.

The unions seemed to be resigned to accepting the Radcliffe
Committee's arguments. One of its victims was Cyril Cooper. In
1963, Cooper, General Secretary of the Society of Technical Civil
Servants (now the Institution of Professional Civil Servants) was
barred from taking part in negotiations with Whitehall depart-
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ments on behalf of his members. He appealed to the Three
Advisers, telling them that he had left the Communist Party
many years previously. He was asked about contacts witir
communist diplomats - he replied that he occasionally had drinks
with them at receptions. He had had one with a Czech Labour
Attach6, accompanied by another man who turned out to be a
Czech journalist, at a ruc reception.

Cooper was reminded that he had been to Moscow and had
gone to the Bolshoi Theatre several times. He recounted
aftenvards that he was asked, if he was interested in opera, why
he had not gone to Vienna. He was then asked if he and his wife
had artistic friends; he confessed that he had. To which a
questioner on the board immediately asked him: 'Aren't all of
those long-haired people of one political persuasion?' Cooper
said he doubted that they were. The questioner disagreed. His
appeal was turned down.

The next major review of security procedures was set up
twenty years after Radcliffe - i n 1982.11 Yet again, it was a review
prompted by an embarrassing incident; this time the allegation
by Chapman Pincher in his book Their Trade is Treachery, that the
former Director-General of na15, Sir Roger Hollis, was a Soviet
agent. The Report of the Security Commission chaired by Lord
Diplock, a Law Lord - was not asked to look at Pincher's
allegation; it was a broad analysis of the state of security
procedures. It was, in many ways, an enlightened document. It
began, however, by saying that although 'the external threat
from Soviet intelligence services' remained undiminished since
Radcliffe, 'the internal threat has altered considerably.'

It continued: 'The threat offered by the Communist Party of
Great Britain has probably diminished as a result of the fall in the
number of its members and the disillusionment of many of them
with Soviet policy since 1961 in invading Czechoslovakia and,
more recently, Afghanistan. The fall in cpGB membership,
however, has been accompanied by the proliferation of new
subversive groups of the extreme left and extreme right (mainly
the former) whose aim is to overthrow democratic Parliamentary
government in this country by violent or other unconstitutional
means/ not shrinking in the case of the most extreme groups from
terrorism to achieve their aims. Membership of individual groups
is small but, for the most part, active and conspiratorial. They
might well seek to make public information injurious to the
interests of this country, not at the behest or for the benefit of any
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foreign power, but simply to harm this country itself, whether by
causing a rift between it and its allies or otherwise, and by these
means to weaken its defences against the overthrow of demo-
cratic government here by force.'12

We quote this at length since it remains the state of the art of the
security establishment's analysis. But the extracts of the Diplock
Report which were published did not conclude that the pv
system should be extended. Indeed, it said quite the reverse: that
too many posts were subject to pv clearance, an implied criticism
which was all the more significant given that the report also
observed that 'character defects rather than disloyalty for ideo-
logical reasons or subversive tendencies have been the cause of
all known cases of disclosure of information to hostile intelligence
services'that had occurred since the L962 Radcliffe Report. As we
have already noted, negative vetting, or the purge procedure,
was, and is, directed primarily at'political subversion', whereas
positive vetting is aimed at character defects. The Diplock Report
iecommended that the rule whereby all officials of the rank of
Under Secretary or above were automatically subject to pv

clearance should be abolished.
For the first time, the Commission also recognised the

tendency of the vetting bureaucracy, like any other, to expand,
and noted that this expansion led to less, rather than greater,
efficiency. The rv process could take as long as three months.
Not only was it expensive, it could also lead to the loss of valuable
recruits, especially those with specialised qualifications.

One of the criteria for positive vetting is the likelihood that the
person concerned would have regular access to highly classified
information.13 The fact that 66,000 posts, including 44,000 in the
Home Civil Service, are subject to the pv system shows the extent
to which information is classified. The Diplock Report made it
clear that the Security Commission itself believed that too many
documents were over-classified. It called for a'thorough review'
of Whitehall's classification system and added: 'Where the need
to prevent an unauthorised disclosure is only temporary, as may
often be the case outside the fields of defence and secret
intelligence work, consideration could also be given to the
possible advantage in the originator of such classified material
recommending a period after which de-classification would be

automatic.'
Decisions about whether to stamp documents 'Confidential',

'secret' or 'Top Secret' are taken by officials, as well as ministers
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(officials are naturally cautious, and ministers, worried about
being embarrassed and having to explain decisions to an in-
formed public, welcome this caution).

The role of officials was made clear by the Ministry of Defence
in evidence given to urs. Ewen Broadbent, Second Permanent
Secretary at the Ministry, was asked by the Labour un, fohn
Gilbert:

'What precise instructions do members of your Department
receive in respect of their duties when they classify documents?
Am I right in thinking the security classification of documents is
determined by the originators of the document?'

Broadbent: 'Yes.'
Gilbert: 'He has total discretion at the level at which he

classifies subject to the guidelines you have given him.'
Broadbent: 'Yes.'ra
So the system is maintained, shielded from any sceptical

scrutiny.

Character Defects

In a significant passage, the Security Commission said that in
view of changes in the law which meant that homosexuals with
an unconcealed and stable relationship were now less vulnerable
to blackmail, homosexuality should not be an absolute bar to pv
clearance. But it chose its words carefully. It said: 'In the Home
Civil Service, male homosexual inclinations or relationships
should not necessarily be treated as an absolute bar to rv
clearance, but should be dealt with on a case by case basis, paying
particular attention to whether the way in which the individual
has indulged in his homosexual tendencies casts any doubt upon
his discretion or reliability.' But this should not apply, it said, to
the Diplomatic Service or the armed forces, where homosexuality
remains a disciplinary offence.

Two months after the Diplock Report, Commander Michael
Trestrail, the Queen's Police Officer, responsible for her personal
protection, resigned following press reports that he had indulged
in secret and promiscuous homosexual activities, mostly with
prostitutes. The Security Commission, under its new Chairman,
Lord Bridge, another Law Lord, was asked to conduct an
investigation. He found that the Trestrail case showed that the
criterion for pv - the protection of classified information - was
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both too narrow and too imprecise. Trestrail could have been
blackmailed, not to leak secret documents to a potential enemy or
subversive, but to give details of the Queen's movements. Bridge
praised Trestrail's efficiency and 'unswerving loyalty' to the

Queen. There had been no breach of security and security had not
been put at risk, he concluded. He criticised the reaction of the
Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police whose immediate
decision after the scandal had broken was to impose blanket p v on
the whole of the police Royalty Protection Group. 't'v,' Lord
Bridge pointedly remarked, 'is no substitute for efficient
personnel management.'1s The clear message was that the pv
system, which had in any case been applied only belatedly to
Trestrail, was a blunt, mechanical instrument, when what had
been needed were imaginative interviewers and a proPer under-
standing of the man.

The shortcomings of the pv system were dramatically
highlighted in the case of Michael Bettaney, which led to an
indictment by the Security Commission of senior management of
ur5. Bettaney was arrested in September 1983 and found guilty at
an Old Bailey trial,mostof which washeld in camera, of ten counts
under the Official Secrets Act, including sending a secret u15
assessmentof the xc r's orderof battle in Britainto an officialat the
Soviet embassy. He received a twenty-three-year jail sentence for
what some of his formercolleaguesbelieve amounted to a nervous
breakdown. He had retained his pv clearance despite bouts of
heavy drinking, in public as well as in private, and despite an offer
to resign after a conviction for drunkenness in October 1982. He
hadhad a particularly stressfulperiod of dutyinNorthernlreland,
and the Security Commission commented that his heavy drinking
should have provided 'the most significant pointer to his
instability of character' as far back as 1980. Had an investigation
taken place in 1982, it added, 'we think it highly likely that a

decisionwouldhavebeentakentowithdrawhis pvclearance.' His
colleagues reported his drinking to their superiors, but all the
warnings were ignored. Late in 1982 Bettaney was posted to u r5's
Counter-espionage Section. The Security Commission's report
suggests that if something had been done to help him, Bettaney
would not have done what he did. In the course of an unpre-
cedented attack on u15 management, the Cornmission said that
'the very fact of the service's comparative isolation makes it all the
more important that those responsible at the higher levels of
management should maintain a self-critical attitude.'16

Successive governments have repeatedly said that positive
vetting is not meant to catch spies: it is meant to catch all those
who could be vulnerable or who might be tempted to spy. It has
had some notable failures, John Vassall, the Admiriliy clerk
blackmailed by the xcn, passed his pv when he *as posted to
naval intelligence after his tour of duty at the British Embassy in
Moscow in7956.17 Geoffrey Prime, the ccHg official who spied
for the Russians between 1968 and 1978, passed all his vetiing
examinations - at one stage towards the end of his ccuq career
he was made a Personnel Security Supervisor, responsible for
drawing up reports on other GCHe staff. He was ariested in the
course of an investigation by the West Mercia police on sexual
attacks on young girls. He then confessed his espionage activities
to his wife, Rhona, and it was she who told the police. In
November 1982 he was sentenced to thirty-five years in prison for
espionage, and three years for sexual assaults.

, The Security Commission inquiry into the affair, published in
May 1983 (as Official Command paper 8876), said that,no fault
can be attributed to those responsible for the operation of the pv
system in relation to Prime.'It added that ccuq did not see any
scope for significant improvement by prescribing new criteria tb
qo,vern the type of person recruited for pv investigating work.
'We do not,' the Commission said, 'see how any inveitigator
could have been expected, purely by question and answer, to
penetrate the calculated mendacity of prime . . .,

c c H e, like ur r5, vet themselves and do not rely on the Ministry
of Defence like other government departments. ccug was
reluctant to criticise its own procedures. However, lr15
suggested in the wake of the Prime affair that rv investigators
should come from a wider background, at the sa-J time
proposing that former Special Branch officers - as opposed to
ordinary police officers - should be recruited for the taili.

The truth is that, in a democratic, pluralist, society there can be
no absolutely foolproof way, short of subjecting those who work
in the security and intelligence agencies to intolerable pressures,
of preventing determined spies. According to the Security
Commission, 'the really important revelations were based on
information in his [Prime's] memory.'The Commission, which
has,- over the years, produced thoughtful, even sensitive reports
(and, as a result, has been attacked by the more hysterical
elements of the media and the House of Commons) mentioned
that Prime had sought psychiatric advice for severe depression in
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1972, yet had not reported this to the ccHq authorities. It
suggested that in future ccHe staff should give their consent to
Civil Service medical advisers having access to their doctors'
reports. It accepted that this'would not catch cases such as Prime
if the individual failed to give information about his visits to a
psychiatrist.'

The Commission also proposed a system of random exit
searches at ccHe sites. But it acknowledged that 'such pro-
cedures would be unlikely to frustrate the trained and deter-
mined spy.'Management, at ccHe and elsewhere in the Civil
Service, should promote an atmosphere of trust, respect for their
workforce, and high morale (including good pay and conditions),
an atmosphere of collegiality - devoid of unnecessary secrecy.
Enlightened personnel management would help to frustrate or
prevent disloyalty provoked by resentment, and thus decrease
the number of people susceptible to blackmail. It could even help
to reduce the opportunities of 'spies' motivated by ideology.

Not long after Prime was gaoled, eight young nar servicemen
based at c c rr q's listening post at Ayios Nikolaos on Cyprus were
arrested under the Official Secrets Act. They were charged with a

number of security offences relating to documents and tapes
collected and processed at the base. Most of the trial was held in
camera, but the official claims, which the prosecution failed to
prove, included the allegations that thousands of Secret and Top
Secret documents had been leaked, and that the servicemen had
indulged in sexual orgies described in part of the trial which was
held in public as 'splash parties'. In October 1985 they were all
acquitted by a jury. The embarrassment of this acquittal led to
four separate investigations into security procedures, as well as
an inquiry under David Calcutt ec into the behaviour and role of
nlr Provosts at the Cyprus base (there were allegations that the
servicemen had been subjected to unacceptable treatment under
interrogation). But the lessons of the affair- the trial was mainly
held in camera - seemed clear enough: do not put young
servicemen, some of them in their teens, in charge of protecting
potentially sensitive material in an unrewarding, even boring,
job in a foreign country and a strange environment without
families and without sufficient recreational facilities. They were
vulnerable, and vetting their backgrounds was irrelevant to the
potential temptations of the lonely Cyprus base. Even if the story
given by the military authorities had been true, the existing
vetting procedures, whether positive or negative, did not pre-
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vent, indeed could not have prevented, the situation. Sensitive
and imaginative personnel management could have done so.
And there was another factor: the Ministry of Defence attempted
to give the impression that the documents involved were all
highly sensitive, so as to create an aura of mystique and to
impress the jury. As one commentator has said: 'A gigantic
amount of information and paper is produced daily in signals
operation rooms - and every bit is highly classified, whatever its
intrinsic importance.'

Early in 1985, Rex Davie, the Cabinet Office official responsible
for security and personnel, told Peter Jones, Secretary of the
Council of Civil Service Unions, that the government had
decided to reduce the number of nv posts by 2,000 (out of a total
of 44,000 in the Home Civil Service). He refused to identify the
posts involved 'on security grounds'. But there is no evidence
that the government has implemented any of the other recom-
mendations of the 1982 Security Commission Report or accepted
its general tenor. What evidence there is suggests the reverse.

In 1987, a number of senior civil servants approached their
union, the First Division Association (roa). They were con-
cerned that, after having openly declared their homosexuality,
they were refused pv clearance although they were either
celibate or had stable relationships.

Richard X volunteered the information that he was a
homosexual. As a result he was told that he would not, after all,
be promoted to the post he had previously been offered as a
Private Secretary in a Minister's office.

Michael Y, a government lawyer, openly acknowledged his
homosexuality in his nv questionnaire. He was told that he could
not be promoted even though his Permanent Secretary said he
had complete trust in him and had no doubts about his discretion
or reliability. He was told that he could be'vulnerable to pressure'
because he had yet to find a partner and his lifestyle was not
'settled'. He was also told that assessments made about him had
to be 'subjective'.

The rne was concerned that, while in theory homosexuality
was no bar to pv clearance, the impression was being conveyed
that if an official admitted to being gay, clearance would not in
practice be given. This would only discourage openness -
officials would wonder whether honesty really was the best
policy - and this would in turn damage security. Michael said that
his colleagues had told him that he should never have admitted
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his homosexuality. Yet trust and truthfulness, according to those

officially responsible for pv policy, is more important a consider-
ation than 'extreme political views'. When it was put to him by
the Commons Defence Committee in l'983 that'surely the crucial
element is the desire to conceal . . . that is what makes a man
blackmailable, is it not?' Ewen Broadbent replied on behalf of the
Ministry of Defence: 'That is the key point"l8

One of the ugliest episodes involved Sir Maurice Oldfield,
former head of rvrr6. Oldfield is recognised as one of the most
successful, thoughtful and imaginative heads the secret intellig-
ence service has had. Mrs Thatcher brought him out of retirement
in 1979 to co-ordinate security and intelligence in Northern
Ireland, where different factions - ur5, ur6, the nuc and the
Army - were squabbling over policy at a time when the British
government wanted to forge better links with the Republic.
Oldfield believed that a priority was to try and get the nationalist
community to support the security forces in their struggle against

terrorism. He cultivated Catholic priests, influential opinion
leaders in that community. A smear campaign against Oldfield
soon began, suggesting that Oldfield was a homosexual' Many
people, including Oldfield himself, believed the campaign to
have been originated by rurI5 and the nuc, both of which
resented Oldfield's appointment and his policies. According to
Colin Wallace, a former Army Information Officer in the province
who had links with rral5, Oldfield 'had a "Mr Clean" approach in
Northern Ireland, particularly against assassination plots and the
dirty tricks war.'

In 1980, when he was already showing signs of the stomach

cancer which was to kill him early the next year, Oldfield was

asked by Sir Robert Armstrong, the Cabinet Secretary, whether
there was any foundation in the rumours. Oldfield confessed to
having lied in previous PV investigations: he had had
homosexual relationships, but only at school and at university in
Manchester more than forty years earlier. He said he did not
know whether he was a homosexual or a heterosexual. In any
event, he had had no physical relationships for a long time and no
homosexual encounters since he was a student.

He left Northern Ireland in 1980, a broken but an honest -
perhaps, too honest - man. The allegations against him were
revived in 1987 in the book, Traitors: The Labyrinths of Treason, by
Chapman Pincher. They were denied by Oldfield's lifelong
friend, the former ur6 officer, Anthony Cavendish, in lnside
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lntelligence, a book the government tried to ban. Mrs Thatcher
told the Commons that Oldfield could have been a security risk,
though there was no evidence that this was so. On the contrary,
Armstrong said laler that Oldfield's patriotism and loyalty were
beyond question.le

This cautious, some might say intolerant and crude, approach
towards 'character defects' is accompanied by an increasingly
aggressive attitude towards'political' views. The original concern
- that officials might be tempted to help a hostile power through
espionage - is becoming dangerously confused with the demo-
cratic right of any citizen, including civil servants, to question the
policies of the government of the day or to be sympathetic to
groups which challenge the status quo. Questioning, even free
thinking, appears to have become a synonym for disloyalty.

Successive governments, not just the Thatcher administration,
have also confused loyalty and the interests of national security
with the threat of embarrassing leaks. For example, in 1970 a
special Committee on Protective Security under Lord Helsby, a
former Head of the Civil Service, warned that 'individual
Trotskyists, Maoists, or anarchists might use protected informa-
tion in such a way that would further their political aims or give
such information publicity if they thought that this would
embarrass or damage the reputation of the government.' Greater
openness and greater trust - and, presumably, greater con-
fidence by the government in its own policies - might have been
better advice.

Instead, Whitehall - where, in any case, most leaks are
authorised either directly or indirectly by ministers (as in the
notorious Westland affair) - is heading in the opposite direction.
The expanding and increasingly vague definition of 'subversion'
and of views deemed 'political' creates an atmosphere of
suppression and fear, unrelated to what should be a clearly
defined nv procedure. 'Subversion' is regarded as a prime reason
for vetting. But the charge of 'subversion' is made against
individuals who have already been vetted, but who question
government policy or disclose information they know is being
suppressed for political rather than genuine security reasons.
Defenders of the system say that when pv investigators ask
subjects for their views about current political controversies or
personalities, they are interested not in the opinions expressed,
but in how they are expressed. The implication is that what
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matters is not the individual's particular preferences, but how
enthusiastically- one way or the other- they are expressed. One
cannot help wondering, in the present climate, just how credible
this explanation is.

There are three areas where this extension of vetting has
become particularly evident: ccHe, the Ministry of Defence and
the nuclear industry where Civil Service practice merges into the
private sector. We shall examine these in the next chapter.

2

'Political Views': The Civil Ser-
vice and the Nuclear Industry

Although evidence is largely anecdotal, and the officials involved
do not want to be named, the indications are that a pattern is
emerging and that civil servants are increasingly being asked
about their attitudes towards specific contemporary political
issues - a long way from being asked only about sympatnies with
extreme, or even 'subversive, groups. In response to a
questionnaire sent by the roa to its members in 19g5, one senior
civil servant (not in the Ministry of Defence) was asked: 'If Mrs
Thatcher told you, would you press the button to launch a
nuclear attack on Moscow?' In thgcourse of an interview another
was asked his opinion about the coal dispute: the pv investigator
described the miners as 'toe rags,.

In 1984 official, classified, instructions to whitehall officials
conducting interviews not only those responsible for
positive_ vetting - advised that: ,Attitudes to authority can be
assessed by asking questions about past relations with 

-others 
of

higher or lower status, and attitudes towards traditionally
respected groups and institutions, and towards commonly
despised social groups-'They added: ,Some areas need carefully
phrased questions to elicit relevant answers; for example, judge_
ment can be assessed from questions about controveisial issues
with which he is acquainted, e.g. student relations with the
police, or the situation in Northern Ireland.' (They also said that
'young women can also be difficult to assess accurately, for
example, if they turn the interview into a social occasion.,)

_ Staff at G c H e, the government,s intelligence-gathering centre
based in Cheltenham, are being asked overtly pJtitical qriestions
during their five-yearly positive vetting interviews. euestions
have included what they think of Mrs Tliatcher's perforLance as
Prime Minister, and their attitudes towards Arthur Scargill, the
miners' leader, the Labour un Tony Benn, the Gre-enham
Common women and the situation in Northern Ireland.
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Asked in the Commons by the Labour up Tam Dalyell to
explain the instructions given to pv investigators, Mrs Thatcher
replied that 'they have discretion . . . to discuss and put
questions on topics of current political interest with a view to
ascertaining whether the subject has, or may be likely to have,
extreme views or associations of a kind which might suggest that
he or she would not be suitable for employment in a post which
required regular and constant access to highly classified informa-
tion, the improper disclosure of which could be damaging to the
security of the state.' Familiar phraseology here. The Prime
Minister went on to explain that'such questions have no other
purpose than that, and the expression of views which may not
coincide with those of the government of the day has no bearing
on or relevance to an investigation unless it appears to the
investigator to go beyond the normal expression of dissent in a
Parliamentary democracy.'1 She also said that questions about an
official's attitude towards herself were unnecessary and in-
appropriate and, if they had been asked, had been without her
knowledge or consent. She had given instructions for her views
to be made clear to nv investigators.

Her lengthy Parliamentary answer raised the question whether
a Prime Minister can intervene directly on other matters relating
to the rv procedure. It also raises the question of what could be
included in the rather loose phrase about the'normal expression
of dissent' in a Parliamentary democracy and what could be
excluded by it.

The political climate of the 1980s has been reflected by a series
of warnings against civil servants, in their capacity as members of
trades unions, criticising government policy. Department of
Health and Social Security officials, in a circular issued in 1985,
warned managers of local offices 'how thin the dividing line is
between sympathy for the claimant's circumstances, which is
allowable, and criticism of government policy, which is not.' One
official had written to a member of the public who had asked
about a heating allowance: 'I regret that this situation has arisen
but is entirely due to central government legislation.' That, said
the ouss, overstepped the mark. In October 1983, civil servants
working in the Royal Ordnance Factories were told that their
campaign against privatisation was in breach of the Ministry of
Defence code of conduct, and at the nor plant in Blackburn,
management read out extracts from the Official Secrets Act to
Transport and General Workers' Union convenors. Civil servants
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contributing to union journals in the Inland Revenue, the
Manpower Services Commission, the Department of Transport
and the Property Services Agency have all been threatened with
disciplinary measures for opposing government policy on issues

- including privatisation - which directly affect their terms and
conditions of employment.

The Thatcher government's broadening of the definition of
what is 'political', the vague way in which it describes the term
and its limited definition of a trade dispute, notably in the 1982
Employment Act, which describes it as one relating'wholly or
mainly' to issues such as pay and conditions, has for the first time
led Civil Service unions, traditionally moderate and apolitical, to
set up political funds.2

Pressure has also been put on individual civil servants uncon-
nected with union activities. During the 1983 General Election,
one civil servant, Anne Marek, was instructed by her depart-
ment, the Welsh Office, not to give any active support to her
husband, the Labour candidate for Wrexham. Initially, she was
told she could not attend the count of votes on election night. A
year later, a woman who worked in a job centre at Colchester, a
garrison town, was warned that she would risk losing her job
unless she gave up her role as an official of her local c N n branch.3

GCHe and the Unions

Political vetting need not be a formal system like West Germany's
Berufsuerbot, whereby public-sector employees have to pledge
absolute loyalty to the state above personal conscience and
opinion. It can be done by stealth, through unspoken pressure.
Dennis Mitchell, a senior GCHe official who opted for early
retirement after the union ban, has warned that the ban and the
resultant divisions in the workforce could lead to staff being 'in a
sense political employees'. The workforce has traditionally
reflected a cross-section of opinion, but that could change
because of the attitude of management, which would mean that
new recruits would be forced to 'toe the line'. In future, the only
people who will be recruited, or will even want to be candidates,
will be those who accept working in an environment where
unions have been banned.

At the height of the controversy over the union ban at GCHe,
Mrs Thatcher suggested there was a basic conflict of interest
between membership of a national trade union and loyalty to the
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State. There was an 'inherent conflict of loyalties', she told union
leaders at a meeting in 10 Downing Street on 23 February 1984,
between membership of a union and the defence of national
security. However, there is no evidence that membership of a
trade union has ever caused any damage to ccrrQ's operations.
The small group of staff who refused to give up their union
membership by the government's deadline of 1 March 1984

included those who had worked day and night through the
Falklands conflict - and were collectively praised by the Queen
for their work - and other crises. (Ironically, Geoffrey Prime
resigned his union membership when Russian linguists at GCHQ
failed to get the extra allowances they were asking for.)

ccHe staff are 'indoctrinated' - specially vetted - before
having access to signals intelligence which is classified not only
Top Secret, but with the added codeword, UMBRA. This will
have the desired effect if staff accept that they are working in
Britain's national interest against real or potential threats. But if
they are asked to pay a price - including giving away the right to
free association to a union of their choice, a fundamental right in a
society whose relative freedom they are working to defend- then
something must be wrong. 'The government expects absolute
total loyalty,' one ccHe official said after the imposition of the
union ban, 'but it doesn't give it back.'

A disturbing and unprecedented example of how positive
vetting could be used as a political weapon occurred in November
1987. Mike Grindley, a Mandarin Chinese linguist at ccsQ, was
stripped of his security clearance and suspended from his job for
having spoken to journalists without authority. In March 1988 he
appealed to the Director of ccHg, Sir Peter Marychurch, but to
no avail. Three days after their meeting he was told to inform
ccHe personnel officers if he intended 'to be away from home
overnight or longer.'

The charges made against Grindley were that he had publicly
referred to there being 7,000 civilian staff at GCHQ, that he had
revealed that he was a Chinese language expert, and that he had
failed to report immediately to ccnq security officers the fact -
which he himself volunteered - that he had contacts with
'members of communist and Trotskyist organisations.'This was
a reference to a casual conversation with a Morning Star iournalist
at the Irish Conference of Trade Unions in Cork in the summer of
1987 . He was also charged (and c c u q management made it clear
that, for them, this was the last straw) with disclosing extracts of a
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classified circular to a journalist. Another charge was added later;
that he had contributed to a BBC radio programme without
authority.

The figure of 7,000 GcHe employees and Grindley's area of
expertise had already been repeated many times in the media,
and the number of staff at ccHe had been referred to openly by
*rps. The circular Grindley had shown to the journalist did no
more than echo the scepticism, voiced in a Security Commission
report published in 1983, about whether a system of random
searches would frustrate a trained and determined spy. In any
case, there was a long tradition that individuals like Grindley -
one of the ccne employees who continued to defy the ban on
unions imposed in 1984 - could speak about general staff
conditions and that classified documents could be disclosed in a
sanitised form. Grindley also made the specific point, in an
interview for the rnc Radio 4 series, My Country Right or Wrong,
banned by the government in 1987, that he was not prepared to
discuss his work or GCHe operations.

All these incidents, with the exception of the radio interview,
occurred before Grindley was invited to attend a top secret
conference in the United States as an official ccug representa-
tive.

For Mike Grindley, who was 50 when he was suspended, the
withdrawal of his pv clearance seemed to be the end of his career.
All staff at ccHe must have this clearance. Grindley was
chairman of the GCHe Trade Union group when the action was
taken against him. He was widely respected and had played a
prominent part in the campaign to restore trade union rights at
the intelligence-gathering centre. He had made significant and
innovative contributions to ccHe's working practices. His
activities did not touch on national security - and ccue
management never gave any evidence, never even argued, that
he had endangered national security. But he was told that his
superiors could 'no longer rely'on his'good sense'and'discre-
tion' on 'security matters'.

ccHe staff are asked to 'spy' on each other - that is, they are
asked to report to their supervisors or personnel officers any
strange behaviour or contacts with 'subversives' or 'potential
subversives'. They are still threatened by the polygraph, or lie
detector - first proposed, albeit tentatively, by the Security
Commission's report into the Prime affair published in 1983.
Since 1987, they have been asked to give permission to the Civil1
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Service Medical Adviser to approach their doctors to Pass on
medical reports considered relevant to their ability to carry out
their work (under the initial proposal, blocked by the Civil
Service Unions and the British Medical Association, ccrrQ staff
would have been obliged to grant permission for their doctors to
pass on all medical records). Staff will also be asked whether they
support alternative medicine.

Vetting in the Civil Service is being extended-m_ec$n!-c-q]ly -.t9
'neisb!: ood-6"@Eies%natoir,e.i""tifi $itrii"orinindl-
vidual's bank accounts as well as medical records. Since 1987,

supeFisors ii c-iHq have been asked"to fill in forms about their
staff every year (see opposite). E!SpIg""-S sometimsq t-apped

during posi!1vg vqtting-invesligations." The withdrawal of pv

c"fearance has also been used as a weapon to force c c H Q staff to
fall into line with government policy on issues such as the union
ban, which have nothing to do with national security. Without
such clearance, they would lose their jobs.

The MoD and cNo

In February 1984, Sir Clive Whitmore, then Permanent Secretary
at the Ministry of Defence (now Permanent Secretary at the
Home Office), chaired a meeting of senior officials to investigate
ways of dealing with civil servants and members of the armed
forces who were known to disagree strongly with aspects of
government policy. Minutes of the meeting record that an
agreement was reached that Ewen Broadbent, then Second
Permanent Secretary, 'would investigate what guidelines
existed for managers on the policy to be adopted towards
servicemen and civil servants who belonged to or sympathised
with organisations promoting policies fundamentally contrary
to those of the government, but which were neither extreme
right or left wing.'s Ministers said the meeting had been pro-
voked by a scientist at the Royal Signals and Radar Establish-
ment at Malvern, Dr Dennis Longstaff. He had distributed
circulars about a meeting protesting against nuclear armaments
after permission to stick up posters had been refused. He was an
active member of Scientists against Nuclear Arms (saNe) as

well as of cxn. He said at the time: 'I am employed by the
Ministry of Defence and I believe in defence, but I don't believe
certain aspects of defence policy are right.'The Ministry said: 'It
is axiomatic that civil servants should serve loyally the govern-
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ment of the day and if a civil servant feels he cannot do that, he

should resign.'
Longstaff was disciplined, not for being a member of c N n, but

for misusing the internal postal system. His case had occurred the
previous September, five months before the meeting chaired by
Whitmore. That meeting discussed much broader issues, going
far beyond cNo membership. The top MoD officials were
suggesting (though it was later denied) that any civil servant who
was a member of the Labour or Alliance parties, or even

suspected of being one, could be removed from their iobs since

those parties opposed the Trident missile system, for example.
Whitmore, according to his spokesmen, decided that it was time
to see whether individual managers should be issued with new
guidelines. It immediately became clear that this meant giving
management and senior armed forces officers more discretion.
Two days after details of the meeting inside the MoD had been
made public, it was disclosed that servicemen and women would
in future be prohibited from actively participating in political
demonstrations in or out of uniform, in subtle, but significant,
changes to the Queen's Regulations which had just been agreed
by the government. An amendment to paragraph 15,581 of the
regulations says that in future 'regular service personnel are not
to take an active part in the affairs of any political organisation,
party or movement' - this last phrase was new, and reflected
concern about the growth of such groups as cND and Green-
peace, which do not fit neatly into the description of 'political
organisation or party'. It should be said that these restrictions
should apply equally to right-wing, as to left-wing, political
groups. The question remains whether single-issue Pressure
groups like Greenpeace are 'political' in the sense traditionally
applied to restrictions on public servants. The Ministry of
Defence suggested that the word'movement' should be deliber-
ately left ill-defined. 'You will know it when you see it,' is how
one spokesman put it.

There was evidence that servicemen were becoming increas-

ingly concerned about the discretion given their commanding
officers over whether they had the right to join organisations or
attend meetings when off duty. Mrs Gwyn Gwynthoper, of the
voluntary organisation At Ease, which was set up in 1974 to
counsel servicemen, said that the situation seemed to be

approaching the point where servicemen 'may not hold a political
opinion or associate in any form, or allow any form of exPres-
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sion.'she said that off-duty sailors at the nuclear submarine base
at Faslane on the Clyde and soldiers at Greenham Common had
been arrested by military police simply for talking to peace
campers. They had neither expressed support for the demon_
strators nor argued with them, but had asked about their views
ary!holr long they were going to remain in the camps.

The First Division Association, representing about g,000 top
officials, had already expressed concern that ir.rn membership
was an automatic bar to positive vetting clearance. The Cabinet
Office told the rna inJuly 1983:

'one of the objectives of the movement (i.e. cNo) has remained over the
years the abandonment by this country of all nuclear weapons,
irrespective of what disarmament measures are or are not being taken by
3l{ otf:I country. Given that we have a nuclear deterrent policy in the
United Kingdom, it is clear that a possible conflict of interesi and/or
conscience could arise, which could put a considerable strain upon the
loyalties of persons with access to classified information and particularly
those who are employed in nuclear-related areas.,6

- Significantly, perhaps, this letter was written just a month
before the then Home Secretary, Leon Brittan, sanctioned rrr5
telephone tapping of a leading cwo activist. 7

The roa made the point that this 'conflict of interest and/or
conscience' was surely not confined to members of cup. Most
civil servants in the course of their careers would find themselves
advising on and assisting with policies which conflict with their
personal views. It gave as examples supporters of Shelter
working on housing policy, of the Nationai Council for Civil
Liberties working in the Home Office, of the Child poverty
Action Group working on social security. The way to avoid this,
the- roa suggested was by 'sensitive personnel management,,
including, if appropriate, transfer between department-s, rather
than using nv procedures.

'Positive vetting (like the official secrets Act) is designed to protect the
security of the realm and not to prevent unsuitable postings. Depart-
ments should be able to avoid putting square pegs into round holes
without having to blight the career prospects bf lndividuals, whose
loyalty to the state is in no way in question, by denying them positive
vetting.'8

Two episodes highlighta problemwhere there should not have
been one. Firstly, Clive Ponting, the Ministry of Defence official
acquitted of Official Secrets Act charges in February 19g5, had
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earlier asked to leave his department. Secondly, a number of
roa members had reported that they had been asked by rv
investigators about their attitudes towards cND even though
their jobs had nothing to do with defence-related work. One
official at the Department of Health and Social Security said that
he left his interview with 'an uneasy feeling that c N o is bracketed
with subversive groups.'This was after the Cabinet Office official
responsible for vetting and security matters, Rex Davie, had
given the impression to Civil Service union leaders that Whitehall
'definitely does not regard cND as a subversive organisation.'
They were told that cNo membership was not'in itself' a bar to
pv clearance, but that much would depend upon 'the nature of
the post and the degree of commitment which the individual
shows towards cND.'

Another experienced civil servant working in a 'home' depart-
ment reported after his third pv review in eighteen years that he
'came away with the firm impression that had I declared
membership of or an interest in c N o's activities, I would not have
got the job envisaged.' He said that there appeared to be a new
emphasis on politics- he was uneasy about the way he had been
drawn into disclosing how he voted.

The Nuclear Industry and Public Criticism

Richard Shackleton joined the ux Atomic Energy Authority as an
Administrative Trainee in 1981 after studying politics at the
London School of Economics. He was positively vetted. During
the interview, the nv investigator went through the ritual
questions, including whether he had studied Marx, whether he
believed what he had read there, and what he thought of the
government's nuclear policy.

In February 1983, Shackleton was put in charge of the Archives
and Documentation Department at the uKAEA's plant at
Dounreay, on the north Scottish coast, where the authority has
built a prototype fast-breeder reactor and plans to install a large
reprocessing facility. Browsing through some PaPers, he discov-
ered a document which, he says, disclosed how an vrl5 officer
from London had organised a'security exercise'which dealt with
the potential threat of terrorist attacks on nuclear installations.
Local military personnel and police officers attended the exercise.

But early in May L983, just before the General Election,
Shackleton says he found a set of contemporary files. They were
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stored in taped-up boxes in a special section of the archives room.
One of the documents was a memorandum from rvrrS (complete
with the agency's famous postal box No 500) with the question:
'Is there anyone in your establishment working for the uKAEA
who is hostile to the government's policy on nuclear weapons?'
(This was at a time when the government was seriously
concerned about the degree of support cND was attracting. The
Ministry of Defence had set up a special unit, os1.9, which
obtained information about cNo collected by rvrrS.) According to
Shackleton, virtually the entire workforce at Dounreay was
enthusiastic about the development of nuclear power, though
many were hostile to the government's nuclear weapons policy.

The research and development of nuclear power - and Anglo-
American co-operation in this sensitive, secretive area - provided
the first impetus, and was the first focus, for the introduction of
vetting and purge procedures in Britain during the Cold War.
American concern, and British embarrassment, about the atom
spies Nunn May, Fuchs and Pontecorvo, and Donald Maclean,
the Foreign Office diplomat - were important factors.

The significance of the Anglo-American partnership was
explicitly recognised by the Security Commission in its 1982
Report: 'The threat in the case of uxlra and nNrr [now British
Nuclear Fuels plcl is not only from the intelligence services of the
Soviet bloc but also from nations anxious to acquire know-how to
enable them to enter the nuclear weapons field.'

It goes on: 'In accord with an undertaking given to the United
States, all employees of uxara . . . and BNFL are subject to a
form of vetting known as full record check under which the
employee has to fill in a written questionnaire; but although they
are concerned with the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and have
but little access to rop sECRET information, an agreement with
the United States requires that persons with actual or potential
access to sE c RE T ATo M r c information must hold pv clearances:
any reduction in the extent of pv would therefore need to be
negotiated with the United States Government.'e

All 50,000 employees in the nuclear industry - indeed, in the
electricity supply industry as a whole - are vetted. Checks are
also made on contractors working on nuclear sites, including
Sellafield, where about 4,500 contractors are employed. Staff
directly involved in civil nuclear research, in senior managerial
posts and who work with nuclear fuel, including plutonium -
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estimated to be about 10 per cent of the total - are also subject to
full-scale pv clearance. All Ministry of Defence staff working in
the nuclear area also have to have pv clearance '[In] the nuclear
area . . everybody is pv-ed on recruitment. That means, of
course, quite a lot of young people, young apprentices and so on,
are being considered for rv and the rejecJion rate in that area at
Ieast is probably rather above average.'10 The expansion of the
Atoqi o-n to
accommodate the government's new nuclear weaPons Pro-
gramme (including the Trident missile system), where about
7_,9pp q$ff are employed, has put severe pressure on the MoD's
Personnel Securitv Investieatins Unit. What the United States
atoffi#ls'ptutor,ium workers' are also
subjected to special checks.

The development of nuclear power, sometimes described as

the plutonium economy, has special implications for civil liber-
ties, beyond the vetting of the staff employed in the field.
'Plutonium,' one American writer has said, 'provides the first
rational justification for widespread intelligence gathering
against the civilian population.'11

This is not the place to consider the wider aspects of the threat
to civil rights posed by nuclear power. But the issues were
summed up in the Report by the Royal Commission on
Environmental Pollution on 'Nuclear Power and the Environ-
ment.' In the context of the possible threat to nuclear materials
from blackmail or terrorism, it expressed concern about the role
of the police and the Security Service, what it called 'the secret
surveillance of members of the public and possibly of employees
who may make "undesirable" contacts. Activities,'it said, 'might
include the use of informers, infiltrators, wiretapping, checking
on bank accounts and the opening of mail' of members or
suspected members of extremist or terrorist grouPs. These
activities, it went on, would be 'highly likely and indeed inevi-
table.' It added: 'What is most to be feared is an insidious growth
in surveillance in response to a growing threat as the amount of
plutonium in existence, and familiarity with its properties,
increases; and the possibility that a single serious incident in
future might bring a realisation of the need to increase security
measures and surveillance to a degree that would be regarded as

wholly unacceptable, but which could not then be avoided
because of the extent of our dependence for energy supplies.'l2
Or simply because of the sheer quantities of plutonium pro-
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duced, stored and transported in Britain. ,We have at this
moment,' the Energy Secretary, Cecil parkinson, said in 19gT,
'500- years' supply of plutonium in this country.,13

The ux Atomic,Energy Authority police were given new
powers in 1976.Under legislation passed that year, thJy can carry
arms at all times, enter premises at will, and have the power to
arrest on suspicion. They are used by BNFL _ the only iompany
with a police force established by legislation - and are not directly
accountable to an elected body or a Minister.

The nuclear industry is unique because of the physicar threat
which it represents. There are other ways in which it has been
treated, and treats-itself, as special. The excuse for secrecy
(employees of the Central Electiicity Generating Board, British
Nuclear Fuels plc, and the u x Atomii Energy Aut"hority are asked
lo _sign a declaration warning them of lhe provlsions of the
gf.filial secrets Act) has turned the industry in on itself. It has
shielded itself from criticism and public concern. An internal staff
rulebook circulated to sellafield workers not only reminds them
of the official secrets Act but advises them 'to rep'ort immediately
any incident wherever which appears to indicate a breach of
fidelity.'14

- A dangerous habit to which many governments and
bureaucracies succumb, but which is particulaily prevalent in the
nuclear industry, is that of regarding criticisrrrai hostirity, and
hostility as subversion. And 'iubveriion' often means .,o *o."
than 'leaking', ot disclosing information which conscientious
s-cientists regard as a matter for public concern. A number of cases
illustrate this point.

Trevor Brown, a scientist who worked on the production of
Britain's H-bomb in the 1950s, was brought in to Aidermaston in
7961 to improve safety conditions there. Twelve years later, he
was elected a Liberal Councillor for Berkshire. Encouraged by his
colleagues at Aldermaston, he spoke out about contaminaiion,
but the management at Aldermaiton applied pressure to try and
silence him, and he was accused (wrongly) of using tffice
equipment for his council work. Eventually, after a deiade of
public questioning about the safety facilities at Aldermaston,
especially on the plutonium line, the government agreed to set

:p ul official.inquiry, under Sir Edward pochin. ihe inquiry
largely upheld Brown's argument that safety precautions werl
not adequate. In 1981, three years after tire inquiry, Brown
publicly criticised safety conditions on a BBc Naasnight pro-
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gramme. It was then made clear to him that he had no future at
Aldermaston, and he was offered a iob in Scotland. He resigned,
saying: 'I wonder whether I would not have done better had I
been an upper-class spy rather than a working-class patriotic
scientist.'

john Taylor, a chemist at Sellafield, now owned by British
Nuclear Fuels plc, wrote a study in 1980 suggesting that it was not
necessary to discharge so much radioactive effluent into the Irish
Sea, and other reports proposing changes to reduce the con-
tamination of workers and improve safety conditions. A year
later, his reports were criticised by management on the grounds
that they were'difficult to understand'and that he had misinter-
preted data. In 1982he was transferred to a different job. When
he threatened to go public, he was transferred to a post
responsible for records which required security clearance. He
then resigned, saying: 'I am forced to conclude that honestly
seeking to perform an honest iob is not required.'1s He applied
unsuccessfully for fifty jobs.

Other people have lost their jobs because they have spoken out
openly about the risks of nuclear power.

Dr Ross Hesketh, a physicist at the Central Electricity Generat-
ing Board's research laboratories in Berkeley, Gloucestershire,
wrote to The Times in 1981 drawing attention to the (1958) Anglo-
American Mutual Defence Agreement, which enabled Britain to
export plutonium from its civil reactors for use in American
nuclear weapons in exchange for us material, including enriched
uranium. He said that the British government was misleading the
public by saying that British plutonium was not being used, or
intended to be used, for us weapons. Hesketh was told that he
had breached his contract, which stated that cncr staff must
conduct themselves 'in a manner consistent with the proper
performance of their duties and the maintenance of good
working relationships.' He was dismissed, according to the
cEGB, after refusing to be transferred to a new job, which
Hesketh described as appropriate for a first-year research stu-
dent. A few months later, in October 1983, he was reinstated after
the intervention of his union, the Electrical Power Engineers'
Association. Under the terms of the agreement, he was pre-
vented from making any further comment in public. He left the
cscs and is now teaching physics at the University of Bayero in
Nigeria.

This is vetting of an open and crude kind. It certainly has
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nothing to do with politics, or with threats to national security.
But, as far as the government and the nuclear industry are
concerned, these scientists are the kind who are embarrassing -
who'leak'- and who should be weeded out, if possible, by the
prior vetting procedures.

There is, indeed, a thin and blurred line between vetting to
protect genuine operational secrets and promote trust and
efficiency, and political vetting, which is intended to bully or
weed out people who have different values or views to those of
the government. The line is even more blurred in a climate of
political intolerance, of populist ideology, with a weak parlia-
ment and a strong executive, when no clear distinction is made
between the State - the wider interest of the community - and the
narrower interest of the government of the day. Mr fustice
McCowan told the jury in the Ponting secrets case in 1985 that
'the interests of the State' were the same as 'the policies of the
organs of government'. In his statement on 'the duties and
responsibilities of civil servants in relation to ministers' issued
shortly after Ponting's acquittal in February 1985 and repeated
shortly before he retired in December 1987, Sir Robert
Armstrong, the Cabinet Secretary, said that the civil servant,s
'first duty is to his or her Minister.' Traditionall/, the broader
concept of 'the public good'has been held to be more important.
In 1950, Sir Edward Bridges, then head of the Civil Service,
argued that officials were concerned with the 'continued well-
being of the State'- an implied distinction between the State and
the government of the day. Later, Sir William Armstrong,
Edward Heath's Civil Service head, spoke of the officials, concem
for 'the common good'. The code of conduct for American federal
officials still asks them to expose corruption wherever it appears
and 'to put loyalty to the highest moral principals and to country
above loyalty to persons, party or government department.,

In January 1988, Mrs Thatcher imposed a three{ine whip
which killed an attempt by Richard Shepherd, a Conservativ-e
backbencher, in a private member's bill, to reform the Official
Secrets Act. Neither she nor the Home Secretary, Douglas Hurd,
explained why they so disliked the measure. It was clear that one
of the reasons was that a civil servant, charged with disclosing
official information, would have been able to mount a ,publii
interest defence' - that the disclosure would reveal crime, or
'abuse of authority'.
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The history of the positive vetting system has been marked, as
most security scandals have demonstrated, by bureaucratic
incompetence. Because the criteria of the investigations are so
vague, and there are no clear guidelines, the personal and
political views of the nv investigators - former middle-ranking
armed forces officers, policemen, and colonial officials - become
important, especially when they are shared by senior manage-
ment. There is evidence that this is now happening. Positive
vetting is a system, ostensibly with a specific and rational
purpose/ which is wide open to abuse.

It is impossible to judge how many potential misfits or unreliable
people have been prevented by vetting from holding positions of
trust which they might have betrayed. What one can say is that
the pv system has often failed: Prime slipped through the net;
Bettaney, a very different case, passed the tests. But there have
been other victims of pv and the climate of which it was both a
symptom and a cause. One was Alan Turing, the brilliant
mathematician whose work at the government Code and Cypher
School at Bletchley Park helped to save many thousands of lives
during the Second World War. His eccentricities - and his
homosexuality - were accepted because of the special circum-
stances which prevail in wartime. But in 1954 - two years after nv
was introduced in Britain - he committed suicide after being
hounded by a bureaucracy which paid no attention to his unique
contribution to the war effort or his special gifts.

rv has produced a breed of investigators with a view of the
world and a set of values which do not reflect the reality and
diversity of British society. This can lead to almost farcical
decision-making processes. For example, there was recently a
lengthy debate within the Ministry of Agriculture's Personnel
Branch about whether to give pv clearance to a woman who had
just been promoted. She had ababy, but was not married. This
was considered to be a potential security risk, but only a minor
one since her marital and parental status was not publicly known.

It can also lead to unhealthy, unacceptable, and ultimately
dangerous situations. The system's original objective was openly
declared and was fairly uncontroversial. pv was a crude filter, but
one, nevertheless, with a defined purpose. Now it is becoming a
different kind of weapon, developing, it seems, by stealth, in a
particularly British way. The criteria are becoming vaguer.
Management or security officials, as in the Mike Grindley case at
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GCHe/ can assert that an employee is ,unreliable, in matters of
'security'. Such claims are open to broad and subjective interpre-
tations.

The system must become more open, and it must be subjected
to outside scrutiny. nv investigators, and those who appoint
them, should be ultimately accountable to a parliamentary Select
Committee, made up perhaps of members of both the Commons
and the Lords. The question'Who Vets the Vetters?, is more than
a rhetorical clich6: it is a serious question that has not been
adequately addressed.
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J question of his 'clearance' was again raised. This time Arnold was
more secretive. He merely told Graves that Mike Sheridan, the
Divisional Manager, wanted to see him. At first Arnold refused to
talk about the reason for the meeting. ,Don,t worry, it,s not
important,' he said as they walked along the corridor towards
Sheridan's office. Graves again asked if he knew why he had
been summoned. 'Yes, but I'm not going to tell you,, replied
Arnold.

_sheridan began by saying he had something very difficult to
tell him. Then came the thunderbolt: ,As from Friday your
contract will be terminated. I can,t tell you why, but t-here is
nothing_y.olg with your work and you have-done nothing
wrong.' He added, however, that the company was prepared to
offer him alternative work but it couldn't be in the print room.
Sheridan was apologetic but commented: ,There is nothing we
can do about it.'

Graves managed to ask a series of questions about the reasons
for his dismissal. But sheridan refused to give answers and
would only restate the company,s satisfaction with him as an
employee. He told Graves he had until the next day to accept the
new job. If he did not, he would be given a month,s salary, any
outstanding holiday pay and a'first-class, reference. Within ten
minutes Graves was escorted by Arnold to see his new manager
Keith Moulden, who explained the proposed new job. It was"in
the maintenance department, carrying boxes and moving equip-
ment around the building. Graves didn,t take much notiJe, is he
was still shell-shocked by the decision. 'It was like they had cut
my throat and now they were half-way through my stilches,, he
recalled.

Later that afternoon Graves went to see Hazel Smith, the
Personnel Officer who had originally recruited him.

'Why have I been sacked?'he asked her.
'I'm sorry but I can't tell you,, Smith replied apologetically.
'Well, who could I see who will be ableto tell me?,-
'Nobody will be able to tell you.,
Graves went back to the print room and telephoned Ian

Townsend, Scicon's Senior Personnel Officer, to ask for a
meeting. Townsend agreed and Graves went to his office. By this
time Graves was tired of vague apologies. He wanted a reason for
his sacking. But Townsend also iaid he couldn,t tell him: ,I know
it's an awful situation but there is nothing the company can do
about it.'

Defence Companies: Reconcil-
irg Security and |ustice

'You say Ministry of Defence vetting takes place in the private
sector, but I have no knowledge of it.'

|ohn Higgins, Personnel Director of urr,
a division of Philips Electronics Ltd,

Computer T alk, 23 lune 1986.

Iwan Graves has always wanted to be a skilled printer. Before
leaving school in the summer of 1985 his best subjects were art
and design, and he spent much of his spare time working at
technical drawing. When he was offered an interview for the job
of print room assistant at Scicon Ltd, a computer company based
in his home town of Milton Keynes, he was delighted. But at the
interview he was rather surprised to be asked whether he had
any 'hang-ups' about nuclear disarmament, if he had any
political views or was a member of any political party. Graves was
not remotely interested in politics so he replied 'no' to all three
questions.

That afternoon, 9 September 1985, he received a phone call
from Hazel Smith, a Scicon Personnel Officer. She offered him
the job. Graves was ecstatic. It was his first full-time job. He was
77 years old. His main work in the print room involved collating,
binding and glueing technical catalogues and booklets about the
company. It was a training job at the low salary of f,3,500. But
Graves saw it as vital experience which he could use to move up
to higher skilled, better-paid work in the future.

For the first three months Graves was quite hrppy in his new
job. Then one day in December 1985 |eff Arnold, his print room
supervisor, approached him and said: 'We've got a problem with
your clearance under the Official Secrets Act.' Graves asked what
he meant, but Arnold seemed unconcerned: 'I've just got to
supply more information about you, but don't worry about it.'
Graves didn't give it another thought.

It was not until2.40 pm on Wednesday 5 February 1986 that the
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Graves then asked if he could be given a clue as to why it had
happened. Townsend answered: 'What do you have in the print
room that you won't have in the other ;'ob we have offered you.'
Graves replied: 'The only thing that I can think of is classified
documents.'Townsend said nothing - he just looked at Graves.

Graves had indeed been handling some classified documents.
Scicon Ltd, the ux operating company of Scicon International
Ltd, which is a wholly-owned subsidiary of British Petroleum, is
a major contractor with the Ministry of Defence. The company
specialises in designing computer software programmes and
then recommending how best they can be operated. About a
third of Scicon's f,161 million annual business comes from
contracts with the Defence Ministry (MoD), crc and Marconi
Avionics. Despite being a private company, Scicon, like other
defence contractors, are obliged to submit their new employees
for security clearance with the MoD. The vetting is carried out by
ur5. Graves should have been positively vetted, like civil
servants. Instead, he was the subject of 'normal vetting' (in
reality secret vetting), which explains the reluctance of Scicon's
management to disclose the reason for the termination of his
contract.

The day after his dismissal, Graves returned to Scicon to see
Mike Sheridan. He asked for a copy of the Staff Employment
Handbook to show his parents. Sheridan refused to give him
one, saying that the document contained 'confidential informa-
tion' and could not leave the company premises. This was not
consistent with the official explanation given by Ian Townsend,
who told new employees 'It is not practical, primarily for reasons
of size, to send you a copy.'1 Graves protested, and was allowed
to read through the document's contents.

By now, however, he had reluctantly decided to accept the new
job in the maintenance department. That afternoon he went to
see Hazel Smith for details of the new contract. Smith expressed
sympathy for Graves's situation but said: 'If you try to find out
the reason [for his dismissal] you will probably end up worse off.
There is nothing you can do. There is nothing any of us can do.'

The two chatted for a while, and Smith became increasingly
relaxed. Graves was startled to hear her say: 'It is unfortunate
how things other people do rub off on you. Only you can figure
out what it is.' Suddenly it all made sense. 'I think I have, I think I
know what it is now,' said Graves. As he left her office Smith told
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him to 'Work hard, keep your head down and hope that in time
you will be judged as a person in your own right and not by
others around you.'

Smith's advice was of little comfort to Graves - he was still
sacked. But at least he had some idea of what was going on. He
had been refused security clearance because of the political
views and activities of one of his relatives or friends.

That weekend Graves discussed the situation with his step-
father Vic and his mother Kim. It was obvious that his mother
wasn't the 'security risk'. Both her parents had been staunch
Conservatives. She had voted Tory at every election until 1979,
when she switched to Plaid Cymru, and then became an inac-
tive Labour Party member for two years. She currently works as
a freelancgmarket research interviewer and is neithera member
of a trade union nor a political party. 'I wouldn,t say I,m a
political person at all,'she said. 'The things I feel strongly about
are social issues. In fact, I'm a bit right wing on things like law
and order.'

Iwan Graves's brothers are even less political. None has ever
belonged to any political party, although one is currently a
member of the building workers' union ucArr. Iwan himself
has also never been a member of any political party nor of any
trade union. According to his family and friends, he is com-
pJetely non-political. 'I can't ever remember saying anything
about politics either at home or with friends - even alter all thii
has happened,'he said. When he was asked political questions
at his interview with Scicon, he was surprised but not con-
cerned: 'I wasn't worried because I knew I wasn't involved., He
does recall handling MoD documents in the print room. But he
had little idea what they meant, and did not take any notice of
their content. He only remembered them because some had
very long titles with their code number on the cardboard cover.
'They meant nothing to me,' he said. 'I was an assistant and we
were just trying to get as much work done as possible. I just
wanted to learn all aspects of the printing industry.'

Yet the Ministry of Defence has confirmed that Iwan Graves
was refused security clearance. Archie Hamilton, the par-
Iiamentary Under-Secretary of State for Defence procurement,
said: 'In the case of Mr Graves, it was not possible to allow such
access. Scicon was notified of the Ministrv of Defence decision
to move him to another part of the company, as classified
documents were handled in the print room.'2
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The comments made by Scicon Personnel Officer Hazel Smith
make it clear why Iwan Graves was blacklisted by rvrlS. His
stepfather Vic, a lifeJong trade unionist, had become actively
involved in setting up centres for the unemployed in the
south-east. Since 1985 he has been based at the ruc's Congress
House as an assistant regional organiser helping to run these
centres. Vic Graves is also active in local trades councils.

But it was his political views that would have caught urS's
eye. In 1975, aged 27, he became a supporter of the Militant
Tendency, the Trotskyist grouping inside the Labour Party. For
three years he sold their newspaper and took the Militant line at
meetings. But by early 1979 he was no longer involved with the
organisation. He remains a Labour Party member but firmly
believes that 'any changes [to the system of government] must
be made through the democratic process.' He also says that he
has never sought to influence his family politically, although he
does put his views across in rare family discussions.

There is a belief in vrrS circles that 'the sins of the fathers are
visited on the sons.' It was with this belief that Vic Graves
accompanied his stepson to see Scicon's Personnel Manager Ian
Townsend on Monday 10 February 1986. In a small interview
room Townsend told them that when Iwan was appointed it
was on the basis that his references were satisfactory. 'This is
where the problem was,' said Townsend. 'There had been a
problem with one of his references.' This was untrue. We have
copies of Iwan's two references - from his school, Stantonbury
Campus, and the supermarket Waitrose Ltd. Both are very
favourable.

It was clear that the company was not going to admit that rvrr5
had been the real reference for their decision. So the three
discussed how to prevent further damage to Iwan's future
career. He wanted to be a skilled printer. His stepfather asked
how Iwan was supposed to explain the reason for his contract
being terminated by Scicon. Townsend reassured him, saying
that the company would'ensure Iwan was seen in a favourable
light.' But if Iwan Graves was to have any chance of getting a
printer's job he needed to show he had direct work experience.
How could he explain his dismissal from the print room to
prospective employers? He could not give the real reason be-
cause Scicon would not tell him. And if he neglected to say that
he worked in the print room he wouldn't get the job because of
his lack of experience. He was trapped in a Catch-22 situation.

The only solution was for the company to provide a false or
misleading reference. In the summer of 1986 Iwan Graves
approached Townsend and explained his predicament. 'We'll get
round it by giving you an excellent reference,' the personnel
Manager replied. On 4 August 1986 the reference was provided.
It stated that Graves 'was transferred to the Office Management
Division as an Administrative Assistant as a reorganisation of
staff was necessary.'

This reference was completely untrue, of course, not least in its
description of the new job. Graves now has the most menial job of
all the company's 500 employees. Based in the maintenance
department, he spends most of his time delivering stationery,
fixing lights, sweeping up leaves and moving furniture and
equipment. He earns f4,600 a year on grade five - the lowest
salary in the company.

Iwan Graves is now increasingly anxious to obtain a proper job
or training. Two years after being vetted out of the print room, he
applied for a Trainee Operator's post. A manager replied: ,As

soon as we feel there is a job suitable for you within the company
we'll let you know.' He has applied for jobs with crc Avionics
and other defence companies. But despite being interviewed, he
has always been rejected. 'I've given up now,' he said. ,Every-

thingis stacked againstme. It's a waste of time.'At20 years of age
he is too old for training and apprentice jobs. And yet he can,t
apply for more senior positions because he doesn't have the
qualifications. In desperation he has gone back to college to get
some A levels.

In the meantime, his stepfather believes that the source of the
problem - his own security file - remains the key to Iwan Graves,s
future. His is also concerned it could affect other members of his
family: 'Somebody, somewhere, has got a record on me that is
preventing my family from taking up employment in certain
spheres. I don't know what that information is. I don't know if it,s
accurate. I just do not know what it is and I've got a right to
know.'

Vetting Procedures for Defence Companies

Although Scicon asked the MoD to double-check their decision to
refuse Iwan Graves his security clearance, they did not press the
issue. This was hardly surprising. It was not in their interes ts, far,
like up to ten thousand British companies, they depend for much
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of their business on contracts with the Ministry of Defence, and it
has not been unusual for the MoD to discreetly inform companies
that, if they persisted in questioning or resisting security vetting
decisions, their contracts would be withdrawn. This explains
why many companies have been so secretive about their vetting
procedures. Some personnel officers have been relatively open
about it at interviews. Others, likeJohn Higgins of the electronics
firm urr, even deny that it takes place at all!

In fact, prospective employees of defence contractors have
been vetted by vr15 since the purge procedures were introduced
in 1948. Companies with access to classified information are
placed on a document called 'List X', containing 2000 firms, and
their security, both physical and personnel, is controlled by ul5.
Each firm is provided with a manual which gives guidance on
security procedures. Their own security officers (known as

'controllers') and management personnel are encouraged to take
part in special training courses run by rvr l5 officers from C Branch.
But most important is the 'secret aspects letter' which is sent by
rtr5 to companies before a contract is signed. This details the
security provisions stipulated by uI5, including their right to
security check new employees. Defence firms are keen to co-
operate with lrr5, as 'failure to carry out these security ob-
ligations gives the Department [the MoDl the right to terminate
the contract.3

To ensure that the vetting procedures are implemented ur5
employs a select team of officers from C Branch who act as special
advisors to the company. These rvrl5 special advisors, whose
numbers have been substantially increased in recentyears,a often
visit the firm's premises to brief their Security Officer and to
inspect their vetting arrangements.

In theory, defence company employees are positively vetted,
like civil servants. This should involve an oPen and detailed
investigation of the individual's personal and political
background by MoD vetting officers. But in reality most
applicants are vetted 'normally' (i.e. secretly) by rvrtS and the
MoD.

The system works like this. The contractor is required to supply
the MoD with full particulars of its new employees. The names
are then passed onto a section of ur5 called C3. The officer on
that desk then writes the name of the person on a request form
and hands it to the Registry on the ground floor, where all of
urS's files are kept. Once located, the file is passed to F2, a
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section of ur5 on the first floor which deals with domestic
subversion, and particularly with trade unionists. The F branch
officer then makes an assessment and records it on the person's
file. This is then written on a memo sheet and handed back to the
C Branch officer responsible. That officer also checks with the
Criminal Records Office through its links with the Special
Branch. The C3 branch officer then makes a recommendation
based on four categories. This ranges from 'A' grade, which
allows complete security clearance, down to 'D' grade, which
means that the employee is 'not recommended for sensitive
work' and is refused clearance. But if there are any doubts at all
the security services will give a negative report (if a trace is
requested on an employee more than once, a file is automatically
opened).

wtt5's recommendation is then passed to the Milis!51of
Defence's Securitv Division, which has about 150 vetting officers,
alt $overnmerit aepi?tments.
The MoD then decides whether the employee should be allowed
to work for the contractor.

The MoD says the final decision is up to the company. 'I think
our task finishes at telling the company that the man cannot have
clearance,' says Mr Ewen Broadbent, a Deputy Under-Secretary.
'The company then has to decide whether it can put him on civil
work or redeploy him into some other post.'s But, as the MoD
retains the power to terminate their contracts, there is rarely
much resistance from the company concerned.

'In the Care of Reasonable Men'

A good illustration of how defence contractors have been forced
into accepting security vetting decisions since the war is the case

of john Lang, an able young lawyer for Imperial Chemical
Industries (rcI). In May 1951, after working for rcr for ten years,
Lang was promoted to be the company's second most senior legal
advisor. As the new job involved handling some secret Papers
regarding contracts with the Ministry of Supply (later incorpo-
rated into the MoD), rcr asked for security clearance. Two
months later rcr were told that clearance could not be granted
and that Lang should be denied access to confidential govern-
ment documents. ur5 had told the Ministry that Lang had just
married a woman who was a Communist Party member. This
was untrue. Mrs Lang had resigned from the Communist Party in
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1950 - a yeil before their marriage - and had since severed all
links with it.

As a major part of Lang's job involved handling secret
government papers, lcl had no choice but to dismiss him. He
protested that this was unfair, and that as an experienced solicitor
he was used to dealing with information on a confidential basis.
During the Second World War he had served as an N c o and as an
officer in the Intelligence Corps. Besides, as a lawyer with no
scientific background, the documentation would have been
unintelligible to him.

At first rcr resisted the instruction, saying that Lang was a
valued employee, and he was promoted to Assistant Solicitor.
But it was clear that it was impossible for Lang to do his new job
without seeing secret government papers. The Ministry of
Supply claimed that they tried to reconcile Lang being 'a security
risk' with his continued employment with rcr. But on 4 |anuary
1956 the Ministry took drastic action. The Treasury Solicitor
wrote to r c r criticising their handling of the case. The letter stated
that if Lang continued to have access to secret information the
Ministry of Supply would withdraw from negotiating future
contractswith rcr. Langwasswiftly, if politely, sacked.

He decided to fight the decision. Instead of appealing to the
'Three Security Advisers' tribunal, he chose to see Sir Cyril
Musgrave, the Ministry of Supply's Deputy Under-Secretary.
Musgrave confirmed that Lang's wife's past association with the
Communist Party was the only substantial matter the Ministry
held against him. But Lang failed to convince Musgrave that he
lvas not a security risk. So Mrs Lang went to see Musgrave, and
offered a drastic solution. 'I do not want to ruin my husband's
career, as this is going to do,'she told him. 'I will go away, leave
him and live in a different part of the country altogether, so that
he may go on with his career at rcr.'Musgrave was unmoved: 'It
is no good your offering to do that, because it would not make a
penny-worth of difference.' Lang remained sacked; the stress
affected his health, he had a serious operation, and entered a
nursing home. He never worked for rcr again.

Lang's supporters included Lord Chorley, a former Labour
Minister who had liaised with rvrr5 during the war, while he was
working at the Home Office. He argued that Lang's case should
have been put before an independent judicial tribunal. Lord
Chorley also said that security would not be breached if rvrr5's
evidence against Lang was produced - as had been shown in
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cases in the us Federal Courts. The government rejected this, but
the Lord Chancellor's response was revealing: 'This is not a
question of guilt or innocence of a particular charge which can be
proved or disproved in a court of law. A person is denied access
to secret defence information because in the careful and consid-
ered opinion of reasonable men there is doubt as to his reliability.
This is a matter of judgement which mustbe made in the light of
the available evidence. It must be realised that some of this
evidence comes from highly secret sources which have been built
up over a Iong period and which must not be jeopardised.'6

It is this 'available evidence', however questionable its degree
of accuracy and relevance, that has disrupted many careers in the
defence industry.

In the autumn of 1970 Mike Lewis, a freelance technical author,
applied for a job with Elliot Automation, a defence contractor
based at Rochester, Kent. The company needed a writer for MoD
maintenance manuals on electronic weapon-aiming and naviga-
tional equipment for the Tornado, Jaguar and Nimrod aircraft.
Four people, including Lewis, were interviewed for the post. The
company told them that they would be informed of the outcome
of the interviews as soon as their MoD security clearance was
received.

'Having worked for Elliots before, I had a certain advantage,
but qualification-wise one man was far more suited,' said Lewis.
Five days later, much to his surprise, Lewis was offered the job.

Soon after joining the company he went to see the Chief
Security Officer at their building overlooking Chatham harbour.
He asked why he had been chosen over the more highly qualified
applicant. Lewis recalls: 'I was told he had not received security
clearance. I asked why not. I was told that he had been
photographed sitting on the steps of St Martin-in-the-Fields in
Trafalgar Square during a cND demonstration, even though he
had not been taking part. I was told that he might never know
that this had been the reason that he had been turned down.'7

Lewis was told that the main reason he had been appointed
was that his security clearance had come through fastest, not
necessarily because of his ability to do the job. Lewis, who had
previously worked in Air Ministry Intelligence, was amazed that
a person could be refused a job purely because of Special Branch
photographs of him sitting in Trafalgar Square during a demon-
stration: 'I thought it was most unfair . . . That man was damned
as far as the MoD was concerned.'
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Ken Richardson has been another victim, although he suffered
in rather unusual circumstances. In October 7976 he joined a
leading electronics firm as a Design Engineer. Based in the West
Country, the company has contracts with the MoD in radar
equipment. In the spring of 1980, Richardson went to Botswana
for several months as a lecturer. In late 1980 he returned to
Britain. InJanuary 1981 he began applying for jobs as a stress and
design engineer, mainly with defence companies in the south-
west and Bristol area. After five months and applications to
several aerospace firms he was still unemployed, despite being
interviewed for every vacancy for which he had applied.

For the first time in his life Richardson could not get a job. Yet
he had worked continuously for thirty-five years in five different
countries, chiefly as an engineer in the aircraft industry but also
as a lecturer. He could not understand it, particularly as he knew
that stress engineers were in demand at that time.

As the weeks went by he began to suspect that the reason
might have something to do with security. On the afternoon of
Thursday 1.4 May 1981, he decided to try a little test. He
telephoned his old company's Personnel Manager at their head
office and pretended to be a Canadian employer (he had worked
in Canada in the early 1960s). In an assumed Canadian accent he
said he was 'Mr Blackwell from Stress and Allied Engineering
Ltd, Toronto,' and that he wanted to employ an engineer called
Ken Richardson. 'Can you give me your views on him?'he asked.
According to his diary entry for that day, the Personnel Manager
replied: 'He's oK, he's a stress engineer. He did a bit of drawing
for us. He's competent, but you should check with the security
people because he did tend to gossip about his job with other
people. He's a good worker but was a security risk.'

Richardson was dumbstruck. In his thirty-five-year career he
had never been spoken to about any security lapses. Two weeks
later, on 27 May 1981, he rang the Personnel Manager again, and
asked him why he had branded him a security risk to 'Mr
Blackwell'. The Personnel Manager admitted having had the
conversation about his work record, but denied having said that
he was a 'security risk'.

Richardson believes he has been blacklisted because of his
interest in the Russian language and the Soviet Union. While
lecturing in Zambia in the mid-1970s he made occasional social
visits to the Soviet embassy. And in April1979, while still at the
company/ he booked a two-week holiday in Moscow. In the
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preceding weeks he began learning Russian, and one day he left
some translation notes on his desk. A few days later, on returning
to his office the company's Security Officer was waiting for him.
He expressed concern and asked him why he was learning
Russian. Richardson told him it was for his holiday in Moscow,
about which he had already told him. Since leaving the company
he has joined the British-Soviet Friendship Society, a cultural
organisation which spends most of its time escorting Russian
visitors around London.

Richardson has nowbeen unemployed since 1981, and exists on
f,36 a week supplementary benefit. At fifty-eight he is unlikely to
getanotherjobinhischosenprofession.'Whenlfirstrealisedlwas
being blacked in 1981,' he said, 'I did have good chances of getting
a job back in "stressing" because there were vacancies then. But
now, frankly, I don't think I would be asked to go for an interview.'
He also resents being labelled a security risk: 'I am not a security
risk. I'm not a communist and never have been. I've been to the
Soviet Union and there is no way I want to see my country run like
that . . . I do have slight left-wing leanings and joined the Labour
Party in 1982. But that doesn't make me a red or a commie.'

In the defence industry it is much more difficult to blacklist
employees once they are established and qualified. So it proved
with Tony Wilson, a Reliability Engineer and independent
consultant in the defence industry since 7972. For eight years he
worked on a series of major military contracts, including the
nuclear Chevaline project, as a specialist engineer. But in 1980
Wilson became a supporter of the peace movement, and opposed
what he saw as the militarisation of the defence industry. 'I
underwent a change in consciousness and became politically and
socially aware for the first time,' says Wilson. 'While still firmly
believing in an adequate defence, I abhorred the enormous waste
of resources in our archaic military procurement system, the vast
overkill in weapons provision and, most of all, the devastating
effects on the Third World of our armaments policies.'

It was not long before he had turned down a long-term offer to
work on the Trident programme and become a freelance. In7982
he set up 'Electronics For Peace', a research and campaigning
organisation designed, among other things, to 'reduce the
involvement of industry in arms manufacture, research and
development.' Wilson also became increasingly public in stating
his views of the defence industry, being interviewed by news-
papers and television.
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Wilson was skating on thin ice, as he was still working for
defence firms as a Reliability Engineer. But he believed, perhaps
naively, that the right to freedom of speech would prevail.

By the autumn of 1985, however, the patience of the Ministry of
Defence and of one of their contractors had finally run out. In
October Wilson's 'Electronics For Peace' group was featured
prominently in the maga zine Electronics Times under the headline
'Concerned Engineers Draft Plans for Conscience Forum'. The
article outlined the organisation's criticisms of the defence
industry and mentioned that it intended strengthening its links
with cNo.8

At the time the article was published, Wilson was working as a
Reliability Engineer for a hydraulics company in Hampshire. The
firm was doing subcontracting work for British Aerospace on the
anti-aircraft Rapier project. One afternoon Wilson received a
phone call from his Manager: 'I have been told to sack you by the
MoD and British Aerospace,' he said. British Aerospace objected
to Wilson's association with cuo and demanded his security
clearance be withdrawn.

The subcontractor refused, saying that Wilson could not be
dismissed for holding certain opinions. He wrote to British
Aerospace: 'We agree that some aspects of the article could be of
concern, particularly those references to connections with
cND . . . However, it must not be assumed that someone who
talks to cND necessarilyagrees withall or any of theirviews . . .

We do not believe that anyone as overt as Tony Wilson can be a
real threat, as even were we to have "controversial" documents
we would be able to ensure that he was not privy to them.'e

Wilson was suspended while discussions about his position
continued. The MoD agreed to back down. But British Aerospace
was adamant that Wilson was not even to be allowed on their
premises, although he continued to work for the hydraulics
comPany.

Wilson was always treading a thin line, and he was well known
for his criticism of the defence industry: his dismissal was open
and the reasons for it were clear. But most vetting of private
defence contractors is, by contrast, carried out secretly. This was
shown by the case of a young accountant. He has asked us not to
disclose his identity as he fears this could jeopardise his future
employment prospects. So we will use a pseudonym - 'john
Simpson'.

In May 1985 Simpson had qualified as an accountant while
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working for an electronics firm, and became a member of the
Institute of Cost and Management Accountants. He was interest-
ed in working for defence companies, as his background was in
electronics, and these firms had a decentralised structure which
enabled accountants to work on a variety of different projects.
That summer he began applying for such jobs through an
accountants' recruitment agency based in Brighton.

One position for which he applied was as a financial analyst for
MEL/ a division of Philips Electronic and Associated Industries
Ltd. At 3 pm on Friday 6 September 1985, Simpson attended an
interview at MEr's head office in Crawley, West Sussex. He
realised the defence nature of the job while filling out the long
and detailed application form. The work involved providing a full
management accounting service to the Electronic Warfare Divis-
ion and assessing costs in the Research and Development
Department. Simpson then spoke to Colin Gills, urr's Senior
Personnel Officer, and Brian Chester, Financial Controller. The
interview went extremely well. After the standard questions,
Gills told Simpson he was impressed with his application and
remarked how disappointed they had been with the other
candidates. 'They were hack accountants,' he confided. Gills
then asked whether he wanted to work in the Electronics Warfare
Division or in the Communications Department. Simpson said he
preferred the Warfare Division because it was a more dynamic
professional environment. It was now quite clear to Simpson that
he had an excellent chance of being offered the job. But he needed
to know the company's decision quickly because he wanted to
buy a house in another part of the country. So he asked Gills how
long uEr would take before making their choice. Gills was
guarded but relatively relaxed: 'You are going to be working
within the defence industry. Can you think of any reason why
you shouldn't be offered the job unconditionally?'

'Presumably I will have to go through some sort of vetting
procedure,' replied Simpson.

'Yes, that is correct.'
Simpson went home confident. His optimism was increased on

the Monday when he was telephoned by the Manager of his
employment agency, who told him that rvrEr had just rung to say
how impressed they were with Simpson's application. Four days
later, on the afternoon of Friday 13 September, Simpson was
summoned for a second interview, where he met a Mr Wright,
General Manager of the Electronic Warfare Division. He also met
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Mr A. G. Tween, a Personnel Officer, who offered him the job of
Financial Analyst. After a brief discussion over salaries and
benefits, Simpson verbally accepted. Tween then told him that
security clearance with the MoD usually took two weeks - the
usual interval between the first and second interview. But, as

Simpson had needed to know the company's decision quickly,
the security clearance was delayed until after they offered him the
position.

Simpson had not provided any references, as he had not been
asked to, and believed the security clearance would be a
formality. The next day he received a letter from vrsr confirming
the offer: 'We are very pleased to offer you the position of
Financial Analyst, subject to our obtaining satisfactory re-
ferences.'lo Simpson was delighted and wrote back formally
accepting the job.

During the following week he waited to be told by phone about
his security clearance. But by Friday 27 September he had heard
nothing. So he rang Tween at urt, who told him there had been
no response from the MoD. As the days went by Simpson became
increasingly anxious, as he could not understand why he had not
been cleared. He continued to ring Tween, who acknowledged
that it did seem to be taking a long time. Tween also said that the
company had asked the MoD to make Simpson's clearance a

priority. But, he added, they had to be careful because the MoD
could be obstructive, and if they pressurised too much it might be
counter-productive.

Eventually, on 22 October 1985, over six weeks after having
been formally offered the job, Simpson received a five-line letter
from Nrsr. It stated:'I very much regret to inform you that
references have not proved satisfactory. We shall not therefore be
proceeding with an unconditional offer of employment.'11

Simpson was shocked and angry at the decision, particularly as

the company did not give any reason. Nor did they acknowledge
that it was because of his security status. He wrote to u r r. asking
them to confirm that it was the MoD reference that had 'proved
unsatisfactory'.12 Colin Gills, the Personnel Officer, replied: 'It is
not the policy of this company to reveal the source or substance of
references.'13

Simpson was completely baffled as to why he had been
blacklisted. He was aware that his political past might be
relevant, but could not believe it would affect his security
clearance. His father had been vetted and cleared in 1979 when he
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joined the defence industry after thirty years in the Royal Navy.
Both his parents have been life-long Liberal Party members. But
neither his sister nor his brother are or ever have been politically
inclined in any way. He himself had not been politically active for
several years. During his final year at Birmingham Polytechnic in
1982 he spoke at student union meetings, and once called for the
occupation of the college's administration building in protest at
education cuts. He also attended meetings arranged by the Social-
ist Workers' Student Organisation. But he was never a member of
any political party. His only other political activity was attending
demonstrations against racism and education cuts. InJuly 1983 he
had joined the Labour Party, but he left it the following year.

The incident which almost certainly caused ur5 to brand him a
security risk occurred in 1984, during the miners' strike. He was
interested in what various left-wing groups were saying about the
dispute, so he took out short-term subscriptions to a number of
newspapers. One of these was to The Next Step, journal of the
Revolutionary Communist Party ( n c n), which he cancelled by the
end of the year. But that summerhe also went to an Rcn meeting,
during which he signed an attendance note. That was the only n c r
meeting he ever attended. By 1985 his political interests and
activities had evaporated. But that brief fl irtation with the n c p had
found its way into his rvrl5 file.

The result of being refused security clearance was that
Simpson's chosen career in the defence industry was ruined. It
took him over a year to get a job suited to his qualifications,
interests and ability.

What Simpson's case reveals is the covertnatureof mostdefence
companyvetting. Hewasnotpositivelyvetted. Neitherhiscollege
tutor nor his parents were approached by MoD investigating
officers as, officially, they should havebeen. Everythingwas leftto
u15.

This obsession with secrecy is also illustrated by the response of
u r t when asked about Simpson's case. At first a company spoke-
sman said he was sure the whole story was fabricated and that
MoD vetting does not take place!John Higgins, MEL's Personnel
Director, commented: 'I have no knowledge of this. You say MoD
vetting takes place in the private sector, but I have no knowledge of
it.' When asked if the company would be prepared to see Simpson,
as the MoD had advised, Higgins replied: 'I would not recommend
that the man in question comes here. Definitely not. We would
have nothing to say to him.'14
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The American Influence

The existence of American companies in Britain with defence
contracts has given an extra dimension to security vetting. Many
of them allow their prospective employees to be vetted not only
by rvrl5, but also by us intelligence agencies. This is in line with
American government policy of controlling the movement of
technological products and information from us companies with
sites abroad. The procedure has been implemented even when it
contravenes the law of the country concerned.

One corporation which runs such American security checks is
Dec Inc, a digital equipment company based in Ayr, Scotland. It
is allowed to trade by the us Department of Commerce Licence
Department, which is controlled by the crA.15'We like to get all
the names of people who are going to visit the site [of the
companyl,' says fim Manderson, Dec's Personnel Services Mana-
ger in Ayr. 'They're checked against a list of names and
nationalities and if we find someone we're uncertain about we
make an application to the States to check them. We send off the
application and then wait for it to come back with clearance. The
whole thing usually takes about a month.'

Manderson confirmed that the policy extended to people who
applied for jobs with the company, particularly foreign nationals:
'The people who would concern us most would be those with
Russian or Eastern bloc nationalities.'16

Dec Inc is the biggest supplier of computer systems to the
Ministry of Defence, and sets the standard for computers used in
ur defence establishments. It is now the second largest and
fastest growing computer company in the world, with about
7,500 employees in Britain.

The u s intelligence agency most likely to process these security
checks is the National Security Agency (r.rsl), based at Fort
Meade, Maryland. Their computer has been receiving the names
and details of British citizens who have been seen or questioned
near American nuclear bases in the ux or have been involved in
anti-nuclear protests. None of them have been charged with any
offence. But their names have been supplied by MoD police and
servicemen to ccHe, the government's spy centre, and then
passed on to the American agency. The wsa then places them on
a computer programme - which is supposed to help trace
terrorists - under the classification 'C Group Three', which covers
intelligence operations in Europe. The names on file are then
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classified as 'Hostile' or 'Non-Hostile' and are then placed on
security files for vetting purposes.lT

All this was discovered by Ellis Plaice, Defence Correspondent
of the Todarl newspaper, who was given a list of British names
from the us computer intelligence network coMSEC. They were
collected during eighteen incidents following anti-nuclear pro-
tests in Britain. On one occasion five British people were placed
on the blacklist after a nuclear weapons carrier crash in Wiltshire
in |anuary 7987.|t turned out they had just happened to be in the
area at the time. Plaice obtained hard evidence of the American
blacklist when he got access to the Nsa computer at Fort Meade.
He chose a random month - ]anuary 1985 * and the computer
came up with twenty-seven 'hostile' British citizens after an
'incident'. That month twenty-seven demonstrators had been
arrested outside the American airbase at Sculthorpe in Norfolk.

Secrecy for Secrecy's Sake

There cannot be many people working for defence companies
who would argue that some security vetting should not take
place. It is clearly necessary for firms who handle sensitive and
classified information and documents in connection with their
MoD contracts to apply stringent security checks.

But the ways in which vetting procedures have been im-
plemented for defence contractors by the MoD and MIs have
been inconsistent and unnecessarily secretive. Employees work-
ing on classified contracts are supposed to be positively vetted.
This means an open investigation by MoD officers into their
personal and political background. Relatives, friends, former
teachers and professional colleagues should all be interviewed as
well as the applicant himself. Other inquiries are made by rutS
and the police. But it seems that many, if not most, defence firms
do their vetting secretly, and some, like urr, even deny it takes
place. Iwan Graves and |ohn Simpson were not positively vetted.
The companies concerned simply relied on Mr5's recommenda-
tion and then refused to tell the individuals why they had been
sacked. This leads us to the second problem. The political criteria
used by the Security Services are both too wide and too
speculative. 'Stepfather who used to be a member of Militant'
(Graves) and 'was a subscriber to a communist newspaper'
(Simpson) are hardly grounds for denying security clearance.
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This secrecy and inconsistency also give rise to unnecessary
anxiety among defence workers, according to Tony Wilson, who
worked for a number of contractors as an engineer. He accepts
that vetting is needed, but the way it is done creates an
authoritarian atmosphere inside the company. He didn't feel free
even to join such non-political organisations as Amnesty Interna-
tional, and was afraid of visiting the Greenham Common Peace

Camp, as he thought these activities would be held against him
and could affect his future employment in the defence industry.
'People who work in defence companies never talk about
politics,' said Wilson. 'If they do, it's usually only in disparaging
terms. They're afraid that if they do then they might be seen as

unreliable.'
The major problem remains the absence of an independent

judicial body which could hear appeals by employees who
believe they have been refused security clearance unfairly. At the
moment the MoD retains the right to be prosecutor, judge and
jrry.

British Telecom: A Question of
Secrecy

'Any enquiries you make should be made discreetly and should
not come to the subject's knowledge.,

Confidential instructions on vetting procedures by
British Telecom Personnel Office to Terry Carlin,

sr Divisional Manager in City of London District,
13 May 1985.

Since October 1984 Michael Dolan has worked for British Telecom
as a filing clerk in one of their telephone sales offices on London
Bridge Street, just across the Thames from the City. His job
involves taking orders for new domestic phones and dealing with
customers' enquiries about additional sockets and extensions. It
is a poorly paid, mundane office post which, like thousands of
other nr jobs, doesn't involve handling any sensitive or con-
fidential information.

_ Yet during his probationary period nr secretly kept a ,Security

Questionnaire' on him which included comments on his politicil
activities. The document, headed'Confidential,, was drafted by
nr's Personnel Department at their headquarters in Newgate
Street. It consisted of seven questions. These included a job
description and whether or not the employee needed secuiity
clearance or required access to classified or confidential informj-
tion. The questionnaire then asked: 'Are you aware of any
circumstances which might cast doubt on his/her reliability for
employment on work giving access to information classified or
confidential?'

This was followed by: 'Indicate any known interests or
activities outside his/hernormal duty which mighthave abearing
on attitudes towards security matters.'

It concluded with enquiries about the name and address of
his/her previous employer.

The document was attached to a memo from the personnel
Department and was addressed to Dolan's Divisional Manager
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Terry Carlin, Head of rt's Business and Consumer Services in
the City area. The memo stated:

'I should be grateful if you would personally complete questions 1-7'

Any enquiriei you make shouldbe made discreetlyand should notcome

to the sublect's knowledge . ' . Your reply should be double enveloped

and clearly marked on inner envelope coNrroENrIAL in red ink''

Carlin completed the questionnaire and made it clear that

Dolan's job is a Clerica[ Assistant was not connected with
government secrets or national security, that Dolan did not need

Iecurity clearance and did not require access to information
which was classified or confidential. He added, significantly, that

Dolan would not need access to classified information in the

future either. However, in response to the question on 'outside

activities or interests', Carlin wrote: 'Nothing specific, but is felt

to have hard left interests.' Dolan has been a member of the

socialist workers' Party since June 1981. But he was not particu-

larly active in the National Communications Union (Ncu) in the

City Oistrict, although he did attend the 1985 t'tcu National
Conference as an observer.

When asked about his involvement in sr's vetting procedures,

Carlin, now General Manager of the Westminster Area, said: 'I
myself find it perfectly acceptable . . . The business that British

Telecom conducts is sometimes involved in security and so

occasionally that type of question will be asked'' The rr
personnel bffi.e. wlio had sent him the questionnaire, Shirley

Williams, said: 'I'm not prepared to comment on this'' Neither
official was able to expliin why the questionnaire should ask

about the political viewi of employees who were not engaged on

classified work.
More senior nr executives also had difficulty in explaining

why they compiled data about an employee's political 
-vi-9ws

when hewas not involved in sensitive or security work' When

the questionnaire was disclosed publicly in the autumn of 1985,

nr refused to comment on Dolan's case' In correspondence with
the Ncu, Malcolm Argent, the Company Secretary, denied that

there was a political motivation: 'For all normal PurPoses an

employee's private life, including his political views, is of no

concern to nr.'I
It was not until Monday 16June 1986 that Dolan's case and the

vetting document were discussed by nr security officials. That

afternion in the Rosewood Room on the 8th floor of rf s London
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headquarters Malcolm Argent chaired a meeting on security
procedures. He said that use of the questionnaire was rare and
not part of 'general procedures' used by the Security Division
(known as so5). Its purpose, he added, was to establish certain
facts about an individual's duties and location with particular
reference to any work on classified work. He admitted that the
questions which went beyond this were 'unjustified and
superfluous'. nr accepted that'they served no useful purpose,'
he said. 'Information based purely on opinions was of no value
and would not be, and never had been, used to the detriment of
any employee.'

Argent also disclosed that the specific questions asking for
information on 'outside activities' had been removed from the
vetting form in late 1985. He concluded, however, that it might
still be necessary for rr to compile details of an individual's
employment. But, he said, 'all such enquiries would be purely
factual.'2

Inside nr Cenke

Whatever rr's justification, the contents of the 'Security

Questionnaire' provide a clear insight into the company's vetting
procedures. But they also give an indication of its complex and
highly secretive structure.

Vetting of rr employees is nothing new, of course. Before
privatisation in 1983, when the company was part of the Post
Office, many members of staff were positively vetted, like their
fellow civil servants. On one occasion in the 1950s the Post Office
refused to negotiate with a full-time trade union official because
he was a Communist Party member. The ban was only lifted after
the unions refused to meet management until he was reinstated.
Now that sr is like any other private defence contractor, the
situation is more intricate and secret. This is primarily because
the company refuses to discuss vetting publicly. 'It is not our
policy to discuss staff matters with third parties,' is now the
standard response from sr spokespersons when asked about
vetting. Even in private Malcolm Argent told the unions he was
'limited to what he could say.'3

The trades unions argue that nr's 250,000 employees are
entitled to know whether or not they are being vetted by the
company - if only in general terms. sr has always refused to tell
them. It has, however, been possible to piece together the general
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structure of their security procedures. The company maintains
that only personnel involved in classified work are vetted before

they are f-ormally appointed. Argent maintains that the number

of such posts is 'very small'. At a meeting to discuss segurt-ty

proceduies in June 1986, he said that sr ensured that if indi-
viduals were found 'unsuitable', then alternative appointments
would be arranged. But he refused to accept that it was 'in the

interests of security to make public the identity of posts' subject

to vetting. Argent later commented that this would only'draw
attention to tht very work areas which those people who wish
to undermine security are seeking as targets . . . It is essentially
State information that we are protecting and for that reason it is
not for r r to determine what may or miy not be disclosed.'a

However, it is known that staff working on 'Government
Services', which deals with planning government and defence

private circuits, are positively vetted' These employees include

ihose working on communications links between defence in-
stallations und gou"rnment departments. Also vetted are staff

working on the 'Regional Seats of Government' (the under-
ground nuclear bunkers).

An indication of the political criteria used by urS and vetting
officers in this area is provided by what happened to Arthur
Simper. In 7975 he sat on the Post Office Engineering Union's
Esta-blishment Committee, which looked at the working condi-

tions of their members in the nuclear installations and under-

ground bunkers. During that year the eight members of the

Lommittee, including Simper, were due to visit the regional

bunkers for inspection. But when the time came Simper was

refused access. He had failed the security clearance. At the time

he was a Labour Party parliamentary candidate. But the real

reason, he was later told, was that he had previously had close

friends and associates who had been Communist Party

members in the 1950s. Simper himself had never been a party
member.

A more recent insight into nr's vetting procedures was given

to the authors by one of the company's senior executives' He
joined nr in the early 1970s after working for an electronics

company which had government defence contracts. So he was

,s"d to security measures. But he found the atmosphere at sr
far more paranoid. 'Everything was treated as security sensi-

tive,' he said, 'and everyone was expected to be silent about

their work.'
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At first the executive (who has asked not to be identified)
noticed little vetting. He wasn't security checked himself when
he joined nr. But in 1977, while working on the classification of
files and documents, he discovered that the practice was being
extended. He was about to be promoted to a potentially sensitive
job when he was asked to be positively vetted. But he regarded it
as 'a bureaucratic waste of time' and 'refused on principle'. He
also confirmed that staff working on maintaining private tele-
phone exchanges, including high security government
buildings, are positively vetted. One employee told him how his
neighbours had been approached and asked if there was 'any-
thing suspicious' about him.

In 1986 the executive had direct experience of the positive
vetting procedures when he was asked to act as a referee for an
employee who was being transferred to a 'top secret' depart-
ment. One day he received a phone call from a man calling
himself 'Commander' (our source declined to give his name). The
man said he did not work for nr but was from 'Government
Security', and wanted to meet him to discuss the employee in
question. The 'Commander' told the executive that he could
check his credentials with a senior security manager at Br's
headquarters. The executive recognised'Government Security'
as a euphemism for rurS. He spoke to the Senior Security
Manager at Newgate House who confirmed this and verified the
Commander's credentials. A meeting was then arranged.

When the rvr 15 officer turned up the first thing the r r executive
noticed was that the name of the person being vetted was spelt
incorrectly on his notepad. The officer began by asking whether
the person in question had 'any political affiliations', and later
asked: 'Does he have any links with any other organisations?'
The rvrr5 officer also revealed that he knew a lot of detailed
information about various activities of the executive himself. It
was a rather disconcerting experience.

As well as 'Government Services', many employees based in
network management are also positively vetted. Network man-
agement deals with rerouting circuits if there is a breakdown in
the system. When this happens the staff have to give priority to
certain circuits, so they need to know precise details of the circuit
structure. We know of at least two cases in recent years where
staff were unable to take up posts with network management for
several months while, they were told, vetting investigations were
being carried out. They were both eventually appointed.
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Although sr have substantially reduced the number of staff
requiring positive vetting since privatisation in 1983, their
security procedures are still intact. Ultimate responsibility for
security vetting lies with Malcolm Argent, rr's Company Secre-

tary, who is also on the board of directors. He answers for the
company. But the official who oversees and directly co-ordinates
vetting procedures, as well as all security matters, is Maior
Gordon Oehlers. He actually became Director of nds Security
and Investigation Department in May 1987, although this was not
publicly disclosed until August. Oehlers joined st from the
Ministry of Defence, where he was Assistant Chief of the Defence
Staff, responsible for Command Control Communications and
Information Systems. Before that he managed the British
worldwide Defence Communications Network. Major Oehlers
also spent thirty years in the army and served on several defence
and government committees.

Oehlers's department- Security and Investigation - is split into
two separate divisions. One is the Investigation Division (rrro),
headed by C. R. Ward, a Territorial Army officer. This section
deals with criminal offences by staff and the public - sabotage,
theft of equipment, payphone offences, comPuter fraud - and
general crime prevention. It liaises with the police and Special
Branch as well as making its own enquiries. The nrlo is not
responsible for vetting, although it is in a position to provide
information on individuals through its police and Special Branch

contacts. It is the Security Division (Sec D), headed by Ken
England, which deals with vetting and liaises with ivr15 during
the positive and secret vetting of employees. England and
fourteen other security advisors and officers control the opera-

tion in Room 4138, a large network of offices on the first floor of
nr headquarters in the City. The key official who co-ordinates the
vetting procedures is Peter N. ]ones, the Personnel Security
Advisor. fones is a former nar officer who was commissioned in
1967. He became a Flight Lieutenant in1973 before retiring from
the n a r' s engineering branch in A prll 1982. Another official deals

with'travel to Communist countries'.
Jones reports directly to England, head of Sec D. Both men

accompanied Malcolm Argent to a meeting with the nr unions in
fune 1986 to discuss security vetting. England said little, and
jones spent most of the time taking copious notes, attitudes
consistent with England's policy of total secrecy on the vetting
issue. The trades unions argue that this secrecy is dangerous
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because it does not provide enough safeguards for the individual.
'Our concern is that individuals subjected to the secret, "nega-
tive" vetting procedures employed by nr may innocently, and
without means of redress, have their careers prejudiced, without
their knowledge, on the basis of inaccurate information,' said
Alan Chamberlain, secretary of the nr Unions Committee, in
November 1986.s

England argues that the individual is protected because sr
places constraints on its own vetting procedures: 'These lie in the
balancing need for us to give very careful protection to any
information to which we become privy and to ensure that it is
never used in any context other than that of national security.'6
He says that information in an employee's security file is
protected by a'cordon sanitaire'- a buffer line which is restricted
to only a handful of officials. Hence, claims England: 'It cannot
affect career prospects, line management attitudes or inter-
personal relationships. We firmly believe that it affords the best
form of protection for the individual employee whose interests
would not be well served by any form of open procedure.'7

The unions responded that sr already has positive vetting
procedures for employees in security-sensitive jobs. They there-
fore saw no reason why other positions should be vetted secretly
rather than openly. This brought an interesting reply from
Malcolm Argent. In his letter he appeared to confirm that secret
security checking did take place, mainly in low-grade jobs: 'Most
of the posts in this category are in every other sense standard
jobs. Appointment to them rarely involves promotion and
confers no special status or career advantage. If there is a security
doubt in any particular case which cannot be resolved . . . it
makes sense to employ that person on duties where the issue
need never surface.'8

One problem with secret vetting is that inaccurate and mislead-
ing information can accumulate on an individual's security file,
because material is collected from second-hand sources rather
than from the person concerned or from close relatives and
friends. The data is thus often based on assumptions, speculation
and gossip rather than fact. This is why the rt unions have
demanded that any adverse information kept on individuals
should be included in their personal files and should be open to
inspection, and that the employee should have the opportunity
of refuting or confirming such information.e

nr has completely rejected these requests. Argent said at a
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private meeting that the information was 'subject to the most

iareful protection'. He said that only a small number of people

have access to an employee's security file - the Security Division
(about fourteen officials), Argent himself, the Company Chair-
man Sir George jefferson, and 'one or two others" He added
that it was the company's policy to ensure that 'information
acquired only for national security Purposes could not be used

in i way which could be detrimental to an individual's employ-
ment generally. Present arrangements, based on a strict
"need-to-know", provided the individual with the best safe-

guards possible.'ro- In other words, rr's Security Division should have control
over their own vettii!!ffiil6il-Sllhough they would be

answerable to a case before the 'Three Security Advisers'.
The new executive responsible for vetting, Major Gordon

Oehlers, has been quick to review nr's security procedures.

Soon after entering office he read all the files on the issue and
held a meeting with top union officials, along with his predeces-

sor Laurie Heatherington. Oehlers made it clear that vetting
should continue to be done secretly, with access to information
on file restricted to a few management officials - the 'cordon

sanitaire' model. 'I am totally convinced,' he said, 'that the

"cordon sanitaire" provides the very best protection for the
individual.'11

sr have maintained that this'tight' security procedure ensures

that the political views of individual employees are not taken into
consideration when they apply for jobs. But a new recruitment
vetting document shows this not to be the case. The form,
marked 'Staff-In- Confidence', is compiled at rr's head office and
is used throughout the company. It is a detailed, four-page
application form containing twenty-three questions. Among
them are the following:

Q.16: Have you at any time visited or resided in a country having, at

the time of the visit or residence, a communist government? Answer vr s

or No. Where the answer is vns give particulars.

Q.20: Have you any relative by blood or marriage who is living or has

lived in a country having, at the time of residence, a communist

government? Answer YES or No. Where the answer is vrs give such

particulars.
Q.22: Have you ever been a member of a communist or fascist party or

any organisation controlled by or connected with such parties? Answer
yES or No. Where the answer is vrs give particulars.
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The questionnaire is clearly used for positive vetting purposes.
This was confirmed by Malcolm Argent, who disclosed that it has
been used since the mid-1960s. He said: 'It is a form used in the
Civil Service and sr's use of it stems from provisions in the 1984
Telecommunications Act.'12 Argent did not explain which clause
in the Act is used by nr to justify the existence of this document.
But he did agree to review security procedures when asked about
the form. The danger of this vetting questionnaire is that it will
inevitably be made available to managers involved in appointing
new staff. It could also result in 'hit lists'being compiled and the
information being used against employees applying for non-
sensitive jobs within the company.

Meanwhile, the rr trades unions remain far from militant on
the vetting issue. 'We do accept the need for security vetting,
however distasteful it is on civil liberties grounds,' said Ben
Marshall, Assistant Secretary of the Society of Telecom
Executives. 'rr does carry out work of a security sensitive nature,
and we have no wish to see that work go elsewhere, even if it
could. We also accept that it is as much in the interests of rr staff
as of national security that those employed on this work are not a
risk to security.' But, Marshall argued: 'What we cannot accept is
that this vetting should be carried out in secret. Any individual
vetted in t-his way has no way of challenging the findings of the
exercise.'13

BTI and the Cable Ship Cover-up

A vivid illustration of the secrecy of Br's vetting procedures
occurred on one of their cable ships in the summer of 1986.

British Telecom International (nrl), a division of nr plc,
operates a fleet of three cable ships - CS Monarch, CS lris and CS
Alert. Based in the marine depot at Southampton, the ships are
used to maintain the network of submarine cables linking Britain
with Europe and the rest of the world. These cables, expanded by
satellite links, are the principal means of carrying telephone, telex
and data calls between Britain and other countries.

CS Monarch' s main job is to repair any damage to these cables as
quickly as possible. The ship is also used for military work,
including the maintenance of Britain's anti-submarine defences.
But nrr also has contracts with the us Navy and sub-contract
work with private American telecommunications for the
Americans in the North Atlantic.
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In May 1986, nrr was commissioned by the us Navy to do such
defence work on cable communications in the Atlantic. Some of
the work was given to Western Electric, the manufacturing
subsidiary of the American multi-national Ar & r, who then sub-
contracted it to rrr. The contract was worth f,2 million, which is
about 20 per cent of the n r I Maritime Division's total income. The
Monarch was immediately made ready to sail from Southampton.
But what the sixty crew were not told was that the American
customers had written a specific requirement into the contract -
that they had the right to accept or reiect individual crewmen.
This provision for vetting by us intelligence agencies was
accepted by nrr management.

The power of these secret vetting procedures was felt on the
morning of Friday 30 May 1986, when three seamen and cable-
hands were summoned to the Captain's quarters. There they
were met by the Captain and Mr A. B. Lewis, Personnel Mana-
ger of rrr Marine Division. The men were told they were 'not
acceptable'as part of the crew for this contract, because they had
not obtained security clearance. 'It's not our decision. It's the
contractor's,' said the Captain. He told them he did not know
why they had been singled out and was unhappy with the
decision. The nrr management were not prepared to disclose the
reasons for it.

Within a few hours six more crewmen had been refused
security clearance. They included caterers and engine room crew
as well as cable-hands. One of the victims said: 'I was so

indignant. If it was my own company I could accept that, but the
fact that it was the Americans who wanted me off was another
matter.' The men were particularly surprised as cable ship
workers are renowned throughout the industry for their lack of
militancy and their reluctance to take strike action. There was
little sign of political activity on the Monarch. As one of the vetted
seamen said: 'Only my membership of Amnesty International
could have raised an eyebrow.'

The ship's crew were also bemused because they had all
already been vetted by British Telecom. They argued that to pose
any risk to security they would need to have access to the charts
on the bridge and to be experts on satellite navigation. This was
virtually impossible, as they were not allowed on the bridge, and
even tighter festrictions were imposed when they did sensitive
work for the British government.

So it was with a mixture of shock and disbelief that the nine
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crewmen met with union shop stewards to discuss their situa-
tion. They were each asked if they had been politically active.
None of them had ever even been members of political parties.
They demanded that nrr give them reasons for their rejection.
The management steadfastly refused. This provoked a mass
walk-out by the sixty crew on the Monarch. Many of them had
fought for their country during the Falklands War, they said.
They were not going to allow their patriotism to be questioned by
a foreign intelligence agency.

The strike brought national union officers into the fray. On
Tuesday 3 fune 1986, Len Gillard, Secretary of the National
Communications Union (rvcu) Networks Committee, travelled
down to Southampton to meet his members. They told him they
wanted to know why they had been refused security clearance.
Later that day Gillard had a meeting with two nrr executives -
Operations Manager P. f. Rogers and Personnel Manager
A. B. Lewis - to discuss the dispute. Two days later, on 5 june, a
deal was agreed which allowed the Monarch to sail but without
the nine crewmen.

The agreement ensured that the nine would remain security
risks and would'remain at home on enforced leave'.14 However,
they would be on full pay and 'regarded as available for work' on
CS lris, one of the other cable ships. If the lrrs was not being used
then the vetted crewmen would receive ex-gratia payments to
make up for lost earnings while their own ship was at sea. But, on
the basic principle of secret vetting, management had won the
day. The contractor, not the employer or the union, would retain
the right to decide who would crew the ship. In an internal Ncu
memorandum Len Gillard'accepted that such a provision cannot
be rejected.'1s

After the deal was negotiated the ship's crew accepted the
package and the Monarch left Southampton for the Atlantic. But
there was then a concerted effort by the union and management
to cover up the dispute which, according to national Ncu officer
John Starmer, was 'very serious indeed, with far reaching
implications.'16

On the day the agreement was signed, Thursday 5 fune 1986,
Starmer told the Monarch's shop steward: 'We believe it is in the
interests of our members to maintain confidentiality about this
case.'l7 Although the dispute occurred during lhe union's
national annual conference in Blackpool, the delegates were not
told about the incident - privately or publicly. There has also been
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enorrnous pressure on the vetted crewmen and their shop
steward to keep quiet. One frightened union official was
threatened with the Official Secrets Act by B r r management if he
disclosed any information to the authors. Len Gillard, the ucu
officer responsible for the cable ships, also refused to provide any
information on the case during our enquiries.

Vetting by the Personnel Department

The common characteristic of rr's vetting policies is its secrecy.
But it is clear that there are two distinct plggedg1gl {elte{}J
two different sectols of the
+@ih" Sil*ii 6i,irio.,, which is often
secret but includes open positive vetting for many employees.
S€"o*dly, there are operations run by the Corporate Personnel
Services Department, which are even more clandestine.

There are some links between the Security Division and the
Personnel Department. sr's nominated security officers in each
part of the company - such as the International Division or uK
Communications - are invariably personnel managers with other
responsibilities. But their vetting methods remain separate. The
personnel department is much more involved in vetting
employees after they have joined nr. They are also more
concerned with political and industrial factors than with security
implications. Some of their information comes from confidential
'Security Questionnaires', which are distributed to the various sr
divisions. These are filled in by local managers, who provide data
about their employees' political views and return them to the
Personnel Department - as in the Michael Dolan case.

For some years this operation was supervised by Michael Bett,
now Managing Director of rr's ux Communications Division
and the company's chief negotiator with the unions. Before
joining nr in 1981, Bett was the nsc's Director of Personnel for
four years, and controlled the corporation's vetting arrange-
ments with ivr 15. An abrasive right winger, Bett was nr's Director
of Personnel and Industrial Relations until 1984. He then became
Director of Corporate Personnel Services until his promotion
in May 1986.

Apart from its Corporate Director, the Personnel Department
also has a battery of advisors and managers, including a separate
unit known as cp7. This section has five officials, including Mr
A. Gullett, responsible for 'Industrial Relations Research and
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Briefing'. According to several union sources, nr executives
appear to be supplied with complete dossiers of information on
their trade union counterparts, including their political
affiliations, during negotiations.

A notable victim of the Personnel Department's vetting policies
wasJohn Deason. In February 1984 he had joined the company as
a technician, fitting private telephone wires in nr's City of
London District. For two years he was not active in the union,
although he did represent a small group of fitters. Then, in early
1986, he led a number of workers out of Rupert Murdoch's
Wapping plant during the printworkers'dispute. This forced rr
to use junior managers to do the work. Later that year, in
October, Deason scored a notable victory over Br's City manage-
ment. The company wanted to move the seventy-five fitters some
distance from their original place of work. Deason argued that
this would be 'a waste of time' as well as an inconvenience to the
employees. Tony Linsall, the District Sales Manager, did not
believe Deason was representing his members. So he called for a
staff meeting on the issue. But, to the management's embarrass-
ment, the workers voted unanimously to back Deason and to stay
at their original headquarters.

It was not until the national strike by sr workers over pay in
fanuary 1987 that Deason really came to the notice of manage-
ment. At first the industrial action had little success, as it did not
include the City Branch. When the N c u City members joined the
strike it had a major impact on the dispute. The City Branch was
not only the largest in the union, it was also the most strategically
important. For it services the City of London's 'Big Bang'. nr's
lucrative contracts with merchant banks and institutions depen-
ded on the certainty that the City's telecommunications network
would not break down. One communications expert says: 'City
computer users do rely heavily on sr lines, especially the big land
lines linking London to Manchester. They form the spine of big
national networks. Industrial action could effectively break their
backs.' Another analyst commented: 'The City's prestige position
as the centre of the international financial community largely
rests on its advanced communications. Good and uninterrupted
communications are unquestionably the City's most precious
commodity.'18

Any strike in that area would clearly be very damaging and
effective. So when the City Branch workers joined the national
dispute it was a major blow to the nr management. Deason was
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an enthusiastic backer of the action. He was on the City Branch
Strike Committee, responsible for fund-raising (which mainly
involved ensuring that pickets were paid their expenses). He also
spoke at mass meetings in support of the strike.

After two weeks the Ncu leadership recommended an end to
the dispute and their members voted to return to work, but the
City was one of the branches which voted to continue the strike.
On the first day back at work, 12 February 7987, t}rerc was chaos.
Many employees walked out again, accusing sr of breaking local
agreements. The management, however, had laid careful plans
for Deason and the other strikers. On that first morning Deason
was transferred out, with two other union activists, to Piece Park
depot on Marshalsea Road on the southernmost edge of the City
area. This was a residential location used by rr for their disabled
and handicapped workers, whose job was to clean and refurbish
old telephones. Deason and the other two activists, also skilled
workers, were issued with a can of Pledge and a toothbrush each.
They were there for a month without doing a scrap of work. There
was none to do.

nr's explanation for this transfer was that the three men were
deployed 'in order to meet the requirements of the business.'1e In
fact, this was untrue. Deason had been co-ordinating a major
contract with the bankers Samuel Montagu and Co. Ltd, based at
114 Old Broad Street in the City. The manager there specifically
asked for Deason's return after his transfer because of staff
shortages. nrrefused.

Deason's transfer came at a time when he had just been
nominated for one of the City Branch's senior positions-Financial
Secretary. But being based at the Piece Park depot (known as 'the
Penal Colony') made it almost impossible for him to canvass for the
position. On 12 March 1987, Deason was again transferred, this
time outside the City District to Pentonville Road to recover
unused telephones, making it even more difficult for him to win
support.

On 16 March, the day before the branch elections, a curious
three-page letter was circulated to union members and managers.
It was a blistering attack on the political views and activities of
some branch members: 'During the past three years or more
extremist elements of the Branch membership have continuously
put their political self-interest n r r o n r the interests of the Union.'
The letter named seven activists, including Deason, as the
'extremists'and called on union members to oppose them.
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This letter was given much credence as its author was ]ock
Campbell, the Branch's long-time Secretary until his resignation
in October 1986. But Campbell was, in fact, a nr District Manager
in the City Area when he wrote the letter. Combined with the
transfers, the document was clearly designed to influence the
internal union election. And it worked. Deason lost the election
for Financial Secretary.

Deason had never made a secret of his political views and
activities. He has been a member of the Socialist Workers' Party
(swn) since 1968 and its Industrial Organiser since 1975. Before
joining sr he was also Secretary of the 'Right-To-Work'
campaign. But it was only after the strike that the company took
action against him and other activists in the City District. One of
them, John Treadaway, was sacked for 'unacceptable behaviour
whilst picketing'- he had called a working engineer a 'scab'. On
Tuesday 12 May 1,987, a week before Deason again stood for
Financial Secretary in new branch elections, he was summoned
to discuss 'a personal matter'. He was told it was to help him with
his domestic problems (his wife had post-natal depression,
worsened by the fire-bombing of a neighbour's flat). When he
arrived in Room 41,0 at nr's Riverside House that afternoon he
was surprised to be greeted by Maureen Dresser, a senior
Personnel Officer. Normally the matter would have been dealt
with by a Welfare Officer.

Dresser promptly closed the door and said she knew nothing of
his personal problems. She then told him: 'It has come to my
attention that there may have been a number of irregularities in
the application form you completed when you applied for
employment.' Deason was stunned. He had filled out the
application forms in October 1983 - nearly four years previously.
Dresser then passed him a letter outlining the allegations and
stating that he had until4 pm the next day to reply. Deason was
asked to give'a written confirmation that the information on the
application form was complete and accurate'. Later that day he
replied: 'At the time of writing, I did not enter any details that I
believed to be false.'20

The following morning, on Thursday 14 May, Deason was
again summoned for an interview with Maureen Dresser. She
was accompanied by Shirley Williams, another Personnel
Officer, who took detailed notes of what was said. Dresser began
the meeting by saying that the central charge was that Deason
had failed to provide full details of his past criminal convictions.
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'Your application shows that you declared one unspent convic-
tion for a motoring offence,' said Dresser. 'Was that the only
unspent conviction you had at the time of your application?'

'I do not want to say anything more,'replied Deason, 'because
you have not allowed me time to consult my solicitor.'

'It is not nr policy to allow solicitors to become involved in
matters which are purely internal.'

Deason refused to answer any questions until he could see his
solicitor: 'I'm being put under duress. I need to spend time with
my wife who has got problems . . . I demand the right to see my
solicitor.'

But Dresser was persistent: 'Are you telling me that you are not
prepared to give me answers today and now?'

'Yes,' responded Deason.
The meeting ended inconclusively. But Dresser then sat down

to draft a memorandum to Deason. It was his letter of dismissal: 'I
believe that you have deceived British Telecom into giving you
employment by deliberately concealing facts that should have
been included in your application form.' At 4 pm he was handed
the letter by his Manager at the Pentonville Road depot and told
that 'under no circumstances' should he enter any rr building in
the future. At 4.30 pm he was escorted from the premises.

Deason's sacking provoked an immediate outcry of protest
from many of his colleagues. But they were also wary of
management's tactics. For instance, they suspected that the
Branch's union office telephone was being tapped. So they used
the phone to make several calls, pretending to organise a rally in
support of Deason outside Riverside House the next day, 15 May.
Sure enough, an internal Br memo from the personnel office was
quickly dispatched to company staff: 'There is likely to be a march
on Riverside House at 1 pm today, as a result of City of London
dismissing Deason. You are advised not to approach or make
contact with any of the marchers. Any of your staff who absent
themselves from duty should have their pay stopped.'

The'march' never took place.
It is also clear from sr documents that management had

detailed intelligence about the internal decisions, activities and
personalities of the union. One memorandum from City
Personnel Manager Richard Hammock to senior rr executives
advocated leaking their inside information: 'Media interest is a
strong possibility and I will be grateful if Corporate Relations (nr
euphemism for Press Office) will discuss the judicious release of
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information with me.'21 This explains previous exclusive leaks to
the London Standard.zz But it is rather inconsistent with nr's
official line. 'We do not discuss staff matters with third parties,'
was the standard public relations response to more sceptical
inquiries about Deason's case.

The real motives behind sr's dismissal of Deason were only
fully revealed when he brought the case before an Industrial
Tribunal. It was true that Deason had not included previous
convictions for three offences incurred during political demon-
strations between 1976 and 1982 on his job application form (he
thought they were'spent'convictions). He had been fined twice
and given a suspended sentence for 'obstruction', 'threatening
behaviour' and 'inciting reckless driving'. But the reality was that
nr had carried out a secret vetting investigation into Deason. The
aim was to prevent him from securing any influence in the City
Branch, using the application form as the pretext.

This was confirmed by an internal memorandum from the
Economic League, Britain's largest vetting agency, dated 9

December 1987. Written by Russell Walters, an Industrial Rela-
tions Department worker, and sent to ]ohn Udall, the League's
Liaison Director, it stated: 'Claims from several sources are that
Br was using a former senior Scotland Yard detective to
investigate Deason and other activists. The Economic League
provided nr with evidence and there has been no suggestion that
we did so in the press.'

At first nr denied having any links with the Economic League.
'We do not use, nor have we used, the Economic League,' a

spokesperso n told Time Out .23 But, a few days later, B r released a

statement:

'As necessary and prudent business practice, or, in common with most
major national and international companies, provides itself with access

to a wide range of economic and commercial intelligence sources. sr is
not a member of the Economic League but does subscribe to its
information services.'

The company's political vetting of Deason was further corrobo-
rated by the Industrial Tribunal hearings. One internal memo rr
was obliged to disclose showed how Deason's initial transfer was
for political rather than professional reasons. Deason's name is
listed with those of the other two activists, and a Personnel
Officer has written alongside them: 'prefer to isolate'. The key
Personnel Officer involved in Deason's case, Maureen Dresser/
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did appear at the preliminary hearing. But after it was adjourned
she declined to be cross-examined because of 'mental anxiety'.

Just before the full tribunal hearing, in October 1987, nr tried to
persuade Deason to accept financial compensation instead of
continuing the case. Deason refused. Rather than defend their
case in open court and be cross-examined on their political
vetting policies, sr caved in. The company openly admitted they
had sacked Deason for his trade union activities. They were then
ordered by the Tribunal to reinstate him. nr refused, so they
were forced to pay him f,41,563 in compensation - one of the
highest ever awards for unfair dismissal.

It was an embarrassing defeat for nr. But Deason was far from
satisfied by the final outcome: 'It seems a complete travesty of
natural justice that big powerful employers like r r can sack trade
union activists with impunity . . . These are McCarthyite tactics
with sr employing secret political vetting techniques to hound
out socialists like me.'

nr's admission of guilt in Deason's case was a measure of their
anxiety to preserve complete secrecy over the vetting issue,
motivated by a desire to undermine active trade unionism in the
company. There was also a commercial reason. As a nr spokes-
man commented, in a rare candid moment: 'We have a number of
customers who want to be assured that we employ the right kind
of people.'24

MIs and the BB C: Stamping
the'Christmas Tree' Files

'One thing I can state quite categorically is that there has never
been any victimisation of anyone for their political views at the
nuc.'

Sir Hugh Greene, Director-General of
the s s c 1960-69, reported in the

S unday T imes, 20 F ebruary 1977.

'On employment, our policy is to appoint the best people we
can.'

Sir Ian Trethowan, Director-General of
the ssc 1'977-82, in a letter to

Lord Avebury, 13 November 1980.

If ever there was an example of 'security' factors being used as a

pretext for political vetting, it is at the nnc. When their security
procedures were revealed in 1985, the corporation said that
vetting was restricted to a relatively small number of people who
had access to 'sensitive information'. But in reality a large number
of rsc employees - ranging from Graduate Trainees and
journalists to arts producers and drama directors-were vetted by
tvtI5 via the Personnel Department.

Perhaps the most graphic illustration of this was the attempt to
blacklist Roland |offe, probably Britain's most distinguished film
and television director. His track record includes The Killing
Fields, for which ]offe received an Academy Award nomination,
andThe Mission which won the top prize at the 1986 Cannes Film
Festival.

In the springof 7977 he was commissioned by the snc to direct
The Spongers, a new play about the failures of the welfare state and
the desperate struggle of one woman caught in the poverty trap.
The play's author was Jim Allen and its producer was Tony
Garnett. Garnett informed the rsc's Drama Department that he
wanted to hire |offe as the director. But there was an unusually

5
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long delay in confirming his appointment. Eventually Garnett
was summoned by Shaun Sutton, Head of Drama, to his fifth-
floor office at the Television Centre, Wood Lane. Garnett had
always had a frosty relationship with the corporation's top
executives. He had deliberately chosen an office on top of the East
Tower - 'to be as far away from mana6;ement as possible.' But as
he walked into Sutton's office that afternoon he was little
prepared for what his Head of Drama was about to tell him.

Sutton looked distinctly uncomfortable. 'There is a problem
with Joffe's contract,' he said. 'He hasn't got BH (Broadcasting
House) clearance.' Astonished, Garnett asked why. Sutton
refused to give a reason except to mutter: 'It was the man in the
mac in Broadcasting House.'

Garnett stormed out and went straight to see Alasdair Milne,
then Managing Director of nrc rv. Milne confirmed there was a
problem and tried to placate Garnett by offering him a glass of
whisky. But Garnett was seething, and said he would 'go public'
if the veto on |offe's appointment was not withdrawn: 'If you
want all this business to come out then it's in your hands. If you
don't hire Joffe then I'm off as well and imagine what it would
look like if I walked out in the middle of my contract.' Milne said
nothing, so Garnett continued, 'If this continues to happen then I
won't be able to hire the people I want, which is my job as a
producer.'Milne didn't argue. He picked up the phone and rang
Sutton. 'Hire Joffe,' he snapped. |offe's contract was confirmed
and The Spongers became a big success, winning that year's
prestigious Prix Italia award.

The 'problem' with Joffe's appointment was that the nnc's
Personnel Department had, according to Garnett and the then
Head of Plays, fames Cellan-Jones, branded the director a
'security risk' because of his political views. This accusation was
based on the fact thatfoffe had attended Workers'Revolutionary
Party (wnn) meetings in the early 1970s. Like many dramatists at
the time he was briefly interested in the wnn, but he was never a
party member, and by 1977 he had long severed his association
with it. Joffe describes himself as a left winger, and says, 'I was
very interested in politics at that time. But I was interested in
what all the political parties were doing, not just the wnn, and I
was never actively involved.'

Film producer and sDp supporter David Puttnam says of
Joffe's politics: 'Roland would have nothing to do with the
ideologies of the hard left. He detests that kind of imposition on
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the human spirit. He's a member of
socialist in the humanist sense. His
mind.'1
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the Labour Party, and a

heart is in sync with his

The attempt to blacklistJoffe had nothing to do with the nsc's
Drama Department. The recommendation had come from the
Personnel Office at Broadcasting House on the advice of rr,rl5. It
was part of the highly secretive political vetting which the nuc
had been practising since 1937, a situation only reformed in 1986,

after considerable public and trade union pressure.
The system meant that all news and current affairs journalists,

film editors, directors and producers in every department were
vetted by the Security Services. Vetting was run from Room 105, a

secluded office on the first floor of Broadcasting House - a part of
the same network of corridors on which George Orwell modelled
his Ministry of Truth in1984. There the rsc employed a Security
Liaison Officer who received the names of all successful job
applicants from the chairmen of interviewing boards. Then the
vetting, which in nnc-speak became known as'colleging' or'the
fomalities', took place.

All rnc employees had a personnel file which included their
basic personal details and work record. But there was also a
second file. This included 'security information' collected by
Special Branch and vr15, who have always kept political surveil-
lance on 'subversives in the media'. If a staff member was
shortlisted for a job this second file was handed to the depart-
ment head, who had to sign for it. The file was a buff folder with a

round red sticker, stamped with the legend 'SECRET' and a

symbol which looked like a Christmas tree. On the basis of
information in this file, the Personnel Office recommended
whether the person in question should be given the job or not. A
former senior nsc executive recalls seeing one journalist's
security file, stamped with a Christmas tree symbol: 'For about
twelve years it had recorded notes such as "has subscription to
DailyWorker" or "olur friends say he associates with communists
and c ru n activists. " It is fair to say that there were contemPorary
memos from personnel officials adding they thought this was
ridiculous. But it was still on file.'2

The names of outside job applicants were submitted directly to
C Branch of rr,rr5. They were then passed on to the F Branch
'domestic subversion', whose F7 section looks at political
'extremists', Mp's, lawyers, teachers and journalists. After con-
sulting the registry of files, the names were fed into urS's
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computer, which contains the identities of about a million
'subversives'.

Once rvrrS had vetted an applicant their decision was given in
writing to the n n c's Personnel Office. ru t5 never gave reasons for

their recommendations. But, quite often, if they said a person

was a 'security risk', that was enough to blacklist him or her

permanently. Members of board interviews were advised not to
isk questions. And it was only when an executive or editor put
presiu.e on the Personnel Department that rvrrs's decision was

overruled.
For many years a nrc staff member was used as the Security

Liaison Offiier. But in 7982 Brigadier Ronald L. Stonham, a

retired army officer, moved into Room 105 as 'Special Assistant'

to the Director of Personnel, Christopher Martin, himself a

former Royal Marine. Stonham began his working life in the Po-st

Office Engineering Department during the Second World War' In
1948 he wis commissioned into the Royal Signals Regiment, and

by 7963 he had worked his way through the ranks to Major' He

aiso had a spell in the intelligence section of the Chief of General

Staff in tgZi. Sixyears later he was promoted to Brigadier of the

Signals Regiment.
Stonham saw security vetting as part of his responsibility to

co-ordinate BBC's contingency plans for a wartime and

emergency broadcasting service. This was the official line taken

after lhe obseraer revealed the corporation's blacklisting policies

in 1985. The nsc stated: 'Only relatively few members of staff go

through this [vetting] procedure. They are necessarily involved
in seniitive areas or require access to classified information''

This was untrue. The evidence shows that vetting was used in
a much wider context - and for political, not security/ reasons'

Vetting- a Reithian LegacY

Security vetting was set up in 1937, at a time when the B B c was

almost taken ove. by the Sovernment as a State propaganda

outlet. The corporation was under constant political pressure/

particularly from the Foreign Office. But Sirlohn Reith, the nnc's
iounder and first Director-General, was also keen on including
vetting as part of his vision of a wartime n n c. In 1935 Reith was a

memblr oi a sub-committee of the Government Committee of
Imperial Defence which included military personnel' The sub-

committee decided that 'in time of war or when the threat of an
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emergency was imminent, the government should assume
effective control over broadcasting and the snc'. Two years later,
in 7937, the Ullswater Committee on the future of broadcasting
recommended that 'in serious or national emergencies . . . full
government control over the rsc would be necessary.'

Reith wanted to be actively involved in the government's
defence preparations in case of war. On 5 March 7937 he went to
the Home Office to see Sir fohn Simon, the Home Secretary, and
Geoffrey Lloyd, the Parliamentary Under-Secretary, and a con-
tract was negotiated between the nnc and the government 'in
case of war'.3 It seems highly likely that the implementation of
security vetting was part of this agreement.

By 7937 the security services were certainly geared up for
vetting rrc staff. In 1935 the Secret Service budget - including
both lr l5 and rvr 16 - was increased by secret vote from f,180,000 to
f,350,000. By 7939 it was f,500,000. But early nnc liaison with nrt5
was often sluggish and inefficient, as the then Director-General,
Frederick Ogilvie, a former Tory lr n, revealed in a note written in
late 1939. Among the problems he was encountering was 'the
failure of u15 to okay our artists at reasonable speed.'a Sir Hugh
Greene, later to be Director-General himself, was one of the first
to encounter'security clearance'when he joined the ssc as head
of their German Service: 'I was vetted in7940. rrl5 thought I was
a communist, but it turned out to be a mistake.'s The following
year the actor Michael Redgrave encountered more serious
problems when he signed the'People's Convention'. This was a
socialist manifesto which called for 'a people's war' and 'a
people's peace'. It was not long before Redgrave was summoned
to Broadcasting House. On 25 February 7947he was met by a Mr
Streeton and another BBC official. They told him that the
'People's Convention'was'not in the national interest' and asked
him where he stood regarding it. Redgrave replied that since it
was not an illegal or seditious document he supported it and it
was not for the rsc to censure him. The official thanked him for
making his position clear and told him he would no longer be
allowed to broadcast for the nsc. Three weeks later, after angry
protests from lr ps and fellow actors, the ban was lifted.6

During the Cold War of the late 1940s and early 1950s, ut5
vetting of ssc staff was expanded, and the secrecy of the
operation frequently laid it open to abuse. Sir Hugh Greene
recalled one victim in the External Services while he was
Controller of Broadcasting in the German Zone:'He wasn't a
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security risk at all. It turned out he had worked for na16, the rival
secret service, and there had been an internal quarrel.'7

Other blacklists were also being compiled by the BBC

hierarchy. This was confirmed by General Sir Ian ]acob, former
Military Assistant to the War Cabinet, who was appointed
Director-General of the nnc by Winston Churchill in 1952 after
being Director of the Overseas Services. He recalled: 'I was
shown lists of communists in the nrc. It was handled by the
Controller of Administration. A relative of mine was actually on
the list because he had a communist wife.'

That relative was his second cousin Alaric Jacob, who had
joined the r s c Monitoring Service at Caversham in Augus t 1948 .

In February 1951 he was suddenly refused establishment rights,
which meant he would receive no pension. He went to see his
relative Sir Ian Jacob at Broadcasting House to complain.

'Are you in the Communist Party?' the Director of Overseas
Services asked.

'No,' replied Alaric facob.
'What about your wife?'
'You have no business to put that question. The BBC knows

perfectly well that I hope to become a Labour up. I am not
prepared to discuss Iris's politics with any n n c official. They have
nothing whatever to do with my professional ability which no
one at the n n c has ever questioned.'8

The'communist wife'was Iris Morley, the novelist and Marxist
historian. She had been the Moscow Correspondent of the
Obsenser during the Second World War, and Alaric Jacob did the
same job for the Daily Express. The discrimination against facob
was only resolved in 1953 when his wife died from cancer. Just
after her obituary appeared in The Times he was told by a rnc
administrator that he could now receive full establishment and
pension rights.

By the 1950s and early 1960s political vetting was so well
entrenched that nnc interviews were resembling Civil Service
selection boards. At one time, according to former senior rsc
executive Stuart Hood, a Civil Service commissioner even
attended the interviews. Hood recalls the selection boards using
Whitehall euphemisms for vetting during their post-interview
discussions. 'Does he play with a straight bat?' or'Does he have
snow on the right foot?' were typical B B c expressions for political
suitability.

Hood was a key witness of vetting during this period. He had
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joined the snc in 1946 and was head of the World Service
throughout the 1950s. He became Controller of programmes in
1961 before leaving in 1964. He recalls attending src Board of
Management meetings: 'During those meetings senior adminis-
trative officials used to approach me, show me these slips of
paper and say, "I think you should know this,,, and then show
me an article inPeace News.' Hood also saw the security files: ,The

investigative reports produced on staff and performers by the
security services are testimony to the amount of petty espionage
and surveillance to which citizens of our society are subjected.E

Although Sir Hugh Greene's Director-Generalship of the 1960s
led to a liberalisation of the rather stuffy nnc, vetting continued.
A notable subject was the distinguished documentary director
Stephen Peet. In 1965 he was appointed to a senior position in the
nrc's Documentary and Features Department after several years
of successful freelance work. According to Hallam Tennyson, a
nnc Careers Officer, and Stuart Hood, the offer was suddenly
withdrawn because of an adverse security report.

u 15 had told the s n c that Peet could not be allowed on the staff
because he continued to contact and meet his communist brother
John, who lived and worked in East Germany. In 1950, fifteen
years before Stephen Peet's job application, his brother had left
his post as Reuters' West Berlin Correspondent and defected to
East Germany, where he still lives. Stephen peet was not and
never has been a communist or politically active in any way. yet
he was consistently rejected for full-time nrc jobs. Eventually,
when some BBC executives told him informally about the
blacklisting, he appealed to his lvrn, Kenneth Robinson, then
Minister for Health in Harold Wilson's Labour government.
Robinson lobbied the Home Office: 'I went to see a Minister and I
made representations on Peet's behalf.'About four months later
Peet received a letter from Robinson, which told him he could
now join the rnc staff: 'There is now no barrier.' Sure enough,
Peet was soon recruited, and he went on to make the highly
praised series Yesterday's Witness, winner of a Royal Television
Society special award.

By the early 1970s many BBC executives were taking the view
that the secret vetting procedures had little to do with security.
Politics were much more relevant. John Laird, a former External
Services producer who worked in the Appointments Depart-
ment, was one such executive. He was also chairman of many
interview boards. He points to one conversation he had with Sir
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Ian Trethowan, then Managing Director of rsc Radio and later
Director-General, as indicative of the situation. Trethowan, a

Conservative and a close friend of the then Prime Minister
Edward Heath, asked Laird why he had appointed so many
'reds' and'commies' as general trainees.

'They're not communists,' replied Laird.'They're independent
socialists and dissidents. Besides, all the bright young people are
left wing these days.'

'Oh, they're all the same to me,' said Trethowan. 'They're all
commies. I can't believe that there weren't some bright right wing
people.'10

One of the bright young people Laird appointed as a Graduate
Trainee at the time was Michael Rosen. He had been a student
activist and well-known actor and dramatist at Oxford University
in the late 1960s. During his interviews with the n n c Rosen made
no secret of his Marxist views. And during his training he was
equally uncompromising, making a radio documentary about the
French Marxist Regis Debray.

In1972Rosen was sacked and told that no department would
offer him a job. He was offered a f,330 ex-gratia payment by Owen
Reed, head of Staff Training, and told:'We thinkitwouldbebetter
if you went freelance.' In fact, at least two departments, Arts
Features and Further Education, wanted to employ him but were
prevented from doing so because there was a'security problem'.
According to john Laird, who was in charge of Graduate Trainees,
'I was called by the chairman of one board who said: "You'll be glad
to know we've appointed Rosen." Then he called again,
embarrassed, and said it had been "blocked".' Fortunately for
Rosen he was sufficiently talented to overcome beingblacklisted.
He has since become a successful writer of plays and children's
poetry books, and frequently appears on television.

Targetting Iournalists

I" 1275-g-re_._r_{ desk was set up within vrrS to look at
'subversives in the media'. Based in i Branch, one of the desk's

,4<iu

first tasks was tb ciimpile a report on'bias in the media'. This was
inspired by the notion that Trotskyists had infiltrated the press
and broad ca stin g. The sjra te gy wls_lo- au3:tttU qquqli s!-s. 4-s

ag_eg!{o1-yS*eld topg,rsuade lheqr tg gpy on lheir leftwing
co,lleergges. Ui -o-fJiSg19 

qe1e. !ol{ to list possible le_crults in the
monthly'Resourceslndex'and pass the names on to FX Division.
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One reporter who was approached was Tim |ones, a labour
correspondent onThe Times.ln7975 he was taken out to lunch at
Simpsons in the Strand by an vrlS officer and told that the
security services were worried about 'Soviet penetration of the
industrial correspondents group'. |ones was asked to provide
'intelligence' about certain journalists, but he refused.ll

vr15 tried harder the following year with Jon Snow, a senior
IrN correspondent. He was approached as a possible agent
because his background as the son of the Bishop of Whitby was
thought promising. At first he was asked to give information
about the Communist Party. But he was then asked to spy on
certain 'left-wing people' working in television. In return rrr5
would make secret monthly tax-free payments into his bank
account. Snow rejected the approach.12

It was clear that this intelligence-gathering operation was for
blacklisting purposes. Evidence for this was revealed by ul5's
attempts to block the career of Anna Ford, the former ITN news
reader and darling of the popular Press. In1974 she had joined
Granada Television and became a journalist for their daily news
programme Granada Reports. There she met fellow-journalist
Trevor Hyett, and they soon began living together. It was then
that the Security Services began their operation against her.
Although she had been an outspoken student politician at
Manchester University in the late 1960s, Ford was not politically
active. Yet she was logged in intelligence records as 'an associate

of a subversive'. For Trevor Hyett was a former member of the
Communist Party. He had joined the Young Communist League
in 1962, and three years later was appointed Editor of the vcr
newspaper Challenge. Under Hyett's editorship it was the first
Western communist publication to criticise the Soviet Union over
its treatment of artists and writers. And in 1968 Hyett led a vcr
delegation to Moscow to protest at the Russian invasion of
Czechoslovakia. He was becoming increasingly disillusioned by
the British Communist Party's refusal to change its internal
structure and its unwillingness to criticise Soviet policy. In 1972

Hyett resigned and returned his party card.
Despite his resignation, Special Branch officers in Manchester

kept a file on Hyett, details of which were relayed to tvtlS in
London. The file showed that he was living with Anna Ford. In
7975, in an attempt to discover more information about the
couple, particularly Hyett, Special Branch tried to recruit
Granada journalists as office spies. One such reporter was
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Geoffrey Seed, who was then working with Ford and Hyett on
Granada Reports. He was approached by a Special Branch officer,
Constable Kevin Moore.

'I had met Moore two or three times,' Seed recalls. 'To me he
was just another contact, a police contact. Then one evening,
when I was having a drink with him, he started saying that he
could help me with information if I would help him. He said he
was interested in some people who worked for Granada -
"lefties and communists". And he specifically mentioned Trevor
Hyett, who was sharing a house with Anna. He wanted me to
give him information. I had a feeling of revulsion. It had nothing
to do with national security. This was pure Eastern Europe. I
simply refused and finished my drink.'

The following year, in September 7976, Anna Ford was off-
ered a job on Man Alitse, the src 2 documentary programme.
But soon after putting forward her contract for approval,
Michael Latham, Man Aliae's editor, received a phone call from
the nsc Personnel Secretariat. 'We don't think you should give
this woman a contract,' said the caller. He refused to give a
reason. Latham then approached his superior, Desmond
Wilcox, then Head of Features, who took up the matter. 'When I
approached the Personnel Department,' said Wilcox, 'they told
me their opposition was because she had been living with a

former communist. I was outraged.' Wilcox then protested to
his boss, Aubrey Singer, Controller of nnc 2, who told him:
'Don't worry. Take no notice of them.' But Wilcox was in-
dignant: 'At that time I, and99 per cent of the nsc staff, had no
idea that ur5 vetting was taking place. Anna Ford was an
excellent journalist and presenter whom we wanted to take on. I
could not care less who she used to live with and I could not
understand why any opposition had been raised against her.'13

Eventually wrr5's objections were overruled and Ford was able
to join Man Aliae in |anuary 1977. By that time she and Hyett
had separated. In 1978 she became rru's first female news-
caster. Hyett went on to become a successful freelance rv
producer. He reflects ruefully on the criteria ur5 used for trying
to wreck Ford's career - that she had once had a boyfriend who
used to be in the Communist Party. 'Along with Sir Alfred
Sherman, Lord Chapple and Denis Healey, I belong to the
biggest party in the world - the ex-communists,' said Hyett.
'Taxpayers didn't get much for their money from this surveil-
Iance and activity.'
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Another young journalist, who applied for a nrc job in the
same month as Anna Ford, was not so lucky. In September 7976
Isabel Hilton was interviewed for a reporter's job on rnc
Scotland's current affairs programme Current Accouttt . The board
agreed unanimously that she was the best candidate and
appointed her. The decision was then relayed to the London
Personnel Office.

About a week later Alastair Hetherington, then Controller of
nrc Scotland, received a phone call from the nnc's Security
Liaison Officer in London. Hilton could not be appointed, he
said. When asked why, the official replied 'procedures'.
Hetherington couldn't believe it. 'I knew she couldn't have been
a security risk,' he recalls. He told the Security Officer that he
was not prepared to accept the blacklisting of Hilton without
reasons. The Security Officer said this was unprecedented.
But Hetherington insisted. So the Security Officer visited
Hetherington at his n sc Scotland office in Glasgow. The cautious
n s c mandarin said 'it was not done' for Personnel to give reasons
why an individual had failed'procedures'. Hetherington replied
that he had been dealing with security people for over twenty
years, as a defence correspondent from 1953 to 1956 and later as
editor of the Guardian.He said he was not satisfied and wanted to
know the reasons for their decision. The Security Officer said he
was shocked by his attitude. It was the first time a r n c executive
had challenged a security assessment, he added. Nothing was
resolved by the meeting. But about two weeks later the Security
Officer rang Hetherington and agreed to give the reason. He said
Hilton had been rejected because she had been Secretary of the
Scottish-China Association. 'It is regarded as suspect and so she
cannot be appointed,' he added. 'There is a risk of subversive
influences in the organisation.' According to government
sources, lrl5 had advised the rsc that while Hilton remained
Secretary of that Association she should not be appointed -
unless the snc had very good reasons otherwise.

Hetherington was not happy with these reasons. He tele-
phoned Kay Carmichael, a fellow member of the Broadcasting
Council for Scotland who was then an advisor to 10 Downing
Street on social policy. She was also a member of the Scottish-
China Association. He told her what had happened and asked
her whether the Association was a subversive organisation.
Carmichael couldn't believe it. She told Hetherington that the
idea of the Scottish-China Association being subversive was so

&
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Iudicrous that lrl5 must have mixed it up with another organisa-
tion . . . the Society for Anglo-Chinese Understanding, perhaps.

In fact, ivr l5 had got the 'right' organisation. But in no way was
it subversive. The Scottish-China Association was a small cultural
group based at Edinburgh University. Its main activity was being
addressed by eminent Chinese scholars, and Hilton spent most
of her time organising conferences on issues like population
control. The Association never took any political position on
events in China. Nor did it discuss politics.

Hetherington continued to protest. But it was not untilfanuary
1977 that he was finally told by the ssc Security Liaison Officer
that Hilton could now be employed. Meanwhile, Hilton had been
waiting in Edinburgh for four months and had not even received
a rejection letter from the nnc, so she accepted a job as a feature
writer on the Daily Expres.s in London.

Before leaving Scotland Hilton threw a farewell party and
rang Hetherington, a personal friend, to invite him.
Hetherington was puzzled as to why she was leaving. 'Why
didn't you accept the snc job?' he asked. 'I haven't been offered
it,' she replied. Hetherington was upset: 'I'll make some
enquiries.' Ten minutes later Hilton was telephoned by a BBC
Personnel Officer who offered her the job and apologised for the
delay. But it was too late. She was already committed to the
Daily Express job.

Hilton was unable to pursue her chosen career as a television
journalist, and she had not wanted to leave Edinburgh, particu-
larly as her future husband Neal Ascherson was then working
there for the Scotsmarz. She is now Latin America Editor of the
lndependent, but she remains resentful about her experience: 'I
was extremely distressed to discover that a citizen can be
maligned and damaged by the security services without his or her
knowledge and without any means of redress. It is a squalid
system and greatly to the discredit of the nrc that they should
have been party to it.'

Another young journalist to be targetted was given a three-
month contract as a Researcher for Nationwide, the now defunct
daily magazine programme, in February 1982. One of the
incidents he reported concerned a rape by a Saudi Arabian army
officer being concealed by Manchester police because of diplo-
matic pressure.

A few days after the item was broadcast he received a memo
from his editor congratulating him on 'an excellent story'and a
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fine start to his career at the r n c. But a week before his contract
expired, he received a letter from the Personnel Department
informing him that it would not be renewed. His editor, who had
planned to retain him, protested to Personnel, who eventually
conceded there were 'security reasons'. The journalist had been a
student activist at Manchester University, and then, briefly, a
member of the small Maoist group, Communist Party of Britain
(Marxist-Leninist).

Eventually the Personnel Department agreed to compromise.
He could work at the n n c - but not on politically sensitive current
affairs programmes. He was then offered an eight-month con-
tract on the consumer series That's Life- He refused. Fortunately,
his editor felt so aggrieved about his treatment that he continued
to employ him privately for four months, but he then had to leave
the snc.

Perhaps the most bizarre case of journalist blacklisting was that
of Richard Gott, who had applied to be Editor of the Listener, the
nnc's weekly magazine. According to Sir Hugh Greene, Dir-
ector-General from 1,960 to 1969, rvrtl vetting of this position was
introduced in the mid-1970s.

In 1981 Gott was interviewed by a nnc Board and was chosen
for the post. But rur5 vetoed the appointment. According to a
senior executive who was on the Board, 'His file went off for
"colleging" and it was blocked. They said he was an ultra-leftist
and that "he digs with the wrong foot".'This was confirmed by
Alasdair Milne, then Deputy Director-General and Managing
Director of snc rv, rnho also saton the Board.'Thatwas a classic
case,'he said. 'I don't feel very happy.'14

After a ten-day delay during which Gott was vetted, Russell
Twisk was appointed Editor. vrrS's specific objection to Gott
was his support for revolutionary movements in Latin America
and South-East Asia. In7966 he had resigned from the Labour
Party to stand as an independent candidate in the Hull by-
election in protest at the British government's support for
American involvement in Vietnam. He had also openly
supported Che Guevara and his guerrillas in Bolivia, which
resulted in his imprisonment by the Bolivian government for
'communist'activities. In addition, he had caused ripples among
the establishment while broadcasting on the Foreign Office-
funded nsc World Service for supporting trade unionists in the
then British colony of Aden. Gott is now Features Editor of the
Guardian.
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Open Space - Closed Door

The rnc has always been proud of its Community Programmes
Unit. Based in Hammersmith Grove, west London, some dis-
tance from the main Television Centre, the unit has always seen
itself as having considerable autonomy within the vast nnc
corporate structure. But even this independence did not exempt
it from the rsc's vetting procedures.

Paul Turner is one person who found his way blocked to the
BBC's 'access' programmes department. He had joined nrc
Wales in1977, as an assistant film editor, while an active member
of the Young Liberals. Soon afterwards he joined the Communist
Party, and it was then that his troubles began. He began applying
for jobs elsewhere in the s s c but was consistently rejected.

One of his applications in 7975 was as a film editor on a six-
month attachment to the Community Programmes Unit. Again
he was unsuccessful. A senior executive, who sat on one of his
interview boards, explained why: 'He was interviewed, but as

soon as he left the room, the Appointments Officer said there had
been a mistake. His file had a Christmas tree (i.e. a security file
was held) and he should not have even been allowed an
interview. He was a "security risk" because of something to do
with Welsh nationalism.'1s

His Communist Party membership was also a problem;
although Turner had left the party in 1973 because of its
apologetic attitude towards the Soviet Union, he remained
blacklisted. This became obvious when he was asked by a nrc
Wales executive at one board in 1980: 'Do you feel being in the
Communist Party would interfere with your work?'Turner told
him he had stopped being a communist in 1973 - seven years
earlier. He didn't get the job.

His Welsh nationalist activities amounted to learning the
Welsh language because he was working on Programmes of
Welsh interest. He does now vote Plaid Cymru, but this hardly
qualifies him as a 'security risk'.

Turner, who now runs a successful independent production
company, was actually relieved when he was told of the
blacklisting: 'For years I had worried my career at the snc never
blossomed because I was somehow second rate, applying for
those jobs and not getting them.'16

The door to nrc's'access'programmes was similarly closed to
Yvette Vanson. Ln7979 she applied for a job at the Community
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Programmes Unit and was offered the position of Production
Assistant on Open Space. She was delighted, as she had only just
left college. But five days before she was due to start an executive
was told by a Personnel Officer: 'We can't give her a contract. She
was an active member of the wnn (Workers'Revolutionary Party)
and so we cannot employ her.'The executive then rang Vanson:
'I'm sorry, I don't know what to say. The Personnel Department
have said I can't employ you.'

Vanson was distraught, as she had just turned down other job
offers and places at the University of Kent and the Central
London Polytechnic. She appealed against the decision, and
went to see Christopher Storey, a Personnel Officer at Television
Centre. Storey told her there had been a'misunderstanding'. He
agreed that she had been offered a job, but added that the editor
'was not aware that there was a suitably qualified person already
on the staff who was available to do the work. I am very sorry that
that meant we were not in a position to offer you a formal
contract.'17

This official line was nonsense, according to the executive
concerned. He was told he couldn't hire her because she had
been a 'wnr organiser'. Although she had been active in the
wnp in the early 1970s while working as an actress, Vanson had
left the party in 7975 - four years before applying for the rsc
job.

Eventually the nnc agreed to give her f,500 as an ex-gratia
payment. Vanson accepted the money, as by then she was
penniless. But the blacklisting had a severe impact on her life: she
was unemployed for the next five months, despite applying for
nearly 200 jobs, and was forced to return to college. 'It was a very
traumatic experience for me,' she recalls. 'I was on the crest of a
wave about getting a job at the nsc so soon after leaving
college . . . The wnp is not an illegal or proscribed organisation.
It's ridiculous that just because you're politically active you are
victimised in this way.'

Five years later, in luly 7984, Vanson again approached the
nsc and was again interviewed for Open Space, this time as an
Assistant Producer. Once again she was appointed, and once
again Personnel objected because of her past political affiliations.
'Wasn't she in the wnp?' an executive was asked. But this time
the executive angrily stood his ground and she was able to join
Open Space. Vanson has since become a successful freelance
director.
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Moves Against the Arts and Drama

When the nsc acknowledged the existence of vrlS vetting, after
its public disclosure in 1985, much was made of the claim that it
was restricted to a relatively small number of staff. Alasdair
Milne, then Director-General, said: 'It may sometimes look
foolish, but it is another source of information when you are

trying to work out whether people are uP to certain jobs' Clearly
we are involved, a number of us, in very sensitive areas of
material and the process of establishing that people can handle
that sort of material is important, even in a democratic
society.'18

But many of the victims of the rsc blacklist were working in
areas which had nothing remotely to do with'handling sensitive
material', for instance the Arts and Drama Departments.

One arts programme affected was Omnibus, whose editor
from 1975 to 1982 was Barrie Gavin. In February 1976, he

received a detailed and well-presented proposal for a document-
ary from the young director ]eff Perks. Gavin, who remembered
his work as a graduate director at the British Film Institute,
found Perks's proposal - about the poster maker Ken Sprague -
interesting and exciting. He agreed to make the programme,
and a three-month contract was passed to the Personnel Office
for approval.

A week later, in his office at Kensington House, Gavin re-

ceived a telephone call from Christopher Storey, Senior
Personnel Officer for snc tv, who was based at Threshold
House, Shepherds Bush Green.

'There may be a problem about employing Jeff Perks,' said

Storey.
'Why?'asked Gavin.
'He may not be acceptable.'
'What do you mean by not accePtable?'
'Not acceptable.'
Gavin then asked for a reason. But Storey refused to give him

one. 'I presume Leslie Page [Head of Personnel] will tell me

why,' said Gavin impatiently.
'Not necessarily,' replied Storey.
'Well, if you don't tell me, I'm going to do two things. One,

I'm going straight to the head of my department and two, I'm
going public and will make sure that every newspaper and
television station knows about this.'
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'I would strongly advise you not to do that.,
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As editor of a major programme with a large budget, Gavin
resented being prevented from choosing his own staff. As soon
as he put the phone down, he went to see Humphrey Burton,
head of the Arts Department. At first Burton,s attiiude was
flippant: 'Perhaps it's because he's a communist or maybe he
has a foreign background or name., Gavin told Burion he
wanted to take the matter further. Two weeks later he saw Sir
Ian Trethowan, then Managing Director of nnc rv. It was a
strange conversation - rather like two civil servants discussing a
sensitive issue, but without specifically referring to the heart of
the matter. Trethowan wrung his hands and wai clearly uncom-
fortable. 'Yes, well, these kind of cases are very difficult,, he
said.

'I don't see what's so difficult about this,, replied Gavin. ,I am
asking him [Perks] to make a film about a poite, maker in the
middle of Exmoor. I'm not sending him out on a poseidon
nuclear submarine.'

Trethowan agreed to look into the matter. Three weeks later
Perks was given a contract, and his film went on to secure the

!jSf,es1 ratings of any Omnibus programme that year.
Humphrey Burton also liked it. 'That was a very good film,, he
remarked to Gavin. 'I think you should pursue thii combination
further.'So, in December 1976, Gavin aiked perks and Sprague
to make a series of pilot programme s for Omnibus.

But once again vr15 objected. A Personnel Officer told Gavin it
was not possible to use him. Now he was outraged. Not only
was this unjust, it was also unnecessary and u co*plet" waste of
time. Angry memos flew between departments. The matter was
referred to Alasdair Milne, then Director of programmes, who
supported the ban. So Burton went higher - to Sir Ian
Trethowan. Eventually, three days before Christmas, Gavin got
a call at home from Burton, who told him: ,It,s oK.ro*, yor., Jan
use ]eff Perks.'

urS objected to Perks for a simple reason. He had been a
member of the Communist Party since 1927. But to Gavin this
did not make him a legitimate target: ,The Communist party is
not a proscribed or illegal organisation. And anyway, the .,ofion
that the modern Communist Party is revoluiionary is laugh-
able.' Perks would also have been put on iur5,s files in 1973 alter
making a film with Michael Rosen at the National Film School
about the 'Shrewsbury Three', three building workers who had
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been jailed for picketing offences during a strike. Part of the film
was shown on Thames Television's This Week, and caused a
storm of protest from Tory urs in the Commons'

It was lucky for Perks that he had an editor of such integrity as

Gavin. If he had been turned down by the nnc, it would have

been hard for him to find work because at the time the
independent sector was very limited for young film makers.
Perks left the Communist Party in1977. Since then he has had no
employment problems in the snc.

As well as vetting directors on n n c arts Programmes, lt t5 were
also keeping a close eye on the corporation's Drama Department.
Actors, actresses, producers and directors were all vetted.
According to Stuart Hood: 'Actors and performers were
blacklisted. I went to one meeting in the early 1960s where slips of
paper were being handed out about an actress. They said: "Not to
be used on sensitive programmes." I knew the woman. She was

not political, but her husband was a pre-war left-wing Austrian
refugee. I strongly protested at the time.'

But rvrr5 reserved their strongest objections to BBc drama
producers in the early and mid-1970s. It was a period of great
political turmoil and activity. And television drama reflected the
new radical mood with plays like Cathy Come Home, Leeds United,

Law and Order and others. These were hard-hitting, naturalistic
dramas which portrayed working-class people in a sympathetic
light. They also sparked off political controversy. As Kenith
Trodd recalled: 'There was a general view at the time that drama
has a powerful hold on people's hearts and minds and that it was
a source of political influence.'

Many of the producers, writers and directors of these plays
were also politically active. They included Ken Loach, Roy

Battersby, Trevor Griffiths, Kenith Trodd, Roland joffe and Tony
Garnett. As well as being active in their trades unions, they held
regular Friday night meetings - either at Tony Garnett's flat in
Notting Hill Gate or Roy Battersby's house in Maida Vale. In the
early 7970s they also attended meetings of the Socialist Labour
League (later the wnn), although only a few actually became
members.

The head of rnc Drama during this crucial period -7969-8L-
was Shaun Sutton, a former theatre and television director who
had been at the rnc since 1952. He believed that good television
drama should be controversial, and was a strong backer of his
producers and directors.
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- On urq vetting of his staff he said: ,I suppose it happened
because the r nc had the system and we had to ipply to it.; But, to
his credit, Sutton did stand up to the personnel Depirtment. ,One
needs to be quietly firm with these people,, he remarked tofames
Cellan-]ones, his Head of Plays, during the attempts to blacklist
Roland Joffe.

One of Sutton's first battles occurred in7970, when he tried to
employ Tony Garnett, producer of Cathy Come Home. A personnel
Officer objected, 'Isn't he a bit of a left winger?, Sutton then talked
to Garnett, and decided that his professional ability was more
important than his political views. A more significant episode
occurred the followingyear. InlgTUohn Goldschmidt wai com-
missioned to direct a Play for Today about school leavers. He was
much relieved, as two years previously his contract as a director on
Omnibus had been abruptly terminated without explanation. He
was soon installed in an office in the snc Drama Department, and
began work on the play. But once again he was blacklisted. An
embarrassed executive came into his office and told him: ,you,re
notsupposed to be allowed to workhere.'A personnel Officerhad
said he could not be employed. A major row erupted in the Drama
Department and an angry deputation went to see Huw Weldon,
thenJVlanaging Director of snc rv. Weldon took the matter up,
and Goldschmidt was reinstated.le His 'offence, was that he had
taken part in an exchange of students between his art college in
Hornsey, north London, and a Czech film school, spendingifew
weeks in Czechoslovakia. He was not, and never had been, a
communist.

By the mid-1970s rvrrS and the personnel Department were
clearly out to purge the snc's radical dramatisti. Christopher
Morahan, a distinguished director who was Head of plays irom
7972to1976, said: 'There was an opinion expressed atthatparticu-
lar time by Personnel that a number of people should not be used.
But I have to say that I won in every argument I was involved in.,

Apart from Roland Joffe, one of the most notable people the
Personnel Department objected to was Kenith Trodd, probably
the,nrc's most respected and successful drama producer. His
credits included Colin Wella nd' s Leeds lLnit ed, Day i of Hope (about
the General Strike) and Coming Out. He also produced much of
Dennis Potter's work, notably Pennies from Hesaen and, Brimstone
andTreacle (banned by the r n c for eleven years). Shaun Sutton said
of him: 'He is absolutely first class. He has done some damn good
work.'
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Yet, in September 1976,Trodd's freelance contract as producer

on Play for ioday was terminated, despite having been renewed

unr,rlrily for the previous four years' There was an immediate
storm oi protest from Trodd's colleagues, who suspected-that this
act was politically motivated. Director Bryan Gibson drafted a

letter with the actor Simon Gray registering'surprise and dismay
that his [Trodd's] contract is not being renewed.' It was signed by
Dennis Potter, Colin Welland and Michael Lindsay-Hogg,
among others, and dispatched to Alasdair Milne. Milne and Sir

Ian Trethowan both strongly denied that there was a plot against

Trodd. They claimed that the system of freelance contracts was

being reorganised in order to phase out one-year rerewable
dealJ. frodd's contract was simply being renegotiated and he

would eventually be invited back as a 'guest producer"
In fact the Personnel Office and vrrS had branded Trodd a

'security risk' since the early 1970s, when he had attended wnp
meetings (although he was never a party member).

Ln1976 the management made their move' The key executive

involved was Jamei Cellan-|ones, a talented director who had

become Head of Plays that autumn' One of his first tasks was to

deal with Trodd's contract. Cellan-]ones didn't always agree

with Trodd, but he had no intention of sacking him. But one day

Trethowan came into his office. Cellan-Jones recalls: 'Ian
Trethowan said he wanted to remove Trodd and I was not to
renew him because there were "security problems" . . . He said

Trodd was a troublemaker and suspected by the security
people.'^ 

C-ellan-|ones didn't like it. He thought about it for a few days

and then went to see Trethowan. He argued against sacking

Trodd, and Trethowan backed down. But it was a few weeks

before Trodd's contract was renewed. He then went on to make

Pennies f'rom Heaoen, winner of the 1979 British Academy award

for most original Programme.
Trodd suivived one blacklisting attempt, but director Roy

Battersby was a marked man for thirteen years. In 1972 he had

been invited by Christopher Morahan, head of plays, to direct The

Operation, u siti." about a property speculator' rra15 objected; he

was an active member of the wnr'. 'Yes, there was an objection to

him,' recalls Morahan. 'It was indicated to me that they [the
Personnel Departmentl would be happier if he was not engaged'

I said he was the best director for the job and I wasn't prepared to

accept it.'
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Battersby went on to direct Leeds United, a controversial play
about a clothing strike in Leeds. He then left television to work
full-time for the wnp. It wasn't until the spring of 1985 that he
next came up against the rrc blacklist. He had been asked by
Kenith Trodd to direct a play based on Stuart Hood's bookPebbles
From My Skull, anaccount of Italian resistance fighters during the
Second World War. Battersby was invited to Bologna to start
work on the project, but before he could leave, Trodd spoke to
Peter Goodchild, Head of Plays, and told him he wanted to
employ Battersby. 'Come on, Ken,' sighed Goodchild, 'you know
there are always some people we can't employ on sensitive
subjects.' Battersby was refused a contract.

Within six weeks rvr15 again targetted Battersby. In June 1985
he was asked to direct four episodes of the s r c 2 series King of the
Ghetto. He accepted the offer and went to see the producer,
Stephen Gilbert, at his office in Union House, Shepherds Bush
Green, to discuss the project. Just as he was about to tell Gilbert to
expect problems about his contract because of his political
activities, the phone rang, and Gilbert was summoned upstairs to
see Ken Riddington, acting Head of Drama while Jonathan
Powell was on holiday in Italy. 'There is a problem,' an
embarrassed Riddington told him. 'You can't offer him
[Battersby] the job.' Gilbert was amazed, and returned to his
office to break the news to Battersby: 'They're not prepared to
accept you.'

The blacklisting of the director meant that the production,
already well behind schedule, was suspended for four days.
Eventually the matter was dealt with by Graeme Macdonald,
Controller of rsc 2, who overruled the Personnel Department
and insisted that Battersby be employed.

For much of the time drama and arts producers and directors
like Battersby were able to survive Mrs's attempts to blacklist
them. This had little to do with the security services'or Personnel
Office's magnanimity or flexibility. It was for two reasons. Firstly,
some of the victims were sufficiently talented to overcome the
blacklist. Secondly, the individualistic, even iconoclastic nature
of many arts and drama executives meant that they often refused
to accept the recommendations from Room 105 of Broadcasting
House.

Not everyone trying to get jobs in the nrc's Arts and Drama
Departments was so lucky. They were the victims of a much
wider move against radical drama in the mid-1970s.
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The Denials

For nearly fifty years the nsc denied that security vetting was

taking plice. While broadcasting unions constantly raised the

issue, particularly at National |oint Council negotiations/ sen-r9l

officiaG like Michael Bett, Personnel Director from 7977 to 1981

and now a senior British Telecom executive, denied it formally
and informatly. As recently as February 1985 Alasdair Milne,
then Director-General, said, 'I cannot believe this is true"2o

Seven months later Milne was forced to concede: 'It is one of
those things one knew about, felt a bit grubby about - I think
most of ,s did - but didn't tackle as radically as we should have

done.'21
After public disclosure by the Obsertser in August 1985, the r r c

confirmed the vetting system existed but claimed: 'Only the nsc
decides who to appoint to any post within the corporation, or
whether to invoke the vetting procedure. No external agency has

a right to veto the appointment or promotion of any member of

staff.'
In fact, unless an executive or department head fought the

decision, ttt5's recommendation was final. As Alastair
Hetherington said: 'If "orrly" the ssc decides [on vetting], why
did one of Brigadier Stonham's predecessors tell me that it was

"without preJedent" that a ruling should be challenged and

"impossibie" to give me reasons foi the decision?'22

The Semi-Independence of the nsc

So why did the rsc shroud the issue of security vetting in such

secrecy - even to the extent of not telling their own Chairman,
Stuart Young (1983-86) until early 1985? Apart from their own
embarrassment at having to admit to clandestine vetting, the

answer lies in the peculiar status of the corporation and its
employees.

The-nnc's relationship with the State was outlined in their
memorandum to the 1971 Franks Commission on the Official
Secrets Act. The snc referred to a ruling by the Treasury

Solicitor in 1943 which said: 'The official view is that the Gov-

ernors of the BBC are Persons holding office under His Majesty

within the meaning of section 2 of the 1911 Official secrets Act

and that the Director-General and staff are Persons employed

under persons who hold such offices.'This ruling clearly bound
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nnc staff as being employed by 'persons holding office under
His Majesty', and therefore legally in possession of secret in-
formation. Hence they would have special obligations to the
State. It was on this pretext that security vetting was introduced
and preserved with such secrecy. But the rsds view was that
this did not make them State servants: ,Their 

[nnc staff,s] legal
status would therefore seem to be neither exactly that of civil
servants nor that of men and women employed by commercial
organisations.'23

Stuart Hood believes this interpretation was spurious. He
argues that vetting was a natural consequence of the rrc,s
constitution: 'If the B B c was honest about its role, it would admit
that it must support the central political authority by virtue of the
State licence-fee system. But the Corporation has always had
this fantasy 

^about 
itself as a totally independent social

organisation.'24
Given the corporation's close relationship with the State, the

Home Office was well aware of rvrr5 vetting. Giles Shaw, the
Home Office Minister of State, said: 'The goverment believes, as
have successive governments over a long period, that it is in the
national interest for the nsc to apply certain necessary security
procedures.' 2s Tory Home Secrltaries William Whitelaw
(1979-83) and Leon Brittan (1983-85) both knew about it. Indeed,
Whitelaw vigorously defended ul5 vetting: ,There is nothing
wrong in the BBC as an employer taking proper precautions to
ensure that sensitive posts or information are not open to
subversion. Indeed, it would be failing in its duty to the pu-blic if it
did not do so.'26 The Home Office wai also aware of thl number
of staff being vetted, and as recently as l982told the n r c that the
figure'seemed rather high' .27

But what the Home Office and snc management failed to do
was to address the central flaw of the vetting system: that it was
used against individuals in non-sensitive jobs. The official line in
1985, according to the then Director-General Alasdair Milne, was:
'There are about eight people who are positively vetted, includ-
ing me. And a number of other people, particularly in Bush
House, for reasons to do with information and access to the War
Book (which lays down rules for wartime broadcasting) who are
vetted negatively.'28 This was untrue, as actors and-producers
working in the Drama Department and directors on the arts
programme Omnibus were hardly'involved in sensitive areas or
require access to classified information'.
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Politics Not Security

u15 vetting of nnc staff has always had more to do with politics
than security. As fohn le Carr6, the best-selling spy novelist and
former u 15 officer, commented: 'I've always assumed that it I tvt t5

vetting of rnc staffl happened. I wonder what people would
think if the reverse were to occur - if a known or unknown
member of the Militant Tendency turned out to be shaping news
in the newsroom. There has to be some method of obtaining what
we hope will be an objective middle way in reporting' I don't
think it's irresponsible either to require of a national broadcasting
service that, at times at least, it should be ready to fall in with
government policy and not alarm people.'2e

rvr15 clearly saw the political objective as the major issue in their
role. This was confirmed by the Obseraer'sdisclosure that, as well
as vetting, the security services also provided'background briefs'
to the src on industrial disputes. These secret rePorts included
the alleged involvement of subversives in trade union activity.
They were delivered every three months to a small number of
senior rrc executives, including the head of news and current
affairs. The 'briefs' included the activities of radical and subver-
sive political groups and traced their involvement in strikes and
campaigns. The ssc confirmed the reports' existence, but said
they had stopped receiving them by 1985.

It is not known whether information from these 'background
briefs' ever reached the security files of s s c staff in the Personnel
Department of Broadcasting House. But perhaps it did not have
to. Christopher Martin, Director of Personnel since 1981, and
Brigadier Stonham, Security Liaison Officer since 1982, both had
their own political criteria for vetting. According to nsc officials
who used to work with both of them, they objected to people
most strongly if they had a continuing commitment to the
'extremes' of the political spectrum. Martin and Stonham took
the view that being a member of the Communist Party or cuo
would be less of a handicap.

Brigadier Stonham has retained his duties as the n r c's Security
Officer, although public disclosure and pressure from the broad-
casting unions has drastically reduced the number of jobs vetted
(to about 120). In October 1985, the r n c agreed to stop all security
vetting except in two areas. Firstly, members of staff involved in
the planning and operation of the wartime broadcasting service,
as they have access to classified information. Secondly, the
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External Services. According to Martin, this was due to the threat
of infiltration and intimidation of staff by foreign intelligence
services. Overseas broadcasters also had access to information
from embassies which could be sensitive.3o In addition, staff
would no longer be asked to sign the Official Secrets Act.

In April 1986 the r n c agreed that employees would have access
to their personal files, and an independent ombudsman would be
appointed to make general inspections of the vetting procedures.
It was also disclosed that staff in the Personnel Department had
begun to shred the security files and other papers that were kept
on BBC employees. Past victims of the b,!g*"_hlip_t, likg $icfugl
Rosen and Isabel Hiltdr" wh;;k"d to r* ih"ii"iites, *!* iola
tleyliad G;fr" e"Slidyea.

But even survivors of vetting remain bitter that information
about their political views was secretly kept on file and used
against them. And that this data was unchecked, inaccurate and
based on second-hand sources because the person concerned
was never consulted. As Paddy Leach, a broadcasting union
official, commented: 'What is quite frightening is the degree of
incompetence and irresponsibility of political vetting. people
could have their careers blotted out on the basis of a wrong
coding, or wrong initials, or because of a fortnight's membership
of the Workers' Revolutionary Party ten years ago.'31

Many cases of blacklisting were due to out-of-date information.
Take the case of fohn Dekker. He worked at the nnc from 1962 to
1984. Yet for every job he applied for within the corporation there
were long delays, which caused him much distress. urr5 objected
every time, particularly when he was appointed Editor of The
Money Programme in7972. The Personnel Department told Brian
Wenham, then Head of Current Affairs, that Dekker should not
be appointed as he was a member of the Communist party. In
fact, Dekker had resigned from the Communist Party sixteen
years earlier, in 1956, in protest at the Soviet Union's invasion of
Hungary. That was six years before he even joined the snc.
Wenham refused to accept the decision and persuaded the rnc
Chairman Lord Charles Hill to overrule it. Dekker went on to
become a successful editor of the programme. Not everyone was
so lucky.
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Neither |ones nor Scanlon were Communist Party members
(Scanlon had resigned from the Party in 1954), but that did not
stop narS. Their security files were collated by rvrrS's F Branch,
who were responsible for monitoring domestic subversion,
occasionally in collaboration with the Special Branch. The reports
were then distributed among selected Labour ministers during
the 19 64-7 0 government.

One Junior Minister who saw these files in 1968 said that much
of the material was irrelevant trivia, details of trips to Eastern
Europe and attendances at meetings where Communists were
present.2 Another who received these dossiers was the then
Employment Secretary Barbara Castle. On 6 May 1968 she
recorded in her diary: 'One of my discoveries in my new job is
that the Minister of Labour has always been furnished with
security reports on the Trade Unions.'3

Castle was more explicit the followingyear, on2?March1969:
'Another Security Service report on the Ford dispute. The more I
read these reports the less confidence I have in our intelligence.
To begin with the material is always mighty thin and most of it
would be obvious anyway to an informed politician . . . Take
Jack Jones: I don't need a Security Service to tell me that he
succeeded in giving the impression that he was more militant
than Scanlon or thathe hadn't been in touchwith the Communist
Party during the dispute.'a

Over the years ur5 compiled forty volumes of material on
Jones and about the same on Scanlon. Both were considered
'serious subversives', hostile to the established political order.
Hence they were branded security risks whenever government
jobs became vacant.

In 1967 Tony Benn, Technology Minister in Harold Wilson's
Cabinet, wanted to appoint Jones to his Advisory Council on
Technology. But rra 15 refused security clearance, telling Benn that
Jones was 'a secret member of the Communist Party.' Benn was
shocked to discover this surveillance, as Jones was then a
member of Labour's National Executive Committee. But there
was nothing he could do about it.

When the Conservatives came to power in1970 under Edward
Heath, wt lS's security reports continued to pour into 10 Downing
Street. Scanlon and fones were now leaders of their respective
unions, but rvrl5 still saw them as a 'serious threat', particularly
when they led the opposition to the government's1971, industrial
relations legislation. By 1972 the dossiers were being sent direct

MI5 and the Special Branch:
Britain' s Political Police

'The Special Branch collects information on those whom I think
cause problems for the State.'

*"1#J::?affi 
ff ::'?il1!{fi:i,:

Lord Hugh Scanlon and |ack Jones were for many years

the twin pittars of the Labour establishment. Although known
as the 'Terrible Twins' for their militant pasts, they became

the bedrock of the 197+-79 Labour government. As leaders of
the two largest trades unions, the aurw and the rcwu/
their support for Labour's pay policy (the Social Contract)
*as cruiial to that administration's survival. And, despite
the opposition of their left wing, Scanlon and fones de-

livered.
The Labour establishment was duly grateful. jones, General

Secretary of the transport workers' union the rcwu, was twice

offered a peerage by prime ministers Harold Wilson and fames
Callaghan. ]ones refused, but Scanlon entered the House of
Lords in1979.

The Security Service, however, was not impressed. For over a

decade, from7966 to 7977, vrr5 ran a secret blacklisting opera-

tion against the two trade union leaders. This included sending
'security' reports on their political activities and views to 10

Downing Street, tapping their telephones' and four attempts to

block their appointment to top jobs in Labour governments'
The campaign began in L967, just before Scanlon became Presi-

dent of the ausw and while Jones was a rcwu national officer
and member of the ruc General Council. rur5 tried hard to
find evidence that ]ones had direct links with the Communist
Party. Their 'justification' for their subsequent surveillance op-
erations was his friendship with Burt Ramelson, the Commu-
nist Party's Industrial Organiser.
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to Prime Minister Edward Heath - bypassing the Home Office
command structure.

When Labour was returned to office in1974, u15 continued to
send reports on Scanlon and Jones to 10 Downing Street. Their
distribution during the 1974-76 administration was restricted on
a 'need-to-know'basis. In theory, this meant that only ministers
with a discreet interest received them. In reality, however, the
reports were only circulated to Harold Wilson and Home
Secretary Royfenkins. The Employment Secretary, Michael Foot,
who was responsible for liaison with the trades unions, never
received them - unlike his predecessor Barbara Castle in the
previous Labour government.

The information in ur5's 'fact-sheets' may have been flimsy
and insubstantial, according to Heath's advisor Victor Rothschild
(a former rvr I5 officer), but they had a direct impact inside
Wilson's Cabinet Office. In late 1974Tony Benn, then Industry
Secretary, wanted to appoint fack Jones as Chairman of the new
National Enterprise Board. He was told by 10 Downing Street

that there was 'a security problem'. rvrI5 had put in a 'negative
report' on Jones, describing him as 'subversive'' Benn com-

plained, and said he wanted to see lones's security report. ur5's
objections were suddenly withdrawn. As it happened, Jones
turned the job down anyway and Lord Ryder, then Chairman of
Reed International, was appointed instead.

The following year, in Decembet 1975, rvrrS tried to blacklist
Hugh Scanlon from a top government post. Benn, then Energy
Secretary, wanted to make him a Director of the British Gas

Corporation, but Sir Arthur Hetherington, then Chairman of
British Gas, objected to Scanlon's appointment. 'Well, as far as

Scanlon is concerned, I want to be sure the man we have is loyal
to the country,' said Hetherington. This confirmed what Benn

had been told by uI5: that Scanlon was 'subversive'. In effect,

this made him a security risk, and he could not join the Board.

Benn refused to agree to ulS's recommendation and asked to see

Scanlon's security file. Once again the veto was withdrawn and
Scanlon was appointed.

ur5 was more successful a year later, in 1977. Scanlon was

proposed as the new Chairman of British Shipbuilding. But
according to a former senior civil servant, Scanlon's appointment
was blocked by the Security Service. The civil servant was

told that Scanlon was not allowed to have access to documents
marked 'Confidential' or above, and so could not be appointed.
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The job went instead to Sir Anthony Griffin, an Admiral in the
Royal Navy.

Within two years both Scanlon and Jones had retired. Scanlon
left the trade union movement for the House of Lords in1979.He
says he was 'not surprised'by u l5's actions but adds: 'I can assure
you that at no time did any Minister or u n give me any indication of
enquiriesabout myself by u 15.'fones, who has remained active in
the Labour movement as a leading campaigner for Britain's nine
million pensioners, was more forthright: 'I think the whole
business is outrageous. The most worrying feature is that
statements and reports are made without the knowledge of the
people concerned and there are no means to question and seek
redress.'

Both Scanlon andlones werebaffled as to why they should have
been branded as security risks. The answer lies in the willingness
of the Security Service to accept speculation and second-hand
information as evidence. The original allegations against the two
trade unionists were made by the Czech defectorJosef Frolikin the
Iate 1960s. Frolik told the c r a thatScanlon andfones were'targets'
for Czech intelligence and claimed they had been 'approached'by
Eastern bloc agents. These allegations soon found their way into
u r5's files and were used as criteria for security vetting purposes.

In 1976 Chapman Pincher, the veteran spy author, passed
Frolik's claims on to Stephen Hastings, a Tory lrp and a former
vr16 officer.s Hastings informed the Home Office. But it was not
until December 1977 that the rr n published the charges, under the
protection of Parliamentary privilege. They appeared to show
cause for ur5's actions. Yet the allegations against Scanlon and
]ones were completely unfounded, and even Pincher, a long-time
defender of vrr5, said: 'I learned later that the Intelligence
authorities were not rnuch impressed by Frolik's allegations
against the trade union leaders whom he named.'6

The attempts to blacklist Scanlon and Jones were highly
significant. They clearly illustrated rrrS's move away from
monitoring Soviet bloc spies in the early 1970s to watching British
trade unionists and left wing activists. A series of strikes in the
early 1970s had had a profound effect on the thinking of the Heath
government, and intelligence on domestic subversion became the
new priority.

From 1973 onwards rvr r5 set about their task. The new Director-
General, Sir Michael Hanley, began to pour resources and officers
into F Branch (domestic subversion) and away from K Branch
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(counter-espionage). Th" h4"ltlgl*{SgL of F Branch which
studied trades unions - -r1ffi:;;66; ext6*staTr;- while
seetioffiffiffi loijt ed at hostile toreign powers were cut back.

It was in this climate that tur5's plans to blacklist Scanlon and

|ones should be seen. And they were far from isolated cases'

Dame Iudith Hart, Labour rvrr from 1959 to 1987, was refused
security clearance by ul5 when Harold Wilson wanted to
reappoint her Minister for Overseas Development in October
7974.The Security Service told the Prime Minister that they had
'documentary evidence' that Hart had attended a communist
meeting in Poland. This'evidence'was a newsPaper cutting from
the Daily Worker in 1950. The article was about a British
communist delegation and was accompanied by a blurred
photograph of a young woman laying 'a wreath for peace'.
Alongside, the caption named the person as Mrs ruoon Hart.
Yet this cutting was placed in luorrH Hart's security file and
remained there for over twenty years.'It was on this 'informa-
tion' that u15 recommended that Dame Iudith Hart could not be

returned to Ministerial office. At first Wilson accepted M l5's veto,
and told Hart she could not be appointed. She was only
reinstated after he abruptly changed his mind.

uI5's moves against Scanlon, |ones and Hart in the mid-1970s
were not just a temporary aberration. They represented a

fundamental shift in priorities and resources, highlighting how
the surveillance of individuals deemed to be domestic 'sub-
versives' was taking precedence over countering terrorists in
Northern Ireland or watching foreign spies. This attitude has had
serious consequences, since u15 remains the most important
vetting agency for all government emPloyees. It has also affected
staff in defence companies, British Telecom and the nnc.

The Files in Curzon Street

The essence of all personnel vetting is information - how it is
compiled, where it is stored and how it is used' u r5's data comes
from a variety of sources -Jgpprn1jslgbgneej 9:g$langil,
buggggJggmE3{d-bre{king and entering offices and houses.
Another favoured Nr $"_feSllc-rglo__s_eld--an*q4dgJ9ov,e_1,1ggl!jltt"q
potitiiai oqgariisalionp" r"d compinies to gathei .infoqlniugn
o; rzu-ffiasfue individuals. Such infiltration is made pos-
sible by the Security Service's special relationship with many
companies.

ur\ and the Special Branch

Usually, a firm's security officer contacts the police or local
Special Branch with information about'troublemakers'. But the
Special Branch has close links with the Security Service. yIS
divides the country into nine regions, each of which has a senior

@jrejer*llgrlqit-re:lltgretirEl local Assistant Commissioner.
' --Tfi#Gi""rl *rffiA3perfif #;;ch officers have informat

meetings to co-ordinate their intelligence, which then goes to the
filing systems in London. Occasionally, lll5 also asks a com-
pany's Personnel Director for information about 'subversives'. In
return, the Security Service will provide background material on
'dangerous employees'.

In recent years the range of people under such surveillance has
expanded considerably. Under pressure from both Labour and
Conservative governments since the early 1970s, ur5 has col-
lected information not just on communists and fascists, but on a
much larger group - notably trade unionists, peace protesters
and environmental dissenters. The consequence is that the
dividing line between'security' and politics has become increas-
ingly thin.

lg5 hag file*s-sl gbq-lft_gn-e.-r-nillionindividuals. They are kept in
the Registry, based in a vast hall on the first floor of their
headquarters in Curzon Street, Mayfair. Since its foundation in
1 909, M I5_hA1 g_q-g.{.c, a rd 

. 
i r-r-d gX"qs an d bu f f -co I o urg d. f o.ld g.rs f or

t[I_pgna_q_n!_se-C_q_L-ty f-iles. But since 1971 it has steadily
computerised its records. The files are now Iinked to utglphgbsJ-
ical index which is held on. computgr. This index contains the

iffi "q,{th,, rr.g"I"girfiEtesod-(i. e. pritt-
fi;faTfifffiiffiffia iir nnmUbi, which iilfers-to tr,6i, peiso.,l rit"
il*re39g]:1*-. This vast r c L computer databink is Connected to
a network of about 200 access terminals and smaller computers.
Based on the ground floor of the Curzon Street office, the
computer has the capacity to record basic data on over 20 million
people.s

Information stored in these files and computers forms the basis
of ur5's vetting procedures. Ostensibly, security vetting is done
by C Branch - d-eJg.n-c.g gggrp?ny employees by the C2 desk and
civil servants by C3. In practice, however, C Branch officers,
usually ex-Army officers who join rvr15late in life because of the
military's early retirement policy, only play a liaison role. The real
wo$ i9.{one by_l,B1anch, responsible for domestic subversion,
which has been greatly expanded inihe last decade.
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It is F Branch officers who make the decisions on whether an

individual should be given security clearance. And for the
ordinary employee being vetted the political views of that officer
could be vital to the person's whole future. As the former rrr5
officer Miranda Ingram said: 'Your vetting assessment may ruin
somebody's career.'e

The evidence indicates that most members of the Security
Service are probably Conservative. Edward Heath, the Conser-
vative Prime Minister fro m 1970 to 7974, said: 'I met people in the
Security Services who talked the most ridiculous nonsense and
whose whole philosophy was ridiculous nonsense. If some of
them were on a tube and saw someone reading the Daily Mirror
they would say: "Get after him, that is dangerous. We must find
out where he bought it".'10 Clive Ponting found senior ur5
officers far to the right: 'They're utterly reactionary, tucked away
in their little world of their own.'1l Miranda Ingram, an ur5
officer from 1981 to1983, agreed:

'Some of them thought that people who wore jeans were potentially
subversive, whereas I don't even think the present Communist Party
constitutes a threat to the state . . . Some officers live a very sheltered life
and never work in the real world and it often means they become

conservative . . . The overall tone is right wing. (This may be endemic in
the nature of the work, although there is no reason why the protection of
democracy, any more than patriotism, should be a right wing
concern.) . . . A large majority are content just to "do their job" and not
think any further. But the politically uninterested are - again maybe
inevitably - conservative, and probably Conservative.'12

Who Vets the Vetters?

The Security Service has no legal status and successive govern-
ments have persistently refused to answer questions from urs
about its activities. The Labour rvrp Robin Cook put it this way
when he introduced his Security Service Bill in the wake of the
Anthony Blunt affair: 'The debate on Mr Blunt concentrated on
the question whether the Security Service is properly accountable
to Ministers. That missed the point. It does not matter very much
whether the Security Services are answerable to a Minister when
that Minister is not answerable to the House.'13

The Director-General of ur5, currently Patrick Walker, is
officially responsible to the Home Secretary, and has the right of
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direct access to the Prime Minister. But in practice it is an arm,s
length relationship. rr,r 15 officers are not civil servants, and while
they have close links with the Ministry of Defence (which was
originally responsible for the Security Service) and the Home
Office, they are not part of either department.

James Callaghan gave a remarkably frank answer when asked
by the Commons Civil Service Committee whether he was
satisfied that the Security Services were sufficiently accountable
to Ministers and Parliament. He replied:

'I am not sure what its accountability is to Parliament, I am not sure about
Ministers. I find it a difficult question to answer, I really do. They are run
- the SecurityServices and rur5 and ru16-as separate departments . . .

Some Ministers do not want to know a lot: Home Secretary or Foreign
Secretary, Prime Minister, others want to know a great deal about what
is going on. I am going to give you a very unsatisfactory answer, I do not
know. I am certain there must be a very high degree of responsibility
among those who serve in rrar5 or 1116 because they have very great
powers/ considerable powers, and I think the ethos of those particular
services is probably as important as the degrees of accountability that
you can visit upon them. I am very, very mixed up about this, I do not
think I can help you with this.'l4

In his report on the Profumo Affair, Lord Denning noted:

'The Security Service in this country is not established by Statute nor is it
recognised by Common Law. Even the Official Secrets Acts do not
acknowledge its existence. The members of the Security Service are, in
the eye of the law, ordinary citizens with no powers greater than anyone
else. They have no special powers of arrest such as the police have . . .

They cannot enter premises without the consent of the householder,
even though they may suspect a spy is there . . .'15

The absence of any legal sanction of the rvr 15 operations alleged
by the former lr15 officer Peter Wright caused problems for Lord
Donaldson, Master of the Rolls. Duringthe Spycatcher caseLord
Donaldson said: 'It is silly for us, to sit here and say that the
Security Service is obliged to follow the letter of the law, it isn't
real.' In an attempt to get around the difficulty, he added: ,The

missing link is possibly this. Of course, there has to be some
control; probably the best yet devised is to say the Security Service
is bound by a strict rule of the law, but to always bear in mind a
prerogative power not to pursue criminal proceedings and a

I
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statutory power in the Director of Public Prosecutions to stop
criminal prosecutions.' That procedure, Lord Donaldson said,
could be perfectly properly used in appropriate cases. It was
essential in the public interest for urS officers to break the law in
some ways and for such breaches not to be prosecuted. There
would be limits; 'Murder,' he added, 'is an entirely different
matter.'

However, Donaldson did concede that the time may have
come when Parliament should'regularise'the status of rra15. The
public was entitled to demand, and the public interest required,
that the security service did not step outside its legitimate role,
namely the defence of the realm. 'It would be a sad day for
democracy and the rule of law if the service were ever to be
considered above or exempt from the law of the land. And it is
not.' But he went on: 'It is absurd to contend that any lhis
emphasis] breach of the law, whatever its character, will consti-
tute such "wrongdoing" as to deprive the service of the secrecy
without which it cannot possibly operate.'

The distinction emphasised here was not between lawful and
unlawful activities, but between the law and secrecy. This was a
clear let-out: the judiciary pronounces that the Security Service
should not break the law, but we - the public - will not know
whether it has done so or not.

The only guidelines covering u15 are those laid down in1952
by the then Home Secretary, Sir David Maxwell-Fyfe. They state:

'It is essential that the security service should be kept absolutely free
from any political bias or influence and nothing should be done that
might lend colour to any suggestion that it is concerned with the
interests of any particular section of the community, or with any other
matter than the Defence of the Realm as a whole.'

No enquiry, it adds, 'is to be carried out on behalf of any
government department unless you are satisfied that an impor-
tant public interest bearing on the Defence of the Realm, as

defined in Paragraph 2, is at stake.' But Paragraph 2 says its task is
'Defence of the Realm'not only from espionage or sabotage but
also from 'actions of persons and organisations whether directed
from within or without the country, which may be judged to be
subversive of the State.'

It is only too easy to confuse Iegitimate targets posing a threat
to the country ('the Defence of the Realm as a whole') with other
groups or individuals deemed 'subversive', whose definition, as
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we have seen, is vague. There is no crime called 'subversion'.
There is no law defining what is meant by it. Subversion, under
the 1985 purge procedures, is what a Minister says it is. No one
doubts that rvrrS operations have been 'political'. As the former
Labour Home Secretary, Roy (now Lord) |enkins, told the
Commons in a debate prompted by allegations of a plot by a
group of u I5 officers to undermine the Wilson government in the
mid-1970s: 'I took the view before these recent events emerged
that it was advisable that vr15 should be pulled out of its political
surveillance role. I had been doubtful of the value of that role for
some time. I am convinced now that an organisation of people
who lived in the fevered world of espionage and counter-
espionage is entirely unfitted to judge between what is subver-
sion and what is legitimate dissent.'16

The New Targets

In recent years there has been a trend to compile security files on
individuals who cannot officially be classified as'subversive' (i.e.
members of communist, Trotskyist or fascist groups). This has
been 'justified' by F Branch on the grounds that the individual
belongs to an organisation which includes a subversive as a
leading member. Hence, senior officials of the Scottish area of the
National Union of Mineworkers could be deemed subversive
while their president was Mick McGahey, a Communist Party
activist. vr15 also open files on the leading members of political
pressure groups if they are bracketed as a 'subversive front' or
'subversive dominated'.

This practice was revealed by Cathy Massiter, an prr5 officer
from 7970 to 1984 who worked in F Branch for many of those
years. She disclosed how the National Council for Civil Liberties
( N c c r) and the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament ( c N o) were
targetted by rvrl5 as subversive organisations. Massiter said that
rvrl5 had been interested in the Nccr, a non-party group of
moderate left wing views, since the 1940s. But in the mid-1970s its
status was reassessed and it was classified as 'subversive'.
Massiter told the Channel 4 programme 2A120 Vision:

'Anyone who was on the National Executive of the ruccr, who worked
for Ncct, or who was an active member to the degree of being, say, a

Branch Secretary of uccr, would be placed on permanent record.
Routine enquiries would be instituted to identify such people and police
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inquiries were sought . . . The police were actually asked to identify
branch secretaries in their area and report on the activities of the
NCct.'17

Massiter revealed how ur5 opened security files on Patricia
Hewitt, the Nccr's General Secretary from 1974 to 1983, and
Harriet Harman, Legal Officer from 1978 to 1982. Neither was a

member of any communist or Trotskyist party. Harman is now a

Labour up. An u15 dossier was compiled on Hewitt, now Press

Secretary to the Labour Party leader Neil Kinnock, because she

was also a close friend of Bill Birtles, a left wing barrister who was
then a Communist Party member. The NCCL was not taken off
urS's list of subversive organisations until 1.981.

The decision to target the Nccr was taken by Charles
j. L. Elwell, a veteran rrar5 officer who was then an Assistant
Director. He had worked for the Security Service since the early
1950s, when he was based in K Branch, responsible for counter-
espionage.

It was while he was in K Branch that he met and married Anne
Last, who had compiled a detailed dossierwhich alleged that u15
had been deeply penetrated by communists. Elwell left
counter-espionage to join F Branch, where he was head of I!
Divisiory which invesiigated the Communist Party. It ##Tn-his 

'

clpaffiiin Assistani Director that he classified the Nccr as

subversive. This action breached official guidelines, but he
justified it by arguing that their strong criticisms of the police and
u15 mirrored the views of extreme left wing groups.

Elwell left the Security Service in 1982. He told the urS
hierarchy that he was going to join Common Cause, the right
wing organisation that monitors subversion in industry. Senior
officers were unhappy about this and warned him not to use his
former colleagues who remained in ur5. Common Cause deny
that Elwell worked for them. 'I understood he went to work for
Brian Crozier [a right wing propagandist with cra links],' said a
spokesperson.- 

Another pressure group targetted by ivrlS was cND,18 even
though it was not classified as a subversive organisation. iur5
infiltrated its headquarters and tapped the telephone of one of its
leading officials, fohn Cox. Cathy Massiter has described how,
after being asked to take over rvtI5's investigation of alleged left
wing 'subversive influence' within cNo, increasing political
pressure meant she ended up studying the organisation as a
whole, with the Security Service breaking its own rules. Surveil-
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lance of the organisationbecame more intensewhen cNowas off
the subversive list than it had been during the 1960s, when it was
on it. This was because of political pressure - nuclear disarma-
ment became a politically sensitive issue, and an increasingly
popular one.

In February 1983, Michael Heseltine, then Defence Secretary,
set up a special unit, Defence Secretariat (os) 19, to counter the
c N D message. Senior Ministry of Defence officials contacted u 15

and requested information about the political affiliations of cNp
leaders. 'It did begin to seem,' Massiter said, 'that what the
security service was being asked to do was to provide information
on a party political issue.'In August 1983 rvrtS was asked to tap
the phone of a 'suitable' c N D target - John Cox, a member of the
Communist Party who lived in Wales (an advantage, since he
used the telephone a lot to talk to other senior cND activists
including Joan Ruddock, now Labour ur for Deptford, and
Bruce Kent). The tap, agreed by the Home Secretary, Leon
Brittan, began in August - after the General Election. 'It was
deferred,' Massiter recalled, 'because of the election, as it was felt
that it was too sensitive a matter' to go ahead before. The
motivation for the tap, had it been revealed, might have been
questioned.

After these revelations, c N p took the Home Secretary to court.
In an affidavit to the court, Massiter said that at the time the
telephone tap warrant was obtained against Cox, u 15 knew from
their own work and from other sources within the Communist
Party that Cox was not'manipulating cNo in a clandestine way,'
the sole ground on which the warrant was sought.

One of the criteria for telephone interception by rr,rr5 is that
other sources of information - such as informers - have been tried
and failed. This was not the case with Cox. ur5's sources were
good, and Cox was recorded as a subversive simply because of
his membership of the Communist Party. That in itself would not
justify the issue of a warrant had rvrr5 kept to its guidelines. The
Home Secretary - the only potentially accountable figure in the
whole operation - usually only sees what rrr5 describes as the
'short reason' for a warrant. This 'short reason', or summary, is
detached from the file and forwarded to the Permanent Secretary
at the Home Office, who in turn passes it to his Minister. The file
containing the full circumstances of any case will never leave na 15

unless the Home Secretary asks for more details. Experience has
shown that Home Secretaries want to have as little as possible to
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what some of them have regarded as a 'grubby'
business.le

Orders From Box 500

Some victims of vrr5 vetting, such as fack |ones and Hugh
Scanlon, have been in jobs which are powerful enough to resist
such actions. But not everyone is so lucky. Edward Best, a young
scholar working on Central American affairs, was secretly
blacklisted by urS. Best had applied for a job with the Civil
Service, but was rejected for unspecified 'security reasons'. It
later transpired that he had been refused security clearance
because of his marriage to Argentina, a Salvadorean citizen. She
had been a member of a musical group whose songs were critical
of the military regime of Colonel Sanchez, who ruled El Salvador
in the early 7970s.

Best was blacklisted because his name appeared on a confiden-
tial Suspects Index document held by immigration officers at
ports of entry into Britain. Individuals are placed on the list by the
Immigration Intelligence Unit, largely on information from the
security service. The movements of the people listed on the Index
are monitored by the immigration authorities, and those with
high security codes, such as Best, are reported to vrr5.

The Index contains over 200 names and aliases with dates of
birth and the government department to be alerted if the 'target'
attempts to leave the country. Many of the more well-known
names on the Iist are on a lower security classification, such as
'A', which means that u l5 should be informed of the individual's
movements as a matter of routine rather than urgency. This grade
includes Gerry Lawless, chair of the Labour group of Hackney
Borough Council, Tariq Ali, journalist Duncan Campbell, actress
Vanessa Redgrave and Professor Victor Allen, a Leeds University
lecturer and informal advisor to miners' leader Arthur Scargill. It
also lists a number of right wing extremists, Sikh militants and
tna members.

Best, who has never been a member of any political party, is
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Edward Best can be put on it and the information used against
them during vetting procedures without their knowledge.

The inclusion of Best on the Index was greeted with amaze-
ment by his professional colleagues. Dr Robert O'Neill, Professor
of the History of War at Oxford University and a former Director
of the International Institute for Strategic Studies, where Best
worked, said: 'I think very highly of Edward. He is perceptive,
sensitive and a balanced scholar. He showed himself capable of
understanding the points of view of the principal sides in the
Central American conflict.'20

In urS's eyes, however, Best was seen as a'potential subver-
sive'. But the Suspects Index is not the only list compiled by the
intelligence authorities. Information about journalists is consid-
ered particularly important. This became apparent during rrc
Ministerial meetings in 7977. Journalists covering a meeting of
European agricultural ministers in Lancaster House were asked
to supply two photographs of themselves. One was attached to
their passes, the other was kept by the authorities. A few days
after the meeting, Whitehall press officers were asked to mark
boxes next to a list of named journalists with either a tick or a
cross. Those deemed, in the view of the press officers, to have
taken a 'pro-EEC' stance were given a tick. Those regarded as
'anti-Erc' were marked with a cross. The completed lists were
sent to a department of the Foreign Office, based in Vauxhall
Bridge Road, involved in intelligence-gathering activities.

It is not clear whether such information is transferred to vr l5
files for future vetting purposes. What is known is that perma-
nent security files are compiled on a wide range of people,
notably active trade unionists. This was revealed by a police
report sent to urS's headquarters in London in 1980. It was a
memorandum about the political and trade union activites of
|ames Hogg, a young rcwu shop steward at the Carnation Food
factory in Dumfries, Scotland. The document was written by
Detective Constable Gordon Hunter of Dumfries clo, and
countersigned by Detective Chief Inspector David Kirkwood, on
behalf of the Chief Constable of Galloway and Dumfries Police
Force. It was addressed to 'The Director-General, Box 500,
Parliament Street BO, London sw1 p 1xH - narS's official
address. The memo stated:
'Hogg is a shop steward and a member of the factory negotiating team on
behalf of the union at the factory. Hogg has been described by a
management contact as being more than usually active in union debates
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classified on the Suspects Index as 'l', the hiehest securitv code,
wnrcn lnvolves rmmlqratron ottrcers communlcatrns clrrecilv,-- - .- ..*---.*-Y- -*-- q .. " ...Jwhich involves immigration officers coinrnuniiatine diieEtly
#iiEifr d-m-IHe-s6ilEilleEorvasiteJi.Ictorilinelb*ilie"obserai.wrth MI5. lh the same category as tsest, ing to
whlifi*dbtained the list, is i suspected Soviet agent and an arms
dealer accused of selling military equipment to Libya.

The danger of this secret Index is that innocent people like

I
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within the factory and is thought of as very left wing. Hogg is thought to
be connected with the Socialist Workers' Party also, although this cannot
be verified at present . . . Hogg cannot proceed any further within the
Carnation Foods factory either in a work capacity or within the union
structure at the factory and it is thought by management that he may well
Ieave some time in the near future to take up some kind of full-time
employment with the rcwu. This situation will obviously be monitored
and any further development will be reported . . . The text of communi-
cation has been noted in respect of Hogg's involvement with the
Communist Party of Great Britain and this will of course be watched for
any subsequent developments.'21

Hogg, a Quality-Control Inspector, was nota member of either
the Socialist Workers' Party or the Communist Party. 'Anything I
have done at the factory has been part of my union activities,'he
says. 'I'm just a shop steward, just an ordinary worker doing my
job to try and improve the conditions of my fellow workers.'Yet
ur5 kept a permanent security file on him (r,r 886274), and he
was put under surveillance by the ElC_@
arst.i.l-brcrolf"r of t!" 9o**r . Hogg had no criminal
record and was not a member of any subversive organisation, yet
Detective Constable Hunter, a Special Branch officer, was feed-
ing information about his trade union activities into nn 15 files.

The Special Branch - urS's'Footsoldiers'

Founded in 1883 to counter the activities of Irish Republicans, the
Special Branch was for many years controlled by the
Metropolitan Police. But since L958 all provincial police forces
have set up their own Special Branches. In the t2I9g@JgLu,
qbout 2OO Specia n. ) officerq. During the late 1960s and
eaily 1970s- a time of much political protest- there was a massive
increase in sn staff, and by 1975 every local force had its own
SpS".l_E.u"gh.Therearenowabout2009!pgge_Eraneb-of fig-e-r.s,

including 200 civilian staff, with a total annual budget amounting
to about f,19.5 million.

Special Branch forces are initially answerable to the head of the
local crn and through him to an Assistant Chief Constable, and
ultimately to the Chief Constable. They are linked nationally
through Scotland Yard, where the Special Branch's computerised
index of two million personal files is installed.

According to Sir Harold Scott, former Commissioner of the
Metropolitan Police: 'The Special Branch is a part of cro and is
primarily an intelligence department. Its business is to keep a
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watch on any body of people, of whatever political complexion,
whose actioities seem likely to result sooner or later in open acts of
sedition or disorder.'22 (our emphasis)

New guidelines issued by the Home Office in 1984 state that'a
Special Branch gathers information about threats to public order.'
They continue: 'A Special Branch assists the security service in
carrying out its tasks of defending the Realm against attempts at
espionage and sabotage or from the actions of persons and
organisations whether directed from within or without the
country which may be judged subversive to the State.' Subver-
sion is defined in the same terms as those in the government's
purge procedure announced in 1985.

Special Branches also have responsibility for investigating and
countering terrorism. They are more active, and probably do
more relevant work, in this area than rvrI5. The threat of Irish-
based terrorism and the activities of extremist Irish Republican
groups is the responsibility of the Metropolitan Police Special
Branch. A National Joint Unit at Scotland Yard co-ordinates
information and enquiries when a local Special Branch arrests or
questions an individual under the Prevention of Terrorism Act.

Terrorism is one thing. 'Subversives' or political dissenters are
quite another. The Special Branch guidelines say that 'data on
individuals or organisations should not under any circumstances
be collected or held solely on the basis that such a person or
organisation supports unpopular causes . . . Care should be
taken to ensure that only necessary and relevant information is
recorded and retained.'

In fanuary 1985, a month after the new guidelines were
published, Leon Brittan, the Home Secretary, told Labour rvrp

|ohn Prescott that he did not accept that the broad definition of
subversion allowed Special Branches to make 'political judge-
ments'. There was a clear distinction, he said, 'between subver-
sion and opposition to the policies of the government of the day
or peaceful campaigning to bring about changes in those policies
or to influence public opinion generally . . . Special Branches,' he
continued, were not interested in trade unionists 'as such', but
'only in such activities of individuals within trade unions (as
within any other group or section in society) as are relevant to the
tasks laid upon them by the guidelines.'

But Brittan also acknowledged: 'The definition [of subversion]
is not limited to possible acts of a criminal nature. In an open
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society such as ours it is all too easy to use tactics which are not
themselves unlawful for subversive ends.' He continued, in a
reference to Special Branch officers: 'Those who are entrusted
with safeguarding our democratic institutions from subversive
attack must not be prevented from looking into the activities of
those whose real aim is to harm our democracy but who, for
tactical or other reasons choose to keep (either in the long or the short
term) within the letter of the law in what they do .'23 (our emphasis)

The responsibilities and terms of reference of the s r are vague.
The guidelines say that its work arises from the Chief Constable's
responsibility for'the preservation of the Queen's Peace'. They
refer to actions which 'may be judged to be subversive to the
State' and to gathering information 'about threats to public
order.'

The difficulty involved in defining subversion was well illus-
trated by William (now Lord) Whitelaw, Brittan's predecessor as
Home Secretary. The preservation of public order, he told the
Labour rrar Robin Cook, 'may require information to be kept on
individuals who are active in a political movement, notbecause of
the views they hold, but because the activities of the group could
be such as to encourage public disorder.'24 Asked about the
extent and nature of the sn's political records, fames (now Lord)
Callaghan, when Labour's Home Secretary, replied: 'The sec-
urity of the State necessarily requires that I should be in
possession of certain information about political affiliations,
which it would not be in the public interest to disclose.'2s

These criteria are so broad they can only be subjectively
evaluated, and are inevitably political in character. John Alderson,
the former Chief Constable of Devon and Cornwall who helped to
get the sr guidelines published in 1984, warned that the term
'subversive' could mean anything the ss wanted. The whole
system was 'anti-democratic', he said - people could be banned
from becoming magistrates simply because the s r had something
on them in their records. He cautiously described sr officers as
'establishment-minded people', with those at the top having
considerable independentinfluence and authority of theirown.'If
the chap at the top gets more and more information, the s r will get
it . . . Police want two things: more power and more information. '
Of their thirst for information, 'they can't get enough of it.'
For example, activists involved in the campaign against the South
African rugby tour during the winter of 1969l7}were investigated.
Ten years later, their movements were still being recorded.
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Alderson actually took the initiative of weeding out superflu-
ous sB files. 'When I looked at my records, I came to the
conclusion that there were items of intelligence in there that
should never be in: I mean, one could make a case out for
including a file on everyone who protests, because of one kind or
another. I mean, some people will go so far as to say that the
League Against Cruel Sports is a threat to liberties . . . the anti-
nuclear movement has very great difficulties in this connection in
expressing its views without being regarded as subversive. So,
looking at my records, I came to the conclusion that getting on for
50 per cent of them should never have been in there, either
because they were a waste of time and clogging up the machine,
or they were records of activities which shouldn't be in those
banks of information.'26

the

lderson did not get things all his own way/ even though he
was constitutionally in charge of his Special Branch. Faced with
his new policy of weeding files, sn officers sent them to urS in
London.

One national Special Branch file which was not closed was that
of Hugh Geach, a former social worker and Oxfam employee,
and an sop candidate in local elections. The file on Geach was
opened when, as a student at Reading University he was one of
the leaders of the 7970 campaign against the tour by South
African rugby players. Though no new information had
appeared in his file sincet972, it still hadn't been weeded out ten
years later.28

In another case, West Midlands Special Branch began to
investigate four anti-nuclear campaigners from Sutton Coldfield
who wrote to their local newspaper in 198L. The letter protested
at the failure of the government to give Parliament information
about nuclear weapons policy. Soon afterwards, the women
began to be harassed, mainly by telephone calls. A man visited the
home of one of them, Madeleine Haigh, saying he was investigat-
ing a fraud on a mail-order company. She was told by her local
police station that her visitor was not a policeman. After repeated
unsuccessful attempts to find out what was going on, Haigh
approached her Mn, the Conservative Cabinet Minister Norman
Fowler. It was discovered that her visitor was a Special Branch

*
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Inspector. He was neither publicly identified nor disciplined. The
West Midlands Chief Constable at the time, Sir philip Knights,
defended the Special Branch involvement because, h-e said] the
case 'fell within the terms of reference of the Special Branch., In a
report to his Police Committee, he stated: ,Mrs Haigh had written
to a newspaper in terms which were interpreted as indicating that
she might be a person prepared to support or get involvid in
pubJic protests . . . the responsibility of Special Branch (is)
analysing and assessing information of that kind.,2e

Special Branch and the'need-to-know,

The Home office guidelines on the conduct of the special Branch
state: 'Access to information held by the Special Branch should be
strictly limited to those who have a paiticular need to know.
Under no circumstances should information be passed to com-
mercial firms or to employers' organisations.,

However, evidence from recent years indicates that these rules
have been regularly ignored, particularly in relation to the
screening of employees by private companies. In 7972 it was
revealed that the Branch had supplied information on employees
to Reinforcement steel services at Greenwich, part of the siate-
owned British Steel Corporation. Documents reveal that Mr
Meynard, a Scotland Yard Special Branch officer, visited Mr
Roebuck, the works manager, after the company had asked the
police to check out two workers suspeited of ,sabotage,.

Meynard told Roebuck that one of the employees, Charlie DufTin,
had been bound over for two years for bieaking and entering in
7954 - when he was 17 years old. By handing over sich
information Meynard was breaking the 1974 Rehibilitation of
Offenders Act. As for the other worker, paul Lutener, Meynard
handed over details of his Special Branch file. According to a
memo written by Roebuck: 'The Special Branch have a file on this
man for his political activities. 1) Distributing National socialist
literature (a reference to the lnternational sociaiists). 2) Disturbing
the peace during demonstrations. 3) Taking part in illega-l
demonstrations.'

In fact, Lutener, a union representative, has never been
arrested and there is no such thing as an ,illegal demonstration, in
Britain. Later that year he was sacked along with five others for
taking part in a one-day demonstration against local hospital
cuts.
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A disturbing case of Special Branch vetting involved Jan
Martin, an industrial film-maker. She worked for a private film
company run by the television broadcaster Michael Barratt. In
September 7978 Barratt was contracted to make promotional
films for Taylor Woodrow, the large building company. After
submitting the names of all his employees, he was told that
Martin was 'a security risk' and 'will not be welcome on our
premises'. When asked for a reason, a Taylor Woodrow repre-
sentative said: 'Well, there is a connection with terrorists in
Europe, Baader-Meinhof. We can absolutely confirm this if you
tell us her National Insurance number.'30 Barratt supplied the
number and was later rung back and told: 'She is the person who
has that connection.'

Barratt suggested that Martin speak to her father, |ohn
Robertson, who had been a Detective Superintendent at Scotland
Yard and a policeman for thirty-seven years. Robertson contacted
Scotland Yard, who disclosed that the information on his
daughter was held by the Special Branch and was given to Taylor
Woodrow during their vetting procedures.

The real story was revealed when Martin and her father were
visited by Detective Superintendent Peter Phelan, a senior
Special Branch Officer. He revealed that the 'information' had
been supplied by the Dutch Police to the Special Branch. Martin
and her husband had been driving through Holland on the day
after a shooting by the Baader-Meinhof gang in Amsterdam.
They stopped at a caf6, the owner of which thought Martin's
husband resembled the terrorist Willi Stoll, whose photograph
had just been circulated. He rang the local police with the car
registration number, which was in Martin's name. A report was
entered into Special Branch and u l5 files that ]an Martin had
been seen escorting a known terrorist. The information was not
checked, and it was later used against her in the way we have
seen. If her father had not been a former policeman, she would
have been blacklisted from a number of jobs and her career
ruined. 'I could have spent the rest of my life in the shadow,' said
Martin. 'If one company could get that information then every
other company could get it.'31 In the decade since that incideni,
the Special Branch has proved no more efficient at updating its
files. Or at gathering information. Just before the 1987 Conser-
vative Party Conference in Blackpool the Special Branch asked
a local travel agent specialising in ux-Ireland travel for lists of
his clients. He refused. Two weeks before the conference, the
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Branch set up an office on the ground floor of Blackpool's Central
Post Office. Post Office staff were told to go for interviews during
working hours. At first they complied, because postal workers
always co-operate in police security arrangements, particularly
since the 1984 Brighton bombing. However, after about fifteen
workers had been interviewed, it became clear that they were
being asked unusual questions. The interviews would start
routinely, but then the Special Branch Officers started asking
political questions: 'Which way did you vote in the election?' and
'Do you suspect any of your colleagues of leftist political views?'

There was uproar among the postal workers. They were
particularly angry about being asked to spy on colleagues and to
inform the police about anyone with 'militant or extremist views'.
They asked for legal advice on whether they were obliged to co-
operate with the Special Branch. The remaining 350-odd workers
refused to be interviewed.

One of the fifteen who was interviewed was a counter-staff
employee who did not want to be identified for fear of manage-
ment reprisals. She was questioned for twenty minutes by two
Special Branch Officers, who asked her:

'What are your views on Mrs Thatcher?'
'None of your business,' she replied.
'How do you vote yourself?'
'None of your business.'

Understanding'Subversion'

Former Chief Constable John Alderson has remained highly
critical of the way in which such information has been compiled
and used by the Branch. In 1984 he told the Commons Home
Affairs Committee's inquiry into the Special Branch:

'The terms of reference of the Special Branches leave much to their
discretion. Some officers have a much wider understanding of the term
"subversive" than others. To some, all activists may be "subversive" and
both individuals and groups critical of the established order are marked
out for surveillance and recording. Others, including myself, believe
that although "subversion" may not be capable of exact definition, if it is
to be the subject of police operations, it should have an obvious criminal
connection.'

He elaborated when questioned by tvlns:

ur\ and the Special Branch

'Policemen put constructions on situations which often may not suit
other people's views. I think the difficulty is the interested citizen does

not know what the State considers to be subversive. If we could stand up
and say to the public in Devon and Cornwall, or anywhere else, "This is

what we consider to be subversive and if you start Setting into this area of
human activities you render yourself liable to surveillance" - but if you
cannot tell the public that, it seems to me that people's liberties are likely
to be at risk.'32

The sr has been variously described as MI5's 'ears' and its
'footsoldiers'. The two agencies co-operate closely, particularly at
a regional level. This is another way in which lines of
accountability get blurred or lost. In theory, Special Branches are

answerable to the local Chief Constable, who is accountable in
turn to the police authority (or directly to the Home Secretary, in
the case of the Metropolitan Police). But Chief Constables are not
accountable for the operations of u15 in their areas. According to
Alderson, a Chief Constable 'can't do anything about ur5,
nobody can do anything about it.' Chief Constables can be

bullied. The Chief Constable of Strathclyde in the mid-1970s
hesitated to go along with an u I5 request for his men to break
into the Glasgow offices of the Communist Party' It took a
meeting with nar5's Director-General, Sir Michael Hanley, to
persuade him.

In some ways, ur5 and the sn share the workload. For
example, when the Security Officer of a company wants informa-
tion on members of its workforce, he would normally get in touch
with the Special Branch rather than with rll5. The sr would
contact rvr15 if it wanted more, or different, information. Some-

times, however, rvrtS would ask the Security Officer about
'subversives' in a company and would even send in its own
agents, as it did with British Leyland in the early 1980s'

Alderson describes the relationship of u15 and the Special

Branches as'an informal thing, an old boys'network.'In general,

the Special Branches (who regard themselves as something
'special' within their own force) look up to u l5 officers rather, it is
said, as other ranks look up to commissioned officers in the
armed forces. rul5 officers, too, feel they are special in Whitehall.
They have special access to secret information which no one else

enjoys. They are a privileged group of 'Crown servants', seParate

from the rest of Whitehall and, of course, from transient
politicians and Ministers.

In1977, the government of South Australia appointed a judicial
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commission into that state's Special Branch, which was based on
the British model. The investigation showed that records were
held on alleged communists, alleged terrorists, all politicians of
the Australian Labor Party at state and federal level, half of the
judges of the Supreme Court, magistrates, all university
personnel regarded as having'left' or'radical' views, prominent
trade union officials and demonstrators. Much of the information
was inaccurate, and surveillance was motivated by political
considerations. The Commissioner in charge of the South
Australian police was Harold Salisbury, a former Chief Constable
of the York, North Riding and East Riding police forces in Britain.
When asked by the B B c programme Panorama in March 1981 who
he would consider a'subversive', he replied:

'Obviously anyone who shows any affinity towards communism- that's
common sense. The tna, the pro and I would say anyone who's
decrying marriage, family life - trying to break that up - pushing drugs,
advocating the acceptance of certain drugs, homosexuality, indiscipline
in schools, weak penalties for anti-social crimes, pushing that sort of
thing. Oh, a whole gamut of things like that that could be pecking away
at the foundations of our society and weakening it.'33

This view of the world, which Callaghan in his response to the
Commons Civil Service Committee described as'the ethos', is the
key to the understanding of the security services. That ethos is
shaped partly by the group culture, as it is in any society. rvr 15 and
Special Branch officers work, by definition, in a closed environ-
ment. They see potential threats where there are none - it was
only recently that ul5 agreed that not everyone contributing to
Marxism Today should be regarded as a potential subversive or
communist. But'the ethos'and their activities are also influenced
by the political climate. They will do what they can get away with.
They are tempted, like any bureaucracy, to expand their empires
and build up their workload, thus claiming that they need more
money, more manpower and more resources. There is an
intelligence bureaucracy, with its own vested interest - and this
interest includes unaccountability and secrecy. It has a vested
interest in maintaining an awesome mystique about its op-
erations. Given its record and potential for interfering in basic
civil rights, this mystique should be penetrated. It would be
healthy for the intelligence agencies themselves, as well as for the
general public.

The Economic League: Power
Without Responsibility

'Some companies may be in a moral dilemma about excluding
people from employment on political grounds.'

'Companies Under Attack', official Economic League
publication, November 1986.

'I would turn all three down. Let's not bugger uP the company
before it gets on the road.'

Alan Harvey, Economic League official, in response to
question*i;:,i1';"fr1i?ii'J'i""r",ff#li3i.

Once a month, a clerk from the Warrington firm of solicitors
Barnes and Co, based at 25 Bold Street, collects a cheque and an
invoice and takes a 100-metre walk into the heart of the town's
commercial centre. His destination is 18 Museum Street, a

discreet office adjoining a row of terraced houses opposite the
library. There is no name-plate on the dark royal-blue door, and
no outward sign of its identity. In fact, it is the north-west
headquarters of the Economic League, Britain's largest and most
important private vetting agency.

The messenger is taking part in one of the organisations's most
secretive operations - the payment of their subscriptions by
dozens of local companies. Many of these firms are apparently
embarrassed by their support for the League, so an elaborate ploy
is used to ensure that their membership is never disclosed either
to their shareholders or employees.

As the firms are reluctant to see their payments to the
Economic League appear in their accounts, the money is
'laundered' through solicitors throughout the country. The
member company agrees a set fee with the regional League office
for 'information and advisory services' - the euphemism for
political vetting of prospective employees. The local law firm
then receives a list of the subscribing companies from the League.

7
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The solicitors send each League member an invoice for 'legal
services' (i.e. their subscription). In return the company sends
the law firm a cheque and a compliments slip but nothing else.

The final stage is for the solicitors to add up the total amount of
the subscriptions, deduct var and their own legal costs, and
deliver the cheque to the League office.

These payments are recorded in company annual accounts as

'legal services', while the law firms list them as 'professional
services'. The subscribing companies are thus able to keep their
support for the League secret. But one former solicitor who
operated the laundering system argues that under the 1967

Companies Act the fees should have been declared. He said:
'There is no doubt that it was a political donation. They would say

it isn't. But if it's something else, why should they go through this
elaborate charade?'When asked about the laundering operation,
Michael Noar, the Economic League's Director-General since

|une 1986, said:

'Some companies are embarrassed by the public association with us

because the League has been subiect to a lot of attack over the years . . .

If this happens, it is a tiny minority because all the subscriptions that
come in here are perfectly ordinary cheques direct from the company.
Some of the companies do subscribe only locally and so I cannot say

hand-on-heart that it never happens. I don't deny that quite a lot of our
companies do not wish to go public on their membership of the
League . . . But there is no statutory obligation on us to disclose because

we are not a political organisation in the sense that we campaign for or
against political parties.'

The laundering system is just one measure of the secrecy that
has surrounded the Economic League ever since its foundation in
1919. Many of the 2000 companies which subscribe, and so

provide the League's f,1 million annual income, have always felt
uneasy about their association with it. The Legal & General
Group, for example, stated in their 1985 Annual Report that'this
subscription does not need to be declared for statutory purPoses
and no reference will be made to any subscription in future.'

The League is happy to acknowledge the wide range of
publications it produces on economics and industry, and the
courses it runs on management techniques. But it is the political
vetting service, co-ordinated by sixty-two staff in seven regional
centres, which has caused most companies to keep their mem-
bership secret.
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A large number of construction and engineering firms use the
labour-screening system. Many banks and financial institutions
make regular donations, although they deny taking advantage of
the vetting facilities (see Appendix for details). The League has
also had long-standing support from the Confederation of British
Industry (crl). For many years senior csr officials were on the
League's Central Council, and cnr and League officials spoke at
each other's meetings. This close relationship was crystallised in
1976. A confidential internal cBr memo, written by a Deputy
Director-General, fohn Whitehorn, stated that companies should
consult the Economic League, among other organisations, to
assist 'in the necessary function of identification of and preven-
tive warning about individual wreckers.'l This has since been
confirmed as official cnr policy.

The League remains the most significant and powerful black-
listing agency in Britain. Officially, its aims are: 'To assist the
development of a widespread understanding of the value and
importance of profitable industry and commerce within the
United Kingdom's mixed economy. To fight subversion and to
keep members informed of the activities of those who are hostile
to productive enterprise in industry and commerce.'2 The
League's tactics and methods in carrying out these objectives
have caused great controversy.

Origins

The League was formed in early 1919, inthe wake of widespread
industrial unrest after the Russian Revolution and the First World
War. Disputes were taking place all over Britain, notably the
unprecedented police strike and mutinies in the Army and Navy.
Industrial militancy had reached an all-time peak, with 35 million
working days lost in 1919, and a phenomenal 85.9 million in
1921.3It was a time of expanding influence for the unofficial shop
stewards' movement, and trades unions were winning con-
cessions on wages and the working week. There was also
considerable sympathy for the new Bolshevik government and
communist ideas.

The establishment's concern and its desire for information was
reflected in a letter from Winston Churchill to Prime Minister
Lloyd George in early 1920: 'With the world in its present
condition of extreme unrest and changing friendships and
antagonisms, and with our greatly reduced and weak military
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forces, it is more than ever vital to us to have good and timely
information.'

It was in this atmosphere that a group of top employers met in a

room at 4 Dean's Yard, Westminster. The meeting was arranged
by Admiral Sir Reginald 'Blinker' Hall, who had just retired as

Director of Naval Intelligence and had advised the government
on the setting up of rvr16 in 1909. Among those present were Evan

Williams, Chairman of the Mining Association, Cuthbert Laws,
Director of the Shipping Federation, Tory un |ohn Gretton,
R. C. Kelly, an industrialist in the brewing industry, and Sir Alan
Smith, Director of the Engineering Employers' Federation'"
There was unanimous agreement at the meeting that 'left-wing
subversion' was likely to be a serious danger to the stability of
industry during the period of post-war adjustment. It was

decided to raise funds to set uP an organisation to counter this'
Originally known as the National Propaganda Committee, its
aim was to co-ordinate the activities of a number of groups
(Economic Study Clubs). These grouPs provided speakers and

distributed leaflets outside factory gates warning workers about

the evils of socialism and the merits of free enterprise.
Tower Hill in London, Bigg Market in Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

and the docksides of Merseyside, Hull and Glasgow became the

main venues for these lectures. Many of the Economic Study

Club speakers had ioined straight from the Services' But they
were met with bitter hostility from their audiences, mainly angry

unemployed workers, who accused them of being'blacklegs'and
'bosses'men'.

Their early message was heavily pro-capitalist and anti-

socialist. There was also a distinct paternalistic tendency. The

founding fathers believed that workers needed to be 'educated'

about the market economy. But after the British Communist
Party was founded in 1920, it was realised that socialism and
miliiant trade unionism were not about to disappear. So in 1925 a

permanent organisation was established, retitled The Economic
L"ug,ru, with a governing body - the Central Council - and

regional committees. Its financial support came mainly from coal,

steel, shipbuilding and engineering companies.
The League's first Director-General, appointed in 1926, was

john Bakei White, who had been an intelligence officer during
the First World War. In the early 1920s White worked for Sir

George McGill, a friend of Vernon Kell, the first head of vrrS'

McGiil had, according to White, set up 'a highly efficient private
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intelligence service, investigating not only all forms of subver-
sion, in_cluding communism, but also the international traffic in
drugs.'5 White, a Territorial Army officer, remained the League's
Director until 1945, when he became Conservative rurr for
Canterbury. During the Second World War he had returned to
intelligence work. For the first six weeks of the war he was
stationed at the War Office in London, and continued his work
for the Economic League. He then joined Section D of nr6 as a
Major, and became a psychological warfare expert in military
intelligence.

White's security lirrks were highly significant, and laid the
foundation for the League's political vetting services. These were
being built up as early as 1925, when the League was stressing the
importance of an 'intelligence' network:

'One of the first tasks initiated by Sir Auckland Geddes [a Central
Council member] was the compilation of a chart and dossier of socialist
and subversive organisations and their "interlocking directorates".
Arrangements are in hand for a permanent clearing house of information
in connection with alien organisations and individuals. A document
containing a considerable body of information on "red" ramifications
and methods has already been circulated in confidence to District
Economic Leagues. Supplements to the documents will be circulated
from time to time.'6

It was this information which formed the basis for the League's
blacklisting operations. Their Annual Reports from the 1920s and
1930s show that an increasing number of subscribing companies
were making confidential enquiries about information on
employees. This service was expanded after the 1926 General
Strike - during which the League sent daily regional reports to
Prime Minister Stanley Baldwin. Dossiers were compiled, occas-
ionally in collaboration with the local police, on the political
affiliations and activities of 'dangerous subversives'. One target
in the early 1930s was the Young Communist League (vcr),
which was undertaking a recruitment drive in major industrial
areas. In 1931 alone 150 reports on ycr, activists were sent to
companies.T

Trade union activity was also being monitored. By the
mid-1930s card indexes of 'subversive' individuals, detailing
their movements and activities, were compiled by the League's
Central Council and regional offices. The information was then
handed over to companies. For example, full dossiers on union
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be vetted, it is done by post. He was often asked to check 100
employees at a time, because his Managing Director wanted
everyone to be vetted. The Personnel Director would obtain a list
of new employees. The firm's Economic League code would be
written at the top right-hand corner of a sheet of paper, and the
following headings would be listed along the top: name, address,
date of birth, National Insurance number and occupation. His
secretary would type in the details and send them in a plain
envelope to a Post Office box address.

The League's response and verdict was given by telephone. For
a list of ten workers, the Personnel Director waited twenty-four
hours before ringing the local League office and saying: 'This is
code . . . calling. Are they clear?'The information was then read
out with, in his experience, little comment. Any prospective
employee who had been targetted as a trade union or political
activist by the League would be rejected by his company. This was
confirmed by Barry Field, Director of the Great Southern Group
funeral firm, who stated in a confidential memorandum about
using the vetting service: 'If there is the slightest suggestion of any
information held against the proposed employee from this source
you do not engage same.'

T,heLgggll-e,.A:eJ9*1,r*r9€l93il.Sff ilgg_g"eAppendixf ordetails)
no longer use their own files foih-bour-screening. Instead the
names are given either by telephone, telex or FAx machine to the
Central Records and Research Department, based at 99a High
Street, Thornton Heath, Surrey. In 1986 alone over200,000 people
were checked through the system by subscribing companies.

There are two sets of files held in this office. Flqgrlly, there is what
the League c@ilhe material'or'raw data'-on individuals
who are actively involved in politics. These dossiers are not used
for employment vetting but are kept for future reference. The
secoruLlIpg_of 4lq, kept on a card index, contains the names of
'subversives' whose trade union and political record is given to
employers. According to the League's Director-General Michael
Noar, there are 'approximately 10,000' on the latter, which are
used for vetting purposes, and 'probably another 20,000' in the
'raw data' files.

Sources of Information

The data in these files comes from a variety of sources. Much of it

activists were handed to Boulton Paul Ltd, a Wolverhampton
aircraft firm, warning them of an impending strike in 1935' The

following year, and igain early in 1937, the Lancashire region

provideJ'confidentiai information' on the past and present

ictivities of certain workers employed by A'V' Ros, Fairey

Aviation, Metropolitan Vickers, Ferranti and the Churchill

Machine Tool Cbmpany. Occasionally, firms like the British

Aluminium Company, based in Warrington, were simply in-

formed of increasing irade union membership in their factory.

It was not until after world war Two that the League's political

vetting system was formally set up. Post-war Britain was again in

,o*" i"r,drrtrial turmoil, particularly on the docks' The late 1940s

was also the time of the 'Red Scare'. The response of many

employers was to use the League's then informal screening

operation.
By 1950 requests for information about employees had in-

creased,o rupidly that the League decided to establish a formal

vetting procedure for subscribing companies' The service was

startei in the London region, and was based on records supplied

by a senior Special Branih officer who had justleen recrujted.

T'hese files were confined to known Communist Party members,

but they were expanded to include other political and trade union

activists. The blacklist was born'

How the System Works

A prime motivation for companies to use the League's vetting

seivice is to avoid employment laws protecting individuals from

unfair dismissal. As the League stated in 1987: 'The Employment

Protection, Redundancy Piyments, Equal Opportunities and

Race Relations Acts 
"u., 

be used as sticks with which to attack

employers. An allegation of unfair dismissal or discrimination can

be extiemely e*pe*iuu in management time and disruption"s
CompaniLs see the League's labour-screening facilities as a way

of sacking ,troublemakeri' without being called to account. The

key to th6 continued success of the system is secrecy' For many

years senior League executives even denied that vetting took

ptr.". The League is now more open, but the procedure remains

confidential.
A former Personnel Director for a light engineering comPany

based in the north-west of England has described the vetting

procedure to the authors. He said that if more than six names are to
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comes from newspapers, particularly left-wing journals. League
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staff mark up the Papers and then photocopy articles about
individuals and political organisations. The published items on
pressure groups and political parties are stored away in separate

files which are labelled 'cND', 'Anti-Apartheid', 'Greenpeace',

'Communist Party' etc. If the article is about an individual, a short
reference is written on their index card for possible vetting
purposes. The newspapers and magazines are then stacked away
ior ieference, and often loaned out to sympathetic Fleet Street
journalists.

Advertisements ary!*pjlligl-s are another source of material,
beffiin names and addresses. one list
kept in League files was an advertisement signed by twenty-nine
stars and celebrities in early L987 calling for a nuclear weapons
treeze. Among them were broadcasters Anna Ford and Ludovic
Kennedy, comedian Billy Connolly, authors Laurie Lee and
Catherine Cookson, composer Sir Michael Tippett and film
producer David Puttnam. The League's Director-General,
Michael Noar, strongly denied that these names would be used

for employment vetting: 'There is no way that we saw all those

peopleas subversives or that they shouldn't be employed- They

werL signatories to an advertisement calling for a nuclear fteeze.

It is poJsible that one of our members compiled that information'
But ihere is no question of putting those names on a blacklist.'

The Leasue aiso monitors signatures on the nomination folgts

"r 
l;ili;;rr' in" l"'"1 ""'i

ge;A;rciect-lons. Tf',G mea"i-tf'tat friendi and neighbours who
iuppott SL-h-i candidate could end up on the League's files
without their knowledge. Noar admits they keep such informa-
tion: 'We have cards on all the election candidates of all the

political parties. But there is no suggestion that those cards are

used for employment vetting at all. They are merely for our own
internal information.'

Personnel ManlEers*-_a
nu.ffine T*!;a;Co rt .o,. t i&'e;siat m6ih;a ;i obtui.,i.,g
information is bv infiltrating private political meetings gld
pressure g-rgJTFC-is a-6i,tiiticutil oP"tation, a"d theDressure srouDs.t -*--------9-*'Prtr]LYjj--u"yjr* rrrrJ rr q JvHrrrJrrLqrls

Leufre frli its own full-time agents for thetask. One.man who
was- convinced he was beifrffiked to do surveillance and

intelligence work for the League was Bill Anderson. In November
1986 Anderson, then aged fifty-six, took early retirement from his
job as a proof-reader on the Scottish Daily Record and Sunday Mail.
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He thought about setting up his own business with his re-
dundancy pay, but on Friday 5 December 1986 he was browsing
through the Glasgow Hernld when he noticed an interesting job
advertisement. The headline ran: 'Industrial Relations Advisory
Services' and the advertisement began:

'A non-profitmaking organisation whose mission is to improve
employer/employee relations requires an Advisory Services Manager to
monitor problem areas and develop services to Scottish companies.'

Anderson was immediately interested, as he had been a chapel
official in his trade union socAr and had some experience of
industrial relations. He wrote off for further details, and received
a letter from the Economic League, of which there had been no
mention in the advertisement, which stated:

'We require [you] to monitor the revolutionary fringe and identify its
supporters and their targets. This entails careful first-hand study and the
maintenance and development of our intelligence network.'

Anderson was appalled. 'I actually thought the job was to act as
a liaison officer between management and unions,' he told the
authors. 'But I was shocked to learn I would be required to set up
an industrial espionage network. I would be spying on active
trade unionists or even anyone interested in joining a trade
union.' He added: 'I take it I would have had to join various trade
unions or go to various meetings, whether they be political or
trade union, and report back to my so-called superiors.'e

It did not take Anderson too long to decide to refuse an
interview invitation. 'As a trade unionist I found it repugnant,' he
said. But that was not the end of the matter. After refusing to
become a spy he told his old newspaper, the Sunday Mail, about
his experience. They headlined the story'Super Snoop'. A year
later he was told by Granada rv'sWorld in Action that his name
was on a League list compiled by the Scottish office in Glasgow.
'It's unbelievable that such a thing could happen,' replied
Anderson.l0He then disclosed what had happened when he had
applied for tenancies in local pubs with two breweries: 'I had
received favourable responses over the telephone. I also received
an application form from one particular brewery asking me if I
could put up between f,12,000 and f,18,000. I said I would be able
to afford more than that. But since then I've had no response,
which leads me to think that very likely I am on the blacklist.'1l

Information on employees is also
_sr9.
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His suspicions were well-founded. The two breweries in

question aie both subscribers to the League's services' Anderson

no* .rr,, a small shop in one of Glasgow's covered markets' But

his name remains in the files of the League's North Claremont

Street office in Glasgow, the Director of which, Hamish

MacGregor, a former c-nl Regional Deputy Director, said: 'There

is nothiig sinister about this. Withoui political subversives and

with bettir understanding between manag€^ment and workers'

the country would soon b6 back on its feet''l2
One perlon who did join the League as a spy was Ned W*!'

until February 1988, w'hen he was exposedby world in-.Action,

Walsh had spent the previous twenty-seven years- infiltrating
pressure g.orpt and tiades unions and reporting !3ct< i9 tn3

L"rg,r"'r.Eggi-l*g* ggl9l4-office,, based at 43 Bridge Street'

Leatherhead, SurreY.
walsh,s job as a ful_time,research assistant'involved obtain-

ing intelligence about individuals whom the League saw as

dJngerous"or potential subversives' One targetted organisation

*urih" Anti-Apartheid Movement (eervr), which is deemed a

'vehicle for extiemists"l3 Walsh attended many private alu
meetings pretending to be a delegate from the science and

technicil workers' rinion ASrMs. One meeting he infiltrated

discussed how to oPPose a Government Bill which would

prevent local authoriiies from boycotting- South African goods.

i{e wrote a summary of the meeting which contained the names

of those who had atiended and an account of their strategy. This

was sent to the League.
Walsh was able to do this because for many years he was an

active member of the AAM'S Trade Union Committee' As the

e a vr does not investigate its supporters, it was difficult for walsh

to be identified as a L-eague rpr.il understood that he was a full-

time trade union officiil with the ASrMs,' said Liberal Party

member Alan salter. At asrus Ken Pilling, his Branch secretary

in South London, said: 'I understood he was a travelling

salesman.,la That was what Walsh had written on his application

form when he had joined the union in1970'
Another organisation walsh infiltrated was the Transnational

Information Centre (rrvrc), an organisation, set up in 1984'

which provides information on multi-national compa_nies to.the

trade union movement. walsh had been one of the first to ioin
TNrc, and he was a regular attender of seminars at their offices in

Ayres Street, Londoi. He seemed particularly interested in
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information about individual trade unionists. rNlc official
Barbara Dinham said:

'He asked quite a few questions. [He was] more interested really in
personalities, tracing where various trade unionists that he had known
in the past had since moved to . . . He was so keen on collecting
information but it was difficult to see what he used it for. There was very
little exchange, and for someone who was so keen on collecting
information, he didn't really seem to want to use it.'15

As Walsh had told Dinham that he was a full-time AsrMS
official, the rNrc did not suspect that he was secretly feeding
data into Economic League files.

Perhaps his most important post was as minute secretary at
ASrMs National Executive meetings. Walsh sat alongside the
union Chairman, Treasurer and Secretary at the head table taking
notes of what was said. He also kept a record of the correspon-
dence which was read out.

At no time did Walsh ever disclose his links with the Economic
League. It was only after being traced to the League's office in
Leatherhead by the World in Action team that his identity was
revealed. But when approached by Granada and given the
opportunity to explain his actions, Walsh ran away. The League
subsequently admitted that they had been employing him since
1961.

Walsh was effectively doing the same job as an rr15 or Special
Branch agent sent into a trade union or political organisation. He
was gathering intelligence on false pretences and feeding it into
files which could be used against individuals during vetting
procedures. The difference, according to former Chief Constable
of Devon and Cornwall Police John Alderson, is that the League
is a law unto itself:

'I would regard the Economic League - which is an organisation
unaccountable, unofficial, funded by business management - prying
into legitimate political activity as absolutely outrageous . . . I think the
whole business of unofficial organisations taking this on themselves is
highly dangerous. We've seen this in Europe before - unofficial
organisations becoming a police force which is unaccountable. It's highly
dangerous and quite improper.'16

The League is now essentially a private security comPany/
specialising in industrial relations, so perhaps it is not surprising
that they employ agents like Walsh to acquire information.
Private detectives have also been hired, notably Peter Hamilton,
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the veteran right wing security consultant (see Chapter 10 for
profile). During a telephone conversation with fellow private
investigator Gary Murray in August 1985, Hamilton said of the
League: 'Yes, well, I know them very well of course because I do
jobs for them from time to time.' Michael Noar did not deny that
the League had used Hamilton: 'I'm not saying that's not true.'
But he added: 'We do not have private detectives on the staff nor
do we directly employ them, but occasionally we can say [to a
member company] "We know that this firm have used this
private detective and have said he is reliable so try him out."
That's as near as we get to it. It's not our scene.'

Noar says that most of his staff 'are from industry, rcr or
whatever . . . I am now trying to recruit much younger people
with a straightforward industrial background.' But the League
has had former security consultants working for it, notably in the
late 1970s in the London region office from which the labour-
screening was operated. Former police officers have also ioined
the League's ranks, and there are at least two ex-policemen
currently employed on staff.

It is the League's links with the police which have proved most
controversial. These have been very close since the League's
early years. In the mid-1930s the Lancashire region of the League
worked in co-operation with local police forces. Meetings were
held with detectives specialising in political 'subversion' and
information was exchanged. On 20 january 1937 Maiot
R. R. Hoare, the League's Manchester Organiser, wrote to the
then Director-General John Baker White:

'I had the Manchester police in here yesterday and found them
extremely helpful and have now arranged to work in the closest co-

operation with them. Among other things, they promised to give me as

long as I like looking over their Communist industrial file in their office. I
am also keeping in touch with the Salford police, their Communist man
having already called at this office.'17

This intimate relationship with the police was further revealed
in a letter written two days later, on 22January, from Major
Hoare, later the League's Director-General, to the Chief Con-
stable of the Manchester force, thanking him for the help of his
staff, particularly Detective Eckersley and Chief-Inspector King.
This assistance involved secret surveillance of meetings, as a
memorandum to Detective Eckersley revealed: 'I understand
there will probably be a meeting of the executive of the unofficial
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shop stewards' movement at the Albion Hotel on Thursday at
7.45 pm. Can you get this meeting covered, as I consider it of
considerable importance.'r8 Malor Hoare made it clear that he
was receiving information from police reports: 'I understand that
the Communist Party are holding a meeting of delegates at the
Burlington Caf6 tomorrow,' he wrote to hls Direcir-General,
John Baker White, on 20 March 7937.'Ishall get a report from the
police without sending one of our own men.'

Fifty years later, in February 7987, fwther evidence was
revealed about the League's close links with the police. World in
Action secretly filmed and recorded Alan Harvey, Deputy Dir-
ector of the League's North-East region, talking to two business-
men in a hotel room in Harrogate. Harvey told them:

'We give all our information to the police. In return, they,re not exactly
unfriendly back. I can spot a number plate quicker than you can blink an
eye. But I don't want that to go outside, because it is illegal. We do have
people who can look at credit-worthiness, criminality, number plates,
this sort of thing . . . You do pay extra if you wanted to know, and it is
illegal, whether someone had a criminal background. We can look at
criminal records but we can't do criminal investigations. We do have
men who we call special men who you might call private detectives . . .

If you would come to me and say, "Look, we're going to take on
someone to handle the money." I mean, he's got to be as honest as the
day is long, and politically clean and be relied on not to even leave his
thumbprints on any pound notes. Well, then we send out one of our
specialist men who would look at the man's criminal background and his
general character, and there will be an extra price on that. It would be
something like {150.'ie

The League angrily denied that they receive information from
the police, and disowned themselves from the comments of
Harvey, who then resigned after ten years' service. Director-
General Michael Noar said: 'We do tend to fish in muddy waters
so we are often asked by the police to provide information. But it
is a one-way trade, I'm afraid.'2o

After the programme Home Secretary Douglas Hurd ordered a
police investigation into the allegations. The inquiry was con-
ducted by the North Yorkshire police in North Allerton- the very
force against whom some of the charges were made by Harvey,
who was based at nearby Skipton. The inquiry concentrated on
whether the League had access to Police National Computer
( n N c) records rather than general information. Two months later
the Home Office announced there was 'no indication that the
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pxc had been used to obtain criminal record information for the
League. Further enquiries and interviews produced no evidence
to support the implication that other police information had been
passed to the League.'

But in an interview with the authors in December 1987, Noar
seemed to cor.tradict his earlier denials that the League received
information from the police: 'As far as the police is concerned, of
course the police and Special Branch are interested in some of the
things that we are interested in. They follow the activities of these
groups in much the same way as we do and therefore they do get
in touch with us from time to time and talk to us and say "were
you at this demonstration or that." Obviously we help them
where we can. If we come across things that we think will be of
particular interest to them we send it to them. Now obviously,
again in the course of discussions, there is an rxcseucr of
information just in the ordinary course of talking' (our emphasis).

The admission that the League has close links with the Special
Branch is another indication of their sources of information. As
the two agencies have common roles, the relationship is long-
standing. In 1937 a confidential list of communists in the
Manchester area, provided by the local Special Branch, was sent
to the League's Central Council office in London for filing and
indexing.2l Noar maintains that any liaison is now purely
informal. In 1981 the Special Branch investigated allegations that
the League's records on individuals were based on information
provided by senior Special Branch officers.22 No evidence was
found to subtantiate the allegations.

However, ]ohn Alderson, who was responsible for Special
Branch operations, said: 'It is possible that there could have been
an exchange of information, certainly between Special Branch
officers and the Economic League . . . I think it's possible
because the role of the Special Branch in keeping an eye on
industrial subversion would bring it into common ground to
some extent with the Economic League. Individual officers
would then exchange information about particular people who
may be activists which both sides would be interested in.'23

Formal links with the Special Branch include providing them
with their press-cutting service. The League has also provided
full-time oifftffi;;ffik-eisio lecture Jn t rini.,g colrses fo.
military and Special Branch officers, usually on the role of
political extremists in society. In the 1960s this was done by Harry
Whelton and in the mid-1970s by John Dettmer, then Director-
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General and himself a former Army officer. Michael Noar says
that the League no longer provides staff to lecture on current
affairs at MoD training colleges, but 'we would be happy to do
so.'

Similar lectures have been given by League officials at joint
services intelligence courses organised by rvrl5. An nar security
officer who attended one of them in1970 said that they were held
at tvrrS's then head office in Gower Street, central London. One
lecture was on 'subversion In Industry', and after the talk the
nar officer was'astonished' to find that the League official had a
desk and filing cabinet inside urr5's headquarteri.2a

The Security Service's links with the Lggggg seemed to be
confirmed when an internal report in May 1984, stated: ,The flow
of information into thu Rgr*I9hPgpg4fr,er,t [the vetting office],
prior to 1978, came from London Region's contacts with orrr-
crAL souRCES . . .In19Z8 Lq$glj.ggiqlb{,f9ur men who
had professional security or polId6 backfiouiils'working in the
Research Department' (our emphasis). The report added that the
'official sources' had declined in recent years and that, by 1984,
'there is not a single professionally-trained security or counter-
subversive member of the staff in this [vetting] department.,s

Michael Noar strongly denied that any League official would
have a desk inside vrrS, but acknowledged that they did have
links with the Security Service: 'There is no question of us being
that close but we undoubtedly have contacts with them. Some o]
our people meet with them on an informal basis and might
provide information to them but unfortunately it's usually a one-
way trade. But when they do come back with information then
they want to alert the League about problems in certain com-
panies.'

Some Industrial Relations Managers and personnel Officers
who have had dealings with the League remain highly suspicious
about its sources of information. In 1985 an Industrial Relations
Manager at Plessey went with his Personnel Director to a League
seminar with executives from other subscribing electronics
companies. During the meeting the League official said that a
recent defector from the Soviet Union had disclosed ,a lot of
information' about trade unionists in Britain. The executives
were told that they should be'on the lookout'for trade unionists
who'had links with the Soviet Union'. The Industrial Relations
Manager said: 'I was very surprised. I was aware of their activities
but I didn't know they went into such depth.'

I
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Politics

A crucial factor in examining the vetting practices of the League is
to analyse the political criteria it uses when branding an indi-
vidual a 'subversive'. The League insists that it is independent of
all political parties, and that it collects information on both left
and right wing extremists. Michael Noar says: 'We are supporters
of the democratic centre.' He also maintains: 'We are not against
trade unionism but we are against trade unionism that is used not
to achieve straightforward industrial objectives but is really being
used for political objectives.'

However, the League is overwhelmingly funded by large
companies, many of them multinational, who are dependent on a
laissez-faire, capitalist economy for their profitability. These firms
support Conservative governments because of their free-market
economic policies. Hence, it is no coincidence that at least
twenty-six companies who subscribe to the League also make
annual donations to the Tory Party (see Appendix for details).
None of them give money to the Labour Party.

The League has always made it clear that it supports a
'capitalist free enterprise economy'. This has been its policy since
its foundation in 1919. Many Conservatives have thus regarded
the League as a supporter. In 7949 Tory rvr n Quintin Hogg, later
Lord Hailsham and a Cabinet Minister as Lord Chancellor, said:

'The Economic League and Aims of Industry . . . are, so far as I
can see, bodies with very largely parallel political aims to those
professed by most Conservatives and no doubt in close alliance in
i practical way with many individual Conservatives.'26

This was reflected in the political affiliations of the League's
Central Council members, who for many years included Tory
ups and active Conservative supporters. One of the two Tory
Mps on the Central Council in the mid-1950s was Sir Waldron
Smithers, a notorious cold warrior who once told the Commons:
'The comprehensive Welfare State is ruining the character and
homes of our people and, instead of being a lifebuoy, will be a
millstone round our necks . . . I do not fear the atom bomb or the
hydrogen bomb which kill the body, so much as I fear the socialist
concept of using the law to relieve individuals of the responsibi-
lity of their own welfare and to deprive them of their freedom of
choice, which kills the soul.'27

Another notable Central Council member was Herbert Hill,
Chairman of the Birmingham car components firm Hardy Spicer

Ltd and a strong Tory Party supporter. In September 1964 his
employees took strike action over pay. Hill responded by saying
his workers were all doing'frightfully well'. He added: ,ihey are
all being much overpaid for the work they are doing . . . The
poor dears have a pretty poor mentality, most of them. They have
a pretty poor level of intelligence.'28

More recent connections have included Lord Hewlett, a
Central Council member who in 1929, aswell as being chairman
of Anchor Chemical Co. and Borg Warner uK, was president of
the Conservative Party. But the most important link is with
British United Industrialists ( n u r), a right wing group which acts
as a clearing house to 'channel' (or launder) corporate donations
to the Tory Party. In1987, n u r's Director Alistair Forbes wrote to
companies:

'We believe that a donation to BUr is less emotive than a donation to the
Conservative Party appearing as a note to your financial statements. It is
for this reason that I'm asking you for a donation to our funds to put us in
a position..to help the Conservative Party and other free enterprise
agencies.'2e

One-of these agencies is the Economic League. For many years
sur has paid substantial sums to the League (f18,000 in fmZ;.
Since 1984 the nur have been the League's tenants and share the
same building at 7 Wine Office Court, a narrow side-alley off Fleet
Street. The two organisations have also shared personnel,
notably Sir Halford Reddish, a League Vice-presideniin the late
1970s who also ran sur for many years.

- The Tory Party connections continue to extend to the League,s
full-time staff. Russell Walters, a member of the Information and
Research Department which provides data for labour-screening,
is an active Conservative. He has been an executive member of
the Tory Party's Selsdon Group and an organiser for the right
wing pressure group 'Committee for a Free Britain,. In 1987 he
was an unsuccessful candidate for the Vice-Chairmanship of the
Young Conservatives.

The League has always attracted staff of Conservative in-
clinations, particularly ex-Army officers who have retired early.
For many years their right wing, establishment view of the world
was channelled into the League's non-vetting services, such as
their current affairs talks for apprentices. This service was used
mainly in the 1960s. Member companies hired League officials to
give compulsory lectures on the evils of nationalisation, high
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wage increases, shorter hours and militant trade unionism to

yortg workers during their induction course. Richard Stokes,

io.*"t Personnel Director of the pharmaceutical firm Glaxo

Holdings plc, was told by one League official that these courses

instilled 'i sense of values' in the workers. By this he meant

loyalty to the company, patriotism and ensuring that'they don't
challenge authorify'. Above all, the League official added, they
were taught to reject trade unions because unions were 'con-

trolled by outsiders, financed from abroad'.
It is only fair to say that the proportion of ex-majors and

colonels in the League's ranks with views such as these has

decreased in recent years. But there is no question that a strong

right wing economic stance is taken by the staff. This becomes a

viial issue when a company sends in its list of new employees to

be politically vetted. Michael Noar maintains:

,what we are trying to do is keep information that might be of interest to

an employer fiorn the point of view of political allegiance,- political

activity of a kind which might be likely to override the person's loyalty to

their iompany. That is membership of, or known support for, 
-an

extreme political group or party . . . These would be anti-capitalist

parties, ail the parties who have a fundamental opposition to a_capitalist,

iree enterprise economy and to ordinary liberal democratic values''

Noar says the League does not include membership of the

Labour Paity as a criteria for employment vetting, but rather'any
overt Marxist, communist party because they are clearly opposed

to a capitalist free enterprise society.'
However, the League sees other organisations and pressure

groups as 'vehicles for subversion'. As an official booklet stated in
t980, 'A.,ti-Apartheid, c N D, Animal Liberation and other "popu-
lar causes,, oifer ideal vehicles for the advance of revolutionary
ideas and can be turned against both industry in general and

particular companies.'30 This publication, entitled'Companies
Under Attack', lists a number of groups which either'conceal an

ulterior motive' or'are unduly influenced by political aims'' They

include Oxfam, War on Want, the Anti-Apartheid Movement,

Christian Aid, cNp, the Low Pay Unit, Campaign Against the

Arms Trade and the Child Poverty Action Group'
Active members of these organisations are also placed on

registers or 'blacklists', as one former Personnel Manager de-

sciib"d them. one former Personnel Director who had access to

one of these lists was Richard Stokes. He was approached by an
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Economic League official while working for Glaxo, a pharmaceut-
ical company based in Greenford, Middlesex. The purpose of the
visit was to persuade Stokes to make Glaxo a subscriber to the
League. When a price of €5000 was proposed Stokes hesitated,
and said he would have to consult more senior executives. The
League official then opened his attach6 case and said that he had
'lists of subversives' to which subscribing companies would have
access. He went on: 'Well, I'm not really supposed to do this but I
can show you some names on the register. It's not a conclusive
register but this is a sample.'

He then handed a section of the document to Stokes, who
spent about fifteen minutes flicking through the lists. They
contained the names of thousands of people, whom the League
deemed potentially'subversive'.

Stokes noticed the names of two people in particular, because
he knew both of them. One was Eric Moonman, a Labour vrp
from1966to7970 and again from1974to7979. Stokes had known
him since they were teenagers, when they had both been
members of the Liverpool Young Socialists. He was shocked to
find Moonman listed, as he had gone on to become a right-wing
Labour na p - notably pro- E E c and anti- c r{ o,

The other name Stokes noticed was even more surprising. This
was Dame OIga Uvarov, cBEt a distinguished veterinary scientist
who also worked for Glaxo. Stokes says of her: 'She was a very
responsible and establishment-orientated person who by no
stretch of the imagination could be a subversive. In fact, like
many immigrants she was extremely pro-Britain and right wing.'
He asked the League official why she had been included on the
list.

'Well, of course anybody with a Russian name would come
under scrutiny,' he replied.

'Does that mean they go on the list automatically?' asked
Stokes.

'No it doesn't, but they might get on.'
'You mean, they might get on even though they shouldn't get

on.'
'Well, the important thing really was to make sure that they

didn't omit any subversives.'31
Like many Personnel Directors who question the activities of

the Economic League, Stokes believes it is secrecy which is the
major problem. 'The trouble is that individuals never know
whether they are on a blacklist or not,' he says. 'Once a person is

I
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on one of their lists it may be very difficult for him to get another
job. My complaint is that they are often inefficient and in-
accurate.'32

Perhaps a more important aspect of the League's lists is the
question of who is actually registered and on what basis. Michael
Noar acknowledges that the League keeps 'a record of sub-

versives', but denies that it constitutes a blacklist. 'A blacklist to
me is a list of people which says "Don't employ these people."
Which is not what we say,' commented Noar.

But the names are still on lists for potential use' The political
criteria used for their inclusion was revealed by documents
obtained by the television ProgrammeWorld in Action. These lists
were compiled by the League's Scotland office and sent to the
national headquarters in London.

The documents show that an individual's opposition to
apartheid is enough for them to be included on the League's

register. This has been a long-standing policy' Ken Mullier recalls

telling fohn Pryce, a League official in the north-east, that there
had been a recent anti-apartheid demonstration in Leeds inl977.
'I mentioned that many of the demonstrators had signed a

petition with their names and addresses,' said Mullier. 'He got
very excited and kept asking me how he could obtain the petition.
I was a bit naive then and didn't realise why he was so keen.'

The lists compiled in1987 contain a wide range of individuals.
Carol Meikle, former secretary of the Glasgow branch of the
AntiApartheid Movement, was there, as were less active critics
of the South African regime. One was Sydney Scroggie, a blind
pensioner from Dundee. He had written a letter to his local

.,e*spape, supporting Edinburgh City Council's decision to buy
a portrait of Nelson Mandela. It was enough for him to be listed.

Scroggie was amazed to learn that he had been registered:
'There can't really be anybody less subversive politically or
economically than myself . . . Being on a list and being noted
down as someone who is anti-apartheid, that's rather ridiculous
because I'm not really violently anti or pro anything. I am as anti-
apartheid as anybody normally is. Nobody particularly likes the
system, I suppose.'33

Another on the list was teacher Frank Phillips' He was said by
the League to be an active suPporter of the Anti-Apartheid
Movement. But Phillips is adamant that, although he is opposed
to apartheid, he has never been a member of any antiapartheid
orginisation. 'This is quite unbelievable,'he said. 'I have served
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my country and Queen. I've done four years in the Royal Air
Force. When I went into the University of Edinburgh I served for
three years in the Officer Training Corps and another year
training young lads at a cadet unit, so it must really mean that if
I'm a subversive they're going to have to have a very good look at
all the armed forces as well.'3a

Also on the League's secret anti-apartheid hit-list was Hugh
McMahon, a Labour urr,. In 7987 he made a speech in the
European Parliament attacking apartheid and the South African
government's use of the secret police. Within a week his name
had been added to the register.

The Economic League seems to believe that opposing
apartheid is a potentially subversive activity. Alan Harvey, a
former League official, says: 'People like cNo, Friends of the
Earth, Anti-Apartheid - they're very useful vehicles for sub-
versives.'" This was confirmed in 1986 by an official Economic
League publication called 'Companies Under Attack'. The
booklet states:

'The Anti-Apartheid Movement (aarvr), as is often the case with such
extremist-controlled organisations, has a titular head. In aaM's case it is
Bishop Trevor Huddleston. This presents a dilemma for ordinary
people. A cause with such a head is surely all right? Not to get involved
or support the cause is to fail to do something a person thinks is right to
do. To get involved is to risk being carried along in a revolutionary
campaign masquerading as a bona fide cause.'36

Other individuals were marked down for bizarre reasons,
according to internal League documents. A notable case was
solicitor Derek Ogg. The League branded him 'an anarchist'
because he was the Editor of a fringe magazine which was on sale
in anarchist bookshops. His publication, The Scotsmen, is aimed at
the gay community in Edinburgh.

As for Ogg'r'anarchist' credentials;

'My only political involvement has been as a Conservative party
candidate in the regional and district council elections and as Chairman
of the Young Conservatives in my constituency for two years. As a
solicitor who loves the law and who is known as a "law bore", I've been
involved in legal affairs and indeed assisted in drafting part of the
legislation for the 1980 Criminal Justice of Scotland Act.'37

Ogg does not object to the principle of information being
divulged to prospective employers. But he believes that people
should have access to the records in order to correct inaccuracies.

l

l

l

l
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Otherwise, he argues, the League will get things wrong. A case in
point was Tom Stevenson, who lost his job at the Caterpillar
tractor Company plant in Glasgow after its closure in1987.

The factory's closure led to its occupation by the employees'
Stevenson was elected Treasurer of the Workers' Committee and
his name was on the literature which was sent out worldwide. All
incoming letters went to his house because Caterpillar had cut off
the delivery of mail to the Plant.

For these reasons, Stevenson was registered by the League as a

'Communist Party supporter'. This was untrue. 'It's utter
nonsense,' he said. 'I have neverbeen involved with any political
party of any colour or creed.'38 The sit-in had been suPporte9 by 

3
wide section of the Glasgow community, notably the church and

the local Conservative up. It is true that the Communist Party

also backed the action, but, as Stevenson remarked: 'Well, if
that's the case we also received support from the Conservative
Trades Unionists Association, so they must come under the same

category.'3e
Anotirer 'Communist Party supporter', according to the

Economic League, is Hamish Imlach, one of the best-known
entertainers in scotland. Imlach was astonished at the allegation:
'People I do know in the Communist Party think of me as a

wishy-washy liberal or lazy .' When asked by World in Action why
he thought he had been listed, Imlach replied: 'I haven't the

faintest idea. I mean, during my performances I do hav^e a go at

Margaret Thatcher and the Conservative government.'40

Employees campaigning against cut-backs in the National
Healtir Service have also come under scrutiny by the League. One

Gn, Dr Kenneth Williamson, was listed as the Chairman of a

campaign to stop an Oxford hospital for the elderly being closed

down. As at the Caterpillar plant, the staff staged a sit-in to
protest. An active member of the trade union movement for
many years, Dr Williamsonbecame the protestors'public t-p*u-
rpetion. 'I suppose from that my name was noted,'he said, 'but
if amazes me io think that anybody involved with something
which is as topical as defending the Health Service should be

regarded as in iny way subversive.'41
The Eco.,o-ic League documents obtained byWarld in Action

show remarkable intolerance. Many individuals were described

simply as 'rM'. This stands for'troublemaker'.
It seems that anyone involved in any kind of political activity is

classified by the League. But one characteristic of the lists is that
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over 90 per cent of the names included are associated, whether
accurately or not, with the left of the political spectrum. The
League denies this, maintaining that it is equally interested in
right wing'extremists'.

Yet it listed Andrew |effrey, a community worker from
Dundee, a business studies graduate who spent several years in
industrial management. He was registered because he was
investigating the activities of far right groups in his hometown. 'I
really cannot imagine anyone less subversive than me,' said
Jeffrey. 'I'm really sort of middle-of-the-road, all the way down
the line.'a2

Details of the alleged political affiliations and activities of
Labour ups have also been compiled by the League's Informa-
tion and Research Department. wrps listed include Kevin Barron
(Neil Kinnock's Parliamentary Private Secretary), Peter Archer,
Robin Corbett and Donald Anderson (all three of whom are
front-bench spokespersons), Richard Caborn and Joe Ashton.

Such actions clearly reveal the League's political stance. But
this is due more to its being a creature of its subscribers - big
businesses rather than any inherent ideological bias. Without
corporate funding, the League simply could not survive in its
present form.

Profile of a Subscribing Company

By far the largest and most profitable corporation to use the
League's 'information and advisory services' has been Interna-
tional Business Machines (lnrvr). A huge multinational, rnM
controls over 70 per cent of the worlds computer production and
employs 403,000 workers, 18,800 of whom are based in Britain.
But the company is also notably anti-union, with only 10,000
trade union members worldwide.

This anti-union policy was confirmed by a confidential com-
pany memorandum circulated to lnrr managers in 1985. The
document, written by Donald f. Knox, Director of Personnel,
listed four'sensitive employee relations situations' which man-
agers should report immediately - duy or night - to rnM's
Personnel Department. These were:

1) Reports, or even rumours, of organised labour activity, directed
towards our personnel at any location, including questions raised by our
people on the subject of union activity.

i
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2) Any indication of group activity, even without apparent organised
influence, when the group's purpose appears to be to improve com-
pensation or any aspect of working conditions. For example, an
employee who writes, speaks or claims to speak for . . . fellow
employees, or an attempt by one individual to reflect the attitude of a
group of employees.

3) Any organised labour activity near one of our locations that, while
not aimed directly at rBM, might affect us. For example, picketing
directed at other companies which could affect rnu.

4) Jurisdictional disputes involving our employees' work and the work
done by outside labour groups.

The memo, headed'Reporting Sensitive Incidents', concluded
by warning: 'All incidents, not simply those deemed important
by local management, must be reported. A single incident may
appear unimportant when viewed alone, but may be quite
significant when connected with other information.'43 It also
instructed managers to make their reports both through line
management and to two rru personnel executives whose home
and office telephone numbers were provided.

When the memo was disclosed, amidst union allegations of
spying on employees, rBM ManagerJohn Wells said: 'rnu obeys
the letter and the spirit of the labour laws around the world and
respects the rights of all employees to organise (or not) as
provided by national law. The intention of the memorandum was
to emphasise . . . the need to be sensitive to employee concerns
and to report such concerns in a timely manner, so as not to -
even inadvertently- violate labour laws.'44

It was in line with rnu's anti-union policy that it paid the
Economic League an annual subscription, for political vetting
services, of f,5,750. That was rBM uK's subscription in 1986, as
agreed on the telephone bylohn Steele, the company's Personnel
Director, and fohn Udal, the League's Liaison Director. rBM was
also keen to involve its three regional offices in the labour-
screening system, as well as its national headquarters in
Portsmouth. This was discussed at a meeting on 9 September
1986by Steele and Udall.

When rnu's links with the League were revealed in the
summer of 1987, the corporation at first tried to cover up. Three
times r s Nr denied using the League's vetting services. John Steele
told Datalink: 'I don't know if we use the League - I've heard
about them but only from what I've read in the papers.'45 Clearly
embarrassed, the company then rushed out an official statement:
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'Various sources of information are used to ensure applications of
prospective employees are bona-fide. These include: references,
educational establishments, examination boards, former
employers and the Economic League Information Service Depar-
tment. All this information, and most importantly the interviews,
help in the decision.'

The following week rnu released another statement: 'Our
subscription to the League has now lapsed and we do not plan to
renew it.'The company denied that their decision had anything
to do with the adverse publicity the disclosure had generated. But
one rBM executive had no doubts: 'I think it embarrassed us in
the sense that the average employee was not aware that this sort
of investigation was being carried out.'a6

The League and Personnel Directors

lnu's support for the League was not surprising, particularly as
one of the corporation's former Personnel Directors was parry
Rogers, a strong Economic League supporter. He had joined r n rr
rn 1961 after brief spells at Mars Ltd (a well-known anti-union
firm) and Hardy Spicer Ltd. In 7966he was appointed to the rrrra
ux Ltd Board, but left in 1974 to become personnel Director of
Plessey Croup plc, long-time subscribers to the League. While at
Plessey he became President of the Institute of personnel
Management.In 1982 Rogers became a member of the League,s
Central Council. A keen advocate of League policy, Rogers has
also served on the Employment Appeal Tribunal and the Final
Selection Board of the Civil Service Commission. He retired in
1986, and is now Chairman of the Institute of Directors. Rogers
refused to talk to the authors about his work and his viewJ on
personnel vetting.

Not all personnel executives have been so reticent. In 1978
Peter Linklater, Personnel Director of Shell ux, whose then
Managing Director Sir David Barron was a former League
President, admitted using the League's vetting services. 'They
give us pretty good value,' he said. 'We are interested in
identifying overt opponents of the system to which
committed. The last thing we want to do is have
subversives on our payroll or on sites in which we
interest.'47

political
have an

Other personnel managers are not so happy about companies
using the League. In one multinational company the personnel

t69
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Director of a subsidiary continually objected to the system. At
one meeting he said he wanted to stop using the League because

he 'didn't believe in it'. But he was swiftly castigated by his
colleagues, who told him it was a Board decision and he had no
choice. A more junior Personnel Officer who worked for the same

company simply refused to hand over the names for political
vetting, and her manager was forced to ask a clerk to obtain the
list. 'I was horrified and I never supplied any names unless I was
instructed,' said the Personnel Officer. 'In fact, I often used to
deliberately forget to supply names . . . I objected to the policy
because it was unnecessary because we check references any-
way. We also had a very good relationship with the trade unions.
Some union officials even tipped us off if there was going to be

any trouble with the workforce.'
Douglas Brooks, a former Personnel Manager for Hoover Ltd,

who were long-time subscribers to the League, said: 'I was never
hrppy about it because it smacked of the blacklist. It seemed to
me to go too far. I regard it as legitimate for employers to use

information about their staff to Prevent disruption, but I also
believe that vetting can lead to blacklisting because it can be

inefficient.'
The League has persistently denied that it compiles blacklists

as part of its vetting service to companies. But Christopher
George, a former Industrial Relations Manager for Turner and
Newall, the building materials multinational, says otherwise.
When he worked for the firm in the north-west he received
regular lists of people from the Economic League who 'should not
be trusted'. George would then underline the names of the
individuals who worked for Turner and Newall and send the list
down to the Personnel Office. 'It was standard practice in the
company,' he recalls, 'and almost a matter of course and normal
management activity. It was our job to ensure that the teeming
hordes didn't impede management or the company''

Other Industrial Relations Managers are stronger in their
criticism. Ken Mullier, who worked for the construction firm
fohn Mowlem in that capacity from 7976 to 1983, said: 'The
Economic League need to collect names. The more names they
have on their files, the more effective they can appear to be to the
people who subscribe to them . It's a secretive system, a
blacklist that ensnares people, in many cases totally innocent
people. Preventing them from finding work, perhaps for the rest

of their working lives.'48
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Out of Control

Michael Noar says that one of his major priorities on becoming
the League's Director-General in fune 1986 was to improve and
reform its labour-screening procedures. He says that the rules on
access to vetting information were tightened up and the system
improved. But the reality is that the agency is out of control - all
kinds of people are being listed in League files, the secrecy
continues and its sources of information are based more on
intelligence than industrial techniques.

There also remains an attitude of marked intolerance. As the
League stated in 1986: 'Some companies may be in a moral
dilemma about excluding people from employment on political
grounds. But these are not people who just happen to hold
certain political beliefs. They apply their beliefs to their industrial
activity, to causing problems at every opportunity, with no
regard even for their fellow-workers, who they claim to repre-
sent.'ae

However, a more worrying development is the arbitrary
methods of vetting job applicants, specifically the use of family
connections, for refusing employment. This became prominent
in the mid-1970s when personnel managers were told to be
'suspicious' if the prospective employee had relatives who were
communists.

This was revealed in 7987 when Alan Harvey, then Deputy
Director of the League's north-east region, told two business-
men:

'The thing is when we feed that [information] in we come back with
relatives as well. We did this just the other day. It was a funny name,
something like Galfham, peculiar name, and Gal{ham had gone down
with a general march, so we know which political side his bread was
buttered on. Now, there was another one like that but the Christian
name was different. We said, "Well look, you know, by all means take
the guy on if you want. But if it was me I would bea little worried aboutit
because you are risking other people's jobs." If he goes to another
company . . . I'm going to have to hand that advice out two or three
times. And I'm not keen, that is the distasteful bit. But who do you risk?
Do you risk ninety people, 100 people, or even thousands of people - or
one job?'s0

It is this kind of power without responsibility that has made so
many people * with diverse political viewpoints - believe that the
Economic League should be made publicly accountable for its
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actions. 'I think they should be accountable,' said former

Conservative Employment Minister )im Lester' 'I think that

information that ii given without preiudice, but equally without
the right kind of lorrection, .u., b" very dangerous''sr John

AlderJon, former Chief Constable of the Devon and Cornwall

police force, agrees: 'We know the accountability of the police'

Th"y .u., be br6ught to book. People can be sacked and demoted

and punished foi improper use of their powers' The problem

aboui the Economic L"rgre is that it's a grey, unaccountable

organisation, accountable only to it#irms and shareholders, and it
can of course affect people's jobs.""

The concern of individuals who are on the files of the Economic

Leagueis not justthattheinformationcouldbeinaccurate, butthat
its sEcrecy prevents them from challenging it. As AndrewJeffrey,
registerei'by the League because of his research into far right
po-liti"t, says: 'It's really McCarthyism, but ten times worse

t".urru McCarthy *at ui least prepared to stand up in front of a

Congressional or senate hearing and justify his actions., These

puofl" ur" not prepared to justify their actions. They're insidious,

il,uy'." secret. Thii is really quite immoral''s3
This protective cloak of iec.ecy continues to safeguard-the

League s activities. A potential threat to its power was the Dtta
proiection Act, which gave individuals the right to inspect files

held on them. But the League met this challenge head-on. It was

one of the first companiei to register under the Act under the

category of 'customer/client administration'. The League's entry

r"u"ilr, intriguingly, that it will be holding computer data.on

customers arid clients, on current or Past employees of other

organisations, potential business contacts and current, past or

poiential electeh representatives or other holders of public office.

Thu p"rro.,ul information to be held includes career history, work
,u.oid, trade union membership and security details. But Michael

Noar denies that their vetting files are currently held on computer:

,our personnel staff records and membership lists are on comPuter. But

one thing I am clear about is that there are no files on outside people and

activists on comPuter. They are all on paper' We have had a number of

applications from people under the Act saying "tell us what you're

t oidir',g ubo,rt me on comPuter" . . . The only computer records we have

are on our staff.'

The League continues to prosper. Among its next victims could

be workerJ who have applied for jobs on the Channel Tunnel'
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Trans Manche Link (rrrar), the five-company consortium
which has won the contract to build the tunnel, has secretly
arranged to vet all job applicants with the Economic League. Fax
communications show that there has been regular contact
between the rur centre in Ashford, Kent, and the League's
Central Research Department in Thornton Heath, Surrey.

The operation is being masterminded by David Knight-Dewell,
the former head of the League's Research Department, who left
in the summer of 7987 to join rur, which comprises Richard
Costain Ltd, Balfour Beatty, Tarmac, Taylor Woodrow and
Wimpey - all long-time subscribers to the League. So the con-
sortium will have easy access to the League's vetting files.

Costain, at least, is embarrassed about its links with the
League. After a 'Services Group' meeting, David Barrett, the
company's Industrial Relations Advisor, wrote to the League's
head office in London. The letter, marked 'Strictly private and
confidential', said that under no circumstances should Costain's
membership of the League be divulged without the firm's
permission.s

It seems that the rML consortium is frightened that industrial
action will upset the delicately-balanced finances of the tunnel.
The workers themselves will not know they are being politically
vetted. That will be a secret, of course.
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Beingblacklisted has meanta totalof two years and fourmonths
of unemployment for McCarthy in the past decade after a lifetime
of continuous work. It has put pressure on his marriage and meant
a loss of dignity and self-confidence.

What is shocking about his case are the circumstances behind it.
For sixteen years McCarthy was a model employee. His work
record was exemplary. He never ha d a day off , was never late, and
the company register shows no trace of any offence. 'First-rate'
was how one former manager described him.

McCarthy was also a senior shop steward. He represented
twenty fellow workers in the fettling shop of the factory's foundry
section. The company manufactured domestic appliances, and
McCarthy's job was to clean and grind cast-iron cookers. It was the
hardest, dirtiest work in the factory, and he would go home every
evening with his clothes filthy with black sand metal. He and his
twenty colleagues were well paid for working in such conditions.
By 1978 they were earnin 9f763 for aforty-hour week. This was not
new. McCarthy's father had worked in the foundry for fifty years
and was equally well paid.

The company was far from happy with these wages, higher than
those of some managers. The firm's executives were also con-
cerned that the salaries were reducing profitability. So in 1977 a
Time StudyEngineerwas appointed to observe McCarthyand his
colleagues at work for three months. The subsequent report
showed that the fettling shop was cost-effective and highly
productive.

Soon afterwards McCarthy was summoned to the office of
Tony Gough, a Works Manager, who told him he wanted to
abolish the firm's bonus payments system. 'What would it cost
for me to buy out the bonus scheme in your department?' asked
Gough.

This would have meant a large wage cut for his members, so
McCarthy was sceptical: 'We can't afford it. You are asking my
people to lose [3000 a year.' He added that he was prepared to
negotiate, but said the company would have to pay a lump sum of
several thousand pounds to compensate the loss of income.
Gough became angry. 'You're just being greedy,' he said in
exasperation.

The real problem for rr New World was that they were incap-
able of negotiating with McCarthy. According to management
sources, he was simply too good for them. 'McCarthy ran rings
round management,' said one former executive. He was intelli-

The Engineering and Construc-
tion Industry: Building the
Blacklist

He tried to explain to his wife and kids,
But they could not understand,
Why he was alwaYs out of work,
The blacklisted man.

He tried to tell them what he hoped to achieve,

A whole new world, under a better plan'
But with no money Mary had to leave

The blacklisted man.

He thought on all the places he had been,

Forced to trudge the length of the land.
You can't stay long in your own home town
If you are the blacklisted man.

As he remembered the bYgone daYs,

His thoughts soon turned to them-
Those he had fought and worked along with,
The blacklisted men.

For only in their comPany
Could he truly believe in their plan,
That he who now blacklists them
Will in turn become the blacklisted man'1

For almost ten years Tony McCarthy thought he was blacklisted

by his former employers, rr New World Ltd, but he could never

prove it.
Since leaving the company in Decembet 1978 McCarthy has

never obtained a job through official channels. Despite applying

for hundreds of jobs in his home town of Warrington, he ha-s only

been successful when tipped off by friends and relatives. when
he was told that a formei manager had disclosed how rr New

World Ltd had blacklisted him he was angry, but not completely

surprised.
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gent, sharp and articulate, and the employers were at a loss to

know what to do'
McCarthy did not get his way by making militant threats or

taking industrial action. During ihu t"tt. yu:l:^h: yit 1.lT.
stewa-rd there was not one strike, despite the 1970s being one ot

the most strike-prone periods in history' All annual wage rises

were freely negotiated, with hardly an angry word being

exchanged. 'I'vJ never believed in militant trade unions and

,,"u". Jrpported strikes as a strategy,' said McCarthy' 'If the

,nur,ug"*".,t was incompetent then-that's their fault' I went in

there Io get the best deal for my members"

Ironicilly, whenever there was any disruption in the l1cto!'.it
was McCarthy and two union colleigues who were called in to

;;"il; on dehalf of management. An executive would sidle up

to t4cCarthy and say: 'Havei word with them' See if you can sort

it out.'
n"t by 1975 New World Ltd, a subsidiary of the-engineering

group iube Investments plc, was losing money' In June John

irathorne, the Managing birector, announced that the foundry

would have to close b"ecaluse of high costs and the advent of new

tu"n.totogy. He said 200 workers would be made redundant' but

inl/ *"iia be found jobs elsewhere in the company if other

employees left.
Mciarthy was one of those to lose his iob' At 36' he was facing

,..rnptoyrilent for the first time' But he was not too unhappy' as

the severance Pay was reasonable and he was confident of getting

another iob. Fie lhen began to hear stories about company plans

to refuse him future "*ploy*"ttt' 
On the day of his departure'

i""tary 22 Decemb", igzb, McCarthy approached.Crathorne

and saii: ,I,ve heard a rumour that if I Lvei apply again for a job

here I would be blacked.'
'That's nonsense,'replied Crathorne' 'I've got nothing against

you.'
McCarthy was unconvinced by this response' so he went to

see Tony 
"Gough. He again.received.a reassuring answer:

"Iorry, #e can't"recruit aiy of you straight,u*ul; l:-t|'."1.11"
dust settle. Wait till Easter and beyond and we'll start taktng

;;;ph on. There's every chance of recruiting some of you

again.'
"McCarthy spent the next six months unemployed' He then got

a job at a local engineering{irm'-It only lasted seven months' and

then he was back on the-dote. It was a time of heavy industrial
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recession, with many engineering firms in the north-west closing
down. Work was scarce.

The exception was rr New World, who were making money
again, and, by the autumn of 1980, began recruiting new
workers. Remembering the firm's past assurances, McCarthy
went to see a senior manager. To his astonishment he was told: 'I
can only give you a foreman's job.'

'No,' replied McCarthy, 'I just want a job on the factory floor.'
'Well, we can't give you a job there.'
It was the first approach to the company that prompted the

management to blacklist McCarthy. It was done on the in-
structions of Crathorne, the Managing Director, who made it
clear that the former shop steward was not to be re-employed on
the factory floor. A manager was also told to give McCarthy's
name and personal details to the local Economic League office in
Warrington.

A former manager told the authors: 'Tony McCarthy was
blacklisted by rr New World Ltd because of his union and
political activities. I saw him as a competent, intelligent and
successful negotiator. He was not a subversive in any way.'

The company could hardly brand him as a dangerous agitator,
as he had never been active in or a member of any political party.
Nor did he advocate strikes as a tactic. His'crime'was that he was
a skilful trade union negotiator.

rr New World always officially denied that he had been
blacklisted. Crathorne told his union: 'There is no real prospect of
us being able to offer him a position . . . The company has, for
some time, operated a rota system. At the time of writing there
are more than 630 appiicants on the list.2 In fact, McCarthy's
name had been deliberitely excluded from the rota book.

Meanwhile, McCarthy was still struggling to get work. Like
other blacklist victims, he would be offered jobs at the interview
and then be rejected a few days later.

By 1983 he was getting desperate. He began writing pleading
letters to rr New World Ltd. He even gave verbal and written
assurances that he would not get involved in trade union
activities. 'I felt I was degrading myself,' he said. 'But they were
the only place employing and there were no other jobs.' His
situation was only really made clear in 1984, when he was told by
a manager: 'Tony, I've no objections. I'm perfectly prepared to
take you on, but I've got to get it sanctioned upstairs.'He did not
get the job and has remained blacked ever since.
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happened to those involved in the occupation of the Lawrence
Scott engineering firm in Manchester in 1980, and also to those

who occupied Gardner and Sons, the diesel engine manufac-
turer, in Manchester in the same year. The employees were
taking action against the company's demand for 590 compulsory
redundancies. The occupation lasted just under two months.
Eventually the management backed down, and agreed that only
325 jobs would be lost through natural wastage.

The union had won. But activists who took voluntary re-
dundancy found future employment prospects blocked. A no-
table victim was Barry Redfern, the shop steward in the most
militant department of the factory. In 1982 he took voluntary
redundancy and obtained a job as a milkman with a food
company which was non-union. After a week he was summoned
by his manager. 'We've got to let you go,'he said apologetically.
'Your references make you unsuitable.'The manager then gave

him a glimpse of the offending reference, which said Redfern had
'the wrong attitude'. Redfern was shocked and anry, particu-
larly as he had no intention of starting a union branch at the
company. But there was nothing he could do, as neither his
present nor his past employer would give him a coPy of the
reference. Redfern was unemPloyed for a year before getting
another job.

This was one of many cases that the north-west district of the
Amalgamated Engineering Union (aru) used to take up this
form of vetting with the Engineering Employers' Federation
(rnr). In June 1984 eEu officials met senior rrr members irt
Manchester, and the weight of evidence persuaded the Federa-
tion to adopt a code of conduct. The rrr refused to recommend
that employers be obliged to disclose the contents of references,
but their members in South Lancashire, Cheshire and North
Wales were warned about political vetting: 'References should be

confined to such things as ability, performance, attendance etc;

and should avoid such things as trade union membership or
activities.'3

Many companies have ignored such guidelines. Other
employers' organisations have even set up their own vetting
sysiems. One Lancashire branch of the National Federation for
the Self-Employed compiled a blacklist of individuals who had
appealed against dismissal under the Employment Protection
Act. This was revealed in a letter from Alan Thompson the
Branch Chairman to local employers:

Being blacklisted has had serious effects on McCarthy and his

fr-ify."epurt from the prolonged bouts of unemployment' his

onlyiobs have been on te*potrry.ontracts'.This has meantno job

,u.riity, lower wages, few employment rights and no pension

scheme.
The loss of income caused much hardship. His wife, Pat, was

forced to go out to work in order to meet their mortgage payments '

When he was unemployed the couple were often forced to con-

sider selling their house. The lack of money meant no holidays for

five years,"and at one stage they were.living on- f,20-a week'

McCarthy now has to work a fifty-five-hour week to keep his

family financiallY secure.

Un'employmunt ttud other consequences' His wife said: 'When

yor'.u oit of work it's not just the money' It creates other prob-

iems. It's the pressure it brings on the marriage'' For Tony

McCarthy himself, 'The signing on was the worst part' Thatwas

the soul-destroYing Part of it.'
He now feelsthe tiade union spirit has been kicked out of him,

and he is working in a non-unionLngineering firm in Manchester'
;i*iit gut ir't,rolv& in trade union activities,' he says' 'But after the

way I"have been treated, I wouldn't get involved at shop-floor

tevlt. I would just carry on outside the company"
McCarthy is an angry man, particularly about the motives

behind the blacklistin[: "If I had done something wrong' the1.I

could understand it.'"But his main fears, at 45, ate about his

employment prospects and the future of his daughter Rebecca' 18'

,rrd ,on wichblas, tS. After all, his name and personal details are

on the files of the Economic League at their North-West Area

Office in Museum Street, Warrington'
McCarthy is just one of hundreds of victims of the blacklist

where it is most rampant - in engineering factories and oncon-

struction sites. Emplbyers have iesorted to blacklisting with-in-

creasing frequencyin iecent years, as the economic recession has

begun to bite.
ihu t rditional, and easiest, form of blacklisting in these in-

dustries is for managers to contact the worker's previous employer

and ask abouthis po"litical and tradeunionactivities. This hasbeen

a growing practice since the late 1970s, when a number of

e.t[m"etiigfirms closed down, particularly in the north-w9st' 
.

Elacklisting was especially apparent after industrial action in

prot"st agaiist factory cloiutei' .Employees 
made redundant

often found it extremely difficult to find another job' This

r't
,i
r1

ri
i
ai
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'We already have a confidential register of employees who have accused

tf*it"."pf6yers of unfair dismissal' This register is available for anyone

about to'engage new staff as a precaution against falling foul of known
;iiloft; uiti'rtJ on the look-oui for a new victim of the [Employment
pr:otectionl Act. If you . . . are unfamiliar with all the conditions of this

a.t, t *rti tell you that it now includes anyone who employs labour'

even-part-tlme.s, and makes it virtually impossible to. dismiss. an

employee for any reason except at Sreat cost' because the statutory

requirements are practically impossible to fulfil"

Thompson confirmed that there were a large number of

individuals on the blacklist, but refused to say whether it had

ever been used of not. He added:

'The list is there in case a member should make inquiries 3bo3j 
an

application for a job. No one ever sees the list excePt our officials' When

,li uUoay [an employer] inquires he must give us a name' address and

National Insurance number. If we have a note they will be given the

.,u*" of the applicant's previous employer and they can take it up with

it "i 
pt""i."r'u*ploy".. We make no recommendations for obvious

reasons.'4

More informal blacklists are used in the construction industry,

*tturu vetting of workers is rampant' This is partly dy t9

f"i"""iuf .o.,"fli"t b"t*een union und *attagement on.site' But.it

is also because the mobility of the workforce makes it easier to

dismiss employees. Some trade union activists have tried to

avoid the btu.ktitt by using their wives' National Insurance

numbers. But this is bnly u1"mpotury measure' which means

that employers simply take a fewweeks-longer to sack them'

Building"companies have used a variety of vetting. methods'

Some firnis simply compile their own blacklist of employee-s and

make its contents available to other firms' This was revealed in

lgT8whentwosackedconstructionworkersobtainedblacklists
tupt Uy their employers, Whatlings and Frank Laffertys' two

Cfltgo'*-Uused building companies' Both were firms which

relied heavily on local government contracts'

ontheirsecondday"atworkwithLaffertysatWhitfieldRoad,
Govan, Eamonn Monaghan and Tommy Goldie' both ioiners'
handed their P45s, Na-tional Insurance numbers and holiday

credit cards to their foreman, along with a personal data form

issued by the comPany. Twenty minutes later both were dismis-

;; ;"d given reduttdu.t.y pay' They knew they had-.been

plfi,i."ffy"tetted. Proof camg four days later when a Laffertys
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manager handed them the actual blacklist used by the firm, which
included their names, along with those of thirteen other Glasgow
workers.

Monaghan and Goldie then obtained jobs with Whatlings, a

fast-expanding construction firm and a member of the cnr. They
started work on Monday 12 December at Merryland Street,
Govan, on a housebuilding contract for the Government-backed
Scottish Special Housing Association. Personal data forms were
again handed in. Three hours later the foreman sacked both of
them, and admitted they were on 'a list'. This time Monaghan and
Goldie refused to accept their dismissal, and after heated
negotiations they were reinstated.

Later that day they obtained more hard evidence when a

sympathetic manager handed them Whatlings' blacklist. Apart
from their own names, it included those of fifty-three other
workers from all over Scotland, with their dates of birth, National
Insurance numbers and likely areas of employment. The names on
the list included those of William McFall andlimmy McBride, who
had just been elected as u c a r r Scottish Regional Organisers. For
McFall it was proof of what he had always believed: 'We have been
waiting a long time to get the list we always knew exis_ted . . .

Anywhere fve had to fill in forms I've never got a job.'s Of the
seventy-two individuals on the two blacklists, sixty-seven were
active trade unionists.

Another form of political labour-screening on building sites is
carried out by the contractor. Large construction corporations use

the Economic League. There is also evidence that the Ministry of
Defence has vetted union activists.

In September 1981, two young joiners from the Humberside
area were offered employmentbyJohnMowlemLtd toworkon an
MoD contract at the n a r Coningsby station in Lincolnshire ' 'Mick
Stewart'and'Terry Allison' (not their real names) were hired to
helpbuildreinforcedconcretehangersforthe nar'sPhantom jets.

Both the foreman, Peter Shroud, and the Industrial Relations
Manager, Ken Mullier, knew Stewart and Allison to be'first-class
workers'. But two days later the company's projects manager/

John Barr, was told by the MoD that they were 'politically
unsuitable' and could not be employed. Barr then telephoned
Mullier and told him about the MoD's objections. Telegrams were
then sent to the two workers' homes withdrawing the offers of
employment. By that time Stewart and Allison had resigned from
their previous jobs, so they were both suddenly on the dole.
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The ucerr officials on site were furious, particularly as

neither of the workers were politically active, although Stewart
had been a shop steward at the nearby Drax power station.
Mowlem was accused of operating a blacklist on the nar site' At
the time Ken Mullier denied it and told the union that the fwo
labourers could not be employed because they were 'not local
men'. This, he explained, would breach a local agreement as they
would have been 'jumping the queue'.

Mullier now admits that this was a fabrication intended to
cover up the MoD's involvement. The real reason, he says, was
that the Ministry of Defence had vetoed the appointments' This
was done under a long-standing practice which gave the MoD
ultimate authority over who the building firms could employ.
Every week a list of new workers was sent to MoD's headquarters
in London, and it would be returned with their recom-
mendations. If a worker was rejected by the MoD, no reason
would be given.

It is the Economic League which does most of the political
vetting in the construction and engineering industries. Many
firms began subscribing to the League's vetting service in the
early 1970s, after the nationwide building strike. Construction
workers in London were among the first victims. One executive
disclosed how he gave the Economic League a list of eighteen
building workers who had applied for jobs with his company:
'Within twenty-four hours they were able to tell me that eight of
the men had been prominently involved in disruption at other
sites . . . We use the service when we want to find workers for
sites in troublesome areas such as north London. So far only two
of our London sites have been closed by the strike and we want to
keep it that way.'6

Construction companies now form the largest group of sub-
scribers to the League, with Tarmac, Taylor Woodrow, Balfour
Beatty and Bovis among its most prominent members (see

Appendix). These building firms also organised collectively
within the League. Known as the'services Group', in the mid-
1970s they paid out substantial extra sums for'special work' in
the regions. A National Co-ordinator, David Laver, was
appointed to run the operation from Asphalt House, Palace

Street, London. Laver, who was also Director of the League's
South-East Region, sent out bulletins to companies warning
them about 'widening extremist activity'.7 The special service did
not amount to much apart from occasional lunches at expensive
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hotels. As one Personnel Director said: 'It is a complete waste of
time and money. But my Chairman, who hasn't a clue that he is
paying for nothing, likes the idea.'8

Although construction firms no longer receive a special regi-
onal service, they continue to meet informally. Personnel and
Industrial Relations Directors from about twenty building firms
meet with senior Economic League officials twice a year. No
agenda is set and the member companies use codes to record
their attendance.

The aim of these meetings is for the League to brief the firms
about the industrial relations scene in their area. If a major strike
is taking place the League officials would identify trade union
activists involved by name and provide information on them. On
one occasion a list of twenty-six workers was presented with the
following caption: 'ALL SUSPECT - EXTREME LEFT.
CERTAINLY MILITANT IN BEHAVIOUR'.

In the north-east these gatherings (or'working lunches' as the
League likes to call them) are often held at the Chase Hotel, York.
One Industrial Relations Manager who attended them was Ken
Mullier, of John Mowlem Ltd. He says that the League nearly
always maintained that'outside subversives' were'infiltrating' to
'wreck the company'.

Mullier thought this was nonsense, as most disputes in the
building industry were about bonus payments - hardly a recipe
for revolutionary activity. He saw the Economic League as a

source of conflict rather than conciliation: 'They used to say
things we wanted to hear at those meetings. At one point I asked
one of their officials how long someone stayed on the blacklist.
He said two years and if they behaved themselves then they
would be taken off.'

Mullier says the League is at fault because of their criteria for
blacklisting individuals. 'Their definition of subversion and my
definition are quite different. A subversive to me is someone who
won't do a day's work. Someone who deliberately sets out to
wreck the company.' But the League clearly has a much wider
definition. And, as Mowlem's Northern Industrial Relations
Manager fuom7976 to 1983, Mullier had direct experience of their
methods. Ln7987 he told Granada tv'sWorld in Action how the
League's operations affected ordinary people.

Like most building firms, Mowlem kept a list of good workers
and a separate one of incompetent and lazy employees. But
there was another list - the blacklist - which contained the names
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of active and militant trade unionists. Mullier always refused to

put names on this blacklist. But it was his job to check workers'
political views and trade union activities whenever Mowlem won
a large contract.

Thl League has always maintained that it doesn't recommend

whether oi not an individual should be appointed' 'We don't
advise a company not to employ a person,' says Michael-Noar,

their Director-General. 'We give straightforward factual informa-
tion. It is then up to the 

"ompu.,y 
to make its mind uP:']

But Mullier says that some regional League personnel did advise

him on whethei individuals should or should not be employed'
After supplying the League's office in Skipton, North Yorkshire,

with a list of names, an official would ring him back and say either

'he's clear' or'politically unsuitable'. Occasionally, according to

Mullier, hewouldbe told:'Iwouldn'ttouchhimwithabargepole"
A case in point was construction worker Dennis Huggins' He

joined Mowlem in 1979 with excellent references. His previous

employer, Foy Construction Ltd, said of him: 'We found Mr
Huggins to be completely loyal to the comPany, industrious in his

effort and an excellent asset to the company. I feel sure that given

the opportunity with another company he will prove to be similar''
fn iq8t he bicame the rcwu shop steward while working for

Mowlem as a concrete ganger on the Beverley bypass in
Humberside. It was his first and only period as a union
representative. He soon became very effective. He stood no

,,o.,tuttt" from management and refused to be patronised' His
boss, KenMullier, said:'Hewasvery goodathisjob, particularlyat
negotiating better pay and conditions for his members.'This was

acheived without strikes.
When the contract with Humberside County Council was

finished Huggins was asked to represent the workers at the

bypass's offiiial opening. The council also gave him a glowing
reference.

But after leaving Mowlem, Huggins suddenly found it virtually
impossible to find work. About four months later he telephoned

Mullier and asked him: 'Am I blacklisted?' Mullier was annoyed at

the suggestion. He told Huggins it was 'nonsense' and slammed

the phone down. But the call made Mullier think. He rang the

Economic League office in Skipton and asked whether he should

employ Dennis Huggins. A few minutes later a League official

calLd back: 'Politically unsuitable,'he said briskly.
Mullier couldn't believe it, particularly as he knew that
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Huggins was not politically motivated. 'Are you sure?'he asked.
'We don't make mistakes,' replied the League official impa-

tiently. Mullier was shocked. He told the official that Huggins
was a first-class employee -'top rank'. He asked for a reason for
the blacklisting. At first the League official was adamant: 'We
don't give out details.' But then he added: 'Well, if you must
know, it was your own boss who put him on the list.'

Mullier was angry because he believed that Huggins had been
blacklisted purely because he was a very good union negotiator.
He arranged for Huggins to be taken off the list. Suddenly, after
nine months on the dole, Huggins was able to get work again. He
was lateraskedbyWorldin Action: 'What would have happened if
you hadn't been taken off the blacklist?'

'I'd most probably be sat at home twiddling my thumbs,' he
replied.

'You'd still be there?'
'Still be there.'10
Huggins was not the only Mowlem worker to be blacklisted by

the Economic League. Roy Turnbull had been employed in1976
as a labourer on the Metro System in Newcastle. After finishing
that job Turnbull was unemployed for a year, and for the next
decade he was out of work on numerous occasions. In 1986, for
example, he was unemployed for the whole year, with the
exception of a brief two-week spell.

The source of Turnbull's problems was that Alan Harvey, the
Economic League's Deputy Director in their north-east region,
was advising prospective employers that he should not be
employed. This was revealed by Granada Television's World in
Action when they posed as possible clients for the League. When
asked about employing Turnbull, Harvey replied: 'Well, he first
came to our notice in November 1976. Known to be a member of
the Communist Party and regularly attends Communist Party
meetings in Middlesbrough. You know, to my mind, there is no
question you should turn him down. People would be very
foolish to take him on.'11

This information was also held by Turnbull's employer, Tom
Gallagher, Mowlem's Group Industrial Relations Manager. In a
memorandum to Frank James, his assistant and a former police-
man, Gallagher wrote: 'With reference to our recent telephone
conversation, I enclose a list of names of Communist Party
members who attended the meeting we discussed.' This list
included the names of seven workers, including Turnbull, with
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sketchy personal details. On Turnbull's employment application
form, Gallagher also wrote: 'Unsuitable politics - not to be

offered employment.'
Turnbulfwis outraged when presented with this evidence of

his blacklisting. He has never been a member of the Communist
Party. Nor of any political party. He has never even voted in an

eleciion. He has also never been to Middlesbrough, let alone

attended meetings there. He was not even a member of a trade
union. The last time he had joined a union was in 1964, when he

was seventeen years old.
Another labourer listed on the Mowlem company

memorandum was scaffolder Ken Martin. On his application
form Gallagher had written: 'Communist Party member. This
man is politically unsuitable' Inform all our site agents in the
region that under no circumstances is he to be offered employ-
ment.'

The Economic League had the same 'information' on Martin'
Perhaps more importantly, they were also recommending that
he should be blaiklisted. When asked about him by World in
Action, Alan Harvey said that Martin had attended 'the same

meetings as Turnbull and he was converted at the same time as I

believe Turnbull was.'
'What - to the Communist Party?'
'To the Communist Party' Known to be a member of the

Communist Party. That's as much as we've got on him without
going to the Central Records Office.'- 'But presumably the advice on him would be the same as for
Turnbull?'

'Well, I think you've hit it on the head,' said Harvey.12 As in
Turnbull's case, both Mowlem and the Economic League had
got their information completely wrong. 'These people claimed I
im , *"mber of the Middlesbrough Communist Party,' said

Martin. 'I can put my hand on my heart and say that I've never

even been to Middlesbrough. I've never been a union official. I
have never been a member of any political Party. The wife
usually has to drag me out of the house just to vote at elections,

although, like many working men, I do vote Labour' The last

time I was on strike was in 1971' - and that was a national
dispute.'13

Martin's main worry was for his family. His young nephew,
Robert Martin, also a labourer in the Newcastle area, had also

been listed by Mowlem as a'Communist Party member'. Again,
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this was untrue, and the family were worried about its im-
plications. Ken Martin's wife, Betty, said: 'This whole thing has
got us sick with worry. We have two sons out of work and we are
worried that this could stop them from ever getting jobs.'la

The Economic League refused to comment officially on these
cases. 'I don't want to do that,' said their Director-General
Michael Noar. 'I just think it would be dangerous and unhelpful.'
On Alan Harvey's blacklisting recommendations, Noar claimed
he was'breaking our own rules.' He maintained that the League
merely 'gives straight information out to employers. We don,t
say "Don't employ these people, they are dangerous. " So there is
no blacklist . . . What we do is we say "This man wrote this
article. If that matters to you, good luck."'

But the evidence shows that the League does advise com-
panies. Apart from Harvey's indiscretions, the South-East Reg-
ion Office has given similar recommendations. In 1978 the
Guardian posed as a client, telephoned the League and asked
them about Tom Durkin and Kevin Halpin, two veteran trade
union activists and Communist Party members. After a brief
pause, back came the League's response: 'Oh yes, you've got a
couple of right villains there.' The League official then disclosed a
mass of detail about the two workers' political views and
activities, stretching back to 1951.

'Right. Well, I know what to do,' said the'client'.
'You don't want to entertain these gentlemen,'said the League

official.
'Not if you say so.'
'Yes.'
Durkin had certainly suffered from such prejudices. In the

early 1950s he was sacked by building firms so many times that he
left the industry and went to work for the Communist party.
When he returned to the industry he had more luck. But he did
have one chilling experience while working for an American
multinational computer company in London. During the Com-
mon Market referendum campaign in 1975 Durkin was sum-
moned by the firm's Chief Security Officer and accused of using
company facilities for printing anti-src material.

'You've been using our photocopy machines to reproduce
these leaflets, haven't you,' said the Security Officer.

'No, I wouldn't be that stupid,'replied Durkin. 'Why do you
suspect me?'

'Because I know all about you.'
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about him. The manager confirmed that a file had been compiled
by nr.

rr's interest in Smith's views is just one example of the car
industry's long record of labour screening and political surveil-
lance. Ever since car workers became fully unionised in the mid-
7960s, management have increasingly taken the view that any
strike action is orchestrated by'political agitators'.

The car industry has always been a focus of managemenU
union battles on the shop-floor. In the post-war period the
production of motor cars was seen as a vital factor in revitalising
the British economy, and there was a huge market for new
models. The trades unions soon realised this, and saw the
opportunity to improve the often appalling working conditions
of their members. They were also able to take advantage of the
fact that, if one part of the production line stops, the whole plant
grinds to a halt.

Until the mid-1960s, managers, mindful of the need for
continuous production to meet the demand for cars, tended to
placate the unions in order to avoid work stoppages. But as the
unions became more powerful, management changed its
strategy.

British Leyland

At British Leyland industrial disruption was particularly preva-
Ient at the large Cowley car assembly plant. By 1966 all of the
plant's 20,000 workers were trade union members, largely of the
TGwu. For the next decade the unions were immensely powerful
and influential at the plant- to the extent that management was
obliged to have the consent of the shop stewards before it could
impose any changes. Moreover, the power of the stewards was
backed by a very militant workforce.

In 1965 nr, then the British Motor Corporation (nrvrc), set up
an Industrial Relations Department (lnn) after a recommenda-
tion by an independent inquiry into strikes at the company. One
of the rnp's first managers was Tom Richardson. He recalls that
many of his fellow managers expressed a 'contempt for working
people'and were'very anti-trade union'. He argues that, far from
being manipulated by political extremists, the employees had
genuine grievances. 'The conditions were terrible for blue-collar
workers,' said Richardson. 'They had derisory holidays, no sick
pay and laughable pension rights.'
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The Car Industry: Molehunt or
Witch-hunt?

'We needed to re-establish management authority.'
Michael Edwardes, Chairman of British Leyland 1977-82,

BackFrom the Brink (Collins, London, 1983)

One day in 1978 George fones, an Advertising Representative for
the Birmingham Post and Mail, was apProached by the news-
paper's Security Officer. 'Do you know a man called Arthur
Smith?' he asked. Jones said yes, he had worked with him in the

Financinl Times' Birmingham office, where Smith was the

Midlands Correspondent. There the conversation ended, and

fones thought no more about it until a few days later when he

received a lelephone call. It was from an official working for
British Leyland(nr), the State-owned car company. The official

said he understood that Jones knew Arthur Smith and invited
him to lunch. ]ones agreed to the meeting.

When he arrived for the lunch he was met by a British Leyland

Public Relations Officer and a man who introduced himself as

Eric Gregor/, BL's Security Officer. The conversation turned to
Smith, and it became clear that these were not routine enquiries'

|ones, a former policeman, immediately noticed from the line of
Gregory's questions that he was no ordinary Security Officer'
'They were-concerned about Arthur Smith's sources [for his nr
storiLs],' recalls |ones, 'and had a deep suspicion about his

contacts with the trade unions. They asked whether he had links
with any left wing organisations or trade unions. They seemed to

think he was out to damage British Leyland. I said the real reason

he was publishing these stories was because he was a very good
journaliit, and ii had nothing to do with any covert political
activity.'

Smiih, who reported on the car industry for the FinancialTimes

fuom1975 to1987 and is now an analyst for a stockbroker, later

asked a sr executive if information was secretly being collected
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At times, according to Richardson, other managers responded
to the shop-floor conflict these conditions generated by imple-
menting petty measures. But after sMc merged with Leyland
Motors to become nr in 1968, management's strategy became

harsher and more sinister.
Throughout Richardson's four-year tenure at BL, the Manag-

ing Director kept a blacklist of left wing trade unionists in his desk

driwer. This has been corroborated by a former rr Personnel

Director, based at Cowley in the mid-1970s, who said: 'Records

were kept and the activities of people were recorded. They

[managers] would not have been doing their duty if they didn't
do this. But they were mainly trade union activities, not political.'

When a number of Trotskyists became shop stewards, vr 15 and
Special Branch officers were noticed at Cowley. 'They were
btszzing around all the time I was there,' said Richardson. He
found them very right wing: 'One of the most senior told me in
1967 that they had absolute proof that Harold Wilson was a
Russian agent. My incredulous laughter probably put me on the
same list as the then Prime Minister, because the political
ignorance displayed within urS, Special Branch and company
has to be experienced to understand its chilling indifference to
reality.'

The Security Service and Special Branch's real role at Cowley
was to blacklist rr employees who were politically active.

Richardson recalls receiving late-night telephone calls and being
told that a certain worker was 'a dangerous subversive'. One
trade unionist targetted by rvr l5 was Reg Parsons, then a

supporter of the Socialist Labour League. [n7970 Parsons went to
a iank-and-file trade unionists' conference in Turin. On his
return he told Richardson about the conference. Later that
afternoon Richardson was astonished when his Managing Dir-
ector burst into his office and informed him that lll5 had 'tailed

Parsons to a subversive conference in Italy.'
The presence of the Trotskyist shop stewards heightened the

tension between management and workers in the early 1970s.

The company saw them as challenging their'right to manage',

and industrial relations became increasingly confrontational -
combatting the 'extremists' became a priority. 'The company
does not intend to allow extremists to run the plant,' said John
Kennedy, a Production Manager.l In their desire to curb the
power of a few militant shop stewards, other trade union activists
were also targetted.
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It was in this atmosphere that British Leyland developed its
contacts with the Economic League. Between 1968 and 1976 the
company paid the League 'donations' ranging from €1000 to
f3000 a year. But sr went further than this in their plans to
politically vet their employees. In 1974 a secret front company
was set up to oversee the vetting. On 16July, 7974 AtomTractors,
a dormant nr subsidiary, was renamed nc Research Services
(Bicester) Ltd, and the labour screening began.

To co-ordinate the operation, Eric Gregory, who had taken
early retirement as Assistant Chief Constable of Thames Valley
Police in 7973, was employed as sL's 'special security advisori.
Gregory's fellow director of nc Research Services was John Bate,
another former senior Thames Valley Police officer. Both men
described their occupation as 'Personnel Research Services', and
this is what r r required of them - except that there was a political
dimension.

Since 1974 hundreds of applicants for jobs at nr have been
secretly screened by nc Research. The names are sent from the
manufacturing plants around the country and checked against
the front company's files and lists of political activists. They have
also been vetted by the Economic League. Telexes, containing the
names/ dates of birth and home towns of applicants, are sent to
the League's Central Research Department at Thornton Heath,
Surrey, for'clearance'.

sr executives were told that the function of Gregory and nc
Research was to work on physical security problems, such as the
theft of company property and machinery. Gregory kept a low
profile, operating mainly from his private house in Benson,
Oxfordshire, and later from Banbury. But in 1976he didattend an
Employees' Participation Council seminar at Hasley Manor, near
Warwick, nr's management training centre. During the meeting
he was questioned about his job. He said that most of it involved
preventing the theft of equipment, particularly spare parts. He
was then asked: 'Do you keep records on trade unionists?'

'No, but the management does,'he replied.
'Do you do pre-employment checks?'
'Yes, but not much.'
rc Research has always operated in great secrecy. Its articles of

association portray it as a dormant (or sleeping) scaffolding
company. The annual accounts disclose an accumulated loss of
f78,577 and say the firm has not traded for many years. Although
BL/ now known as Austin Rover, was publicly owned from7975
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to 1988, the then Industry Secretary, Tony Benn, was not

informed about this vetting agency. Prospective sr and Rover

employees have also beut co-plet"lyunaware that their political

views and activities are being checked out'
The existence of st's lrettittg system was confirmed by Sir

Pat Lowry, the company's former head of Industrial Relations

and Direttor of Peisonnel from 1975 to 1981. He said that

everyone who applied for a job at BL w-as vetted through nc

ResJarch, but denied that the Economic League was consulted

while he was at the company. 'It was felt in nr that it was

necessary to do this through a centralised, sophisticated organ-

isation,'laid Lowry. 'It wis not a "screw the militants" policy'

It applied to everyone' We had a responsibility to do this'

fhere was nothing sinister about it. It was part of the general

recruiting process.'
Eric Giegory ran this vetting operation until his resignation in

October tiZg.'gut nc Research'Jfacilities continued to be used'

In 1982 the company expanded, with three new directors -
William Chapman, a security advisor, Richard Gilbert, a char-

tered secretary, and Susan Windridge, an assistant company

secretary. Windridge was the key appointment' A young and

ambitio;s rr employee, she ran BG Research as its company

secretary. In 19Bi the vetting procedures were based at BL's

headquarters at 106 Oxford Road, Uxbridge,- Middlesex The

following year the corporate links were tightened- with the

appointrient of Brian Hoare, a company executive, who was on

siis Board as well as being a director of nr Staff Trustees Ltd. He

resigned in January 1987. Windridge continues to co-ordinate sc

Research's activities.
The establishment and use of Bt's own vetting agency

coincided with the management's stategy of attacking the trades

unions in the mid-1970s.lhe company saw unofficial strikes and

production stoppages as a threat io its commercial viability. The

ihen Labou. gor"rr,*"nt agreed, and in 7977 appointed Michael

Edwardes asir's chairmanl Edwardes's industrial relations plan

was clear:

'We needed to re-establish management authority ' ' ' inside the

company where our 198,000 employees were relatively leaderless' To

regain the management role would-mean counteracting shop steward

po'*"., which hid got out of hand to the point where national union

ieaders, local union officials and certainly management were.b-eing

treated in a cavalier fashion by some 200 militant stewards who had filled
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the vacuum left by management. Not to Put too fine a point on it, we
needed to take on the militants.'2

Edwardes made his move in l979.Thatautumn the new Metro
car reached the market and new working practices, notably the
use of robots, were planned. By then nr's employees' participa-
tion scheme had collapsed and managers were adopting a more
confrontational style. Key shop stewards were targetted. The
most senior steward was Derek Robinson, an AUEw convenor at
the Longbridge plant who had worked there for thirty-eight years
as a toolmaker. Robinson was a prominent member of the
Communist Party and was under regular surveillance by *rI5.3
His most significant position was as chairman of the all-union
company-wide Combine Trade Union Committee.

Robinson bitterly criticised the company's new policies on Payl
productivity and working practices. He was particularly opposed
to the'Edwardes Plan', which involved substantial redundancies
and plant closures. Along with three other stewards, Robinson
signed a pamphlet attacking the company plan and calling for
active opposition to it. The pamphlet appeared just after a ballot
of the workers showing majority support for the plan. nr
management argued that Robinson's action 'constituted disrup-
tion' and was 'undemocratic', and on Monday, 19 November
1979, Robinson was sacked. The three other shop stewards were
not dismissed because, said rr, unlike Robinson they had not
received formal warnings about their conduct. Robinson had not
in fact been formally warned. He had been verbally chastised by
two managers during a strike in March L979, bfi no documents
had been signed and the AUEw District Officer was not present,
as is the established practice.

Robinson's sacking provoked a walk-out by Longbridge work-
ers and subsequent strike action cost the company €50 million in
lost production. As the unions - the r c w u and the A u E w - were
divided over whether to support Robinson, the initial industrial
support collapsed. Robinson remained dismissed and was un-
employed for the next two years. He says that he was informed
by a Deputy Chairman of the cnr that he was 'unemployable'.
Eventually he got a job on the Morning Star, and he now teaches

on a ruc shop stewards'course at a West Midlands college.
The next shop steward on the hit-list was Alan Thornett, who

had become a rcwu Deputy Convenor at Cowley in 1968. A
driver in the Transport Department, he was also a member of the
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Trotskyist Socialist Labour League. His first major conflict with
the company came in7974 when he led industrial action against

management's attempts to impose new work allocations without
the a[reement of the shop stewards. On 10 April 1974 he

attended a meeting with |eff Whelan, the plant's Personnel

Director. 'Whelan produced a dossier on what he referred to as

my "activities",' recalls Thornett. 'I was accused of holding a

series of unauthorised meetings on the plant with sections of
workers, particularly the trim shop.'a According to Bill Thomson,
a rGWU otfi.iut who was also at the meeting, Whelan'alleged
that Thornett had no intention of promoting harmony.'s

The result of that meeting was that management refused to

recognise Thornett as a union representative and ensured that he

could not act in any trade union capacity. From then on he was

portrayed as a secret infiltrator and dubbed 'the Cowley Mole' by

ifru rn"dl, and the Economic League - a strange description for
someone who had worked at Cowley since 1959.

BL managers continued to refuse to recognise him as a trade

union officiil throughout the 1970s. But he remained active at the

plant. During that time a number of trade union activists were

iacked for very minor offences. 'nr policy against militants for
some time has been to sit and wait for some minor misdemeanor
to take place,'said Thornett, 'and then move in to make a major

issue of it and use that to sack militants. That's how the policy
operated.'6

The policy was eventually used against Thornett himself' In
DSz hA forgot to renew his ncv licence as a driver of heavy
vehicles. This was discovered when he was stopped by the police
for a minor parking offence, for which he was fined €5. Failing to

renew a driver's licence was a 'nothing issue' at B L, as many other
workers at Cowley had committed the same offence and had not
even been disciplined. But after seven weeks' deliberation
Thornett was sacked. Although his colleagues in the Transport
Department voted to strike for his reinstatement, the ballot on a
plant-wide basis was lost.

Thornett then took his case for unfair dismissal to an Industrial
Tribunal. |ust before the public hearing, sr declined to contest

the action and offered him [8000 in compensation, which he

accepted. Despite being an experienced Hcv driver and applying
for many jobs, Thornett has remained unemployed ever since.

The following year the extent of rt's vetting procedures was

revealed when ihirteen Cowley workers were sacked for supply-
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ing false references. The employees were all members of the
International Marxist Group. It was true that the thirteen had
used fabricated references when they applied for their jobs the
previous year.

However, it was their membership of the ruc that was
stressed privately by nr Executives. Hence the banner headlines
about'moles' and 'infiltrators'. As an anonymous senior mana-
ger told the Eaening Standard: 'We can't afford full-time
troublemakers on the shop floor.'7

sr maintained that the 'Cowley 13' had been discovered
during a 'routine audit'. There was speculation at the time that
the Economic League had identified them for nr, but this was not
the case. An internal League report, produced nine months later,
in May 1984, stated: 'All the "Cowley Moles" were checked by
this department and none of them were identified.'8 Various
industrial relations consultants were named as the source of the
information. In fact, it came from ur5. The Security Service has
had agents inside the Cowley plant since the late 1960s, and it
was their disclosures that led to the sackings.

The purge of shop stewards with Trotskyist views has con-
tinued unabated at BL, often based on the flimsiest evidence.
Deputy Senior Steward Bob Cullen was sacked in 1984 for
'damaging the windscreen wiper of a foreman's car' during an
overtime ban. This was said to have happened at Gate 16 of the
Cowley plant. But Cullen was on Gate 10 the whole of that
morning, and he had twelve witnesses to prove it, including the
security man. His union even identified the real culprit - Peter
Williams, another steward who looked like Cullen. But manage-
ment was not impressed. At the disciplinary hearing Cullen was
not allowed to call any of the witnesses and three days later he
was sacked.

At the subsequent Industrial Tribunal the Chairman,
P. W. Haydon, said: 'The hearing at the superintendent's stage
can only be described as a farce. No attempt was made at this
stage to interview any of the witnesses.'The Tribunal ruled that
Cullen had been unfairly dismissed, but his compensation was
reduced because he had not publicly identified the real offender.
According to Cullen, this was a novel form of justice: 'I didn't
know that in proving yourself innocent you had to prove another
man guilty.'e Cullen applied for over 100 jobs after his dismissal,
but remained unemployed until 1987. Meanwhile, Peter
Williams, who eventually admitted to having committed the
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sacking offence, continues to work at Cowley. He is not a
political activist.

There is no doubt that sr had more than its fair share of
Trotskyists in its workforce, particularly at the Cowley plant.
But as the Iaw is currently constituted, it is not a crime to be a
Marxist. The company's management clearly thought
otherwise. But they went much further than merely weeding
out the militants. nc's Research's role was to check out all
prospective Rover employees, so many trade unionists may
have been blacklisted, as the vetting was done in secret.

Austin Rover's long-term industrial relations strategy since

the mid-1970s has been to move to a form of company unionism.
To achieve this, the management has needed to remove the
militant shop stewards and to appeal directly to the workforce
when implementing new working practices. By 1986 this had
been accomplished, and a new recruitment policy was intro-
duced.

Entitled 'Working With Programme', this is a five-year plan
whereby employees are appointed after a two-day in-depth
assessment. According to Andy Barr, Austin Rover's Managing
Director of operations, it is 'a total assessment including inter-
views, team involvement exercises and practical exercises.' He
added: 'We need to change attitudes, not just behaviour
patterns . . . We are not looking iust for manual skills and
dexterity. We want to know whether their aspirations are the
same as the company's. It is a two-way Process. What is good
for people is good for the company."u This recruitment system
is aiready being used at the Cowley plant, and will be installed
throughout the rest of the company by 199L. Such vetting is
aimed at ensuring the new employees support the company's
commercial aims. It also provides the opportunity to screen

political and trade union activists.

Ford

In the autumn of 1983, Paul Roots, the Industrial Relations

Director of Ford ux from 1.980 to 1987, was asked about his
company's vetting policies. He gave a vague, but intriguing,
response, 'We rely on a rigid system of selection techniques
covering fobs at all levels. This involves taking up fairly exten-

sive references to ensure that we do not take people who are

unsuitable for whatever reason.'11
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Like many multinational companies, Ford has always been
reticent about its labour screening procedures. Yet there is

evidence that Britain's biggest car manufacturer has used vetting
techniques to sack trade union activists, although the most
aggressive tactics have been used in the company's American
divisions.

The Ford Motor Company was founded in 1903 by Henry Ford
I in Detroit, a city which had an international reputation for large
reserves of cheap labour. Detroit was an open shop, but its
companies were violently anti-union. A period of labour unrest
in the 1880s had resulted in the city's wealthiest businessmen
forming the 'Employers' Association of Detroit'. This organisa-
tion sought to combat trade unionism by 'providing th_e city's
hiring offices with blacklists of potential troublemakers.'12

Henry Ford was equally keen to suppress trade unions. 'We
will never recognise the United Auto Workers or any other
union,' said Ford. 'Labour union organisations are the worst
things that ever struck the earth.'13 But the company's ultra-high
production targets for its famous Model r cars soon caused
international unrest. This was aggravated by job insecurity, since
most workers were employed on a day-to-day basis. Henry Ford
found many of his employees attracted to trade unions like the
Industrial Workers of the World (or'Wobblies').

Faced with the prospect of unionisation, Ford adopted a

progressive reform programme for his workers in 1914 - wages
were doubled and the working week shortened. The company
also set up a'sociological Department', which was supposed to
oversee new welfare programmes. But its inspectors spent most
of their time investigating employees' moral attitudes by ques-
tioning their families, neighbours and friends.

By the mid-1920s Ford had reverted to its hard-line industrial
relations as the Model r lost ground in the marketplace. When a

new plant was built in Detroit, the infamous 'Service Depart-
ment'was set up. This was Ford's 3000-strong private police and
security force, based at the new River Rouge plant. Its purpose
was to prevent any unionisation of the factory by mass surveil-
lance of the workforce. As an American government department
noted: 'We find that the Service men . . were actively engaged
in identifying union members and combatting union activities.'14

The Service Department's role was illustrated in 1932. On 7
March some 3000 workers on a'Hunger March'approached the
River Rouge plant. Their demands included a six-hour day, free
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medical care and the right to form trades unions. The Service
Department and the local Dearborn police - 'little more, in many
respects, than a branch of Ford's own police force.'ls - responded
by firing tear-gas canisters and truncheoning the demonstrators,
who fought back. The Service men and Dearborn police then
machine-gunned the marchers: four were shot dead and many
others were seriously wounded.

Tactics like this ensured that by 1937 Ford remained the only
non-union motor manufacturer. One day in May of that year a
group of UnitedAuto Workers (uaw) handed outleaflets outside
the River Rouge plant. Before long they were attacked by a gang
of thugs and professional wrestlers hired by the Service Depart-
ment. One of the union activists beaten up was William Reuther,
later a uew leader. Reuther had been sacked by Ford and then
'found his name on a blacklist that Ford and other car companies
distributed amongst each other.' 16

Even more brutal operations were run at the Ford plant in
Dallas, Texas. There a special squad, led by 'Fats' Perrlz, was
hired for anti-union work, armed with pistols, whips, blackjacks
and other weapons. Perry Iater estimated that his squad handed
out at least twenty-five beatings to labour organisers during the
summer of L937. Much of his information about the union
activists came from the local police.17

The head of the Service Department, ex-boxer Harry Bennett,
had more sinister connections. His semi-permanent group of
thugs often drew on his criminal underworld contacts. Like
Perry's mob, his brief from the company was to identify and
neutralise union activists. Bennett did this in close co-operation
with the rnr, the usA's equivalent of uI5. As an rnr report
stated: 'This office has contacted the Ford Motor Company for the
past several weeks to obtain pertinent data from their vast files on
communist activities.'18

It was not until 1945 that Bennett was sacked and the Service
Department disbanded. By then the United Auto Workers was
fully organised within Ford. But the company continued to spy
on union activists, and in 1953 was employing two rsr under-
cover agents, Stephen Schemanske and Milton Santwire, to
compile intelligence on uAw workers. These agents were paid
substantial sums by both Ford and the FBr.'e

The British division of Ford has also been under surveillance by
the security services. During the 1969 pay dispute Cabinet
Ministers in the then Labour government received regular
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reports from trrS about the views and activities of the union
representatives involved.2o vr15 went further during the Ford
strike over pay in 1978 when they tapped the phone of Syd
Harraway, the key shop steward at the Dagenham plant in Essex
and a member of the Communist Party. A former u 15 officer said:
'I was instructed by my superiors to Iisten out particularly for any
reference to the Ford unions' bottom line in the pay neg-
otiations . . . It was considered of vital importance to obtain the
union's private position. This seemed to be economic informa-
tion from within a legally constituted trade union organisation
which the security service had no right to know.'21

As with their American counterparts, it was Ford's hard-line
attitude to trade union activity that marked their industrial
relations practices. As a Labour Relations Manager, L. T. Blake-
man, said in November 1962: 'We intend to continue to operate a
firm policy under which we shall retain the right to terminate the
employment of em-ployees who refuse to play their part and give
a fair day's work.'Z

One union representative who was dismissed in the com-
pany's formative years was fohn Mcloughlin, an aurw shop
steward at Briggs Motor Bodies, a Ford subsidiary, at the
Dagenham plant. In |anuary 1957 he was sacked along with
several other union members for supporting an unofficial strike
and being guilty of indiscipline'. This resulted in a strike by some
2000 workers at the plant.

During an inquiry into the dismissals set up by Lord Cameron,
Blakeman said of the Briggs Works Committee: 'We cannot
ignore reports we received that no less than eight of the thirteen
committee men are members of the Communist Party. We are not
interested in our employees' political beliefs in themselves, but
we cannot blind ourselves to the disruptive influence exercised
by a powerful clique in our midst.'23 Another indication of Ford's
real reason for sacking Mcloughlin and his colleagues came
when Lord Cameron made a point of asking, McCarthy-style, all
the shop stewards for their political affiliations. Mcloughlin
refused to answer.

On the basis of his inquiry, Lord Cameron concluded: 'There
are good grounds for the company's belief that it has a
troublemaking political clique in its midst.'2aMcloughlin and his
colleagues remained sacked.

Ford has never been completely free of industrial disruption.
There have been national strikes over pay in1969,7978 and1988,
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and since 1979 the workforce has been cut from 85,700 to 48,700

in 1986. These redundancies, coupled with poor shop-floor
conditions, has made the Dagenham plant in particular a poten-
tial source of industrial confrontation.

1986 was especially crucial for Ford, which planned that year
to reduce its workforce by a further 1,800. To achieve this it
needed a compliant and co-operative trade union organisation
inside the factory. But in February the company had to recruit
350 extra workers at its Dagenham plant in order to meet
increased orders for the Ford Sierra, which in 1987 became the
country's third biggest-selling car.

Two of the new employees were Denny Fitzpatrick and |ane
Watt. Both started work on 3 March 1986 and were assigned to
the section where car bodies are given waterproofing treatment'
They also joined the 4,000-strongl'11007 branch of the rcwu.

At 7 am on 12 March, just fifteen minutes before the end of
her shift, Fitzpatrick was called off the sealer deck production
line by her foreman. She was taken to the office of Barry
Thomas, the Production Manager, where she was met by
Thomas and two Personnel Officers, Chris Last and Karen
Barrett. As soon as Fitzpatrick sat down, Thomas read a docu-
ment out to her. It was her letter of dismissal. Thomas told her
that her employment 'was subject to our receiving satisfactory
references. Unfortunately, your references have not proved
satisfactory to us.' Fitzpatrick immediately asked him to identify
these references. Thomas declined to answer and looked to his
colleagues, who were sitting on either side of him. One of them,
Personnel Officer Chris Last, said: 'We don't divulge confiden-
tial information between employers.'

Fitzpatrick was frogmarched out of the factory by the two
Personnel Officers. Her union arranged for an appeal against
the sacking, which took place the next day. Her case was put by
Steve Hart, the rcwu District Official, accompanied by two
shop stewards. Normally when Ford sack a worker they are

very quick to give a reason. But not this time. The management
refused to give any indication of the reference. Fitzpatrick and
one of the shop stewards began asking impatiently: 'Which
reference?' Chris Last refused to answer except to say: 'I'm
sorry, we can't comment. You can't expect us to divulge con-
fidential information.' Her appeal was rejected and she was told
to leave the building immediately without returning to the
production line.
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Despite strong protests from her union and from Labour uns,
Ford ux stuck to their story. 'She was dismissed because her
references had not proved satisfactory,' said Sam Toy, the
company's Chairman and Managing Director. 'Because re-
ferences are dealt with in strict confidence, we did not, and are
not able to, expand on that. However, we would obviously not
have taken the serious step of dismissing an employee unless we
believed that we had good reason to do so.'2s

Presumably Fitzpatrick's references from her previous
employer would show a poor record or some act of dishonesty for
her to be sacked in such a fashion. But the reference we obtained
from British Telecom in Manchester, where she was a telephone
engineer, is far from 'unsatisfactory' , asit is a standard reference.
A computer print-out of Fitzpatrick's sickness and absence record
of her six years at nr shows that she was late just three times and
was off sick for a total of seven weeks.

Clearly, she was not sacked for professional reasons. Her
union believed that it was because she was an active trade
unionist and a strong supporter of Socialist Action, a Trotskyist
grouping in the LabourParty.It was claimed that British Telecom
had secretly given information about her political activities to
Ford. As evidence they pointed to a confidential rr vetting
questionnaire circulated to managers by the Personnel Office.
Under the heading 'Subject No Longer Employed', the document
stated: 'If known, what is the name and address of next
employer?'

rr declined to comment on whether they had spoken to Ford
about Fitzpatrick. So her union decided to obtain evidence that
she was blacklisted. A secretary for a London publishing com-
pany, Zoe Picton-Howell, wrote to Fitzpatrick's ex-Personnel
Manager in Manchester, pretending that Fitzpatrick was apply-
ing for a job and needed a reference. A week later Picton-Howell
received a telephone call from the rr Personnel Manager: 'She
said that she was sending a written reference stating that Denny
Fitzpatrick was oK while she was there as far as conduct and
efficiency were concerned. But she said she was phoning to tell
me to read a Daily Mail article for Tuesday 29 April, which
described Denny's career since she left British Telecom, and in
which she described herself as an ultra-leftist. The woman clearly
thought that Denny was the last person on earth who should ever
be employed and expected me to think the same. The whole tone
of her remarks was that Denny should not be employed.'
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Three months later, inJuly 1986,Fitzpatrick applied for a job as

a technician at British Telecom's City of London district' Her
interview on Tuesday 1 July went extremely well, and the
Manager even suggested work locations for her. She was told to
furn up for a medical which, rr confirmed to the authors, means
she was offered the job. But before she could attend the medical
she received a letter from nt's Personnel Division: 'I regret to
have to inform you that your application has not been successful.
Consequently, you will not be required to attend a medical
examination.'26 No reason was given.

Two weeks after Fitzpatrick was sacked by Ford, another ex-nr
shop steward was summarily dismissed at their Dagenham
plant. This was fane Watt, who had been an Engineer in nr's City
of London telephone exchange. At 3 pm on 25 March 7986, five
days before the end of her probation period, she was summoned
to the Personnel Office. As with Fitzpatrick, she was greeted with
the reading out of her sacking letter, which stated: 'During our
check of your references we have found significant factual
inaccuracies in your application form.' The meeting was
adjourned, and reconvened in the Production Manager's office
the following morning.

At this meeting Personnel Officer Chris Last told Watt she was
being dismissed because she had failed to include in her
application form the fact that she had a Sociology degree from
Glasgow University. Last explained that the company was not
recruiting graduates. Watt was asked to resign. S_he refused and
so she wiJsacked as from 10 am that morning." Later that day
the Personnel Office issued an internal bulletin to Watt's col-
leagues on the sealer deck which stated: 'The Company has

explained that it does not employ graduates on line production
work.' But this was contradicted by a later statement from Ed
Sketch, the plant's Employee Relations Manager, who said: 'We
will not exclude graduates from working here on the production
line.'28

Clearly, being a graduate was not the real reason for her
sacking - Ford has always employed graduates on production
work, notably the rcwu District Officer Steve Hart, a former
Economics student at Cambridge University. As with Fitzpatrick,
the answer lies in her politics, as Watt was also an active member
of Socialist Action and a former nr union representative. Ford
briefed the Press off the record that the two were 'Red Moles', but
let slip the vetting operation. As the Daily Mail reported: 'A secret
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memo from the women's previous employers alerted Ford
bosses. It revealed that the two, both shop stewards, had
fomented industrial disruption.'2e The Economic League took a
similar line and stated that Watt and Fitzpatrick were dismissed
'when it was found that they had both been militant shop
stewards in previous employment.'3o In fact, neither Watt nor
Fitzpatrick had been involved in any strike action at rr. The
League's Director-General, Michael Noar, declined to comment
when asked if his agency had given any information to Ford.

Despite the uncompromising attitude of Ford, Watt believed
she had a strong case. She had obtained her reference from
British Telecom's Personnel Division. It stated: 'Miss Watt was
employed by British Telecom as a technicianfrom27 April 1981 to
28 February 1986 when she voluntarily resigned. During her
employment her conduct was satisfactory and there was no
reason to doubt her honesty.'31 There was no mention of not
disclosing information on her application form.

Watt's union, the rcwu, agreed to support her appeal. On
Saturday 29 March 1986, three weeks before the appeal hearing,
her union branch issued a press statement, letters and leaflets
alleging anti-union victimisation and political vetting. The press
release listed Steve Riley, the rcwu Branch Chairman, and his
deputy Mick Gosling, as contacts for further information and
provided their home telephone numbers. For the next week
Gosling's phone rang regularly, but when he picked up the
receiver it would always go dead. On the night of 8 April his
house in north London was broken into. Nothing was stolen. Six
days later, on 14 April, a week before the appeal, Steve Riley's flat
in south London was burgled. It happened between 1 pm
and2.15 pm, while Riley and his wife were at work. Cash, a video
and a computer were stolen, but it was noticeable that a lot of
paperwork was thrown all over the floor. Riley's files and
briefcase had been opened and his diary had been taken. More
significantly, five sheets of paper with about 100 names and
addresses of mainly trade union contacts had been stolen from
the filing cabinet. These documents had been removed from
among a large number of other papers in the files.

The following week, on 21 April, Ford rejected Watt's appeal
against her sacking. The decision provoked a strong reaction
from her former colleagues on the 'B' shift sealer deck. They
voted 44-10 for an indefinite strike and brought the production
line to a halt. The next morning, in an unprecedented move, the
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'A' shift also voted to take action and about half the workforce
walked out in protest. But the rcwu District Officer Steve Hart
refused to make the strike official, and Watt was left isolated
without wider support. She was then unemployed for two
months. She resents being labelled an extremist: 'I'm not a
subversive or anything like that. I've always been completely
open about my politics.'

Throughout this vetting dispute, some union activists were
convinced that the State was involved in some way. That may
have been true at some stage. But the overriding priority for Ford
as a multinational company was economic and commercial, not
political. They wanted to ensure that the production line was
going to run smoothly and not be disrupted by trade union
militancy. This has always been the company's prime concern/
ever since Henry Ford I hired gangsters to beat up union
organisers in Detroit in the 1930s.

The corporate motives behind the vetting of Fitzpatrick and
Watt were revealed when Ford's Industrial Relations Director,
Paul Roots, travelled to Coventry four days before Watt was
sacked. In his speech to Warwick University, Roots said: 'Quite
clearly what the government has done is to clip the wings of the
trade unions and weaken their bargaining power . . . That is
quite legitimate for supporters of a capitalist system to do. I work
for a capitalist company and I am much happier if I am dealing
with a weakened trade union movement.'32

10

The Private Security Industry
and Police Vetting

'The purpose of security in its widest sense is to protect a way of
life.'

Peter Hamilton, veteran security consultant. I

'Employers don't ask us how we get our information. They
have no scruples about that.'

Ian Withers, private investigator,
Christopher Roberts Agency. 2

On Friday 3 April 7986, a private detective working for rpcs Law
and Security Agents Ltd drove from his office at Protection
House, Albion Road, North Shields, to Newcastle City Hall.
After a drink in a nearby pub he joined the throng of shipyard
workers employed by Swan Hunter as they assembled for a mass
meeting. He began asking discreet questions, but averted suspic-
ion by pretending to be an employee from another shipyard.

He had infiltrated the meeting for a specific reason. The Swan
Hunter workers were considering industrial action over the pay
and conditions deal offered by management after the privatisa-
tion of the company. At the meeting they decided to call a one-
day strike the following Monday and to prevent the launch of the
frigate Coaentry. Their union convenors told them this was a'do-
or-die strike' by the 'poorest-paid warship building force' in
Britain.

The detective noted all this down and hurried back to his car,
only to find a f,6 parking ticket waiting for him. But it was worth
it, as Swan Hunter was pleased with his report, for which they
paid him f,166.20. His inside information enabled the company to
launch the frigate at 3 o'clock on the Monday morning without
any industrial disruption.

When asked about employing a private investigator, Swan
Hunter confirmed the arrangement: 'There are all sorts of things
companies have to do in certain circumstances to acquire
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information . . . All organisations, both trade unions and com-

panies, have a number of methods of keeping themselves

ibreast of situations.'3 But the shipbuilding unions believe the

information collected was used to compile dossiers on union

activists: 'He seemed more interested in who spoke at the

meeting rather than what they were saying,' said one union

official.
The use by companies of private investigators to collect in-

formation on employees has been a common practice for many

years. In 7973 it wis disclosed at an Old Bailey trial that the

bhristopher Roberts Private Detective Agency-- had b."u1

employld to check on workers'political activities' The firm had

often been used by non-unionised companies to investigate the

background of piospective employees to ensure their labour

force"was not'infiltr;ted' by union members.a 'Employers don't
ask us how we get our information,' said Ian Withers, one of the

agency's detectives. 'They have no scruples about that''s
But in recent years these private security agencies have been

used much more frequently for employment vetting' 'It's very
much on the increase these days,' says Richard Jacques-Turner,
who runs an agency with offices in Hull and London' 'I think
people now feel that they must vet their potential employee.s

fefo." they employ themio safeguard theiicompany's assets''6

Turner has up to +S,000 names on file, with a card index system

in Hull and i computer data base in London' He says that his

information comes from 'local records, county court judge-

ments, criminal records through the newspapers, reports from
various clients and information built up through our associate

companies.'7
one of Britain,s most politically controversial private investi-

gators is Peter Hamilton, who has spent all his working life in
o.

t-he securfifiiilGiry. He began as a security advisor in the

mid-1950s, spending three years 'fighting communism- in
Malaya both ln the intelligence and combat sense"s He then

became a security advisor to the governments of Cyprus

(1958-60) and Souihern Rhodesia (1960-62).In1962 he returned

io the ux and became a director and security adviser to Chubb

Security Services before leaving in 1978 to set up his own

cotttpr.ty, Zeus Security Consultants Ltd, which, according to

its membrandum of association, would 'investigate the fidelity
and character of persons, firms or companies and make con-

fidential reports thereon to customers and others.'
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The company files also state that the job of Zeus is 'to provide
security services of all kinds to government and other authori-
ties.'This fits in with Hamilton's background as a former Army
intelligence officer and 'secondment to the Security Service' (i.e.
rr,rlS).e He has also done work for the Economic League, Britain's
premier vetting agency.

Hamilton denies that his firm has been involved in political
vetting. He says that his company does pre-employment checks
for firms in the financial sector. 'We steer very clear of political
stuff, although if a person is a member of a fascist party or the
Communist Party we would notify the company.'

But Hamilton has in fact done political work. In f anuary 1983 he
was employed to monitor the objectors and critics at the public
inquiry into the Sizewell 'B' nuclear reactor. He was hired to
compile information about members of environmental pressure
groups, the peace movement, the anti-nuclear lobby and local
residents. As soon as the Sizewell inquiry opened, Hamilton
passed the work - through another security consultant - to Vic
Norris, who runs a company called Contingency Services based
in Colchester. A briefing sheet spelled out the nature of the job:

'Client wishes to ascertain identities of principal objectors at the Sizewell
atomic power station at Snape Maltings. If possible, obtain list of
objectori, their connections wiih media, political leanings etc.'10

Norris was a bizarre choice to do the surveillance work. A
convicted child molester and a supporter of the National Front
and the British National Party, he also claims to have worked for
the government: 'I do the work that the Home Office don't want
to do because it's too precarious or dirty,' he says.11

Hamilton acknowledged his involvement. He said the opera-
tion was set up to find'subversives who were agitating'. But he
refused to reveal who had commissioned him except that it was 'a
private client'. He added: 'I can absolutely assure you that this
had nothing to do with Whitehall.'12

In the autumnof 7983Zeus changed its name to PeterHamilton
(Security Consultants) Ltd, with a new fellow director in |ames
Grocott, a management consultant. The new company soon
acquired an impressive Board of establishment figures such as

Major-General Sir Philip Ward and Lord Chalfont, later to be the
'General Consultant'.

Hamilton remains a politically-conscious security consultant.
He argues that private security professionals have a role to play in
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society. 'The purpose of security in its widest sense is to protect a
way of life,' he says.13 For many years he saw deliberate
industrial disruption as the main threat to 'established values'.
But, although he says 'the motor industry has been ruined by
subversion', he now regards 'society as very well balanced'.

Hamilton's remedy provides an interesting insight into his
political views: 'Management, on whom our future power and
prosperity primarily depend, cannot be effective without a loyal
ind iontented staff and labour force.'14

The implication here is that private investigators have a key
role to play in ensuring that'troublemakers'are not employed by
companies. But private detective Peter Heims, a former President
of the Association of British Investigators, argues that political
vetting is a very small part of their work. He says that only about 3
per cent of his company's vetting procedures involves looking for
political or trade union'troublemakers'.

Nevertheless, private investigators continue to be involved in
political vetting. They are used not so much in pre-employment
checking as in secretly collecting information about trade union
activists, which is later used by employers.

The Illegal Checks with the pruc

Perhaps a more disturbing trend in recent years is how private
investigators have been gaining illegal access to the Police
National Computer (nivc) during their vetting inquiries. The
nuc, based in Hendon, north London, has details of the criminal
records, including spent convictions, of nearly 5 million people.
Set up in 1969, and operational since 1974, it is linked to 800

terminals in police stations throughout Britain and can provide a

check within five seconds. It is the largest police intelligence
system in Europe, and is organised and run by the Home Office'
But there is considerable evidence that confidential criminal
records stored on the pNC are being illegally leaked to private
investigators.

The most serious aspect of the abuse of the puc is that it
contravenes the 1974 Rehabilitation of Offenders Act. This bill
makes it a criminal offence for anybody to disclose spent
convictions from official files except in the course of their official
duties. A 'spent' conviction is a sentence of under thirty months,
which is removed from an individual's criminal record after a

rehabilitation period. If the person is not convicted again during
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the rehabilitation period, which can be up to ten years, the
conviction is regarded as 'spent'.

In theory, ex-offenders are protected by the 7974 AcL They are
not obliged to disclose their spent conviction when applying for
jobs and cannot be sacked for not doing so. In practice, however,
there are many loopholes. Doctors, accountants, lawyers,
dentists, veterinary surgeons, nurses, opticians, chemists, social
workers and teachers are among those not covered by the Act.
They must reveal any spent convictions. The police also do not
indicate on the criminal record whether or not a conviction is
spent.

A major weakness of the system is that this information is
being illegally released to private detectives and security officers.
This offence carries a maximum fine of f,1000. If the person gains
access to the pNc by fraud or corruption it can mean six months
in prison or a f,2000 fine. In addition, unauthorised disclosure of
any information from criminal records is an offence under the
Official Secrets Act.

The police authorities argue that it is now very difficult for their
confidential records to be divulged to a third party. This is
because all enquiries are logged and are subject to inspection by
the Assistant Chief Constable of each police force. In L987 the
Home Office also transferred all information on manual records
systems to the pNc.

But the system continues to be abused by private detectives
and company security officers. According to the private detective
Gary Murray, a former nar investigator, this is because of their
cosy relationship with senior police officers. Murray, a highly
experienced operator who has been a security consultant since
7969, says that illegal access to the rNc is quite simple to obtain.
Most security officers and private investigators are former police
officers, and so have many police contacts. If the private eye
needs to 'do a check'he telephones his local police contact, who
needs to be of c r o rank. They then meet informally and the name
of the person to be vetted is handed over to the senior police
officer.

The police officer then returns to his station and goes to the
visual display terminal and keyboard which is logged into the
pNc. He taps in his access code and his own personal code. He
then adds the person's name, address, date of birth, National
Insurance number and other personal details. Within five sec-
onds the person's criminal record flashes up on the screen. The
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information is then passed to the company's Security Officer or
the private detective. The vetting operation is complete.

This illegal access to the pwc is not detected, according to
Murray, because the vetting is done by senior rather than junior
police officers. If a Detective-Inspector wants access to the rxc
he can simply say it is part of his 'official duties' on a case. Quite
often he does not even need to give a reason.

Murray's allegations have been corroborated by the former
senior police officer Leslie Prince. For thirty years Prince worked
forWest Midlands police in crD, Uniform and Training. He then
joined the security industry and held senior posts in retail
security before becoming Deputy Chief Investigator with a large
electrical company. Prince is quite explicit about vetting:

'Police officers in the United Kingdom have always been involved in the
vetting of employees in the private sector. Employers who have taken
ex-police officers onto their security staffs have been cognisant of the fact
that, in all probability, he or she will have some form of access to criminal
records. Although such checks were rarely admitted, the practice has
existed for many years and in many companies it has been an integral
part of security procedure.

'These checks were usually made under "The Old Pals' Act", and if
any reward were received by the police officer it was nothing more than
the occasional liquid refreshment. This, of course, was not so in every
case and there have been instances of police officers accepting quite
lucrative rewards for the gaining of information.'15

Prince's confirmation of the corrupt relationship between police
officers and private investigators lies at the heart of this type of
vetting, for the security departments of most private companies
are full of experienced former policemen with impeccable con-
tacts. One Personnel Consultant said it was a deliberate policy to
recruit former police officers. They were expected to check the
names of employees with the n ru c, and also to obtain information
about their political sympathies.

Some firms prefer to use outside security companies and
private detectives for their vetting procedures. These outfits also
have large contingents of ex-Assistant Chief Commissioners and
Detective Inspectors. According to Leslie Prince, some of these
security firms have collated blacklists and set up vetting schemes
called'Protection Associations' :

'A leading security company in the United Kingdom was quick to realise
the quandary in which employers were finding themselves with regard
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to security vetting. For some considerable time this company has been
building up a register containing names of persons who have been
dismissed, or who have left their previous employment in circumstances
"amounting to dishonesty".'16

Prince revealed that these names were programmed into a
computer, and 'an all-out campaign' was launched to persuade
companies to subscribe to their'Protection Association'. In one
vetting scheme, according to Prince, some 25,000 names were on
the computer. Subscribing firms pay an annual fee for member-
ship plus an extra amount for each pre-employment search
requested. Prince also revealed that the subscribing company is
not given any reason or information when a prospective
employee is rejected: 'When a search is requested, a reply is
received which merely states "suitable" or "ut:rsuitable".'17

Apart from the Economic League, these 'Protection As-
sociations'are the only organised schemes for private companies
to vet their employees. Not all security companies operate them,
of course. Many simply employ officers and consultants with
easy access to the pNc and do their own checks.

Vefting by the Private Eyes

It would be misleading to claim that most, even many, private
detectives and police officers are regularly securing illegal access
to the pxc. Private investigator Gary Murray became dis-
illusioned with this growing practice in the early 1980s. In 1983 he
complained to his professional association, the Institute of
Professional Investigators (rrr), along with Dennis Byrne, a
retired London policeman. Murray and Byrne were both Direct-
ors of the r p r, but the rest of the board refused to accept that there
was a problem about illegal use of the prvc. This was perhaps not
surprising, as at least thirty lnl members were serving police
officers and members of civilian and military intelligence.

In 1985 both Murray and Byrne resigned in disgust at the rpr's
response. Murray was particularly angry as he has collected
considerable evidence of misuse of the prvc during his inquiries.
Since 1981 he has tape recorded a number of conversations with
private detectives and employers which provide a remarkable
insight into this form of vetting.

One of the firms identified by Murray was Securicor, one of
Britain's largest security companies. Founded in 1935, Securicor's
main business is in cash-carrying and supplying security guards.
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But they have also been involved in vetting. ln 1963 Security
Services Ltd, an associate company of Securicor, informed
potential clients that its undercover specialists could be used to
report on'any person who may be suspe-cted of causing dissension
or inciting employees to disaffection."E

In more recentyears theyhave alsoundertaken securityvetting.
Murray discovered this when he telephoned Securicor's London
office on 27 February 1985. Posing as a manager from a scientific
company, Murray asked a Securicor official, Charlie Clements,
about employing and vetting security guards.

'A recruiting process is done in great depth,' said Clements.
'Certainly at the interviewing stage and then as a secondary stage

we screen all applicants and they're screened back for twenty
years.'

'Well, how can you be sure that they haven't done six months [in
prison]?' asked Murray.

'Well, we employ a very high number of ex-police people . . .

Wehave anenormous number of SecurityLiaison Officerswho do
this screening and, I promise you, it is to the highest possible
standard.'

'So whatyou're saying is you're ina positionto tellwhether "joe
B7oggs", unofficially, has a criminal record.'

'We can. I mean, if he's got a record we will pick it up. We don't
accept what he's got on paper. We actually take up his references.'

Murray then decided to find out who actually did the vetting.
So the same morning he rang Mark Hurley at the Securicor
Carphone company. This time Murray said he needed someone
to vet his eleven employees.

'We have a guy who really goes to town on these people,' said
Hurley, laughing, 'to find out inside leg measurements and if
they've ever been in trouble with the police, and all sorts.'

'He can find out criminal records, can he?'asked Murray.
'Well, um, unofficially.'
Hurley disclosed that their vetting investigator was Mike

Anderson, a former policeman who is Managing Director of
Cornhill Management Consultants. He charges f,60 for every
pre-employment check and it takes less than a week.

Ten minutes later Murray rang Anderson's office, based at a
stud farm near Stratford-on-Avon. He spoke to a secretary about
his prospective employees.

'It was suggested to us,' said Murray, 'that you might be able to
unofficially find out if they had criminal records.'
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'Yes,' she said, clearing her throat.
'You can?'
'Yes, but we don't talk about that . . .'
'Well, no, of course not,' Murray said.
Murray was not able to contact Anderson himself until 15

March 1985, two weeks later. Anderson confirmed he could get
access to criminal records. But he also told Murray that he could
check with Ministry of Defence files.

'What about a man with an Army record?' asked Murray.
'How . .'

'I can do that as well,' said Anderson briskly.
'You can do that?'
'Uh, huh . . . I will need his Army number though.'
Since that conversation took place in 1985, the Home Office

and police authorities have stated that they have dealt with the
probiem of illegal access to the pNc. In November 7987 weasked
a private detective about his vetting work. He has run his own
agency in Cardiff since 1982. Before that he was a policeman for
ten years.

He said: 'A lot of us [private investigators] are ex-coppers so it's
natural that we've got, er,links with the force.'

'What sort of jobs do you get your contacts in the police to do
for you?'

'Look, if you're a copper you can get things done real quick, get
information and so on. What would take me a week will take a
bloke on the force a couple of hours. You've got the computer,
you've got records, you've got contacts. It's all dead easy if you're
a copper.'

He has done pre-employment checks for insurance firms. As
well as checks with the nNc, the company wanted information
about applicants' political views. 'They did want stuff on
politics,' he said, "'Is he a strong trade unionist? Does he have
strong leftie views?"'

Private detectives also utilise theirlinks with the Special Branch
and trrS to obtain confidential information. Special Branch
officers have easy access to the rNc. Many of them go on to join
private companies.

It is this cosy relationship that is often illegally exploited. Gary
Murray discovered this when he telephoned Malcolm James, a
private investigator based in Windsor, Berkshire. fames said he
had access to criminal records at Thames Valley Police Station
and New Scotland Yard. Murray then asked him: 'How about
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your friends in the Special Branch. If you had the names could
you iust sound them out?'

'Well, I've got somebody in Special Branch I know,' replied

|ames. 'I could ask her if she could have a look for me and see.'
This relationship verges on the corrupt, according to former

policeman Dennis Byrne, who was Principal of the Institute of
Private Investigators in L983. He claimed that information from
Special Branch files has been on sale among rpr members. 'If
private investigators have the right contacts, the information is
ihere for them to take,' said Byrne.le

Private detectives have also used ur5 for vetting purposes.
Gary Murray said he had a particularly close relationship with the
Security Services: 'I had access to a number of areas that were
useful to them. I did one particular job for them and then they
came back and engaged me for other work. They paid me a
monthly retainer and expenses.' In return he was able to use ur5
to vet employees: 'I have sat on a park bench with an Operational
Controller from ur5 and given him the name of a particular
individual and said I wanted details on him. He has written it
down in his Ministry of Defence notebook and come back to me
with what I wanted.'20 At first Murray was happy to cultivate his
u 15 connections, but he became disillusioned: 'Initially I thought
the work needed to be done, but after a while I realised it was a

total waste of taxpayers' money. They had a 'money-no-objecf
attitude. I didn't like some of the things they asked me to do, so I
told them to get lost.'2r

This close relationship between private investigators and u15
is a long-established one. As with the police and Special Branch,
many vr l5 employees join private security companies when they
leave or retire. A notable case was Commander Rollo Watts,
former Head of Operations of the Special Branch, who became
Managing Director of Saladin Security. From ur5 Sir Percy
Sillitoe, Director-General from 1946 to 1953, later became the first
Chairman of Security Express Ltd. After being head of vrI5 from
1965 to 7972, Sir Martin Furnival-|ones retired to become Head of
Security for Playboy and a consultant to rcr. Other ex-urS
officers simply set up their own companies, such as Diversified
Corporate S-ervices Lld, formed in1970.22

Veterans of the security industry like Peter Hamilton deny that
their firms have access to the pNc: 'We do not take part in sneaky
ways of getting police records.' He says that '90 per cent' of
information necessary for vetting is public anyway, and records
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of criminal activity are available from local and national news-
paper reports.

Peter Heims, who is Managing Director of his own security
company, takes a similar view. But he does acknowledge: 'It does
happen in this business and always will happen, unfortunately.'
On contravening the 1974 Rehabilitation of Offenders Act, he
says: 'Imagine the investigator's dilemma when he discovers that
an applicant has a criminal conviction which is pertinent to the
position he is seeking, yet that conviction is "spent" . . . In such
instances I always advise my client to obtain a certain newspaper
giving him the date of edition in which the report of the
conviction appeared. The client can then read a public document
and make up his own mind.'23

It would be inaccurate to claim that the police authorities and the
Home Office are not concerned about illegal access to the Police
National Computer. Many officers disapprove of the release of
confidential information from the rmc in order to vet job
applicants. In recent years the rules have been tightened up so
that Assistant Chief Constables can audit all pNc entries, which
are recorded automatically.

But the fact remains that private investigators and security
officers are still conspiring with senior policemen to obtain
criminal records. Officers are regularly being charged under the
Official Secrets Act or the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act for this
offence.

The Home Office cannot blame corrupt private detectives and
security consultants for the situation. If police officers refused to
co-operate, outside access to the pmc would be impossible. The
reality is that senior officers are giving bogus excuses and there is
not enough vigilance from the higher echelons of the force.

TheVictims

William Unsworth, aged32, has been unemployed since October
1985 and is unlikely to have a proper job again for a long time - if
ever. In January 1987 he had a severe stroke and is now prone to
epileptic fits. Since the stroke he finds it very difficult to express
himself and suffers from a poor memory.

One of the main reasons for Unsworth's sifuation was his
dismissal from his job as a part-time caretaker and cleaner at
Alexander House Day Centre on Liverpool Road, Manchester.
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For seven months Unsworth was happy with his job, even
though it was for only a few hours a day. He was looking forward
to getting married and starting a family. But one day in October
1985 wpc Ruth Best, the local Community Police Constable,
walked into the Day Centre and asked to see Dorothy Perry,
Unsworth's supervisor. A confidential memorandum written by
Perry spelled out what happened next: 'She Iwnc Best] informed
me that Mr Unsworth should not be working here and that he is
currently on suspension by Manchester Crown Court. He has
been in prison and some of the charges were for attempted
burglary, attempted wounding, theftand handling stolen goods.
This has upset me very much.' Unsworth was summoned by
Perry and promptly sacked.

It is true that Unsworth had a criminal record. In November
1983 he was convicted for several theft-related offences and given
a fifteen-month prison sentence. But it was suspended for two
years because the judge said he wanted to give him the chance to
prove himself. For the next two years Unsworth did just that, and
did not re-offend.

It seems the police had other ideas. Yet they had no legal right
to inform his employer about his past suspended sentence. There
are some jobs where the police can do this, notably local authority
workers. But part-time caretakers and cleaners are not among
them.

Unsworth does not blame his employer for losing his job, but
says: 'My complaint is how they received the information about
my having a criminal record.'

His dismissal came at the worst possible time - just a few days
before his wedding and eight months before the birth of his baby
son. It caused domestic problems almost immediately-'She [his
wifel had no respect for me after that,' he said. The couple
decided to move to Scotland, as Unsworth believed he would
never get a job in Manchester, particularly as he had no
references. But their life in Scotland did not work out, as he could
not find work, and they returned to Manchester.

By October 1986, a year after his dismissal, his marriage had
collapsed. The couple separated and his wife returned to her
native Scotland. Three months later Unsworth had his stroke. He
does not blame the police's action and his sacking for all his
problems, but says: 'If that didn't happen then I probably
wouldn't have had the stroke.'

Another caretaker to fall victim to police vetting was Jim Bruce'
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(not his real name). ln 7978 he applied for a job at the Jack Kane
Community Centre in Edinburgh, which is run by Lothian
Regional Council. He was interviewed by a panel, who were all
impressed by him, and was chosen for the job.

A few days later his local Councillor, Paul Nolan, Chairman of
the Jack Kane Community Centre and a member of the interview-
ing panel, was told that Bruce could not be appointed. He made
inquiries and discovered that a Personnel Officer from the
Council's Education Department had telephoned the Com-
munity Centre's warden. The Personnel Officer said that the
Education Department had secretly checked out Bruce with the
local Lothian and Border police. On the basis of the police's
information the Council decided not to employ him.

Nolan objected strongly, particularly as the vetting had been
done 'without (the job applicant's) knowledge or permission and
with no right of appeal or way of challenging the information.'2a
He protested even more strongly when told that Bruce's criminal
record consisted of two minor theft offences committed when he
was 15 years old, twenty years previously. The Education
Department eventually backed down and Bruce was offered the
job. But the Council refused to officially give a reason why they
had initially rejected him. However, the Council did confirm that
they vetted applicants with the police without the applicants'
knowledge. Nolan was also told that for education posts the
police do not give reasons for their decision - simply a recom-
mendation on whether to employ the person or not.

Outside local authorities, in the private sector, the victims of
police vetting have far less protection. The case of Anthony
Norris is remarkable in that he did not even have a criminal
record.

For eight years he had worked for Associated Leisure Hire Ltd
in Lancaster as an engineer, before becoming a foreman in1978.
But by 1981 he had become disenchanted with the company,
particularly its working atmosphere, so he requested voluntary
redundancy. This was refused. Then, in April 1981, he was
suddenly demoted and transferred to the electronics section of
the company. A few weeks later he was accused of stealing f,2.80
from one of the gaming machines and sacked. The police were
called in and he was charged. But Norris was innocent, and was
acquitted by Lancaster Crown Court. He then took the company
to an Industrial Tribunal for unfair dismissal. He won there as
well, and in April 1982was awarded €5000 in compensation.
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Norris thought he had cleared his name - both legally and
professionally. But his troubles were just beginning' After the
iribunal decision he applied for over 100 jobs, mainly in the
games machine industry. But, although many of the positions
did not require his qualifications and experience, he was unsuc-
cessful eveiy time. On several occasions he was offered a job, but
the offer would suddenly be withdrawn within a few days.

Norris was unemPloyed for three years' He suspected it was

because of information passed on by the police, but he could
never prove it. In 1985 he was offered a job with the Lancaster

firm ofCascade Amusements. He was told by Michael Jevon, the

Supervisor, that he was to start work the following Monday
morning. |evon added, however, that he did not have the formal
authority to employ him and would need his Managing
Director's approval. On the Saturday morning Norris ranglevon,
who told him that his appointment had been confirmed. Norris
told him he wanted to be sure as he had a forthcoming interview
for a job on the Queen Elizabeth 11' 'I was told categorically that I
had no need to apply for that job,' recalls Norris. But within
twenty-four hours Cascade's offer was suddenly withdrawn.
Norrii was given no reason. He was later told by a Cascade

employee that it was because of 'something the police said.' He
asked his solicitor, Charles Bottomley, to telephone the company
and confirm this. According to Bottomley: 'In a telephone
conversation between myself and Mr )evon it was said that an

adverse report had been received from the police and that this
was the reason why Mr Norris was not to be appointed. This
information corresponded with that given earlier in the day by
Ms Bell [manageress of the Lancaster branch] . . . They went on
to say that, of course, such information was strictly
confidential.'2s

The owners of Cascade Amusements, United Leisure Ltd,
denied that they had received any information from the police.

They said Norris was not appointed because, of the three
refeiences he supplied, two were out-of-date and one was for
part-time work.26

Laterin 1985Norris finally obtained a job-with the Post Office.
But once again his innocent past haunted him. The Post Office
was told he was'untrustworthy'. When approached by manage-

ment about this accusation, Norris produced the Industrial
Tribunal report which exonerated him. The Post Office was

satisfied, and he kept his job.
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Norris now steers well clear of the gaming machine business.
He has a job repairing domestic appliances in his home town of
Morecambe. But being blacklisted for three years had a profound
effect on his life. He had to sell his house and his car. He says that
his original dismissal from Associated Leisure Hire Ltd and his
subsequent unemployment were factors in the break-up of his
marriage.

A Law Unto Themselves

The recurring factor that dominates the issue of police vetting is
the absence of vigilance and accountability, which allows con-
fidential information to be used illegally. This was starkly
illustrated in 1980, when a police blacklist was leakedtoTime Out.
The thirty-one-page document, compiled by Scotland Yard, was
entitled'Assistant Chief Commissioner's Consolidated In-
structions'. It contained 221 names with the following order on its
introductory page: 'Officers are advised to exercise caution
should they have cause during their official duties to deal with
any of the persons or firms listed below.'A telephone number for
'further information' on the names was attached to the front of
the dossier. It could also be used to add other people to the
blacklist.

The document included the names of twenty former police
officers. Also listed was Dr Denis Howard Glyn, a cr from
Roehampton, whose only previous conviction was in 1,962 for
obstruction during a cND march. Dr Glyn had also made two
complaints about his local police. Another person included was a
solicitor who worked for a well known south London law firm.
He said he was'flabbergasted' to be listed: 'I deal with the police
every day. Presumably they make a note of all the times I call
them. This could seriously prejudice my clients.'27

Among the groups included in the document were Release, the
drugs and legal advice agency, and St Mungo Community Trust,
a charity for the homeless. Many of the firms on the blacklist were
private detective companies and security agencies like
Nationwide Investigations and Finlay's Bureau of Investigation.
Ron Studden of Nationwide said he was 'not at all surprised' to be
included: 'I knew it [the list] existed unofficially but I couldn't
confirm it. It's part of the job - the police collect all sorts of
information, officially and unofficially. It's a7984 situation.'28

The problem, of course, is what the police do with that
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information. At the moment a number of senior police officers are

illegally releasing it to employers for vetting Purposes. Although
the Home Office has tightened up the security arrangements on
gaining access to the Police National Computer, a central flaw
iemains in police forces' lack of public accountability for their
actions. A possible remedy could be the establishment of an

independent judicial body of inquiry, so that an individual's

"ornplrittt 
about police vetting could be thoroughly investigated.

Only then might individuals receive the protection to which they
should be entitled.

Conclusion

'If we are to exclude all those who have ever been drunk, had
financial difficulties, told a lie, had sex outside marriage or had
a cousin living in Eastern Europe, who would remain?'

'Priva cv'* 
?,fi iilL Jffi l*rX3#ii:;:

It was a remark by ccuq worker, Mike Grindley, to the authors
that perhaps crystallised the danger of secret political vetting.
'|ust because I read the Morning Star doesn't make me a

communist,' he said, 'anymore than reading the Financial Times

makes someone a capitalist.'
Grindley summed up the prejudice that has permeated much

of the information-gathering by Personnel Managers, Security
Officers and private investigators during vetting procedures in
Britain today.

The essence of blacklisting is that people can be deprived of
their livelihood not because of their actions, or even intentions,
but for their beliefs. In many cases this could be for their
suspected - not actual - beliefs, or even because of the views of
their friends or relatives.

Blacklisting takes place in all Western democracies, but in
Britain it is uniquely secretive, information being obtained and
recorded without the individual's knowledge. Not only does this
secrecy lead to inaccurate information (partly because of its
second-hand nature), it denies victims the chance to face their
accusers. Victims in Britain have no opportunity to see their file
and correct any misinformation or factual errors - as they do in
many other countries. Moreover, the burden of proof is borne by
the victim, without legal protection. In a country that is so proud
of its democratic tradition and Iiberties this is a remarkable
situation.

Not all blacklisting in Britain is secret. Positive vetting of civil
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servants is open, and most workers in the nuclear industry and

defence companies are aware of the personnel security pro-

cedures.
Even some private corporations freely admit that they wo,uld

refuse employment to people with radical political vi9ws, Ong

such comparly it Ctrauiide-Ardent Ltd, a publishing firm based

in Dorking, Surrey' In 1986 their publication for business

executivesJ Leadersilip, declared that their holding company's

announcement that 'they will not employ any known cun
member is to be applauded. Let us hope that other companies

follow suit.' The migazine added: 'Many feel that these people

must be regarded as" disloyal, treacherous and anti-democratic

iiuitorr uni,orthy of any irust or responsibility. They should

learn that in the same way that nuclear missiles are a Proven
deterrent to any potential 1-ggtutto', membership of cNo can be

a deterrent to emPloYers.'1
Such honesty is rire. Most employers choose instead to hide

behind the elaborate smokescre"., oi the Economic League,_the

Security Services and various private agencies' E"."" Yl::
employees can prove they have been-blacklisted they have little

p.ot""iiot and few obvious courses of action'

The Legal Situation

As Britain is a country without a written constitution, there are no

statutory rights protlcting the civil liberties of the individual. A

p"rro" i"nJ f,u, U"en blaiklisted has no legal rights. It is quite

iawful in the United Kingdom for a company to refuse to employ

anindividualbecause-orr'i'politicalviewsortradeunion
activities. Although an employer can be prosecuted.for similar

discrimination on the grounds of race and sex' there is no

legislation to combat blacklisting--ii 
,f iff"gul under the 1975 Employment Protection Act to dismrss

a., emplo"yee because of his trade union activities' But the Act

o"fy ,ppfi"t to those who have been sacked for their trade union

actirities during their period of employment' There is no legal

frotuctio., for"individuals who are refused a job because-of

information about their political views used against thembefore

being formally appointed. This was confirmed by the case of

Phtli; Beyer, i U.i&Uy". and an activist in the building workers'

union ucArr. Birmingham City Council admitted that he had

been blacklisted, but t-he Employment Appeal Tribunal ruling
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stated: 'There is nothing in the legislation which we have to
administer which lays down that an employer may not refuse to
employ a man unless he has reasonable grounds for refusing."

The Labour government which implemented the l'975 Employ-
ment Protection Act always refused to extend it to victimised
workers. Harold Walker, the Employment Minister of State, said
in 7978:'I deplore the practice of blacklisting, but I am not
convinced that the best way of proceeding is to legislate against
it.'3 On 28 March 1979 the Employment Secretary Albert Booth
said that'union pressure and public opinion'would have more
effect than Goveinment actionln dealing with blacklisting.a

There is still no legal protection for victims of the blacklist. This
was spelled out by Patrick Nicholls, a |unior Employment
Minister, who said in February 1988 that firms had the right to
refuse employment to workers with a trade union background:
'The only fetters that we put on the right of an employer to
discriminate against somebody, even before he has employed
him, are based on either sex and race. We regard that as

correct . . . We do not believe that an employer should be

fettered if he decides to employ someone because he is or is not a
member of a trade union.'s Clearly, such a discrepancy needs to
be addressed, and legislation should be introduced to ensure that
people could not be refused a job because of their trade union
activities before starting work as well as after their appointment.

Meanwhile, staff who have been vetted shortly after being
appointed can, theoretically, claim reinstatement and comPensa-
tion by taking their employer to an Industrial Tribunal. Since 1980

over 4000 workers have used this procedure after claiming they
were sacked for their trade union activities' But there are major
obstacles for applicants going through this process. The most
important defect of Industrial Tribunals is their lack of legal

sanction. Even if they rule that an employee has been unfairly
dismissed, the company can still legally refuse to re-employ
them.

The Industrial Tribunal system has always been weighted
against employees. But in recent years a series of subtle changes
have moved the balance of power even further towards the
employer. These include not allowing employees to seek redress

at an Industrial Tribunal until they have worked for a firm for two
years and the introduction of pre-hearing assessments in order to
discourage tribunal claims, as well as the removal of the onus of
proof from employers during unfair dismissal cases. In addition
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to increased legal powers, there should also be more onus on the

employer to luitify its actions. Ordinary employees could also be

moie invol*red in the recruitment Process, with elected rePre-

sentatives from the workforce attending job interviews, con-

tributing to discussions about appointments and having access to

references.
The most a vindicated victim of blacklisting can hope for is

financial compensation. Employers usually offer this about half

an hour befor-e the Industrial Tribunal hearing in order to escape

from the public gaze. Some employees refuse, most accept' But

the amount is relatively small, the average award being f1000

plus redundancy payments' Many employees are now turningto
ih" Adrri.oty, Conciliation and Arbitration Service (ecas), an

independeni Uoay set up by the last Labour government, to.settle

theii disputes. T-his has proved financially more beneficial Jor

aggrieved workers. But ttie main drawback for employees is that

the acas solution is negotiated in secret, so the company is not

held publicly accountable for its actions.
Another form of redress for victims of the blacklist is appeal to

the European Commission of Human Rights. This is a laborious

process,'but there are signs that the Commission is now taking

ihe issue of security vetting more seriously.
This was shown by their attitude in the case of Torstan

Leander, a Swedish cirpenter who was offered a job at a naval

museum next to a miliiary security zone. After a few days at

work he was sacked because of information on a secret police

register which was consulted during a security check' Leander

cJmplained that the compilation of such information about him,

and ihe refusal to disclose it to him, violated his right to privacy.

The European Commission did not ask to see all the papers in
the case and found against him on the official complaints. But in
july 1985 it did refer his complaint to the European Court of

Human Rights.
Their aJion is significant, as it will serve as a precedent for

future vetting cas"s. Brituin's National Council for Civil Liberties

is currently tlking two cases to the European Commission, those

of Isabel Fiiltot , *ho was vetted by tu 15 when applying for a B B c
job (see Chapter Five) and John Simpson', refused a job by the

defence firm vrrr after security procedures (see Chapter Three).

Their appeals should be heard late in 1988 or early in 1989'

It wouta not be necessary for British citizens to resort to the

European Commission if the government made their security
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vetting procedures more open and consistent. While civil ser-
vants are positively vetted, many employees in defence com-
panies are being secretly vetted, thus breaking government rules.
By being open about security procedures, not only would the
information collected about the individual be more accurate, but
bad personnel relations with employees would be avoided.

The European Commission has become a last resort principally
because Britain provides little protection or redress for indi-
viduals who are prevented from earning a livelihood because of
their political views.

But vetting does not only affect people because of their trade
union activities or political views. Since July 1986 thousands of
local auihority employees whose jobs involve working with
children - teachers, social workers, caretakers etc - have been
officially vetted using police criminal records. This has been done
for a laudable reason - to prevent child abuse. But it means that
even more people are being secretly vetted without the op-
portunity to correct wrong or irrelevant information.

Data Protection but no Access to the Files

Files are already kept on individuals by doctors, teachers and
university vice-chancellors. Under present law most of them are
secret and inaccessible, even though they may be entirely
inaccurate. This is in stark contrast to the United States, where
Freedom of Information and Privacy laws give American citizens
the right to inspect files held on them by Federal Agencies,
including the cra and the rrl (though bureaucratic obstacles
have to be overcome there too).

It was not until late 7987 that a law was implemented in Britain
which gave people access to certain kinds of information held on
them. Under the Data Protection Act, individuals have the right
to see what files are kept on them by Britain's 250,000 companies,
government departments and other data users. If they don't like
the way organisations are collecting or using the information on
computer they can complain to the Data Registrar or the courts.
Individuals can also have inaccurate computer records corrected
or deleted.

That is the theory. But there are serious flaws and loopholes in
the system which make its effectiveness almost negligible. For
example, computer users can pass data on to another organisa-
tion, but the individual who is the subject of the file has no right
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to know where it has gone. Computer users are not required to

disclose for what purpose they are compiling the information' 
-

Under one of the unconditional exemptions from the Act, the

government can refuse to disclose personal data held 'for the

irrtpot" of safeguarding national security'. Such a claim by the

gorr^utt.".,t can be challenged' But a certificate from a Cabinet

il4i.,irtur, the Attorney-General or the Lord Advocate, saying that

data must be protected in the interest of national security will,
according to the Act, be sufficient grounds to reject the appeal'

There aie shades here of the terms of the Purge procedures

announced by the Government in 1985.

Another pioblem is that transfers of information by registered

data users, such as the Department of Employment, to unregis-

tered users, such as the Special Branch or ul5, will not be shown

on the Register and will remain secret. The Data Protection

Registrar, Sir Eric Howe, is not able to issue enforcement notices

against the security and intelligence agencies and, unlike com-

missioners in countries such as Sweden, he will not be able to

inspect their files. 'National security' is an exemption to the

general principle that data users must not disclose information 'in
Ir,y *r.,t 

", 
incompatible with (the) purpose for which it is held''

Bui even if rraI5 was registered and gave the information to
another registered use., the data would still be protected under
the general'national security' umbrella.

Another maior defect of the Data Protection Act is that any

citizen who asks for information and does not obtain it will not

know whether this is because there are no records or because the

computer user regards it as exempt. We can see the problem by

examining what happens if a person wants to find out whether
their telephone is being tapped. The 1985 Interception of Com-

munications Act (which, like the Data Protection Bill, was

introduced only after pressure from the European Court- of
Human Rightsi set up i tribunal to which the public can refer'

The tribunil can investigate whether a tap has been wrongly
authorised, i.e. whether the criteria for the issue of a warrant was

observed. But it cannot take any action in the event of an illegal

tap - one that is made without any warrant at all. so individuals
will not be informed that their telephone is being tapped in the

case of a properly authorised warrant or an illegal tap'-The same

kind of loophole has reduced the impact of the Data Protection

Act.
If Directors of companies fail to register with the Data Protec-
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tion Registrar they face heavy fines, particularly if they are
convicted in the High Court. But important institutions, notably
government departments, are exempt from prosecution. As Dr
John Woulds, the Assistant Data Protection Registrar responsible
for central government's use of computer information, has said:

'It is true we cannot prosecute a government department. We can issue
an enforcement notice to a department, requiring them to comply with a

particular data protection principle, but that's really as far as we can take
it . . . The Registrar can only really present a complaint to a department
and require it to respond. If it doesn't there is not a great deal we can
do.'6

By far the most important defect of the Data Protection Act is its
exclusion of access to card-index and manual files. This means that
employers and organisations can get round the Act simply by
storing on paper information they do not wish the public to see.

Government Initiatives

As the government and employers continue to expand their
vetting practices, political concern has increased about the lack of
protection for the individual. |im Lester, a Conservative Junior
Employment Minister from1979 to 1981, believes that managers
should have the right to ensure that a potential employee is
'going to work well for the company and have no other ulterior
motive for going into his employment.'

But he believes that secret vetting has serious dangers: 'I think
the basic fear is whatever files they accumulate, isn't from direct
interview with the person concerned. It's from other informa-
tion, from other sources, and it can be wrong. And of course
people do change. If one took politics for instance. I think quite a
lot of members of Her Majesty's Government in the past were
Communist Party members in the 1930s, and certainly have got
nothing to do with them now.'7

Senior Labour M ps are also taking the issue of blacklisting more
seriously. In February 1988 Michael Meacher, the Shadow
Employment Secretary, called on the government to change the
law to protect victims of blacklisting. Describing the Economic
League's practices as 'McCarthyite and insidious,' Meacher said
that employers should be forced by law to inform job applicants
that they are being politically vetted and give them the op-
portunity to check information on file for accuracy.8
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The growing demands for government action have centred on
extending the rights of individuals to see information held on
them. This has received cross-party suPPort. In February 1987

148 nrs, including fifty-four Conservatives, backed an Access

To Personal Files Bill which would give people the right to
inspect their school, housing and employment files. But the
government was quick to restrict its power and range. For
example, the Liberal and Tory sponsors of the private member's
bill were forced to drop the clause on access to employment
records.

The government justified its actions by arguing that iups
should wait to see how the Data Protection Act would work
before extending access. But its main explanation for opposing
the inclusion of employment files in the Bill was 'lack of re-
sources'. Home Office Minister David Waddington said:
'Extending the right of access to personal information costs

money and resources . . There is no doubt that the practicali-
ties of granting access to manual records are of a different scale
from those involved in granting access to computerised re-
cords.'9

But the shortcomings of the Data Protection Act (and the
activities of the Economic League) have made many MPS impa-
tient for action. In April 1988 the Blacklists (Access to Informa-
tion) Bill was introduced in the Commons by Maria Fyfe, Labour
ur for Glasgow Maryhill. The Bill is aimed at giving access to all
information on blacklists maintained by employers, including
paper files. ups voted by 138 to 49 to give this Bill its first
reading.

On a short-term basis, individuals who suspect they have been
blacklisted can ask their constituency vrrs to take up their case.

This can occasionally be effective, particularly if the iup has the
right political and security connections.

Another way to combat blacklisting and secret political vetting,
particularly in private industry, is for key managers to change
their attitudes, especially Personnel Directors and Officers and
Industrial Relations Managers. Many Personnel Officers are, of
course, honest, professional and strongly opposed to blacklist-
ing. Some simply refuse to carry it out, but there are iust as many
who meekly carry out company policy without protest. It may be

naive and idealistic to believe that Personnel Managers will take a

stand on this issue. After all, they are risking their own livelihood
if they refuse to obey or oppose company policy. But many nnc
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executives have taken a stand and have been successful in
preventing individuals from being blacklisted.

The Institute of Personnel Management (rnrr), which repre-
sents most Personnel Directors, does have guidelines on'Stand-
ards of Professional Conduct' and a 'Recruitment Code' for its
members. Part of the code states: 'The practice of taking up
references before making a job offer is largely restricted to the
public sector. Employers should make it clear that they will not
approach current or previous employers without the candidate's
permission.' However, this code is being broken every day of the
year by many rpM members. Indeed, one highly experienced
former Personnel Director, an rpM member for over twenty
years, did not even know that the lrrvr had a code of conduct!

There is no indication at all that the r nu is going to do anything
about the practice of blacklisting by its members. Unless the
government introduces rigorous reforms (an unlikely prospect),
it will be up to the officials themselves to take a stand. When this
suggestion was put to them, most Personnel Directors told the
authors that they were 'just doing their job' and 'following
orders'. They argued that using the Economic League, for
example, was a Board decision, and they were only implement-
ing company policy. But one former Personnel Director changed
his mind during our conversations. After admitting to having
blacklisted an employee for political reasons, he said during our
next meeting: 'I've thought a lot about the morality of what we
talked about. What we did was wrong. I can say I was just
following orders but that's just an excuse.' It certainly is.

Vetting first crept into Britain in a peculiarly English way in the
early 1950s. It was managed at first by an establishment which
did not want show-trials or martyrs, and during the post-war
period, the closely supervised system of vetting in Britain was not
as potentially threatening as it has since become. There were
unwritten ground rules which, though fragile and undoubtedly
sometimes broken, limited the dangers of secret monitoring. This
situation prevailed until the early 1970s, when industrial
militancy and lack of government control encouraged elements of
vr15 to abuse their power.

Now, an increasingly authoritarian administration, with a
huge majority in the House of Commons, is laying down
different ground rules. The old liberal establishment, with its
ethos based on consensus (though always determined to main-
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tain the status quo), is on the defensive' The government' and

particularly trrtrs thatcher herself, has shown a fierce intolerance

iioppotition and dissent. In 1984 the Prime Minister branded

f+O,bOO striking miners as 'the enemy within" The internal

"nu*y, 
she saii, was just as dangerous as.any external threat'10

Cabinet Ministers havl claimed that left wing councils and some

pressure groups encourage law-breaking' It is in this political

Itmorphei" thit vetting and blacklisting has flourished and gone

unchailenged. It is not only political radicals and trade union

activists #ho hurr" been afieited. Critics of the government's

health, education and social policies have also been sacked or

muzzled.. The atmosphere at present is one of confrontation and

polarisation: 'Those *ho ut" not with us are against us'' Inthis
climate definitions of security easily merge into vaguer and. far

wider criteria of political dissent - criteria which allow practices

such as blacklisting to flourish unchallenged, drgupiing and

damaging the lives 6f untold numbers of people in Britain today.

Appendix One

The following companies subscribe to the Economic League'
Where the company is part of a larger group, the name of the
parent company appears in brackets. The symbol * indicates that
the company also donates to the Conservative Party. The symbol
t indicates that the company donates to British United In-
dustrialists, a 'clearing house' organisation which channels funds
to the Conservative Party.

Acme Signs & Displays (Sign &
Metal Industries)

Addle Shaw & Sons & Latham
Alcan Enfield Alloys Ltd (Brit-

ish Alcan Aluminium, Delta
Group)

Alder&Mackay
Allmay&Layfield
Alpine Double Glazing

(HenlysGroup)

dustries)
Ardon Contractors
Associated Engineering

(Turner&Newall)
*Associated Fisheries
Augustus Barnett (Bass plc)
W. &T. Avery (crc)

Balfour Beatty Construction
(rrcc)

Barclays Bank
Barfab Reinforcement
Henry Barratt
Bass Charrington
Baxter Fell International
BEC

Beecham Products (Beecham
Group)

Bomag(cn)
Bovis Construction (Peninsu-

lar& Oriental)
Bradford & District Newspap-

ers (Pearson plc)
H. Branner&Co
Bridon plc

aurrc Construction Services Benson Turner Ltd
Amey Roadstone (Consolid- f srcc

ated Goldfields) Biggs Wall Ltd (Charter Con-
A. Anderson & Sons Electrical solidated)

Engineers (Staveleyln- BManc Grantham

Babcock Power Engineering British Aluminium
( r x r Babcock) British Engines Ltd
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British Investment Trust (Black

DiamondPensions)
British Ropes (Bridon Plc)
Brooke Bond (Unilever)
BryantConstruction
BrymboSteel
D. T. Bullock Construction

(Whittaker Ellis Bullock)
*Cape Boards Ltd (Charter

Consolidated)
*Cape Industrial Products

(Charter Consolidated)
Cementmakers' Federation
Chanton Engineering Ltd
Charlton Leslie Construction

(nrn)
Cholride Industrial Batteries
CibaGeigyplc
Clothing & Allied Products In-

dustrial Training Board
CoaliteGroup
Coldflow(ttvtl)
Commercial Union Assurance
Compair Broomwade (Siebe)

Compaq ComPuter CorPora-
tion

CompassServices
Consolidated Goldfields
Corals Racing (Bass Plc)
*Richard Costain Ltd
Coutts &Co (NationalWest-

minsterBank)
Crabtree Vickers (Vickers)
Derek Crouch (RYan Interna-

tional)
DalepakFoods
DavidsonsLtd
Delta Enfield Cables Ltd
Dickinson Robinson GrouP
Distillers Co (Guinness Plc)
Doncasters Sheffield (Inco

Europe)

R. M. Douglas Construction
Ltd

Dowsett Engineering Con-
struction Ltd (Trafalgar
Houseplc)

Dowty Communications Divis-
ion

Dunlop(nrn)
Dupont Plastic Gas PiPes

Eastman Kitchens (Magnet &
Southerns)

English China ClaYs Interna-
tionalLtd

EnglishElectric(crc)
Evans Medical Ltd (Glaxo

Holdings)
FaberPrestHoldings
FaircloughBuilding

(eruruc)
FaireyGroup
Fairport Engineering Ltd
Fasco
Herbert FerrYman Ltd ( a a n

Holdings)
FitchLovell
Fluor
FormicaLtd
FryConstruction
FurnessWitheY
GallifordSears
JamesGalt&Co
GeestHoldings
GeneralCombustionPlc
General Electric ComPanY

(crc)
GES

Gillingham Woodcraft (Magnet
&Southerns)

GlassBulbsLtd (rn onu E u r,
crc)

*GlaxoHoldingsPlc

M.J. Gleeson

Appendices

]. R. Govett
Grand Metropolitan Contract

Services
Thomas Grice & Co
Group 4 Total Security (Group

4 Securities)
iGuardian Royal Exchange
*Guest, Keen & Nettlefolds

(cxNplc)
*H.&1. Quick Group plc
Matthew Hall Engineering
"Hambrosplc
Hanson Engineering
*HansonTrustplc

Harlandsof Hull
P. C. Harrington Contracts
T. C. HarrisonLtd
Hartwells of Oxford
P. Hassall Ltd (Raine In-

dustries)
Hawker Siddeley Group
Hazleton ux
HeinzLtd
Helix
tHepworth Ceramic Holdings
*Hewden Stuart Crane Ltd
Hotpoint(crc)
Howard Doris Construction

flohn Howard Group)
Howson Algraphy (Vickers)
HuntersFoods
Huwood Ltd (rxr Babcock)
Hyphen Fitted Furniture

(Magnet& Southerns)
Ilfords (Ciba Geigy plc)
InnerGuard Ltd
Insulated Buildings Ltd
Interiors
I.& W.Wood Products
lc u Building Services

Johnlones Excavation
(NorwestHolst)
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JonesLangWooton
SamuelJones Ltd
K. Wool Products
Keeton Sons & Co (Rostend)
Kings Investigation Bureau

Ltd
Kleinwort Charter Investment

Trust plc
*Kleinwort Overseas rr plc
Komatsu uxltd
Iohn Laing Construction Ltd
WalterLawrence
Laycock Engineering ( c xN)
flegal & General Group plc
Lincold Woodworking (Mag-

net & Southerns)
Lindsay Oil Refinery (Total

Oil, Petrofind ux)
Lister Petter (Hawker Sidde-

l"Y)
WalterLlewelyn
LloydsBank
London Brick (Hanson Trust

Plc)
Y. J. Lovell Construction
M. &G. GroupHoldings
*Sir Alfred McAlpine Ltd
Sir Robert McAlpine & Sons

Ltd
McCarthy&Stone
Mclaughlin and Harvey
Magnet ]oinery (Magnet &

Southerns)
MagnetMetals (Magnet&

Southerns)
Main Gas Appliances

(Myson)
Markham Systems Ltd
MarleyGroup
Marples International
Massey Ferguson
Maxwell ux
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Metal Box
MidlandBank
MillerBuckley
uJN Newcastle
A. Monk&Coplc
Mono Pumps Ltd (Gallaher)
tMorgan Crucible Co plc
*Morgan Grenfell Group plc
*John Mowlem & Co Ltd
Harry Neal Ltd
T. &E. Neville
Newman Tonks Building Pro-

ducts
Nico Construction Ltd
North British Distillery
North Sea Ferries Hull

(Peninsular & Oriental)
NorwestHolstLtd
Nove Leather
EdmundNuttall
Geoffrey Osborne Ltd
T. S. Overy
Penrith Door Company

(Magnet & Southerns)
Phoenix Insurance
Phoenix Steel Tube Co (Senior

Engineering)
Pilkingtons
*Plessey Group plc
Powell-Pigott Ltd (Newman

Tonks)
Power Steels
PowersSamas
Precision Cast Parts CorPora-

tion
Press Offshore Ltd (euEc)
Racal Guardall (Scotland) Ltd
*Ransome Sims &Jefferies Plc
nco ContractServices
fReckitt & Coleman
Redland Engineering
Reliance Security Services

RenshawPeelLtd
Ross Foods Ltd (DalgetY)
Rosser & Russell Building

Services (Grand MetroPoli-
tan)

*Royal Insurance plc
Ruberoid
*Rush &Tomkins Group Plc
Scandura Ltd (nna GrouP)
Schrieber Furniture (cr c)
Shell Petroleum Co
Shepherd Building

Group
ShepherdHill&Co
Sinclair & Collis (Hanson

Trust)
Skefco (sxr ur)
*Slough Estates plc
Slough Newspaper Printers

(Pearson plc)
W. H. SmithElectrical

Engineers Group (StaveleY

Industries)
*Smiths Industries plc
Spear & Jackson (James Neill

Holdings)
Sprungrove Ltd
Standard Continuous
Staveley Industries Plc
E. C. Stenson
Charles Stevens Funeral

Directors
Stockholders Investment

Trust
Stocksbridge Engineering

Steels
Storeys ofLancaster
Streed Ltd
Sulzter(ur) Ltd
*SunAlliance & London

Insurance
Bernard Sunley & Sons
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Symbol Biscuits (Allied
Lyons)

A. E. Syms

*Tarrnac Construction plc
Taskman Secu rity Services
*Tate & Lyle Sugars
*Taylor Woodrow plc
DanielThwaites
rr Domestic Appliances
Tilbury Contracting
Total Oil Marine plc
*Trafalgar House plc
Trans Manche Link
C. PercyTrenthamLtd
Trico Folberth Ltd
Tube Investments plc
Turner&Newall
Turriff Corporation

Akroyd & Smithers
Alexanders Discount
ArbuthnotSavoryMilln
Automotive Products
BakerPerkins
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Tysons (Contractors) plc
Union Discount Co of London

plc

Venesta International Com-
ponents

Vickers Instrument Company
Victor International Plastics

(Cope Allman International)
Walsall Conduits (crc)
Wandel & Galtermann & Co

Ltd
SamuelWebster & Wilsons Ltd

(Grand Metropolitan)
Westminster Contractors Ltd
Whitbread
JohnE. WiltshierGroup
*George Wimpey plc

ThomasBorthwick
C. T. Bowring
Braithwaite Engineering
Brintons
British&Commonwealth

Capital & Counties Properties
CawoodsHoldings
Cedar (tr)
Charter & TrustAgency
Chrysler ux (now Talbot)

Syntax Pharmaceuticals Uniroyal EngelbertTyres Ltd
TabuchiElectricuxltd UnitedMolasses(Tate&Lyle)
Tallent Engineering (Charles Variant ru Ltd

Colston Group) Vaud Breweries

The following companies are known to have subscribed to the
Economic League in the recent past.

Bankers Investment Trust ( r r) Holdings
BarrowHepburn BritishVita
rarlndustries BurmahOil
Berkeley Hambro Property
BirmidQualcast
Boddington's Breweries
Border & Southern Stock-

holders (rr)
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Matthew Clark & Son

Clayton Dewandre Holdings
Coates Brothers
Common Brothers
Cooksoncroup Plc
Courtaulds
Crane Frueheuf
De la Rue
Dominion & General Trust
Dow Scandia
Eagle Star
East Lancashire PaPer
Edbro
Electra (tr)
English & New York Trust
Everards Brewery
|. H. Fenner
Fleming Far East Trust
Fleming TechnologY ( rr)
Foreign & Colonial (rr)
Gerrard & National Discount
Glasgow & Stockholders Trust
Greene King
Green's Economiser
Hardys & Hanson
Hiram Walker & Sons

Homfray & Co
Imperial GrouP Plc
john I. Jacobs
]ohnson MattheY
|ones Woodhead & Sons

Kleinwort Benson Lonsdale
Lake View (rt)
Lindustries
London Prudential (rr)
Low & Bonar
Lyon & Lyon
McKechnie

Sources: Annual Reports and Accounts, Labour Research

Departmen t, W orld in Action.

Appendix Two:
Economic League
Personnel

(*: Member of the Policy and Finance Committee)

Staff

D ir e c t or - G e n e r al : Michael Noar
Joined the League as Director-General on l June 1986. Before
that he was Director of External Relations of the Federation of
Civil Engineering Contractors from7976 to 1986.

Director of Research; |ack Winder
Also Director of the League's Midlands Region

Secretary and Director of lnformation: Thom Robinson
|oined the League on 12 May 1987. He is also a Director of
Policy Research Associates Ltd, a right wing political research
consultancy.

Liaison Director: f ohn Udal

Cenhal Council Members

*Sir Gerald Thorley
President of the Economic League. Also Director of Fitch Lovell
plc. Former chairman of Allied Breweries Ltd, British Sugar plc
and uEnc plc.

John S. Dettmer
Vice-President of the Economic League. Former Army officer.
He was Director-General of the League from 1959 to 1977. Now
Directorof H. C. FreemanLtd.

Major-General Thomas Brodie
Vice-President of the Economic League and President of the

National Westminster Bank
Neepsend
NEI
Norwich Union
Pegler HattersleY
Pentland (tr)
Plaxton
Pochins
Powell Duffryn
Provincial Insurance
Rank Hovis McDougall
Readicut International
Frederic Robinson
Rockware GrouP
Sanderson Kayser
Scottish & Newcastle Brewer-

ies
Scottish National Trust
Senior Engineering
Singer & Friedlander
Swan Hunter
Tanks Consolidated (rr)
Thermal Syndicate
Trans Oceanic Trust
Transport DeveloPment

Group
rn City of London Trust
rn Natural Resources
tn Pacific Basin (tr)
Wadkin
Wagon Industrial Holdings
Wardley Group
WeirGroup
Wests GrouP International
WilkinsonMatch
William Baird
Williamlackson & Son
WilmotBreedon
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Eastern Region. He worked for the League between 1957 and
tgu.

Peter Savill
Vice-President of the Economic League. He joined the League

in 1959 and has been Director of the North-West and Midlands
regions. He was Director-General from 1977 to1985.

*|ohn Lawrence-Mills
Chairman of the Economic League. Director of Allied Lyons
Second Pension Trust Ltd, Business In The Community and
the North London Business Development Agency.

David Andrews-|ones
Personnel Manager. In the early 1970s he was head of the
Industrial Relations Division at Metal Box. Before that he was

in personnel management at rcr.
Peter Ashworth

Company Director. He is Director of Greenall Whitley plc,
Symonds English Wine Co Ltd and Hereford English Wine Co
Ltd.

*Major Walter Bridge
Chairman of the League's Eastem Region. A brewer, he is
Director of Greene King & Sons Plc.

LordCayzer
Chairman of British and Commonwealth Shipping Co plc,
British Air Transport (Holdings) Ltd, Caledonian Investments
plc, Scottish Investments Ltd and several other companies.

|ames Coull
Company Director. He is currently Director of Christian Coull
Consultancies Ltd and former Director of British Syphon
Industries Ltd.

Lord Dowding
Former Wing-Commander in the nar'

*Peter Edwards
Business consultant. President of the League's North-East
Region and a Director of Hunting Petroleum Services plc and
Granville & Co Ltd

*Denis Fahey
Company Director. President of the League's Midlands Region

and a Director of Deancroft Fahey Ltd and Rexshire Ltd.
*Robin Fremantle

Management Consultant. He is Chairman of the League's

Scottish Region and a Director of Management Securities
Investments Ltd (rvrst Ltd).
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Graham Hale
Company Director. He is a Director of Forward Chemicals Ltd,
Rexodan Ltd and Fortham Ltd.

*Antony Hampton
Chairman of Hampton's Wholefoods Ltd and President of
Record Marples Tools Ltd. He was President of the Engineer-
ing Employers'Federation from 1980 to 1982.

*foseph Harding
Chairman of the League's South-East Region.

*Sir Maxwell Harper Gow
President of the League's Scottish Region since 1985. Vice-
Chairman and a Director of Christian Salvesen plc and on the
Council of the Institute of Directors. Director of at least
twenty-eight other companies, mainly Scottish financial in-
stitutions.

*Richard Hunting
Manager. Director of at least eighteen companies.

*Harry )akeman
Company Personnel Manager. Chairman of the Western
Region and appointed a Director of the League on 2 july
1987.

Sir Michael Nall
Former Lieutenant-Commander in the Royal Navy.

Lawrence Orchard
]imson Parsons

Director of Robin Marlar & Associates
*Edward Rea

Company Director. Chairman of the League's South Wales
Region. Also a Director of the South Wales Electricity Board,
Wales Region rss and Intercosmetics cn Ltd.

*Dr AIan Robertson
Company Chairman.

*Ronald Rowles
Business Consultant. Former 'Chief Executive of Operations'
for the League. In the early 1970s he was Director of Industrial
Relations and Personnel at British Leyland Triumph Motor
Company. Before that he worked for Frys and Cadburys.
Director of Chevron Foods Ltd and Robin Marlar Ltd and
Chairman of Smith Warehousing & Transport Group.

*C. D. Runge
*Brian Whitehouse

Personnel Executive. Chairman of the League's North-East
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Region. Former Group Personnel Manager of |ames Neill
Holdings Ltd.

*RobertWillan

Company Director. Chairman of the League's North-West
Region. Director of RR and |. Willan Ltd, Federated Employers
Preis Ltd, Willan Home Improvements Ltd and Manchester
Chamber of Commerce & IndustrY.
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Ward, John 7
Watt,lane200,2024
Watts, Commander Rollo 214
Weldon, Huw 115
Welland, Colin 115, 116
Wells,John 168
Wenham. Brian 121
Whatlings (construction co.) 180, 181
Whelan,Jeff 194
Whelton, Harry 158
White, Iohn Baker 14&9, 156, 157
Whitehorn, John 147
Whitelaw, William 119, 138
Whitmore, SirClive4S
Wilcox, Desmond 106
Williams, Evan 148
Williams, Peter 195-6
Williams, Shirley 80, 93

Williams, William Carlos 14
Williamson, Dr Kenneth 166
Wilson, Harold 122, 723, 124, 126, 737,

190
Wilson, Tony 71-2, 78
Wimpey (George) plc 173
Windridge, Susanl92
Winnifrith, John 27, 28-9
Withers, 1an205,206
Workers' Revolutionary Party ( w n r)

98,771,716,1r7
Woulds, DrJohn227
Wright, Peter 26, 30; Spycatchcr 7-8, 37,

129
Wrigley, AlanS

Young, Commander Edgar 11

Young, Stuart 118
Young Communist League 149
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